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Logistics collaboration in vehicle manufacturing: a triadic perspective
SUMMARY
This dissertation focuses on the collaborative efforts deployed along the inbound
logistics function of a vehicle manufacturer. Logistics collaboration is an emergent
concept in managerial literature that has not been fully explored, especially in the midst
of authentic industrial settings.
The managerial problem we address concerns the intricacies of vertical logistics
collaboration at a tri-partite organizational scale. We shed light on the collaborative
mechanisms present in a complex organizational system: a logistics triad formed by an
Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM), a Third-Party Logistics service provider
(3PL), and key suppliers.
By anticipating that collaboration leads to superior performance, we situate our main
research goal on the extent of the transactional and relational benefits derived from
collaborative logistics practices. The dissertation responds to five research objectives.
The first consists in the identification of the enabling factors of collaboration in
logistics provision. Second, we pinpoint the elements of praxis of logistics
collaboration. Third, we explore and describe the extent in which the notion of
Collaborative Transportation Management (CTM) contributes to logistics performance
in an industrial setting. Fourth, we catalogue the main hindrances and opportunities
faced by logistics entities when adopting a collaborative approach. Fifth, we assess the
notion of value generated by a collaborative approach embraced by a logistics triad.
This research follows a qualitative research orientation with a multi-case study
strategy. It has been argued by prominent scholars that the supply chain needs to be
analyzed beyond the positivistic logic of strictly deductive approaches. The fact that
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we aimed for a larger segment of a supply chain (i.e., a tri-partite arrangement),
influenced by an emerging construct (i.e., logistics collaboration), motivated us to seek
ancillary epistemologies and approaches. Sense making of logistics collaboration and
performance outcomes was sought from research participants. Semi-structured data
was gathered via face-to-face interviews with key actors of the logistics triad.
The results of our investigation uncover the extent in which collaboration contributes
to logistics performance in a logistics triad. Performance stems out of relational
synergies translated into specific collaborative mechanisms. Such mechanisms are
susceptible of value generation in the form of relational rents.
In particular, we contribute to theory development by furnishing evidence to reevaluate the Collaborative Transportation Management

(CTM)

mechanism

conceptualizing it as a stand-alone adaptive strategy. Moreover, we demonstrate that
this notion can be gradually tailored to specific needs of logistics settings. As a solution
method, we offer an orienting framework that intends to enhance the understanding of
what it is needed to collaborate (i.e., enablers), what the procedures and materials to
collaborate are, how do we operate them (i.e., mechanisms), and what do we obtain
from logistics collaboration in terms of tangible and intangible value.
We contribute to practice by offering to participating organizations a full diagnosis of
their collaborative work via the examination their inter-organizational practices.
Moreover, we provide to these companies an integrated view of the elements
facilitating and blocking collaboration. Moreover, we assess the triad’s maturity level
of collaboration and we prescribe an intervention plan to earn, preserve and exploit
distinctive value emerging from collaborative work.
New evidence of collaboration emerging from this dissertation joins the views of
Christopher (2011), Dyer & Singh (1998), Fawcett, Jones & Fawcett (2012), Sinkovics,
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Kuivalainen & Roath (2018), Zacharia, Sanders & Nix (2011) advocating that
sustained organizational interactions generate value beyond transactional rents.
This dissertation bears several novelties concerning its conceptual, methodological,
and empirical features. On the conceptual aspect, we shed light on the construct of
collaborative logistics. We validate its constituent elements with testimonials
stemming from the industry, and we provide collaborative mechanisms of execution.
On the methodological angle, we retain an original unit of analysis being the logistics
triad. Reaching out to a tri-partite arrangement of firms in business research is not an
easy task, mainly because of deterrents to access, lack of resources and time. Yet, the
logistics triad needed to be considered as the monad analysis to understand
collaboration in the logistics realm. Moreover, our research design captures the
subtleties of a complex social phenomenon vertiginously evolving an open sociotechnical system. Our design captures these nuances and translates them into concrete
managerial actions. Last, on the empirical setting, this is one of a few recent projects
delving into logistics collaboration in vehicle manufacturing in our geographical
context.
Several aspects of this dissertation are transferable, and they can be adapted to improve
the level of understanding of logistics collaboration. Their theoretical, conceptual, and
methodological frameworks can be readjusted to review the phenomena of logistics
collaboration and logistics performance in different organizational settings. The
knowledge stemming from this dissertation provides viable notions that can be
functionally transposed, beyond the examined cases, into similar organizational
contexts. Moreover, the orienting framework we crafted, can be used by logistics
managers, consultants, transportation policy-makers, and other field-specialists.
Results can be employed to bridge the cleavages of silo-minded logistics transactions,
towards collaborative logistics mechanisms outputting superior performance and value.
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La collaboration logistique dans un contexte de construction de véhicules : une
perspective triadique
SYNTHÈSE
L’objet de recherche sous-tendant cette thèse s’articule autour des efforts de
collaboration en matière logistique, déployés au fil de la chaîne d’approvisionnements
d’un constructeur de véhicules. La collaboration logistique est un concept en
émergence dans la littérature, en gestion des opérations. Ce concept n’a pas été
suffisamment exploré, plus particulièrement à l’intérieur d’un milieu industriel
spécifique.
Plus exactement, le problème managérial centralisant l’objet de cette recherche
concerne les relations collaboratives entretenues dans un système organisationnel
complexe de par ses participants, son étendue géographique, son nombre de
participants et l’intensité des transactions le caractérisant, entre autres facteurs
pressants. Cette recherche jette plus de lumière sur les subtilités de la collaboration
logistique verticale, et ce, dans une échelle organisationnelle à un triple niveau
d’intervenants : un constructeur de véhicules, un prestataire de services logistiques de
tierce partie, et différents fournisseurs clés.
Tout en anticipant que la collaboration logistique est un précurseur de performance
pour l’entièreté de la chaîne d’approvisionnements, nous avons fixé notre objectif de
recherche principal au niveau de l’étendue des retombées transactionnelles et
relationnelles produites par la collaboration logistique. De cet objectif, déclinent
d’autres plus spécifiques, en premier lieu, à l’identification des mécanismes
collaboratifs présentes chez les acteurs de la triade à l’étude. En second lieu, nous
évaluons la contribution de trois facteurs antécédents à la collaboration logistique,
notamment les systèmes d’information, les ressources humaines, et les processus
collaboratifs. En troisième lieu, nous passons en revue la notion de valeur générée par
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la collaboration logistique. En quatrième et dernier lieu, nous avons fait une évaluation
de la contribution de la collaboration à la performance logistique de la triade.
Le cadre méthodologique dans lequel cette étude s’inscrit est de nature qualitative, et
réalisée selon une stratégie d’analyse multi-cas. Les 20 dernières années ont témoigné
d’une déconstruction, révision, et reconstruction des méthodologies employées dans
l’étude des phénomènes en gestion de la chaîne d’approvisionnement. Il a été suggéré,
selon des avis de haute résonance en recherche logistique, qu’afin d’approfondir nos
connaissances sur la chaîne d’approvisionnements, celle-ci doit être analysée au-delà
des approches hypothético-déductives. Et, comme cette recherche porte sur l’analyse
d’un segment étendu de la chaîne d’approvisionnement (un arrangement triadique
d’entreprises), nous avons opté pour un cadre épistémologique interactionniste qui
correspond mieux au phénomène à l’étude dans son contexte interactif. En ce qui a trait
aux instruments de collecte des données, nous avons fait recours à l’entrevue semistructurée auprès des acteurs clés de la triade logistique concernée.
Les principaux résultats sur le plan académique consistent en premier lieu en une
réévaluation du construit principal de l’étude, à savoir, : le Collaborative
Transportation Management (CTM). Nous faisons lumière sur le caractère adaptatif de
cette notion qui est à la fois un mécanisme de collaboration. Les résultats démontrent
que le CTM peut être adapté dans un contexte particulier d’entreprise qui est aux prises
avec une complexité organisationnelle ascendante. Une autre contribution de cette
recherche est cristallisée par la proposition d’un modèle de référence : un cadre
structurant des facilitateurs, des mécanismes de coordination et des retombées
escomptées de la collaboration en matière de logistique.
Sur le plan managérial, notre étude offre, aux entreprises participantes, un regard
systémique de leur chaîne d’approvisionnements. Le travail fait état des éléments
facilitateurs et des barrières à la collaboration et à la performance logistique. Les défis
et opportunités en collaboration logistique sont aussi identifiés, tout en offrant aux
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entreprises de nouvelles perspectives pour réévaluer leurs priorités en matière de
collaboration et de performance.
En résumé, cette étude est porteuse de valeur ajoutée à une triple échelle : conceptuelle,
méthodologique et empirique. À l’échelle conceptuelle nous faisons lumière sur la
collaboration logistique verticale quand elle est exécutée dans une orientation CTM.
Les résultats de cette recherche génèrent des précisions sur cette forme de collaboration
tout en réaffirmant ses éléments constitutifs et en fournissant des exemples concrets
d’application.
S’agissant du volet méthodologique, nous avons retenu une unité d’analyse novatrice,
à savoir, la triade logistique. Le fait de s’intéresser aux arrangements organisationnels
tripartites dans la chaîne d’approvisionnement n’est pas une entreprise facile, et très
peu de chercheurs s’y aventurent. Cette difficulté tient aux problèmes d’accès à un
milieu organisationnel propice, mais aussi au manque de temps et de ressources. Ces
obstacles ont été surmontés dans l’espace de cette étude, tout en gardant la triade
logistique comme monade pour comprendre le phénomène de collaboration logistique.
En outre, notre canevas de recherche a été en mesure de cerner les subtilités d’un
phénomène complexe, en évolution constante, et au sein d’un système sociotechnique
ouvert. Notre design de recherche arrive à décortiquer ces nuances tout en les traduisant
dans des activités managériales concrètes. Enfin, quant à l’échelle empirique, cette
recherche demeure un des rares exemples examinant l’état de la collaboration
logistique dans un contexte manufacturer réel en Amérique du Nord. La littérature
consultée a fourni d’évidences de collaboration logistique situées en Europe et en Asie,
et ce, à partir d’illustrations multisectorielles. À notre connaissance cette recherche est
un exemple d’une investigation originale de collaboration dans un milieu
manufacturier spécifique (construction de véhicules), et faite au sein d’un contexte
géographique particulier (Amérique du Nord).
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Plusieurs éléments issus de cette étude sont transférables et adaptables à d’autres
systèmes logistiques collaboratifs complexes. Les cadres théorique, conceptuel, et
méthodologique empruntés sont flexibles afin de revisiter les phénomènes de
collaboration logistique et de performance logistique dans des milieux organisationnels
au-delà des cas examinés. Quant aux connaissances issues des résultats de cette étude,
ils fournissent des repères viables et adaptables à d’autres contextes académiques et
empiriques.
Enfin, les opportunités identifiées en matière de collaboration et de performance
logistique ont permis l’élaboration d’un plan d’intervention avec des mesures de suivi
conçues pour les organisations participantes. Le plan d’intervention est une production
originale et constitue la retombée managériale principale de cette recherche. Les
éléments principaux de ce plan d’intervention pourront être empruntés par d’autres
organisations ayant des conditions contextuelles similaires.
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Logistics collaboration in vehicle manufacturing: a triadic perspective
ABSTRACT
The focus of this dissertation is vertical logistics collaboration, an emerging concept in
supply chain management studies. We review the intricacies of the phenomenon in a
complex organizational system: a logistics triad formed by an Original Equipment
Manufacturer (OEM), a Third-Party Logistics service provider (3PL), and first-tier
suppliers.
This research aims to elucidate collaborative efforts in the logistics triad leading to
superior logistics performance. More precisely, we examine the contribution of human
resources’ competencies, information systems adequacy and collaborative processes to
logistics performance. We identify salient collaborative mechanisms in the logistics
triad. We assess the value created through collaboration, and we propose an
intervention plan to participating organizations. We follow a qualitative research
orientation with a multi-case strategy. We articulate results stemming from eclectic
data obtained over a long examination of the industrial setting.
Results suggest that the triad under analysis is at an intermediate level of maturity in
terms of logistics collaboration. The 3PL acts as the orchestrator of logistics efforts.
The OEM is the concertmaster that provides the orders aiming to performance targets.
Suppliers demonstrate great flexibility adapting to a complex and disruptive business
environment. Results grant that logistics collaboration leads to performance segmented
in two forms: logistics operational performance and logistics relational performance.
These superior performance notions are glued together by a value generation process
explored in the study.
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New evidence of collaboration emerging from this dissertation joins the views of
several works from the scientific literature, advocating that sustained organizational
interactions generate value beyond transactional rents. Further on, this dissertation fills
a scientific void demonstrating that collaborative strategies in logistics can be tailored
with suitable adaptations responding to contextual influences. Our managerial
contribution relates to a plan with five axes of intervention for the logistics triad to
earn, preserve and exploit distinctive value from collaborative work.
Keywords
Logistics collaboration, logistics performance, vehicle manufacturing, collaborative
transportation management, logistics triad, qualitative methods, multi-case studies.
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La collaboration logistique dans un contexte de construction de véhicules : une
perspective triadique
RÉSUMÉ
Cette recherche produit plus de lumière sur la collaboration logistique dans une triade
organisationnelle : un constructeur de véhicules, un prestataire de services logistiques
et des fournisseurs clés. L’objectif consiste à vérifier les apports de la collaboration sur
la performance logistique : la recherche met en relief les éléments facilitateurs de la
collaboration, les activités logistiques de collaboration, ainsi que les retombées
tangibles et intangibles de la collaboration. La méthodologie employée est de nature
qualitative, et réalisée à travers une étude multi- cas.
Les résultats enregistrés, nous renseignent sur la triade logistique analysée, qui a atteint
un niveau intermédiaire de maturité collaborative : le prestataire logistique agit en tant
qu’orchestrateur des efforts collaboratifs, le constructeur est le donneur d’ordres misant
sur une stratégie de performance, les fournisseurs, quant à eux, démontrent une grande
flexibilité par rapport aux exigences d’un environnement manufacturier complexe. La
logistique collaborative aboutit à une performance qui a été évaluée à l’aide de facteurs
transactionnels. Elle se traduit également en termes de rentes relationnelles, telles que
le partage des connaissances, la complémentarité des actifs, la gouvernance efficace,
les relations à long terme, et la crédibilité des organisations participantes.
La recherche est porteuse de plusieurs nouveautés. Ainsi, à l’échelle conceptuelle, nous
faisons la lumière sur la collaboration logistique verticale, un concept en émergence
dans la littérature. De plus, notre travail élargit l’étendue de compréhension du concept
Collaborative Transportation Management (CTM). La recherche fait état d’un cas
d’application orientée sur CTM, mais faite de façon adaptée à un contexte particulier
d’entreprise.
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Le travail ajoute de la robustesse au concept de « Collaborative Transportation
Management » (CTM), tout en réaffirmant ses éléments constitutifs, et en fournissant
des exemples concrets d’application. Quant au plan méthodologique, nous avons retenu
une unité d’analyse novatrice, soit la triade logistique. L’approche triadique a facilité
une compréhension, à la fois élargie et intégrée, du phénomène de la collaboration. Sur
le plan empirique, cette étude est une des rares exemples faisant état de la collaboration
logistique dans un contexte manufacturer authentique en Amérique du Nord. La
collaboration logistique est une pratique tacite présente dans l’industrie, et notre travail
tente de formaliser cette pratique en la transposant en une connaissance explicite.
Les retombées théoriques de la thèse se joignent aux travaux scientifiques suggérant
que les relations inter-organisationnelles complexes, lorsque bien gérées, sont
susceptibles de produire une valeur ajoutée. Cette valeur est complémentaire aux rentes
transactionnelles obtenues lors des échanges conventionnels. Sur le plan pratique, la
recherche offre aux entreprises un regard intégré de leur chaîne d’approvisionnement.
L’étude fait état des éléments facilitateurs et des barrières à la collaboration et à la
performance logistique. Les défis et opportunités en collaboration logistique sont aussi
identifiés, tout en offrant aux entreprises de nouvelles perspectives pour réévaluer leurs
priorités en matière de collaboration et de performance.
Mots clés :
Collaboration logistique, performance logistique, chaînes d’approvisionnement,
construction de véhicules, triade logistique, méthodes qualitatives, étude multi- cas.
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La colaboración logística en contexto de construcción de vehículos: una
perspectiva tríadica
RESUMEN
La presente tesis explora un fenómeno emergente en gestión de la cadena de
suministros: la logística colaborativa. Elucidamos las complejas relaciones de una
triada logística: un constructor de vehículos, un prestador de servicios logísticos de
tercera parte y un grupo de proveedores clave.
El objetivo principal consiste en verificar la contribución de la colaboración logística
al desempeño logístico. La tesis identifica las rentas relacionales como producto de la
colaboración. Los objetivos específicos se centran en la identificación de mecanismos
de colaboración logística presentes en la triada. Evaluamos también la contribución de
tres facilitadores de la colaboración; las competencias de los recursos humanos, la
adecuación de los sistemas informáticos y los procesos colaborativos.
La metodología es de orientación cualitativa. La estrategia de investigación es el
estudio multi-casos. Esta elección obedece a tendencias de investigación recientes que
sugieren analizar segmentos más amplios de la cadena de suministros empleando
protocolos metodológicos no convencionales.
Los resultados sugieren que la triada empresarial analizada se encuentra en un nivel
intermedio de colaboración logística. La investigación permite reevaluar el constructo
de Collaborative Transportation Management (CTM). Los resultados sugieren que
este constructo, visto como mecanismo de colaboración, puede ser adaptado de manera
gradual y fragmentada a un contexto industrial disruptivo y complejo. Concluimos que
el CTM no es un mecanismo prescriptivo, sino que es adaptativo a las contingencias
del medio ambiente organizacional. Los resultados corroboran también que la
colaboración en materia logística es un factor antecedente al desempeño logístico.
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Las contribuciones de la tesis fluyen en dos vertientes. En la parte teórica, los resultados
robustecen los trabajos previos en la literatura postulando que las relaciones interorganizacionales complejas pueden generar un valor relacional. Este valor intangible
es complementario al valor monetario obtenido en las transacciones convencionales.
En la parte empírica, la tesis realiza una evaluación del estado de madurez colaborativa
de la triada participante. Este diagnóstico sirvió como base para diseñar un plan con
cinco ejes de intervención para que las empresas adquieran, preserven y exploten el
valor de sus esfuerzos colaborativos. Este plan, podrá ser del interés de gerentes,
directores y evaluadores de la cadena de suministros pues informa su práctica, además
busca tender puentes entre las transacciones logísticas convencionales y las relaciones
colaborativas a largo plazo.
Palabras clave
Logística colaborativa, desempeño logístico, cadena de suministros, triada logística,
construcción de vehículos, investigación cualitativa, estudio de caso múltiple.
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INTRODUCTION
Collaborative work between different organizations is a phenomenon of great
relevance for business studies. The abilities and resources that firms possess and
exchange to support inter-organizational collaborative work have, for a number of
years, aroused the interest of academics and practitioners. There are trends in literature
and in practice advocating that organizations collaborate to reduce the externalities of
a business environment that is becoming quite complex. Hence, unique firms choose
strategically, or intuitively, to form collaborative schemes responding to environmental
changes, for example intensified competition, exponential business growth, changing
patterns in the workforce, incursion of new technologies and processes, among other.
It has been documented that inter-firm collaborative intent is not only of reactive
nature; inter-organizational collaboration can be a planned strategy leading to
performance outcomes granting a competitive edge. Inter-firm collaboration has
received scholarly attention from eclectic fields such as economics, business
administration (e.g., information systems and operations management), sociology,
industrial engineering and other fields. However, empirical results across fields do not
provide unified understanding on how and why collaboration works between firms
beyond a dyadic relationship.
To shed light on the phenomenon, this dissertation analyzes inter-firm collaboration
from the realm of operations management. More precisely, we examine the inbound
logistics function of a logistics triad; a tripartite industrial arrangement comprising an
Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM), a Third-Party Logistics Service Provider
(3PL) and a group of First-Tier Suppliers (1TS). What makes this area so interesting is
that the Supply Chain (SC) is complex by nature bearing nuances, disruptions and
confronting unexpected events: the field is not only promising but also challenging.
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This work is situated in a specific function of the SC which is inbound logistics. The
industrial domain under examination is vehicle manufacturing. The domain is quite
appealing because of its potential to offer rich and relevant insight to elucidate the
phenomenon. The vehicle manufacturing industry has proven fruit-bearing when it
comes to managerial learning of universal applicability that we now call disciplines:
total quality management, just-in-time and lean management are the most prominent
examples. The industry sector constitutes one of the unique features of this dissertation:
although important publications on supply chain collaboration have emerged from
automotive contexts, the access to such settings for long-term investigative purposes is
not easy and requires industry exposure, disciplinary knowledge and business contacts.
Within the collaborative phenomenon, our study subject is logistics collaboration. This
construct refers to the collaborative abilities and resources organizations harness to
maintain and to excel logistical operations. Logistics collaboration has enabling
factors, mechanisms and performance outcomes. Logistics collaboration can have
multiple operational forms, e.g., vertical, horizontal or diagonal, and it can articulate
the efforts of several organizations.
The doctoral residence period and several years of exposure to the industry context
allowed us to identify issues and opportunities in the field relating to logistics
collaboration. The tripartite organizational arrangement under investigation is
experiencing unprecedented growth, adding layers of complexity to logistics
operations. Moreover, the entities are becoming more interdependent as regards
decision-making, information sharing, resource compatibility and process execution.
Hence, collaborative work in logistics is a contemporary notion that we cannot
circumvent. Notwithstanding, the complex nature of the business environment does not
offer time for deep reflection on its constituent elements and potentialities, and that is
precisely where this dissertation makes an incursion.
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For the sake of practicality, we reduced the multiple facets of the phenomenon into the
analysis of three main concepts: Collaborative Transportation Management (CTM),
Vertical Logistics Collaboration (VLC) and Logistics Performance (LP). The first
concept represents the collaborative mechanism that appeared to be the most pertinent
to the reality of the logistics triad under investigation. The second concept is the form
of collaboration that we examined. It consists in the collaboration sustained by
organizations that are different in ownership, vocation and resources, but serving the
same supply chain function. Thus, sequentially speaking we examined three
collaborators arranged vertically: the suppliers shipping material upstream, the
logistics service provider transporting the materials and the manufacturer receiving the
materials for assembly. The third concept concerns performance viewed in two forms:
operational and relational performance. The literature suggests that when the right
ingredients of collaboration are present, the two performance outcomes are obtained.
A research question served as a compass to orientate this investigation. In general, we
wanted to know how logistics collaboration could contribute to logistics performance
in a vehicle manufacturing triad. In particular, we were interested in the adoption of a
CTM-oriented approach by the logistics triad.
Thus, this dissertation sought to attain research objectives that were descriptive,
evaluative and prescriptive. The completion of this work allowed first to identify the
salient logistics collaboration practices present in the triad. Second, we assessed the
contribution of three catalysts of collaboration: human resources, information systems
and logistics processes. Third, we evaluated the contribution of CTM to logistics
performance. Fourth, we explored and assessed the value engendered by logistics
collaboration. A firth achievement consisted in the corroboration of an ad hoc intuitive
implementation of CTM that is currently in evolution. The attainment of these
objectives allowed us to propose an intervention plan for the logistics triad to earn,
preserve and exploit distinctive value emerging from collaboration.
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The theoretical vectors consulted to steer our investigative efforts come from
economics, human resource management, operations management and business
strategy. Progressively, the transaction costs approach, the resource-based view of the
firm, the network approach and the relational view of the firm provided the theoretical
light to make sense of the phenomenon. One theoretical contribution of this
investigation consists in the empirical validation of some notions of the relational view
of the firm in specific contexts. We thus provide cumulative addition of evidences
reinforcing the explanatory power of that theory.
Aware of the multifaceted dimensions and subtle manifestation of collaboration, which
is a social phenomenon, we followed a qualitative research orientation. It made more
sense to investigate socio-technical interactions in the SC by adopting such as research
orientation. This inclination became more evident as we found out that research in this
field remains at exploratory stages, particularly as concerns CTM literature.
The strategy exploited was case-based research analyzing each logistics entity
separately to later integrate them into a cross-case evaluation. Our intuitive choice of
qualitative methods was later informed by consulted literature suggesting to meet
emergent issues of the SC with approaches distancing from conventional post-positivist
traditions. The adoption of a qualitative multi-case strategy proved to be the right
choice; it permitted to amass the adequate corpus of data needed to meet the research
objectives.
Several features set this dissertation apart from previous research. On the conceptual
aspect, we shed light on the construct of collaborative logistics. We validate its
constituent elements with testimonials stemming from the industry, and we identify
collaborative mechanisms of execution, especially the CTM. On the methodological
angle, we retain an original unit of analysis being the logistics triad. Reaching out to a
tri-partite arrangement of firms in business research is not an easy task, mainly because
of deterrents to access, lack of resources and time. Yet, the logistics triad needed to be
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considered as the monad analysis to understand collaboration in the logistics realm.
Moreover, our research design uncovers the subtleties of a complex social phenomenon
vertiginously evolving in an open socio-technical system. Our design captures these
nuances and translates them into concrete managerial actions.
On the empirical setting, this is one of a few recent projects delving into logistics
collaboration in vehicle manufacturing in our geographical context. Consulted
literature outputted evidences of collaborative logistics efforts in Europe and in Asia
stemming from multi-sectorial entities. Yet, to our knowledge, this production is a rare
and novel example of collaboration of a North American supply chain focused on
vehicle manufacturing.
This dissertation unfolds along five chapters. Chapter One introduces the managerial
problem. What is salient about this chapter is that it depicts the process employed to
identify the managerial opportunity to address in a doctoral endeavour. Exposure to the
research milieu in a purposive and lengthy ‘industry residence’ allowed us to
corroborate the presence of different issues forming together the managerial problem.
Chapter Two offers the theoretical framework. What is noticeable about this chapter is
that it presents the results of an exploratory literature review performed first to define
the scope of the research. Later, a systematic literature review was executed to narrow
down the research gaps and to specify the contribution of this dissertation. This chapter
puts forward the concepts and theories retained to inform the investigation. The
conceptual and theoretical substance amassed allowed us to recalibrate our research
question and objectives in light of extant literature. Another take-away from Chapter
Two is that it presents the initial propositions and a conceptual model we examined
along the investigation.
Chapter Three introduces the operational framework. This chapter explains the
methodological pathway adopted and the tools employed to work in the field. Chapter
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Three stands out by its robustness; we walk the path starting from ontological
considerations all the way to a coherent research strategy susceptible of
operationalization.
Chapter Four presents the results of the investigation. The salient feature of this chapter
is that it integrates the results of three single cases in a cross-case report covering the
logistics triad. Chapter Five discusses all results and the theoretical and managerial
implications of our work. Moreover, it discusses the literal and theoretical replications
of our findings. Chapter Five also delineates the theoretical contributions of the
dissertation and proposes axes of intervention for practicing managers to preserve
collaboration and to capitalize on relational rents. Finally, this chapter discusses the
conceptual, methodological and empirical limits of the investigation.
In general terms, the managerial problem we address concerns collaborative work; a
largely unexplored area of tacit knowledge. That being noted, we would like to make
that knowledge explicit by documenting the intricacies of vertical logistics
collaboration at a tri-partite organizational scale. We aim to understand the precursors,
the praxis and the role of the CTM mechanism facilitating collaboration in the pursuit
of superior logistics performance. We would also like to verify if the CTM notion is
susceptible of partial (i.e., embryonic) implementation given the contextual constraints
observed in the logistics triad. What unfolds next on Chapter One will provide further
precision on the examined managerial situation.
As an element of transition to Chapter One, we offer to the reader in Figure 1 a
depiction of the structure of this dissertation. Such figure provides closure to this
introduction.

)LJXUH6WUXFWXUHRIWKHGLVVHUWDWLRQ
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CHAPTER ONE - MANAGERIAL PROBLEM

This chapter presents the managerial problem that is worth addressing via a doctoral
dissertation. We provide authentic empirical evidence and a theoretical overview
supporting the research subject and general study question. This chapter is structured
in five sections.
Section One depicts the emergence of the managerial problem narrating an exploratoryreflective phase of the doctoral process known as residence in enterprise. We explain
how the managerial situation was parsimoniously analyzed, thus turning it into a
research opportunity. Section Two presents the particular circumstances of the study.
First, we discuss the macro-organizational context focusing on issues impacting the
supply chain of the investigated organizations. Second, we discuss the micro-context
with foci on the inbound logistics function harnessed by a logistics triad. Section Three
unfolds the managerial problem with empirical illustrations stemming from the
researcher’s intimate knowledge of the industrial milieu, of the actors involved and
from professional and academic experience. We offer key assumptions, arguments and
evidence supporting the managerial problem. Section Four presents a theoretical
overview of the notions emerging from the field. This section was developed to signal
that the managerial problem identified in the industry is also present in academic
literature, that it has been analyzed though various lenses, but we explain that it still
has grey areas worth investigating. Section Five presents the general research question
and objective derived from the managerial problem. Section Five also introduces
anticipated theoretical and managerial contributions grounded on the managerial
problem.
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1.1

EMERGENCE PROCESS OF THE MANAGERIAL PROBLEM

The managerial problem subject of this investigation emerged during a mandatory
phase of the doctoral program known as ‘residence in an enterprise’, thereafter
residence. During this phase, the researcher was working as a logistics consultant for
one of the entities of the logistics triad. This initial approximation to the field permitted
the original research agenda to evolve once it was confronted to managerial action.
This exploratory period lasted from February 2014 to February 2015.
The residence period has some nuances relating to time, efforts and exchanges invested
by the researcher to make the subject emerge. As the investigator was a full-time
employee of the 3PL, his place in the organization was not temporary and, from an
insider researcher’s perspective, it is important to make such distinction. Even when
the official residence period was over, the investigator maintained a formal working
relationship with participating companies. This proximity, long-lasting and more
serious, enhanced reflective thinking as concerns the context, the actors and the issues
arising. Hence, the facets of the managerial problem continued to evolve even after
completion of the residence.
During the residence period, the researcher gathered data using various techniques.
First, he reviewed internal documents concerning the logistics activities of the triadic
entities. These documents consisted of instructions, manuals, processes and reports. A
second data-gathering technique was non-participant observation that resulted in the
elaboration of analytic memos. The researcher witnessed many interactions (e.g.,
formal and informal meetings) between participating entities/actors and analyzed
arising problems. The researcher freely documented his thoughts and impressions
shortly after the interactions took place. A third data-gathering technique was
participant observation. The investigator interacted with colleagues (e.g., meetings,
calls, and other exchanges) at the 3PL, with OEM personnel, and with 1TS personnel
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whose work was linked to inbound logistics. To this end, he conceived an observation
grid. This tool aimed to capture information on the problematic ‘themes’ exchanged.
The residence period was also marked by four significant moments in which the
researcher could openly discuss research intentions directly with decision makers of
the organizations. The first moment took place in May 2014 in the form of an
unstructured interview with a logistics manager from the 3PL. The discussion aimed to
delineate the elements of the research such as the problems to tackle, the expected
results and the benefits of the project. The second moment occurred in June 2014 with
a second open-ended interview with an operations manager from the 3PL. The
objective of the discussion was to narrow down the problems faced, to enhance
understanding on the contractual relations between entities, to identify the presence of
coordination mechanism and to pin-point relevant issues to address. The third
significant moment came about in July 2014 in the form of a focus group. The
researcher organized a discussion involving one senior account manager, one logistics
manager, one logistics analyst and his research supervisor. The aims of the meeting
were to get acquainted with the supervisors of the research project, from both industry
and academia, and to circumscribe a pertinent managerial situation worthy of research.
A fourth significant moment occurred in November 2014 in the form of another focus
group. Logistics managers from the OEM were invited to this activity. The objective
was two-fold: (1) present to logistics principals our interpretation of the managerial
problem, and (2) to share our elucidations with the OEM thus acquiring validation to
upstream the project to the next level of approval.
These significant moments are being outlined for illustrative purposes. We underscore
that the rumination of the managerial problem continued for several years as the
investigator kept a dual role researcher/practitioner. Another milestone of the
dissertation consisted on a systematic literature review started shortly after the
residence. All in all, the research subject, questions and objectives that will be
presented next are the culmination of various years of observations, interactions,
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validations, reflections and literature revision. Many of these activities commenced
during the residence but continued to forge during the comprehensive examination and
until the final research proposal was presented to the jury members in April 2018.
1.2

CONTEXT OF THE MANAGERIAL PROBLEM

The problem being addressed by this dissertation concerns collaborative work
sustained between key organizations of a vehicle manufacturing supply chain (SC).
The ecosystem in which the managerial problem resides consists of a group of
companies, people, activities, information and resources involved in supplying parts to
various assembly plants of vehicles scattered across North America.
The current macro-context is marked by fierce global competition, increased focus on
customers, offshoring manufacturing and outsourcing of logistics services, to name just
a few factors. This context has forced our studied organizations to span the boundaries
of their relationships across their SC. Thus, the actual business environment in which
our organizations operate requires increased communication and coordination with
other companies of the same SC.
Many companies have reached notable competitive stands from mastering their SC
resources such as Dell Computer, Ikea, Toyota, Walmart and Zara, to name just a few.
Unfortunately, many other organizations, including those of our managerial context,
are still searching for ways to reinforce their SC capabilities. One key aspect sought is
the ability to work with partnering entities eliminating inefficiencies, reducing costs
and ensuring timely delivery to the assembly line. It was identified in the studied
context that participating organizations require to foster more refined relationships
taking into account capability enhancement in terms of the persons working the SC,
and on the processes and systems operated by these people.
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We narrow down the managerial problem from supply chain management to the microcontext of logistics service provision. The logistics function is a tactical subset of the
SC encompassing specific activities such as transportation, cross-docking,
warehousing, order processing, load planning, carrier management, etc. In practically
every SC, logistics order fulfilment is a complicated process including forecasting,
planning, execution, completion and billing. This process becomes even more complex
when companies face production increases coupled with activities expanding
geographically outside national borders and involving more entities and actors. This
was one of the underlying issues of the logistics arrangement under investigation.
The research problem is circumscribed to the inbound logistics function of the SC.
Inbound logistics encompasses the activities of transporting the parts upstream the SC
from the suppliers furnishing the parts all the way to the assembly line of the Original
Equipment Manufacturer (OEM). Some important steps of this process are outsourced
to companies specializing in logistics services, infrastructures and communications,
called Third-Party Logistics service providers (3PL). Hence, the managerial problem
we address concerns a logistics triad, this is to say an arrangement of three logistics
entities: an OEM who is the brand owner and responsible of assembling the vehicles,
the first-tier suppliers of parts delivered to the OEM, and the 3PL in charge of
specialized logistics services (physical and informational activities) bridging the
movement of parts from the source to the assembly line.
1.3

THE MANAGERIAL PROBLEM – EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE

The empirical evidence supporting the managerial problem was amassed via the
singular method of insider research. We have played the double role of
researcher/logistics consultant for these entities for years. Initially, the residence period
facilitated the identification of logistics issues susceptible of investigation. However,
the residence provided just a partial view of the real dysfunction addressed by this
dissertation. Subsequently, after the residence period, other key factors worked in our
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favour to completely frame the managerial problem. Among these factors lay: (1) the
proximity and familiarity of the researcher to the logistics setting, (2) the professional
contacts the researcher has harvested in the investigated milieu, (3) the background of
the researcher accumulating over 20 years of experience in logistics provision, and (4)
the knowledgeability of the investigator in research methods acquired as a university
lecturer.
Hence, close and uninterrupted contact to the field and actors revealed, along the years,
some issues concerning production rates and the expansion of logistics operations. The
remarkable growth of the OEM inflicted pressure on the logistics function bringing
along unwanted externalities. Problems arose in terms of inefficiencies, hikes in
logistics costs and more importantly very tight deliveries to the assembly line. We
noticed that many of these inefficiencies were due to unsuccessful coordination
between members of participating organizations; they were unprepared to face
unexpected growth rates in terms of part numbers, volume of parts, sequencing of the
parts, multiplication of origins and suppliers, multiplication of destinations and border
crossing points, increase of expedited shipments, new information systems
applications, and imminent risks of line stoppage.
We also noted that many of the new situations brought in by the growing business
required coordination in unprecedented ways.

Suddenly,

companies were

communicating more, they were sharing best practices such as load schedules, they
were offering warehouse space to temporarily hold cargo, they were compiling
information on Google Drive and other informatics solutions. We noted however that
this coming together between entities was very intuitive following an adaptive pattern
that seemed almost spontaneous. This autopoietic reaction offered gains in the short
run such as quick fixes to imperative issues. Notwithstanding, a collaborative
orientation was identified, i.e., entities were adapting to a complex and changing
environment.
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Other significant manifestations of entities’ adaptive collaborative orientation were the
efforts deployed by two key-players of the SC to upgrade their information systems
capabilities. On the one hand, the OEM focused on an initiative to migrate their
suppliers into EDI-supported platforms. This step considered important deployment of
resources and proved to be a successful project. At the moment of writing, more that
90 percent of the OEM’s supplier base are either true-EDI or web-EDI suppliers. On
the other hand, the 3PL servicing the inbound logistics function went through an
acquisition process that merged the organization into a larger logistics conglomerate.
This melding brought in new information systems (IS) capabilities that the 3PL quickly
put into play. Particularly, the luminary IS application was a Transportation
Management System (TMS) that the 3PL gradually tailored to serve order fulfilment
for North American operations.
1.3.1 The managerial problem unfolding
In this subsection, we summarize the way the managerial problem unfolded to its
current state worthy of investigation.
As discussed before, the studied SC is facing increased complexity of logistics
operations for reasons of business growth. These hike not only translates into growing
production rates; it becomes also evident in the multiplication of assembly plants,
divisions and range of logistics services required.
Hence, the inbound logistics function currently orchestrated by the 3PL, governed by
the OEM and purveyed by first-tier suppliers is under significant pressure to adequately
deploy resources in terms of personnel, information systems and logistics processes to
keep the pace of the growing business. Empirically speaking, adequate distribution and
management of people, systems and processes could reduce the complexity of the
growing business, its externalities and inefficiencies. However, resources are dissimilar
across triadic entities and there is no formal plan for deployment. Theoretically
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speaking, appropriate utilization of resources would not only minimize externalities,
but could contribute to logistics performance thus securing a competitive edge for
participating organizations.
Although the above assumptions are shared across the investigated organizations, the
triadic entities are not following a formal plan to efficiently allocate and manage their
resources under a collaborative approach. It was identified that the entities under
scrutiny practice inter-organizational collaboration intuitively. Thus, in an emerging
and spontaneous way our entities manage the enablers and the activities of what is
known in the literature as Collaborative Transportation Management (CTM).
We gather that a CTM-oriented approach has been adopted by our entities in an
informal way. Such adoption, practically unconscious, bears no strategic plan to steer
the efforts, to move forward on its phases, and to capitalize on its contributions. Hence,
since the CTM-orientation is as of now present in the logistics triad because of some
pre-requisites, activities, tools and outcomes already observable; it becomes imperative
to shed light on the phenomenon in order to understand its praxis, to manage it
appropriately, and to profit from possible performance and value payoffs.
The unfolding of the problem has created a business opportunity deserving scientific
investigation. CTM-oriented approaches are promising and they are susceptible of
elevating the maturity level and competitive stand of the triadic entities. However, in
the context of the studied triad, little is known about the enabling factors, the elements
of praxis, and the factual contributions of such approaches to logistics performance.
Grey areas are also identified in relation to the value a CTM orientation could create in
spite of its incipient incursion in the logistics triad. Moreover, if empirically and
theoretically speaking this orientation is promising, participating entities deserve to
know what is blocking its true and formal implementation, and which are the areas of
opportunity they can capitalized on.
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1.4

THE MANAGERIAL PROBLEM – THEORETICAL OVERVIEW

We now provide some theoretical insight conceding that the identified managerial
situation, problem and opportunity are also present in other contexts. Moreover, our
overview puts forward that the construct of ‘collaboration’ in the supply chain and in
the logistics discipline is at present time subject of scientific dialogue.
The notion of inter-organizational collaboration has significantly evolved during the
past 40 years. Busi and Biticini (2006) proffer this evolution with North American
illustrations: in the eighties, the organizations dominating the landscape were what the
authors call ‘4-walls’ enterprises characterized by a narrow scope in supply provision
and focusing mainly on financial costs. The nineties were marked by the proliferation
of organizations applying supply chain management. These companies took care of
factors above financial results such as quality, time and flexibility inherited from
Japanese management philosophies. In this ‘supply chain era’, firms had mostly an
inward look focusing on their bundled resources as sources of competitive advantage.
The year 2000 and onwards were characterized by organizational foci on activities and
processes that extended outside the boundaries of the individual firm. Companies
started to focus on issues like the environment, integration, efficiency, customer
satisfaction and collaboration. Busi and Biticini (2006) label these organizations the
‘collaborative enterprise’ that manages extended processes within and beyond the
single company’s boundaries. The collaborative enterprise has also an outward look
securing competitive advantage via the exploitation of collective resources and interfirm relations (Dyer and Singh, 1998).
Despite the above theoretical light, Fawcett et al. (2014b) admit that collaborative
relationships between organizations are multifaceted and offer mixed findings. These
authors argue that empirical research on the subject is inconsistent, and that relational
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strategies do not always lead to improved performance. Current grey areas in the
literature contribute to the relevance of our managerial problem.
As concerns scholarly work attesting for the nature and potential of our managerial
problem studied in other contexts, we can mention the work of Lefaix-Durand, Kozak,
Beauregard and Poulin (2009) demonstrating that inter-firm relations are sources of
superior value creation and improved competitive advantage. The study of Zacharia,
Sanders and Nix (2011) provides empirical support on the role of the 3PL as the
orchestrator of SC collaborative efforts leading to value creation. The evidences put
forward by Audy, Lehoux, D’Amours and Ronnqvist (2012) explain how logistics
activities are planned and executed under an inter-firm collaborative orientation. The
study of Rahman (2012) focuses on inter-firm relationships OEM-3PL in the outbound
logistics function servicing the Malaysian automotive industry. And, from a
performance perspective, Panahifar, Byrne, Salam and Heavey (2018) have identified
enablers of SC collaboration such as trust, information readiness and information
sharing. Their study demonstrates that effective collaboration has a positive influence
on firm’s performance.
As for the applicability of CTM approaches, the inaugural work of Esper and Williams
(2003) underscore the value of CTM and provide empirical illustrations of a 3PL
intensively using information technology as a key enabler of collaboration. Kayikci
(2009) exemplifies how the CTM approach applied to intermodal freight transportation
contributes to performance improvements. Okdinawati, Simatupang and Sunitiyoso
(2014, 2015) have isolated some facets of CTM in the space of interpretive and
normative models enhancing the understanding and the adaptability of this notion.
Guerrini and Pellegrinotti (2016) have identified motivational elements of
collaboration appropriate to the automotive industry. These authors have proposed a
model to integrate the different practices supporting collaborative management.
Finally, Okdinawati et al. (2017) have explored the interactions and learning processes
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of the actors adopting a CTM approach. Their study suggests that SC agents
collaborating in networks are better suited to learn from each other and to create value.
Despite the above insights, there is dearth in the literature as concerns the
implementation of CTM-oriented approaches in imperfect SC conditions. Evidences
are even more scarce when it comes to CTM applications in logistics triads. Our work
fills in these research gaps by explaining how and why collaborative-oriented
approaches are adopted in emerging logistics settings inflicted by contextual
conditions. Moreover, we demonstrate that performance and value outcomes can be
obtained from CTM-oriented applications in logistics arrangements showing
embryonic levels of collaborative maturity.
This theoretical background and the literature review will be presented and discussed
in detail in Chapter Two – Theoretical Context. But, before that, we state our general
research question.

1.5

RESEARCH QUESTION AND PROBLEM STATEMENT

The above unfolding of the managerial problem from both empirical and theoretical
vectors authorizes us to draw a research question and objective as follows.
1.5.1 Research question
How logistics collaboration in general (and a CTM-oriented approach in particular) can
contribute to logistics performance in a vehicle manufacturing triad?
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1.5.2 Research objective
Understand the praxis of logistics collaboration in general (and of a CTM-oriented
approach in particular) and their contribution to logistics performance in a vehicle
manufacturing triad.
1.5.3 Scientific problem statement
The following points provide an overview of the existing misalignment between the
industry macro and micro contexts and consulted scientific literature. This dissertation
proposes to bridge such cleavage.
1.

There is insufficient body of knowledge to elucidate the contribution of logistics
collaboration to logistics performance in vehicle manufacturing (VM) settings;

2.

This insufficiency is more evident in North American industrial contexts;

3.

The dynamics of a triadic arrangement sustained between a focal company, a
logistics service provider and key suppliers have not been sufficiently explained
in scientific literature;

4.

The contribution of specific collaborative orientations to performance has
scarcely been assessed in North American VM settings;

5.

There is need for explanatory statements and evidences to understand complex
relations sustained by participating organizations;

6.

Qualitative research orientations are less abundant in logistics scientific
literature; they are needed to counterbalance quantitative orientations;

7.

Inductive research is novel in supply chain management (compared to classical
deductive inquiry); it is relevant and urgent to analyze the phenomenon through
different perspectives in order to enhance its understanding;

8.

The logistics triad is not widely exploited as a unit of analysis in supply chain
management for various reasons: lack of access to the milieu, long exposure to
the field, and reluctance of key actors to participate;
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9.

There is need for proactive research designs able to capture the subtleties of
complex social phenomena evolving in open socio-technical systems.

The above issues surrounding the problem statement will be discussed in detail in the
following chapters.
1.6

CONCLUSION OF CHAPTER ONE

The previous paragraphs have described the managerial problem tackled by this
dissertation. The problem consists in a phenomenon that is not fully understood in
logistics management which is logistics collaboration. Logistics service providers and
their key customers have their focus steered away from logistics collaboration
hindering its full potential. We turn the problematic situation into a business
opportunity worthy of research at a doctoral level.
The context of the study is a vehicle manufacturing environment in which a 3PL
orchestrates the logistics efforts of an OEM in its inbound logistics function for their
manufacturing facilities in North America. Key suppliers participate in this
orchestrated effort and that is why we regroup them into our unit of analysis being a
logistics triad.
The elements, observations, and experiences suggesting that this problem/opportunity
exists were gathered and organized by the researcher as a result of several years of
industry closeness. Reflective thinking supported by on-site interactions allowed the
researcher to anticipate that orchestrated collaborative efforts in the logistics function
can lead to superior logistics performance in manufacturing settings.
To anchor our problem statement with valid theoretical frameworks, we identified the
construct of Collaborative Transportation Management (CTM) as a viable concept to
explore in the midst of the research setting.
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Reviewed scientific literature also states that this logistics management situation is real
and that it exists in other industry contexts. In order to assert how this dissertation
distances from extant supply chain literature by providing original features, we
triggered a literature review process that we present next in Chapter Two: The
Theoretical Context.
.oOo.

CHAPTER TWO - THEORETICAL CONTEXT

2.1

THE SCOPE OF CHAPTER TWO

This chapter offers a view of the process and results of an in-depth review of the
scientific literature related to our dissertation. Guided by the research question and the
objective laid out in the previous chapter, we conducted two reviews of previous
scientific work linked to inter-organizational collaboration with emphasis on supply
chain operations. The first review was of the traditional or exploratory type seeking to
get acquainted with salient authors, to identify main publication streams, and to verify
if our concepts and research problems were addressed by scholarly work. The second
review was lengthier because it followed a systematic pathway to ensure completeness,
exhaustiveness, to enhance quality, and more importantly to confirm the concepts,
theories, methodologies, and mechanisms susceptible of supporting the managerial
problem. The review outputted articles stemming from top-ranked scientific journals
focusing on operations management, supply chain management, logistics management,
industrial marketing, and strategy. At the first stages of the literature review, an
expansive approach was adopted in order to uncover all possible angles of discussion
on our research topics. Thereafter came an exercise of contraction by selecting just the
documents hosting the sought conceptual, theoretical and methodological elements. An
analytic approach was adopted last by producing a proper arrangement of the learnings
obtained from the articles. That synthesis allowed us to build the conceptual and
theoretical frameworks of the dissertation that we explain throughout the following
paragraphs.
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2.2

THE LITERATURE REVIEW

What comes next is a recapitulation of the concepts identified during previous phases
of our investigation that we deem useful to our research endeavour. The concepts that
we organize and explain next are integrated into our research question. We consider it
essential to describe and tie-up such concepts as our study sheds additional light on
them. We seek to enhance their understanding and their applicability in logistics
management settings. Our intention in this chapter, is to situate the reader along the
latitude and the structure of the key concepts of the investigation.
2.2.1 Structure of the conceptual framework
Table 1 summarizes the structure of the conceptual framework that will be explained
along this chapter. In bold captions are the specific concepts directly linked to the
research question.
Table 1. Structure of the conceptual framework linked to the research question
Conceptual framework
C1. Supply chain collaboration
C2. The logistics triad in the supply chain
C3. Managerial levels and types of collaboration in the supply chain
C4. Collaborative mechanisms in the supply chain
C4.1. Collaborative planning, forecasting and replenishment (CPFR)
C4.2. Collaborative transportation management (CTM)
C5. Supply chain performance
C5.1. Supply Chain Operations Reference Model (SCOR)
C5.2. Logistics performance
C5.3. Metrics of CTM considering the triadic perspective
Núñez (2021)
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2.2.2 The approach employed for the literature review
This subsection offers a scoping view of the approach adopted by the researcher to
identify, secure and exploit scientific publications related to the research subject. The
procedure followed for literature selection, retention and data extraction intends to
demonstrate transparency; meaning that the endeavour was objective, throughout and
carefully executed.
The literature review process followed a systematic approach. To better capture the
systematic nature of the term, we deem important to clarify what we know as two
distinct types of literature reviews in social sciences: traditional and systematic. To that
end, we consulted the work of Jesson, Matheson and Lacey (2011) that will be cited
often along this subsection.
A simpler, non-restrictive fashion of performing a literature review is the traditional
narrative style (Jesson et al. 2011). This approach was adopted during earlier stages of
the investigation as we were, at the time, setting up the scene for the research agenda
and pursuing the refinement of the research question. Indeed, at the previous phases of
the project, we had a less defined research question. We therefore opted for a traditional
review because of its looser and more flexible attributes: based on personal selection
of the material, we developed arguments in a reflective way in order to seize the big
picture of the state of knowledge, and then tell a story allowing for clarification of our
research question. This seemed a reasonable first step before conducting a more drilling
type of review.
In contrast, a systematic literature review is a more rigorous approach associated to the
scientific method (Jesson et al. 2011). According to these authors “a systematic review
is governed by a prescribed methodology – it is a research method and it is used to
address a specific research question” (idem, p. 9). Because our research intentions were
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already defined at this phase, we adapted the logic of our bibliographic research seeking
to narrow down the research questions. Also, we adopted a systematic approach in an
attempt to add rigour and transparency to the process, thus minimizing bias of
interpretation. The endeavour undertaken has indeed a method of its own; we explain
it in detail throughout the following paragraphs.
2.2.3 Development of the review protocol for the systematic approach
The literature review protocol for the systematic review was devised as follows.
2.2.3.1

Keywords

Based primarily on the research question, but also on disciplinary knowledge of the
field, we identified the following search terms that were used to retrieve the articles.
Supply chain, supply chain management, logistics, logistics
management, third-party-logistics, vehicle (car, automobile,
automotive, light vehicle) manufacturing, supplier(s), supplier
(development, integration, segmentation, collaboration), logistics
collaboration.
2.2.3.2

Search strings

We used multiple combinations of the keywords that we arranged into strings to
facilitate retrieval on search engines. Some non-limitative examples of the strings used
in our search are the following:
logistics AND "vehicle manufacturing" AND collaboration AND 3PL
logistics AND "automaker" AND collaboration AND 3PL
logistics AND "auto-maker" AND collaboration AND 3PL
logistics AND "auto industry" AND collaboration AND 3PL
logistics AND "vehicle manufacturing" AND collaboration AND LSP
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2.2.3.3

Inclusion and exclusion criteria

We decided to explore material emerging from the search conditioned to the following
criteria: (1) Sourcing of the studies: material should come from peer-reviewed
publications minimizing professional articles, dissertations, and excluding grey
literature, (2) Publication lapsing: articles published inside a fourteen-year span were
privileged. In our case 2005 up to 2019. Some articles dating back and forth this period
were exceptionally reviewed due to their valuable contributions. (3) Focus on the
discipline: articles with concentration of logistics activities in the vehicle
manufacturing domain were privileged over multi-sector releases. (4) Provenance of
the article: we preferred studies carried out in a North American context first, then a
European context, and last, any other context. (5) Author affiliation: like the previous
criterion, first we retained those articles for which the authors were associated to a
North American Faculty, then a European one, and last, any other faculty affiliation.
2.2.3.4

Data treatment pro-forma

A data extraction document was devised on a Microsoft (MS) Excel spreadsheet. The
document was designed to distil the essential of each publication. The pro-forma
harboured over twenty fields per article that were progressively populated as we read
each study, the main fields were: authors, year, title, journal, journal classification,
reference (i.e., volume, issue, pages), key concepts (i.e., 1, 2, and 3), theories,
objectives, research questions, methods, results, residue for literature review, residue
for theoretical light, residue for fieldwork, review date, useful references, comments,
and reflective input.
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2.2.4 Comprehensive search
The search strings combining our keywords were primarily run on Google Scholar as
a meta-search engine. We privileged this engine because of its linkage to practically
every reckoned electronic database of scientific work such as ABI/INFORM and
EBSCO Business Source Complete. Computerized global databases allowed access to
individual depositories of content like, Emerald Management Extra, Sage, Science
Direct, Taylor & Francis, Wiley Inter Science, and others. We accessed Google Scholar
only through a university computer server, thus increasing accessibility to all of the
databases available by subscription to our academic institution.
Whenever the number of hits was significantly large, we refined our search by using
fewer words, or a different combination of words, or an arrangement only appearing
on the title. The logic to our screening was to first glance at the title, then read the
abstract, and then download the article if relevant.
The search engines outputted an initial number of articles amounting to 119. After
screening, we held 48 articles from the first round. After reading these works, we
identified 27 other articles published prior to the time span but retained because of their
recurrent appearance on the reviewed texts. Furthermore, another 22 articles within the
time span or newer were selected through snowball sampling. The important number
of articles retained from snowball sampling can be explained by the fact that the notion
of ‘collaboration’ belongs to a corpus of knowledge that is vast and fragmented. For
this reason, we had to follow pointers from previously read material indicating or
suggesting links between this notion and supply chain activities.
Before data collection, the total of articles comprising our review equaled 97. Data
analysis and reflective memos written during the fieldwork pushed us to consult newer
literature on an iterative process; we call this reading period the third round of the
literature review. The third and last round resulted in 25 additional articles. This third
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round of the review might seem unusual to the unfamiliar reader, but it is common in
inductive research as the investigator has to go back and forth on a circular process
comparing field evidence with printed material. Total reviewed articles for this
dissertation amounts to 122 publications.
We next present in Table 2 the breakdown of articles outputted from the search. Then,
Figure 2 on the following page, exhibits a histogram by the year of release of each
publication.

Table 2. Productions breakdown resulted from the research
1st round

1st round

2nd round

3rd round

Total

Publications

Relevant

Publications

Publications read

Publications

within time span

publications

identified through

during iterative data

reviewed

outside time span

snowball sampling

collection and
analysis

(2005 - 2015)

(1997 – 2004)

48

27

(2004 - 2016)

(2015 – 2019)

22

(1997 – 2019)

25

122
Núñez (2021)
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Figure 2. Histogram of reviewed publications by year of release
Reviewed works by year of release (1997 - 2019)
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2.2.5 Quality assessment
For the selection and the appraisal of the studies, we favoured top-quality academic
journals. Some of them are listed as follows: International Journal of Production
Research, Journal of Supply Chain Management, International Journal of Physical
Distribution & Logistics Management, Journal of Business Logistics, International
Journal of Production Economics, International Journal of Logistics Management.
Other less prominent outlets were also considered in view of the richness of some of
the articles released by Supply Chain Management: An International Journal, and by
the International Journal of Operations & Production Management. Exceptionally, we
also reviewed dissertations, peer-reviewed proceedings, working papers, and research
reports published by reputable institutions. The criteria employed to rank the journals
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was that proposed by Soosay and Hyland (2015), and De Paula et al. (2019) using a
combination of factors: JCR impact factor, SJR, ABDC rank, and AJG rank. Table 3
presents the publication ranking of most frequent appearances of our literature review.
In the same manner, Figure 3 on the following page lists the publication outlets most
frequently contributing to the corpus of our review.

Table 3. Publication ranking of frequent appearances in the literature review

Periodical

International Journal of Operations & Production

Frequency

% of
TOTAL

JCR
impact

2018
SJR

factor

2018

ABDC

AJG

rank

rank

10

8,20

3,339

2,191

A

4

8

6,56

2,577

1,521

A

2

Supply Chain Management: An International Journal

7

5,74

4,072

1,864

A

3

Conference proceedings

5

4,10

-

-

-

-

Journal of Business Logistics

5

4,10

2,878

1,784

A

-

Journal of Supply Chain Management

5

4,10

5,789

4,980

A

-

Research report white paper

5

4,10

-

-

-

-

International Journal of Logistics Management (the)

4

3,28

1,610

0,665

A

1

International Journal of Production Economics

4

3,28

3,493

2,216

A*

3

Journal of Operations Management

4

3,28

5,207

4,599

A

4*

The International Journal of Logistics Management

4

3,28

1,610

0,665

A

1

Industrial Management & Data Systems

3

2,46

2,205

0,768

-

-

Industrial Marketing Management

3

2,46

3,166

1,830

A*

3

Journal of Industrial Engineering and Management

3

2,46

-

0,315

-

1

Doctoral Dissertation

2

1,64

-

-

-

-

Journal of Operations and Supply Chain Management

2

1,64

-

-

-

-

Omega

2

1,64

4,029

3,674

A*

3

Production Planning & Control

2

1,64

3,340

-

-

1

Supply Chain Forum: An International Journal

2

1,64

0,930

0,288

B

-

Transportation Journal

2

1,64

-

0,374

B

-

Management
International Journal of Physical Distribution & Logistics
Management

Núñez (2021)
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2.2.7 Literature data extraction
Data collected from each article was then converted into meaningful information to our
purposes in two different ways. First, we transferred relevant data from all articles into
our MS Excel pro-forma spreadsheet. Electronic formatting of the data offered several
advantages proper to information systems: visibility, filtering, transferring, storing, and
a wider degree of manoeuverability. Second, for those articles that we found truly
innovative and fundamental to our objectives, we wrote free-style reflective memos
either on 6” x 4” handwritten cards, or on a MS Word blank sheet. Such memos
articulated our thoughts and impressions of selected works. We also documented how
the learning of such studies could help attain the objectives of our own project.
2.2.8 Synthesis and critical analysis
During this phase we synthesized the relevant information of each article into our own
wording describing what is ‘known’ by academia on the study subject. Our account of
the findings is reported in subsection 2.3 of this document. To this end, we employed
a critical approach put forward by Jesson et al. (2011, p. 16) as follows: “Criticism
involves analysis of positive and negative features. It means recognizing the strengths
and weaknesses of research that others have undertaken, and being able to articulate
why and how you think their ideas or theories might be improved.”
To facilitate the emergence of criticism, we used three simple reflective techniques. (1)
Questions and answers: first we asked ourselves a question that we judged important
to clarify; then we provided answers to such questions based on consulted literature.
(2) Table conception: by simply arranging the extracted data into rows and columns
useful to our purposes, we synthesized current knowledge into schematic form. The
arrangement into tables facilitated the understanding of several concepts. (3) Coding:
we provided colour codes to the themes, citations and passages deemed relevant.
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The logic behind this conceptual organization corresponds to the progression in which
we got acquainted with the research subject, and to the way we want to present it in our
narrative: The fundamental definitions and concepts of the discipline were reviewed
first (e.g., supply chain management, logistics management). On a second round we
reviewed constructs and activities related to the field of study (e.g., inbound logistics,
vehicle manufacturing). On a third round we analyzed constructs and frameworks
helpful to understand collaborative efforts documented in the field (e.g., collaborative
logistics, collaborative transport management, logistics performance). All rounds were
interlinked and each one built upon the last.
2.2.9 Redaction process
During the writing phase, objectivity and impartiality were observed to assemble the
final document. We tried to write in a clear and structured manner enabling readers to
follow our work and criticize it. Writing also considered the respect of a conventional
structure allowing for future improvements.
2.3

THE MAIN CONCEPTS OF THIS DISSERTATION

2.3.1 Supply chain collaboration
The quest for superior firm performance by means of a relational advantage is what
underlies collaboration among supply chain agents. This asseveration is supported by
consulted literature (Dyer and Singh, 1998; Dhone & Kamble, 2015; Fawcett,
McCarter, Fawcett, Webb and Magnan 2015; Knemeyer and Fawcett, 2015). The
relational view of the firm advocates that organizations with complementary
competencies

(e.g.,

relation-specific

assets,

knowledge-sharing

routines,

complementary resources and capabilities, and effective governance) can leverage
them through integrative strategies thus obtaining higher relational rents (Dyer and
Singh, 1998). Rents stemming out of inter-firm relations intend higher operational and
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competitive stands as distinctive value that is co-created by the engaged firms
(Knemeyer and Fawcett, 2015). Moreover, Fawcett et al. (2015) state that collaboration
fertilizes the soil of value co-creation; organizations collaborate to obtain abovenormal relational rents. The findings of Sinkovics, Kuivalainen and Roath (2018)
support the notion of collaboration as a driver of value co-creation. Authors illustrate
a value co-creation strategy through collaborative efforts between manufacturing firms
and 3PLs. Value is created by resource commitment, collaboration and innovation
stemming from the 3PL, which in turn have a positive effect on manufacturers’
operational, market and relational performance.
Literature signals the notion of supply chain collaboration encompassing inter-firm
partnerships and alliances (Daugherty, 2011). Collaboration is a complex construct
articulating organization’s behaviours, culture and interactions (Min et al. 2005).
Collaboration is an amorphous meta-concept with cultural and strategic elements that
could be interpreted in many ways (Barratt, 2004).
Supply chain collaboration is defined by Esper and Williams (2003, p. 56) as “(...) the
integration among supply chain entities that allows for win-win solutions to supply
chain exchange processes”. The rationale of inter-firm collaboration in SCM is to
achieve strategic goals, delivering value to customers and profitability to partners
(Mentzer, Foggin and Golicic 2000).
Supply chain collaboration leads to superior operational performance. Organizations
find operational benefits while collaborating with other agents of the supply chain (e.g.,
suppliers). Such benefits translate into cost reduction, improved quality, and shortest
lead times (Dhone & Kamble, 2015).
Collaboration between entities is one of the formative elements of a resilient
supply chain (Scholten & Schilder, 2015). Authors suggest that collaborative activities
sustained in dyadic SC arrangements reduce the impact of disruption, thus allowing
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SCs to react to potential disturbances. Specific collaborative activities such as
information-sharing, collaborative communication, mutually created knowledge, and
joint relationship efforts, have the ability to increase SC resilience by means of
increased visibility, velocity and flexibility. The relationship between collaboration and
resilience in the SC is also explored by Mandal, Satathy, Korasiga, Bhattacharya and
Dastidar (2016). Authors posit SC resilience, SC flexibility and SC velocity as the main
components of SC performance. In a multi-sector large-scale survey, their study
evaluates the contribution of SC collaboration and SC visibility to SC performance.
De Paula, De Campos, Pagani, Guarnieri & Kaviani (2019) suggest that collaboration
in the context of supply chains can be a source of innovation. They put forward that
collaborative strategies in SCM can be shaped under three perspectives of what they
call ‘collaborative technologies’ namely; knowledge sharing, knowledge generation,
and knowledge implementation. The work of the authors focusing on reverse logistics
identifies collaborative technological applications, and underscores the key role of
collaboration and trust to sustainable supply chain management.
Network relationships in vehicle manufacturing settings are based on trust (Tolmay &
Badenhorst-Weiss, 2015). The authors posit the notion of trust as a centric element of
successful collaboration between suppliers and vehicle manufacturers. Trust would
also be a precursor to value creation in supply chains. Greater levels of complexity in
SC relationships require high levels of trust. Such trust can be fostered by investing in
long-term relationships with suppliers, and supported by knowledge and innovationsharing routines. This example comes from the South African automotive industry.
Another specific account on supply chain collaboration in vehicle manufacturing
supply chains was found in the work of Al-Doori (2019). The author argues that
information sharing and joint decision making have a significant effect on the
operational performance of participating entities such as suppliers, manufacturers,
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distributors and retailers. This illustration stems out of vehicle manufacturing contexts
in India and Pakistan.
The accounts of Guerrini and Pellegrinotti (2016) emerge from the vehicle
manufacturing industry in Brazil. Authors suggest that enterprise collaboration
constitutes a set of tacit practices yet to be formalized.
2.3.2 The logistics triad in the supply chain
The relational dimension of logistics has been commonly analyzed and discussed in a
two-fold way; meaning the intricacy between suppliers and buyers (Stefansson, 2006).
This buyer-supplier relation is regarded as a ‘logistics dyad’, and the term is recurrent
and extensive in SCM literature (Dončić, Stojanović, & Veličković, 2017). This dyadic
approach, and basic unit of analysis, to understand SC interactions nowadays seems
overrun by the complex relationships sustained in SCs. Modern SC have more actors
than just the buyer and the seller; and this is why a more contemporary approach needs
to be considered.
The three-fold setup contemplating a focal firm, its first-tier suppliers and the logistics
service provider ‘the logistics triad’ has been discussed to a lesser extent in consulted
literature.
The importance of the logistics tripartite arrangement was first documented by Beier
(1989) that proposed the ‘logistics triad’ as a unit of analysis in logistics research
considering the shipper, the carrier and the consignee as minimum players. Beier’s
original proposition was based on transaction costs economics in the context of
transportation contracts. He advocated improved efficiencies beyond carrier’s cost/rate
structure. More to the point, Beier (1989) suggested the possibility of increased
logistics savings by adding a third player to the relationship. Beier’s rationale was
improvement of the shared experience: the arrangement consignor-carrier-consignee is
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expected to produce more efficient transactions while capturing more potential savings.
The experience effect from continued relations held between members of the triad
generates savings for all participants (i.e., learning by stable, repetitive and planned
tasks), and by doubling the output of gained experience thus diminishing operational
costs.
Later on, authors like Bask (2001), Flint, Larsson, Gammelgaard and Mentzer (2006),
and Stefansson (2006) extended Beier’s proposition to the SCM realm. They
reconsidered the triad as the minimum unit of analysis needed to research supply
chains. In their view, triad participants should foster and maintain cooperative
relationships. Larsson and Gammelgaard (2001, p. 204) illustrate this thought “(...) a
logistics triad is a cooperative, three‐way relationship between a buyer of goods, the
supplier of those goods and a logistics service provider moving and/or storing the goods
between buyer and supplier”.
Dončić et al. (2017) argue that recent trends in SCM involve complex relationships of
integration and cooperation with logistics outsourcing partners. Such integration
inevitably contemplates more than two players. The multi-actor approach supports the
triadic arrangement as the basic unit of focus and analysis in SCM studies. More to the
point, modern supply chains need to manage the flow of seamless information, risks,
material, finished products, and returns between acting entities; such flow can be better
understood by enlarging the scope of the analyzed participants.
For the purpose of this dissertation, we center our interest on the logistics triad as the
basic unit of analysis. We have stated that our focus obeys for reasons of practicality
(i.e., access to three segments of the analyzed supply chain), and intellectual curiosity
(i.e., understanding the studied phenomenon through a wider lens). Notwithstanding,
SC phenomena can be analyzed to even larger folds of participating entities called
‘multiads’. To this point, Dončić et al. (2017) suggest that researchers can opt for what
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they call ‘suitable aggregations’ of elements into logistics arrangements. According to
the authors, aggregations are different levels of integration that can be applied
depending on the level of complexity of the analyzed SC. Their account on the German
automotive industry, exemplifies a case of ‘multiad’ analysis in which a focal company,
a 3PL, and a 4PL engage in organizational and functional interdependencies.
2.3.3 Managerial levels and types of collaboration in the supply chain
It has been advocated that in a supply chain, the ultimate goal of collaboration is to
solve an optimization problem (e.g., routing, travelling distances, lead time, etc.) in
order to achieve maximum savings and/or profits (Audy, D’Amours, Rousseau and
Favreau, 2013). Authors put forward that LSPs can be leaders of SC collaboration.
Moreover, they sustain that collaboration in logistics can be executed at three
managerial levels: operational, tactical and strategic. Three forms (or phenotypes) of
logistics collaboration are also identified in their work: vertical, horizontal, and lateral
(also called diagonal or synergistic). In addition, they point out quantitative benefits of
logistics collaboration based on cost and time reduction (e.g., improved delivery trips,
faster lead times, better transportation rates, leveled stock, increased loading rates);
while qualitative improvements concern acquiring new logistics skills. Tools for
logistics collaboration are also flagged by the authors which they call ‘management
artifacts’ namely: Decision Support Systems - DSS, Radio Frequency Identification
Data – RFID, Vendor Managed Inventory – VMI, Equal Profit Methods – EPM, and
Collaborative Planning Forecasting and Replenishment - CPFR.
Sanchez-Rodrigues et al. (2015) distinguish the vertical type of collaboration in
logistics (down the chain of supply) being more widely researched vis-à-vis the
horizontal form (between same-level actors). In a study conducted in an international
retail context; the authors identify enablers, pre-requisites, and levers of horizontal
logistics collaboration. Even more so, they abound on tripartite collaborative cases held
between retailers, LSPs, and suppliers. The evolutionary nature of collaborative
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logistics is brought to ground level by the authors in the form of SCM metrics. They
discriminate cost, service, and external benefits of logistics collaboration into output
metrics such as: lead time, shipment frequency, cost, carbon emissions, transportation
split, inventory level, and wastage of merchandise.
Obayi, Koh, Oglethorpe & Ebrahimi (2017) put forward a relatively recent account of
the strategic level of collaboration in its horizontal form. Their study analyzes retail
supply chains in the United Kingdom. Authors’ approach and findings reach beyond
the managerial artifacts and the KPIs to measure such artifacts found in previous
literature. Based on the relational view proposed by Dyer and Singh (1998), Obayi et
al. (2017) evoke knowledge-oriented routines that can be found in collaborative
strategies. Their findings suggest an effect of knowledge-intensive inter-organizational
relationships namely absorptive capacity, ‘transactive’ memory systems, and
organizational interoperability on SCs operational performance.
2.3.4 Collaborative mechanisms in the supply chain
Collaboration refers to win-win solutions for participating partners in a supply chain
(Esper and Williams, 2003). For such companies, collaboration is generally believed
to increase operational efficiency and decrease costs (Stefansson, 2006). When SC
partners collaborate, their efforts translate into substantial costs reductions, improved
service and shorter lead times (Sandberg, 2005; 2007).
Collaboration, in this context, is considered by Gonzalez-Feliu, Morana, Grau, and Ma
(2013) as a strategy to reduce externalities (i.e., external costs) of transportation. In
their view "(…) transportation management is often externalized and it is not explicitly
taken into account in logistics and SCM issues" (p. 6). Authors suggest that
collaboration, when based on group reasoning and information sharing, can help reduce
the overall cost of the supply process.
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Sandberg (2007) describes collaborative logistics activities, namely: production
planning, forecasting, inventory management and replenishment, transportation
planning, and strategic planning. Some metrics of collaboration in SCM are evoked in
Sandberg’s work: total logistics costs, lead times between companies, and levels of
service. The author also discriminates between two levels of collaboration in supply
chains namely: operational and strategic.
Coordination and collaboration in the supply chain appear in consulted literature as
interchangeable notions. For instance, Audy, Lehoux, D’Amours, and Rönnqvist
(2012, p. 642) refer to ‘coordination mechanisms’ while discussing supply chain
collaboration. According to these authors coordination mechanisms in logistics
consists in a plan held by collaborating entities (or business units) that have logistics
activities (i.e., transportation) coordinated under a plan, and using either their own
resources (i.e., carriers), or sharing their resources (i.e., warehouses).
The terms coordination and collaboration should not be considered as synonyms. We
found out that collaboration has been presented as the more refined term compared to
coordination. Coordination requires a lesser level of implication and of closeness
between logistics entities because coordination does not imply a willingness to
participate actively in planning and information sharing activities (Golicic, 2003,
Rusich, 2016). Moreover, collaboration entails superior levels of risks, knowledge, and
profits (Vachon and Klassen, 2008).
Guerrini and Pellegrinotti (2016) suggest that enterprise collaboration constitutes a set
of tacit practices yet to be formalized. Collaborative management in the automotive
industry needs to be translated from tacit to explicit knowledge by using inductive
research approaches. Their work focuses on the Brazilian automotive industry and
seeks to synthesize the requirements for collaboration. Author’s approach offers a set
of interesting findings helpful to building a more concrete structure for SC
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collaboration. Authors propose a reference model including detailed axes and elements
to SC collaboration based on concepts, objectives, rules, business processes, and actors.
Scarcity of wider statements on ‘collaborative mechanisms’ in the logistics sector,
enticed us to craft our own definition based on read material and on professional
experience. We therefore define collaborative mechanisms in logistics as planned
socio-technical processes supporting collaborative work between logistics entities. A
collaborative mechanism encompasses collaborative forms and technological enablers
that are proactively operated by individuals. Collaborative mechanisms are essential to
the execution and management of key logistics activities, and to support decisionmaking routines.
Close to the above definition is the notion ‘collaborative logistics models’ presented
by Rusich (2016). The author lists a series of logistics approaches that he calls
collaborative models, namely: Just in Time (JIT), Efficient Customer Response (ECR),
Collaborative Transportation Management (CTM), among others.
To ease the understanding of what a collaborative mechanism in logistics is, we have
prepared Table 4 summarizing our findings. We do this with the caveat that our own
definition of a collaborative logistics mechanism is imperfect. Moreover, it intersects
with other authors’ definitions referring to ‘coordination mechanisms’, ‘collaborative
logistics models’ or ‘collaborative logistics strategies’.
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Table 4. Classification of collaborative mechanisms in logistics
Logistics
Collaborative
mechanism,
model, approach
or strategy

Definition

Just In Time
(JIT) and Lean
Logistics

An operating concept
designed to eliminate
waste avoiding
everything other than the
minimum amount of
equipment, materials,
parts, space and worktime
(Canel et al. 2000)

Efficient
Customer
Response (ECR)

Originated in the US
grocery industry of the
early 1990s (Finne and
Sivonen, 2008), the ECR
concept was developed
by the major supermarket
chains to face market
share reductions derived
by the widespread of
alternative store formats
(Kurnia et al., 2002).

Quick Response
(QR)

QR strategies emerged in
the United States at the
end of 1980s with the aim
to increase
competitiveness of
American retail industry
against growing imports
(Rusich, 2016)

Application fields

PRODUCTION
JIT is applied in both
production of goods and
service sectors, mainly in
manufacturing and sourcing
processes, and is widespread
in all developed countries
(Singh and Garg, 2011)

Technological enablers







DISTRIBUTION
Two main operational
programs support the
implementation of ECR: the
Category Management (CM)
and the Continuous
Replenishment Program
(CRP)

RETAIL
By on-line electronic
communication of sales data
from retailers to vendors, the
latter could quickly supply the
freight needed to recover a
jointly predetermined level of
inventory (Rusich, 2016)











DISTRIBUTION

Vendor-Managed
Inventory (VMI)

VMI approaches emerged
during the 1980s as a
replenishment strategy in
which the vendor (i.e.,
manufacturer) is
authorized to manage the
inventory at buyer (i.e.,
retailer) distribution
centre (Rusich, 2016)

The retailer transmits product
availability data (i.e.,
inventory levels) and product
short-term demand forecasts
to the manufacturer via EDI.
The manufacturer uses the
mentioned data to decide
timing of resupply and
quantity to be supplied at
retailers distribution centre
(Arora et al., 2010)





Automatic Identification and Data
Capture technologies:
e-kanban, RFID-bar codes
Communication Networks and Data
Exchange technologies: EDI, webEDI
Information Hubs: ERP systems
(Rusich, 2016)
Automatic Identification and Data
Capture technologies: Electronic
Point-Of-Sale (EPOS)
Communication Networks and Data
Exchange technologies: EDI or web
trade portals
Electronic Found Transfer
technologies: EFT systems
Information Hubs: Computer Aided
Ordering (CAO); Electronic Order
Systems (EOS); Activity-Based
Costing (ABC) (Christopher, 2011;
Lyu et al., 2010 ; Kurnia et al., 2002)
Automatic Identification and Data
Capture technologies: Electronic
Point-Of-Sale (EPOS)
Communication Networks and Data
Exchange technologies: EDI or web
trade portals
Electronic Found Transfer
technologies: EFT systems
Information Hubs: ERP systems;
Electronic Order Systems (EOS)
(Rusich, 2016)
Communication Networks and Data
Exchange technologies: EDI, webEDI
Information Hubs: a VMI
collaboration is enabled by intra-firm
specialized IT applications. (De Toni
and Zamolo, 2005) also referred as
technological modules (Rusich, 2016)
Technological modules: ComputerAssisted Ordering (CAO); Automated
Receivable-Payment Systems;
Electronic Forecasting Systems;
Warehouse Management Systems
(WMS); Transportation Management
Systems (TMS)

Núñez (2021)
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Table 4.
Classification of collaborative mechanisms in logistics (continued)
Logistics
Collaborative
mechanism,
model, approach
or strategy

Definition

Continuous
Replenishment
Planning (CRP)

CRP is part of the ECR
initiative developed in
the US grocery industry
in the early 1990s. The
CRP strategy implies that
producers regularly send
full loads to the retailer
distribution centre even if
the product mix of each
shipment is decided a
short-term before the
delivery (Caputo and
Mininno, 1996)

Collaborative
Planning,
Forecasting and
Replenishment
(CPFR)

The CPFR is a
partnership-based
strategy considered as the
‘second generation of
ECR’ (Seifert, 2003;
Ramanathan and
Gunasekaran, 2014). The
initiative was introduced
in the US retailing
industry during the mid90s as a pilot project
between Wal-Mart and
Warner-Lambert

Application fields

Technological enablers



Same as VMI



Communication Networks and
Data Exchange technologies:
e-mails, intranet or extranet,
EDI) enable the transmission
of spreadsheet of sales ordering
and promotional data.
Communication Networks and
Data Exchange technologies:
RFID technology linked with
new bar-coding systems (i.e.,
Electronic Product Code, EPC)
Information Hubs: a CPFR
collaboration is enabled by
intra-firm specialized IT
applications such as ERP
(Seifert, 2003)

RETAIL
The retailer collects sales data at
stores and outgoing distribution
centre information which are used
to forecast demand and to suggest
an order to the manufacturer
(Rusich, 2016)

PRODUCTION,
DISTRIBUTION, RETAIL
Based on Electronic Point of
Sales (EPOS) data and promotion
planning, the participating
organizations create sales
forecasts and cooperate to
identify and solve problems
related to possible exceptions
(i.e., scarce forecasts accuracy,
wrong executions, etc.) which are
excluded by the joint forecasting
process and are managed
separately (Rusich, 2016)







Collaborative
Transportation
Management
(CTM)

The CTM is a holistic
process that brings
together supply chain
trading partners and
service providers to drive
inefficiencies out of the
transportation planning
and execution process.
Although the CTM was
developed as a
complementary CPFR
process, the concept is
also applicable as a
stand-alone strategy
without links to CPFR.
(Rusich, 2016 citing
VICS, 2004)

PRODUCTION,
DISTRIBUTION, RETAIL,
TRANSPORTATION
During CTM operations, each
partner manages the production,
transportation and distribution
tasks of competence. The trading
organization, in charge of
managing the relationship with
the freight carrier/3PL,
consolidates partners’ orders into
shipments, based on a pre-agreed
load creation policy (Rusich,
2016)







Automatic Identification and
Data Capture technologies:
RFID smart tags attached to
transportation units.
Positioning Systems: vehicles
equipped with on-boards
computers connected to a GPS.
Communication Networks and
Data Exchange technologies:
the partners’ communication,
traditionally performed via email, is enhanced by EDI.
Information Hubs: a CTM
collaboration is enabled by
intra-firm specialization
Transportation Management
Systems (TMS). These IT
applications can exist as standalone or integrated in ERP
information hubs. (Rusich,
2016)

Núñez (2021)

We retain from Table 4 above two collaborative mechanisms to review in detail. CPFR
and CTM are the two last notions listed on the table. Hence, the analysis of these
mechanisms is relevant to our literature review because they constitute the closest
conceptual approaches to the practices witnessed in the field. We review first CPFR
considered a more encompassing and formal mechanism, then we review CTM
considered as an extension of the former.
2.3.4.1

Collaborative Planning, Forecasting and Replenishment

One SCM initiative that supports collaborative efforts is the program Collaborative
Planning, Forecasting and Replenishment (CPFR). This initiative intends to provide
retailers and suppliers with a cooperative approach to supply chain forecasting (VICS,
2008). More precisely, CPFR is “(...) a form of cooperation in which supply network
partners share data and work together to jointly manage important business processes
in their value chain” (Danese, 2006, p. 16). The activities comprised in CPFR were
devised by Walmart and some of its suppliers to anticipate and satisfy future demand.
Later, the Voluntary Inter-disciplinary Commerce Standards Association (VICS, 1998,
2008) proposed a three-segment, nine-step method to implement CPFR: first segment
is planning and comprises two activities (1) develop and agreement and (2) create a
joint business plan. Second segment is forecasting and includes six activities: (3) create
sales forecast, (4) identify exceptions, (5) resolve exceptions, (6) create order forecast,
(7) identify exceptions to order forecast, (8) resolve exceptions to order forecast. Last
segment is replenishment and covers (9) order generation (idem).
In practice, CPFR uses IT such as Internet and EDI to enhance operational
performance, to improve the accuracy of sales forecasting and to reduce inventory costs
(Fu, 2016, Panahifar, Byrne and Heavey, 2015). The model is based on extensive
information exchange between participants including suppliers and retailers sharing
point-of-sale data, forecasts and promotional plans (Fu, 2016). The motivations of this
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type of structured collaboration between companies are underpinned by efficiency
arguments found in transaction costs economics and competitive advantage theory:
firms decide to collaborate in a CPFR business model in order to reduce inventory
costs, to maintain a high level of service and to increase their responsiveness to demand
change (Danese, 2006, 2007). The dimensions of CPFR are also mentioned by this
latter author signaling the presence of contractual, technical and relational features
shaping collaborations in supply chains. Different maturity levels of CPFR can exist
depending on various dimensions surrounding the agreement of the companies
involved.
In spite of the above benefits, CPFR remains one of the most difficult collaborative
strategies to implement in SCM (Panahifar et al. 2015). Since its launch in 1998, not
many success stories have been documented, and those that are publically available
refer to companies with abundant SC resources such as Campbell’s Soup, Procter and
Gamble, Walmart, and Whirlpool (Fu, 2016; Hill, Zhang and Miller, 2018; Panahifar
et al. 2015). These companies are powerful enough to change the usual way of doing
business, especially at the supplier level. More to the point, Hill et al. (2018) argue that
CPFR initiatives across industries remain slow because firms fear an increase of
processes and costs. Another CPFR deterrent identified by the latter authors is the
unequal sharing of benefits between participants.
While underscoring the difficulties organizations have in CPFR implementation,
Panahifar et al. (2015) bring forward the importance of CPFR as a collaborative
mechanism. Authors focus on the identification of enablers of CPFR to surmount
roadblocks to its execution. Panahifar et al. (2015) used interpretive structural
modeling, and consulted skilled practitioners in the automotive sector to shed light on
the significant influence of CPFR on supply chain collaboration. Their study identifies
as main enablers of CPFR senior management support, a clear communication plan,
and willingness to collaborate. The former variables merge into the formation of
mutually agreed objectives. An action plan will be conveyed in the development of an
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IT infrastructure, considering information sharing security which, in turn, will lead to
information readiness, information accuracy, and higher levels of trust.
On the concrete benefits of CPFR, evidence stemming from scientific literature remains
largely anecdotal according to Hill et al. (2018). To close such gap, authors put forward
their results on a systematic study linking CPFR and firm performance across a sample
of multinational corporations. Hill et al. (2018) find that CPFR practices result in lower
inventory levels ranging from 30 to 50 percent, increased annual gross sales, and
improved financial performance. They also suggest that, with CPFR, it is the
manufacturers who experience higher performance improvement compared to their
suppliers. Their work also underscores that higher levels of collaboration (estimated on
length of the collaborative effort, or the use of collaborative technologies), will output
a higher level of firm performance.
2.3.4.2

Collaborative Transportation Management - CTM

The CTM concept stemmed from the VICS committee as a response to a transportation
gap found in CPFR (Okdinawati et al. 2015). They state that CTM “complements
logistics collaboration after an order is generated via CPFR” (p. 97). Moreover, they
posit that CTM represents an extension, “a new application of logistics collaboration
to ensure that the benefits of CPFR are properly executed and expanded in the
transportation area” (p. 98). Authors provide their own assertion of CTM defined as “a
transportation process which is based on the interaction, coordination, and
collaboration among shippers, receivers, and transportation services providers involved
in the logistics process” (p. 98). Similar to CPFR, CTM “involves information and
process flows, whereby suppliers and buyers collaborate jointly with carriers and 3PLs
to provide effective and efficient shipment delivery” (Wen, 2011, p. 606). The main
objective of CTM is to reduce uncertainty in demand, supply and transportation,
through effective information sharing and collaboration" (Chen et al. 2010).
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The pioneering scientific publication found on CTM is authored by Esper and Williams
(2003). Authors analyze CTM as an activity consisting in a collaborative exchange
among buyers, suppliers, and transportation service providers all focusing on
translating forecast information furnished by CPFR into shipment forecast, and then
working together to guarantee fulfillment. In concurrence with our research aims, Esper
and Williams (2003) studied CTM in the context of a North American 3PL
(Transplace). Their case study discusses the role of information technology as an
enabler of collaboration.
We find CTM particularly pertinent to our research objectives because it takes into
consideration the agents of the logistics triad, the unit of analysis identified during the
residence period and anticipated in previous sections. CTM’s goal is “ (...) to develop
collaborative relations among buyers, sellers, carriers and third-party logistics
providers to improve service, efficiencies, and costs associated with the transportation
and delivery process” (Karolefsky, 2001, p. 24).
Consulted literature posits CTM as a ‘process’, an ‘approach’, a ‘tool’, a ‘collaborative
structure’, a ‘collaboration strategy’ between companies, even as a business model
(Feng and Yuan 2007). Complementary to this branding of CTM is the work of Li &
Chan (2012) labeling the practice as a ‘mechanism’ to manage supply chain partners.
The authors find CTM particularly pertinent for cases of demand disruption. In their
view, CTM allows organizations to reduce costs and improve flexibility when facing
demand disruption challenges. The authors argue that performance outputs in
disruptive supply chains are more significant with CTM compared to those without it.
Based on the VICS (2004) definition, Rusich (2016) details the operations within CTM.
The author’s account is very focused on the specific activities of CTM with no tactical
or strategic indications. However, we found in his recapitulation a useful definition to
shed light on the concept. We reproduce Rusich’s (2016, p.80) description of CTM as
follows:
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“In CTM operations, each partner manages the production,
transportation and distribution tasks of competence. The trading
organization, in charge of managing the relationship with the freight
carrier/3PL, consolidates partners’ orders into shipments based on a preagreed load creation policy. An electronic load tender is transmitted to
the freight carrier/3PL requiring the shipment execution. The
transportation provider evaluates if the resources available are sufficient
to fulfil the shipment, activating an exemption protocol in case of a
negative feedback. If the feedback is positive, the order tender is
accepted. Consequently, pickups and deliveries are scheduled and
resources are reserved. When the shipper has prepared the transportation
units, freight documentation is shared with all partners in a pre-agreed
format. Finally, the transportation provider executes the shipment.”
The enablers of CTM were tested by Kang and Moon (2015) across manufacturing
firms in South Korea. In their study, two organizational competences (i.e., relational
competence, and information technology (IT) competence) were positively related to
SC collaboration, and indirectly related to SC performance. Their results suggest that
the collaborative construct of relational competence has a greater effect on SC
performance compared to the IT construct.
Okdinawati, Simatupang and Sunitiyoso (2017) posit that CTM is not only a
collaborative mechanism, but it is also a value co-creation mechanism. Rooting their
propositions on three multi-sector studies in Indonesia, authors suggest that
collaborative mechanisms like CTM are needed to create value that SC agents expect.
According to Okdinawati et al. (2017) CTM is the interactive configuration of social
actors, technologies and processes that adds value to the logistics relationship where
“the agents exchange information and competences in order to achieve a value for
themselves, for other agents, and eventually for the customer throughout an on-going
process” (p. 52). Authors simplify the intersections between CTM and value cocreation into three successive stages: close relationships between the actors, lead to
collaboration to create value, resulting in mutual benefits for participating agents.
Okdinawati et al. (2017) propose a collaboration process of CTM articulated in six
stages of vertical

collaboration:

formation,

preparation,

design,

planning,
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implementation, and evaluation. Authors also propose five values of CTM namely
information, relationship, quality, time, monetary value. According to Okdinawati et
al. (2017) value co-creation materializes when participating agents of a CTM
mechanism interact with one another across the six stages of the collaborative process.
What is relevant in their model is the typology of values that can be created through
various stages of collaboration.
2.3.5 Supply chain performance
We identified improved performance as one key motivation behind collaboration in the
supply chain. To put it differently, organizations in an SC arrangement foster a
collaborative culture with the intention to increase Supply Chain Performance (SCP).
This assumption is supported by the relational view of the firm proposed by Dyer and
Singh (1998).
The relationship between supply chain collaboration and firm performance is
underscored by Panahifar, Byrne, Salam & Heavey (2018). Authors provide a concise
account of the potential that collaboration has to enhance performance at the firm level.
As the foci of their study is information sharing and trust, authors state that trading
partners exploit collaborative arrangements by exchanging and integrating information
to make joint decisions ranging from strategic to tactical. Some concrete benefits from
SC collaboration are carefully selected by the authors from previous scholarly work:
improved forecasting accuracy, minimization of the bullwhip effect, increased
responsiveness, enhanced revenues. Authors also retrieve that higher levels of
collaborative practices among SC partners will lead to superior operational
performance.
Forslund (2012) posits that Supply Chain Performance (SCP) is a complicated research
notion. Scholars tend to analyze it as a construct made up of various interconnected
parts, and the way such parts (or variables) are interlinked leads to different results
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(Alam, Bagchi, Kim, Mitra & Seabra, 2014). On the organizational angle, firms relate
to SCP mostly from a process approach; they have developed methods and measures
to track SCP. Panahifar et al. (2018, p. 363) call these managerial applications
‘collaboration schemes or approaches’ namely CPFR, VMI, joint forecasting and ECR.
From the research angle, consulted literature reflects the multi-factor nature of the
construct; it encapsulates multiple dimensions, which, in turn, contain an important
number of factors with measurement capabilities. For example, the study conducted by
Panahifar et al. (2018) puts into perspective the relationship between three phenotypes
of information (sharing security, accuracy, and readiness), and level of trust. These
variables are precursors of effective collaboration, which in turn has a positive impact
on firm performance.
Specifically, on SC performance, Mandal et al. (2016) evaluate this notion considering
three integrative constructs: SC flexibility, SC velocity, and SC resilience. Authors
anticipate that SC collaboration and SC visibility are drivers of SC performance.
According to the authors, the integration of logistics capabilities (i.e., collaboration and
visibility) enables SC performance.
We found that the meaning of the term performance applied to SC studies is not
unanimously agreed upon among authors. For instance, Velda and Dhiba (2017)
interpret this term from the perspective of automotive suppliers’ performance. Their
study establishes a link between a collaborative dimension (i.e., supplier relationships)
and the performance of 33 automotive suppliers in Morocco. Their collaborative adhoc dimension contains four variables (long-term relationships, provider evaluation,
provider partnership, and agreements formulation). Their study suggests that the
former variables have a positive impact on cost containment, customer satisfaction, and
delivery times.
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The eclecticism of constructs and variables relating to SCP has led us to review
concrete managerial approaches that we describe next.
2.3.5.1

Supply Chain Operations Reference Model - SCOR

We found a salient effort to track SCP in a practitioner initiative known as Supply
Chain Operations Reference Model (SCOR). The model was developed as an SCM
guideline by an industry association; the Supply Chain Council (2010), which merged
with the APICS industry association in 2014. The SCOR model is a process-based
framework with a horizontal structure that describes the general functions and links of
a particular supply chain. Its purpose is to provide definition, structure and boundaries
to SCM operations for later measurements via a scorecard including key performance
indicators. The SCOR model is based on five management processes: plan, source,
make, deliver and return. Although the model implies the involvement of three players:
the supplier(s), the focal organization, and the customer(s), it concentrates on the focal
firm as the managing entity of the SC. The model proposes a methodology and metrics
to monitor performance attributes such as reliability, responsiveness, agility, costs, and
assets.
Ntabe, Munson, LeBel and Santa-Eulalia (2015) posit the SCOR application as a
distinctive tool for supply chains that includes a number of assessment and criteria
elements. More specifically, the authors bring forward the SCOR model as “a
diagnostic tool for Supply Chain Management that enables users to understand the
processes involved in a business organization and to identify the vital features that lead
to customer satisfaction” (p. 311). Moreover, the authors suggest that SCOR can have
organizational applications from an environmental sustainability perspective.
Our review also stated that private companies, governments at various levels, logistics
service providers, the military and academic institutions have used the SCOR model.
We identified positive aspects of its application: (1) SCOR helps to define how SCM
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processes interact. (2) SCOR can be considered a framework for evaluating supply
chain processes. (3) SCOR can be turned into a performance management tool to assist
decision making. Balfaqih, Nopiah, Saibani and Al-Nory (2016) identify in SCOR the
following performance attributes: reliability, responsiveness, flexibility, costs, and
assets.
The above performance attributes of SCOR can be treated as variables while predicting
SC events under uncertain environments. Abolghasemi, Khodakarami and Tehranifard
(2015) link SCOR to risk mitigation. Authors deem SCOR helpful to address, to some
extent, the complexity of the SC relations. By identifying potential risk elements
associated to the reliability of the SCOR variables, total cost, asset management, and
flexibility, authors propose Bayesian network modeling to for SC risk management.
Based on industry data from an Iranian automotive firm, Abolghasemi et al. (2015)
suggest that the variables comprised in SCOR can be fed with both quantitative and
qualitative data to simulate industry outcomes. Although the managerial context of
their work is not clear, their exploration of SCOR adds to the credibility and the
worldwide applicability of the model.
The attributes of the SCOR model have been extended across industries. In an attempt
to adapt the potential benefits of SCOR to Small and Medium-sized Enterprises
(SMEs), Kamarundin and Izaidin (2018) propose a conceptual model based on a smallscale survey administered to Malaysian SMEs. Their work suggests a positive
relationship between the distinctive management processes of SCOR and business
performance. Criticism of the model was also identified: it could be too dependent on
the financial components of SCM. More precisely, it is predisposed to financial
efficiency overlooking other soft aspects of the SC that could be relevant.
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2.3.5.2

Logistics performance

The concept of Logistics Performance (LP) emerges as a sub-set of SCP. While SCP
aims at the strategic level, LP focuses on the tactical level. This is because logistics is
a managerial-operational function while the supply chain is a wider-overarching
notion. Harrison and van Hoek (2008) explain this difference considering logistics as
a key tactical function in the realm of SCM, they define logistics as: “the task of
coordinating material flow and information flow across the supply chain” (p.7). At
variance with SCM, logistics is more limited in scope and tasks. This nuance is outlined
by Cousins, Lawson and Squire (2006), suggesting that logistics is a management
function that focuses on inventory control systems, transportation, trans-shipment
problems and distribution tasks at a tactical level, whereas SCM focuses on the strategic
nature of supply itself.
Balfaquih et al. (2016) suggest that performance measurement systems in SC provide
succinct but important information to stakeholders and decision makers. From a
logistics perspective, Foslund (2012) argues that LP can yield to operational benefits
translated into accuracy in pickups, deliveries, responsiveness, cost containment,
capacity optimization, and reduction of transportation pollutant emissions. From an
industrial marketing perspective, Liu & Lyons (2011) suggest that LP is linked to
service provision; in other words, performance tracking helps to improve logistics
services (in depth and in breadth) which in turn rise higher customer satisfaction
ratings. Despite these convincing arguments, SCP and LP do not easily emerge in any
given context, they are preceded by several influencing factors such as supplier
involvement and logistics integration (Alam et al. 2014). These authors suggest that
collaboration and integration are positively related to market-based and financial
performance, as well as logistics service competency. Enabling technologies such as
IT solutions are also drivers of SCP and LP (Adams, Richey, Autry, Morgan & Gabler,
2014; Fawcett, Wallin, Allred, Fawcett & Magnan, 2011; Forslund, 2012).
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From a logistics perspective, Forslund (2012) signals ten logistics performance
variables:

On-time

delivery,

picking

accuracy,

responsiveness,

flexibility,

transportation damage, quality at reception, costs, on-time shipments, capacity
optimization, CO2 emissions.
Dornhofer, Schroder and Gunthner (2016) propose a logistics performance
management system (PMS) suitable for automotive logistics environments. Their
proposal seeks to fill a gap concerning PMSs in logistics focusing on automobile
OEMs. Authors argue that PMSs are either too high a level for practitioner’s use, or
too narrow in scope, aiming at specific cases. By collaborating with Volkswagen in
Germany, authors root their findings into two automobile manufacturing cases. Their
framework is not only based on authentic industry validation, but on selection of
dimensions and KPIs from best practices (e.g., SCOR, and the German association of
automotive industry). Results are modeled into a tri-functional framework: the overall,
the inbound, and the in-house logistics activities. Each logistics function is further
segmented into three top-level dimensions: efficiency, perfection, and lean logistics.
For every dimension there are specific KPIs relating to costs, resource utilization, and
quality. Authors’ integration of automotive logistics functional areas and dimensions
is quite modular and cascades down into concrete phases of measurement.
Dornhofer et al. (2016) model of a PMS applied to automotive logistics conceived
inductively, was later verified deductively with a survey addressed to OEMs, suppliers
of various tiers, and logistics service providers (Dornhofer and Gunthner, 2017).
Results from the industry survey were concurrent with the proposed model attesting its
conformity. Results also uncovered significant gaps in the literature concerning
specific applications of PMS for automotive settings. The process orientation of the
PMS model, enhances its applicability across firms in the automotive industry.
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Also from a logistics perspective, Aharonovitz, Vieira and Suyama (2018) evaluated
the intermediate role of logistics collaboration on logistics performance among
shippers, carriers and logistics service providers in a retail sector survey. Supplier
selection, effective governance (what they call meetings), and supplier relationship
history were the variables retained by the authors as precursors of logistics
collaboration. Examining logistics collaboration as their central construct, authors
offer a useful dissection of the variable in three levels: interpersonal, strategic, and
tactical collaboration. Moreover, the study offers valuable insight as to the indicators
to measure each variable. Results confirm that logistics collaboration indeed leads to
logistics performance. Findings suggest that supplier selection has a strong effect on
logistics collaboration, while the history of the relationship with suppliers has the
strongest effect on logistics performance. The study reveals the contribution of sociorelational variables to logistics performance: logistics manager’s interpersonal skills,
organizational culture, and communication are brought up as key drivers to logistics
performance.
The rest of the consulted material outputted similar variables to specifically measure
logistics performance (Adams et al. 2014; Liu and Lyons, 2011). For the sake of
simplicity, we regroup such variables into six main categories: quality, delivery, cost,
flexibility, innovation and environmentally-related factors. With the interest of
simplifying our findings to the readers; we next present Table 5 organizing the
indicators commonly used to track SCP and LP.
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Table 5. Supply chain performance and logistics performance criteria
SCP / LP

Quality

Delivery

Cost

Adams et al.
(2014)

Greater overall
order accuracy

Inventory
reductions

‘Logistics
operational
performance’

Fewer overall
partial shipments

Shorter order to
delivery cycle
times

Alam et al. (2014)

Quality

On time delivery

‘Supply chain
performance’

Order fill rate

Reliability of
delivery

Dimensions

Higher order
customer
satisfaction

More on-time
deliveries to
customers

Picking accuracy

On time delivery

‘Logistics
performance’

Transportation
damage

On time
shipments

Innovation

Environment

KPI related
to
collaboration
Absent

Quicker tomarket
development
of new
products and
services

Reduced total
logistics costs

Absent

Volume
flexibility
Scheduling
flexibility

Order lead time

Forslund (2012)

Flexibility /
Responsiveness

Costs

Flexibility

CO2
emissions

Responsiveness

Absent

Quality at
reception
Capacity
optimization
Liu and Lyons
(2011)
‘Logistics
operational
performance’

Higher customer
satisfaction
ratings
To enhance
customer success
Fewer customer
complaints
(percentage of
total sales)
To deliver goods
in an undamaged
state

To deliver
expedited
shipments/speed
of delivery
To offer short
delivery lead-time
To offer greater
proportion of on
time and accurate
delivery

To operate with
low overall
operating cost
as a percentage
of sales

To
accommodate
special or nonroutine
requests

To improve the
rate of
utilization of
facilities,
equipment,
manpower in
providing the
services

To handle
unexpected
events

Aggressiveness in
increasing the
value-added
content of
services
SanchezRodriguez et al.
(2015)

Reduced wastage
of merchandise

Lead time

Cost

Shipment
frequency

Inventory levels

Lower internal
and external
uncertainty levels

Reduced lead
time

Reduced
transportation
costs

To provide
quicker
response to
customers
Aggressiveness
in the reduction
of order cycle
time

Transportatio
n split

‘Logistics
collaboration
performance’
Stojanovic et al.
(2015) ; Esper et
al. (2003)
‘Collaborative
transportation
management
performance’

Increased asset
utilization

Absent

To provide
new and
better
services/spee
d of
introduction
for new
services

Higher
outsourcing
levels (e.g.
bundled
logistics)

Carbon
emissions

Cost, time,
assets,
service,
environment

Cost, assets,
service,
performance

Reduced
administrative
costs

Núñez (2021)
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2.3.5.3

Metrics of CTM considering the triadic perspective

The above conceptual developments of supply chain performance and logistics
performance inform us that these notions are too wide and over-arching to measure
them all on a single study. From experience we know that each supply chain entity
and/or logistics arrangement (dyadic or triadic) develops its own metrics responding to
particular needs within a specific time frame. Even normalized models reviewed in
previous paragraphs such as CPFR, SCOR, and CTM seem to need adaptation to
specific industry contexts. For these reasons, we sought to find out how CTM, the
collaborative logistics mechanism suitable to our research aims, could be measured in
practice considering a triadic perspective. The following constitute our findings.
The scientific literature reports value-adding contributions stemming from CTM
illustrations. We identified over-arching benefits of CTM as follows:
For all trading partners:


Ensure efficient and effective shipment delivery in even more just-in-time
operational contexts (Rusich, 2016);



Reduce uncertainty in demand, supply and transportation through effective
information sharing and collaboration (Chen et al. 2010);



Reduce carrier opportunism (Stojanović and Aas, 2015);



Reduce inefficiencies, improve service conditions, share mutual outcome
(Okdinawati et al. 2015);



Improve performance evaluations on individual routines of participating
entities (e.g., electronic order tenders, rating, shipment weight/volume/class,
shipment tendering results, in-transit shipment status, scheduled pickup and
delivery times, claims information, freight payment data (VICS, 2008).
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For logistics service providers:


Enhance shipment forecasting and planning processes (Esper and Williams,
2003);



Develop highly-integrated relationships with the aim of achieving competitive
advantages in terms of cost-leadership and customer-service capability (Rusich,
2016);



Improve vehicle capacity utilization and carrier selection (Okdinawati et al.
2015);



Minimization of transportation costs and travel distance times (Rusich, 2016);



Reduced lead time improving transportation performance (Stojanović and Aas,
2015).

As regards the specific benefits of CTM in the context of logistics triads, consulted
literature and terrain validation outputted quantitative and qualitative elements,
categories, and field evidences that we arrange in Table 6 next:
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Table 6. Metrics of CTM across collaboration levels
Nature of the
benefit

Category of
the benefit

Key Performance
Indicators

Transportation costs
Costs

Field and industry
evidence

Logistics
collaboration
level

Forestry industry

Horizontal

Audy et al.
(2012)

Retail industry

Horizontal

SanchezRodrigues et al.
(2015)

Retail industry

Vertical

Esper and
Williams (2003)

Vertical

Esper and
Williams (2003)

(Office Depot)
Beverage industry
(Anheuser Busch)

Revenue

Logistics costs
reduction

Focal company
(Dynaplast)

Vertical

Okdinawati et al.
(2015)

Total logistics costs

Manufacturing

Undisclosed

Sandberg (2007)

Retail (Office
Depot); Beverage
(Anheuser Busch);
3PL (Transplace)

Vertical

Revenues

Esper and
Williams (2003)

Forestry industry

Horizontal

Audy et al.
(2012)

Retail industry

Horizontal

SanchezRodrigues et al.
(2015)

Manufacturing

Undisclosed

Sandberg (2007)

Retail industry

Horizontal

SanchezRodrigues et al.
(2015)

Customer:
Dynaplast
distribution centre

Vertical

Okdinawati et al.
(2015)

Forestry industry

Horizontal

Audy et al.
(2012)

3PL (CEVA)

Vertical

Okdinawati et al.
(2015)

3PL (Transplace)

Vertical

Esper and
Williams (2003)

Retail industry

Horizontal

SanchezRodrigues et al.
(2015)

Customer:
Dynaplast
distribution centre

Vertical

Okdinawati et al.
(2015)

Lead time

Quantitative
Time

Shipment frequency

On time delivery
Distance

Mileage reduction
Improved carrier
assignment
Asset utilization

Assets

Authors

Inventory
Availability of
goods

Núñez (2021)
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Table 6.
Metrics of CTM across collaboration levels (continued)
Nature of the benefit

Category of
the benefit
Competency

Service

Efficiency

Qualitative

Environment

Social

Key Performance
Indicators

Field and industry
evidence

Logistics
collaboration level

New skills
learning

Forestry industry

Horizontal

Audy et al. (2012)

Coordination with
receiver

3PL (CEVA)

Vertical

Okdinawati et al.
(2015)

Service between
the companies

Manufacturing

Undisclosed

Sandberg (2007)

Updated
information

Customer:
Dynaplast
distribution centre

Vertical

Okdinawati et al.
(2015)

Retail split

Retail industry

Horizontal

SanchezRodrigues et al.
(2015)

Service levels

3PL (Transplace)

Vertical

Esper and
Williams (2003)

End-customer
satisfaction

3PL (Transplace)

Vertical

Esper and
Williams (2003)

Transportation
performance

Focal company
(Dynaplast)

Vertical

Okdinawati et al.
(2015)

Track and trace

3PL (CEVA)

Vertical

Okdinawati et al.
(2015)

Visibility

3PL (Transplace)

Vertical

Esper and
Williams (2003)

Greener
transportation

Focal company
(Dynaplast)

Vertical

Okdinawati et al.
(2015)

CO2 emissions

Retail industry

Horizontal

SanchezRodrigues et al.
(2015)

Food waste

Retail industry

Horizontal

SanchezRodrigues et al.
(2015)

Relationship
intensity:
 Ability to
view
suppliers as a
source of
advantage
 Ability to
assess value
co-creation
potential
 Ability to
assess
partner
collaboration
capability
 Ability to
dedicate time
to
collaboration
strategies

Undisclosed:
retailer, finished
goods assembler,
direct materials
supplier, logistics
service provider

Vertical

Fawcett et al.
(2015)

Authors

Núñez (2021)
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Table 6 evidently contains examples of CTM metrics from multiple industry sectors.
Consulted literature does not provide a specific blueprint of CTM evaluation methods
in the automotive industry. Another gap in literature concerns the metrics applied to
suppliers. More pieces of evidence are borrowed from focal firms and/or logistics
service providers: supplier metrics under the CTM umbrella are scarce.
2.3.5.4

Shortcomings in the literature in relation to the CTM concept

The literature review on the logistics collaboration phenomenon uncovered several
collaborative mechanisms in logistics namely JIT, ECR, QR, VMI, CRP, CPFR and
CTM. Based on the insights from the literature and on our industry knowledge, we
identify the latter concept ‘Collaborative Transportation Management’ as the closest
theoretical approximation to the current logistics processes, interactions and
technology applications present at the studied logistics triad.
In this line of reasoning, we retained CTM as the theoretical construct to validate in the
field. Notwithstanding, previous studies surrounding this concept present a series of
shortcomings that are worth analyzing. Scholarly work on CTM have conceptual,
methodological, empirical and implementation shortages that we discuss next.
a) Conceptual gaps
The conceptual gaps identified on CTM relate first to value outcomes; previous
research addresses to the ‘value’ notion from a definitional perspective (Chang &
Zhang, 2011; Esper & Williams, 2003), but it falls short describing how exactly value
is created with CTM (Okdinawati et al. 2017, 2015 being the exception). Second, there
are inconsistencies when authors associate CTM to other collaborative mechanisms:
Extant research addresses CTM sometimes as an appendix of CPFR, sometimes as an
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independent component of the SC along with EDI, ECR, VMI (Chen et al., 2010;
Okdinawati et al., 2017). This distinction is not clear in the literature. Third,
publications are fairly abundant on the constituent elements and drivers of CTM, but
scarce when it comes to explaining its outcomes. Most research has focused on the
fundamentals of CTM such as enablers, components (i.e., mechanisms), and metrics.
A lesser extent of research has concentrated on performance and value outcomes.
b) Methodological gaps
The methodological shortcomings identified relate to the unit of analysis, the solution
methods, the research strategies and the epistemological positions to study CTM.
On the unit of analysis, previous research has focused on logistics dyads primarily
involving buyer-seller or buyer-carrier collaboration. As regards to the solution
methods, the majority of previous research proposes optimization solution methods;
literature on CTM focuses on simulation and analytics (Chang & Zhang, 2011;
González-Feliu et al., 2013; Okdinawati et al., 2017; Yuan & Shon, 2008). Interactions
and relationships between CTM agents are less explored. When it comes to research
strategies, CTM has been studied with survey-based approaches. Additionally, we
found some evidences of case-based research, however single cases are circumscribed
to logistics settings aiming to specific industry applications, for example: Web-based
CTM (Chen et al. 2010), Dense Network Efficiency (Esper & Williams, 2003),
Enterprise Knowledge Methodology (Guerrini & Pellegrinotti, 2016), Soft Systems
Methodology (Okdinawati et al., 2015a, 2014); Value Mapping (Okdinawati et al.,
2015b). As concerns philosophical and epistemological positions, and in spite of the
concept of ‘collaboration’ being sociological by nature, most previous research on
CTM has taken a post-positivist stance to analyze the links between enablers,
mechanisms and outcomes of collaboration. Conventional deductive approaches limit
the potential of finding new elements of explanation via alternative avenues.
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c) Empirical gaps
We also identified gaps on the empirical realm of CTM. Some deficiencies concern the
agents involved in collaboration, the industry applications, and the organizational
levels in which previous research has taken place.
As for the collaborators, previous research in CTM has excluded the valuable input of
logistics service providers and their carriers. Most research considered them just as
other suppliers. 3PL and transportation providers play a central role in CTM, yet their
implication in logistics collaboration has been relegated to the status of subcontractors
as noted by Guerrini & Pellegrinotti (2016); González-Feliu et al., (2013); Stefansson
(2006); Zacharia et al., (2011). As concerns the research settings, previous work has
covered multi-sectorial fields, various logistics functions, and various forms of
collaboration; the body of literature is too expansive (Guerrini & Pellegrinotti, 2016;
Okdinawati et al., 2015). However, there is absence of a specific illustration of CTM
applied to vehicle manufacturing under a triadic perspective, particularly in the North
American context.
On the organizational levels reached by CTM, previous research provides evidence of
CTM applications mostly at the operational level of the SC. This means that
optimization solutions found in literature consider short-term windows, focus on
specific CTM ‘tooling’, output particular results, and involve a limited number of
agents. There are just a handful of studies elevating vertical logistics collaboration to a
tactical level (Feng et al. 2005; Wen, 2012) and to a strategic level (Audy et al. 2011,
2012, 2013; Caplice & Seffi, 2003; Ergun et al. 2007; Kayikci, 2009; Silva et al. 2011;
Gonzalez-Feliu & Morana, 2011).
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d) Implementation gaps
While reviewing performance indicators of CTM, we noted that performance outcomes
of CTM are scattered across the peculiar empirical contexts in which previous research
took place, some non-exhaustive examples are: (1) total costs and service levels (Chan
& Zhang, 2011). (2) transportation costs, on-time performance, asset utilization,
administrative costs (Esper & Williams, 2003).
More to the point, literature is ambiguous when it comes to implementation levels of
CTM. The unfamiliar reader might assume that CTM is a mechanism that must be
implemented at all degrees and stages in spite of contextual organizational factors.
However, partial or fragmented implementation of CTM is implicit in practically all
consulted material. Unfortunately, we found no clear statement indicating that CTM,
in reality, can be implemented in a fragmented, imperfect and evolutional manner.
Linked to the previous remarks, the ‘stages’ of logistics collaboration under a CTM
perspective have been put forward by Okdinawati et al. (2017) but based on an
industrial marketing angle: formation, preparation, design, planning, implementation
and evaluation. On a parallel effort Ho, Kumar & Shiwakoti (2020) have suggested a
maturity model of SC collaboration with ‘levels’ ranging from initial, managed,
defined, quantitative managed and optimized collaboration. In like manner, Sáenz,
Ubaughs and Cuevas (2015) proposed a collaboration model with three stages;
exploration, adaptation and exploitation. However, their model is dedicated to
horizontal collaboration with no specific reference to CTM. To our knowledge, there
are no organizational illustrations in the literature assessing the stages and levels of
collaboration of participating entities when adopting CTM or a related mechanism.
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Table 7 next summarizes the shortcomings of CTM uncovered during the literature
review. It also advances some novelty features of this dissertation.
Then, to close this section, we next present Figure 4 summarizing all concepts already
explained. This figure represents a graphical synthesis connecting the concepts retained
for our investigation thus allowing for the constitution of the conceptual framework.
Note that only those concepts coloured in green (i.e., SC collaboration, vertical
collaboration, logistics triad, collaborative transportation management, and supply
chain performance) were operationalized during the empirical phase of the research.

Table 7. CTM shortcomings in the literature and contributions of this dissertation
Type of gap and
previous
contributors

What is found in CTM literature

What this dissertation offers to CTM

Conceptual

Outcomes of CTM: value

Outcomes of CTM: value

Chang & Zhang
(2011); Esper &
Williams (2003);
Okdinawati et al.
(2017)

Previous research addresses to the ‘value’ notion from a definitional
perspective and falls short describing exactly how value is created
with CTM (Okdinawati et al. 2017, 2015 being the exception).

We focus on two types of performance: operational and relational,
and we present evidence of value co-creation stemming from the
three collaborative parties.

Conceptual

CTM and its relationship to other collaborative strategies

CTM and its relationship to other collaborative strategies

Chen et al.
(2010);
Okdinawati et al.
(2017)

Extant research addresses to the CTM concept sometimes as an
appendix of CPFT, sometimes as an independent component of the SC
along with EDI, ECR, VMI. This distinction is not clear in the literature.

Our research looks at the CTM concepts as a stand-alone SC strategy.
Results shed light on a case of partial implementation independently
of CPFR.

We contribute to an ignored area of research by describing what are
the value types and how this value is created from the parties’
interactions.

Results suggest that CTM is collaborative structure based
predominantly on people’s interactions (not on industry applications)
that can be implemented in logistics settings provided ad hoc enabling
conditions.
Our results provide elements to amend and enlarge the current
conceptual definition of CTM.

Conceptual

CTM fundamental elements

CTM fundamental elements

Most research has focused on fundamental elements of CTM such as
enablers, components (mechanisms), and metrics.

Our research explores and provides a rich account of the fundamental
elements of CTM.

A lesser extent of research has concentrated on performance
outcomes and value co-creation.

It also expands the body of knowledge by describing what the
performance and value outcomes of CTM are.

Núñez (2021)
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Table 7. CTM shortcomings in the literature and contributions of this dissertation (continued)
Type of gap and
previous
contributors
Methodological

What is found in CTM literature

What this dissertation offers to CTM

Unit of analysis

Unit of analysis

Previous research has focused on logistics dyads primarily involving
buyer/seller or buyer/carrier collaboration.

We analyze the relationship between three agents of a manufacturing
supply chain: OEM, 3PL and 1TS: a logistics triad.

Methodological

Solution methods

Solution method

Chang & Zhang
(2011); GonzálezFeliu et al. (2013);
Okdinawati et al.
(2017); Yuan &
Shon (2008)

The majority of previous research proposes optimization solution
methods.

We propose a framework as a solution method with a set of organized
elements to support logistics collaboration, to achieve operational and
relational performance, and to foster value co-creation.

Interactions and relationships between CTM agents are less explored.

Our framework is a simplification of the reality enhancing the
understanding of the complex interactions sustained in the logistics
triad.

Methodological

Research strategies

Research strategy

Chen et al.
(2010); Esper and
Williams (2003);

There are evidences of case-based research in literature, however
single cases are circumscribed to logistics settings aiming to specific
industry applications, examples are:

We are offering a systematic comparison of three unique cases
situated inside a logistics triad (i.e., embedded cases).

Literature on CTM focuses on simulation and analytics.

Web-based CTM (Chen et al. 2010), Dense Network Efficiency (Esper &
Williams, 2003), Enterprise Knowledge Methodology (Guerrini &
Pellegrinotti, 2016), Soft Systems Methodology (Okdinawati et al.,
2015 a, 2014); Value Mapping (Okdinawati et al., 2015 b).

Our strategy is based on an initial model with propositions. The model
is clear, structured and articulated around enablers, mechanisms and
outcomes of collaboration.
We aim for theory development of partial implementation of CTM in a
vehicle manufacturing setting.
The collaborative industry application we analyze is a Transportation
Management System (TMS).

Methodological

Philosophical and epistemological positions

Philosophical and epistemological positions

Although the concept of ‘collaboration’ is subjective by nature, most
previous research on CTM has taken a post-positivist stance to analyze
the links between enablers, mechanisms and outcomes of
collaboration. Conventional deductive approaches limit the potential
of the research endeavour in finding new elements of explanation.

We position our research among new methodological trends to
analyze the SC. Our interpretive philosophical stand uses an
alternative lens to understand CTM through a constructivist
perspective, via an inductive approach, taking a qualitative
orientation, and developing a cross-sectional case-study design.

Núñez (2021)
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Table 7. CTM shortcomings in the literature and contributions of this dissertation (continued)
Type of gap and
previous
contributors

What is found in CTM literature

What this dissertation offers to CTM

Empirical

Collaborative agents

Collaborative agents

Guerrini &
Pellegrinotti,
(2016); GonzálezFeliu et al. (2013);
Stefansson
(2006); Zacharia
et al. (2011).

Previous research in CTM has excluded the valuable input of logistics
service providers and their carriers. Most research considered them
just as other suppliers.

We analyze the role of a 3PL as the orchestrator of the collaborative
efforts, bridging functional silos, contributing to the development of a
collaborative culture and to value creation.

3PL and transportation providers play a central role in CTM, yet their
implication in logistics collaboration has been relegated to the status
of subcontractors.

We explicitly take into account the transportation component of the
SC, an activity that is often relegated and externalized.

Empirical

Industry applications

Industry application

Guerrini &
Pellegrinotti,
(2016);
Okdinawati et al.
(2015)

Previous research has covered multi-sectorial fields, various logistics
functions, and various forms of collaboration; the body of literature is
too expansive.

We focus on the process of implementation and execution vertical
logistics collaboration, with CTM in a vehicle manufacturing industrial
setting.

There is absence of a specific illustration of CTM applied to vehicle
manufacturing under a triadic perspective, particularly in the North
American context.

We uncover a novel field application for inbound logistics. In an
authentic empirical setting, we explore the orchestration role of a 3PL.
We provide a recent account of logistics collaboration in North
America.

Empirical

Organizational levels

Organizational level

Okdinawati et al.
(2015)

Previous research provides evidence of CTM applications mostly at the
operational level of the SC. This means that optimization solutions
offered in literature consider short-term windows, focus on specific
CTM ‘tooling’, output particular results, and involve a limited number
of agents.

We focus on the tactical level of logistics collaboration. Our work
distinguishes the interactions of the main actors of the logistics triad
(managers).

There are just a handful of studies elevating vertical logistics
collaboration and the CTM notion to a tactical level (Feng et al. 2005;
Wen, 2012) and to a strategic level (Audy et al. 2011, 2012, 2013;
Caplice & Seffi, 2003; Ergun et al. 2007; Kayikci, 2009; Silva et al. 2011;
Gonzalez-Feliu & Morana, 2011).

The role of the ‘alternative collaborators’ emerges from our data
suggesting that key carriers and freight forwarders are part of CTM.

We provide an account of the actors at the tactical level of the supply
chain. We describe logistics managers’ and logistics analysts’ planning,
decisions and coordination routines to achieve the outcomes of CTM.
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Table 7. CTM shortcomings in the literature and contributions of this dissertation (continued)
Type of gap and
previous
contributors
Implementation

What is found in CTM literature
Performance indicators

Performance indicators

Performance outcomes of CTM are scattered across the peculiar empirical
contexts in which previous research took place, some non-exhaustive
examples are:

The performance outcomes of our investigation are also circumscribed
to the specific context of the industrial setting. What is novel from
these indicators is that they emerge from the managerial views of
participants and they are not forced by any influent operational
model.

(1) total costs and service levels (Chan & Zhang, 2011); (2) transportation
costs, on-time performance, asset utilization, administrative costs (Esper
& Williams, 2003)

Implementation

What this dissertation offers to CTM

Moreover, results from this dissertation allow for the segmentation of
logistics performance in relation to (1) the contributors to CTM:
carriers, freight forwarders, 3PL, OEM and suppliers. (2) In relation to
their type: financial and non-financial. And (3) in relation to their
nature: traditional and collaborative.

Partial implementation

Partial implementation

The partial or fragmented implementation of CTM is implicit in practically
all consulted material, however, there is no clear statement indicating
that CTM, in reality, can be implemented in a fragmented, imperfect and
evolutional manner.

We provide a genuine account of partial implementation of CTM and
results suggest that the concept can be adapted to different industrial
settings and logistics triads provided the basic enablers of CTM.
After the implementation of CTM, although fragmented, participating
entities were less dependent on manual processes hindering
information exchange and visibility.
With CTM the entities of the triad are more efficient in the execution
of mechanisms related to transportation management.

Implementation

Stages of collaboration in CTM

Stages of collaboration in CTM

The ‘stages’ of logistics collaboration under a CTM perspective have been
put forward by Okdinawati et al. (2017) but based on an industrial
marketing angle: formation, preparation, design, planning,
implementation and evaluation.

To our knowledge, there is no organizational illustrations in the
literature assessing the stages and levels of collaboration of
participating entities when adopting CTM or a related mechanism.

On a parallel effort Ho, Kumar & Shiwakoti (2020) have suggested a
maturity model of SC collaboration with ‘levels’ ranging from initial,
managed, defined, quantitative managed & optimized collaboration.

Our research fills this gap by presenting an industry example of the
stage and level of collaboration reached by a logistics triad.

Núñez (2021)
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Figure 4. Synthesis of the main conceptual units retained for the fieldwork

The concepts coloured in green relate directly to the research question and were operationalized during the fieldwork

Núñez (2021)
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2.4.

THE CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

In this section, a conceptual framework is presented in order to align the original
research agenda to the concepts, devices, managerial tools, and reference models
identified across the literature review. Concepts are arranged considering their
usefulness for the purposes of case-based research. Pragmatism was the premise to
respect: all notions were aligned to our research aims, and more importantly to mirror
the sociotechnical interactions we observe every day in the chosen organizations.
Figure 5 presents a view of one of the main constructs of the study: Vertical Logistics
Collaboration (VLC) as the form, and Collaborative Transportation Management
(CTM) as the mechanism. These notions were later enriched with empirical
illustrations from the field. Main participants or actors are laid out: the original
equipment manufacturer, suppliers, and the LSP playing the role of an orchestrator.
Taken together, they form our unit of analysis being the logistics triad. Enablers of
logistics collaboration across the triad are also pointed out.
It is worth mentioning that Figure 5 offers a substructure to our conceptual model; its
arrangement of notions wherein facilitated the elaboration of data-gathering protocols
for the field study.
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2.4.1 Explanation of the framework for the fieldwork
We now explain the way we structured the concepts retrieved from the literature
review, so that is possible to serve the objectives of our field research. The proposed
arrangement provides a sense of hierarchy and flow in which the concepts are
articulated.
This framework is presented in three segments that correspond to a natural and
progressive division of the notions under study. From left to right, the first segment
relates to the preliminary logistics conditions that are needed to attain a collaborative
operational stand, and to ultimately enhance logistics performance (right-hand side).
Always from left to right, the second segment of the framework (the middle section)
relates to the mechanisms required to reach superior operational performance. Such
mechanisms are lodged within the concept of Collaborative Transportation
Management (CTM), a notion based on the interaction and collaboration of agents
involved in the logistics process (Okdinawati et al. 2014, 2015, 2017). It has been
documented that the collaborative mechanism CTM is capable of creating value for the
participating entities of the logistics triad, both with quantitative and qualitative
outputs.
The third and last segment of the framework addresses to Logistics Performance (righthand side). Superior performance is sought by participating agents of the study and its
attainment is indeed an incentive allowing this investigation to go further. Since
Logistics Performance (LP) is a wide concept with a panoply of metrics across many
industrial contexts; we chose to only assess it in two forms: operational performance
and relational performance.
Since improvement of supply chain performance (though innovative collaborative
efforts) is the ultimate objective of CTM implementations, we now propose to the
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reader to examine the framework backwards, this is to say, from the right to the left.
By observing a right-to-left sequence, we provide more precisions on the concepts set
inside the framework.
At the right-end of the structure lays the concept of LP, this concept is regarded first
through the classic lens of operational performance; meaning the accomplishment of
typical logistics activities and routines providing benefits in terms of efficiency,
effectiveness, and differentiation (Fugate, Mentzer and Stank, 2010). The simultaneous
pursuit of the above three dimensions of LP is commonly manifested in the form of
performance indicators (Fugate et al. 2010).
In second lieu, we analyze the concept of logistics performance from a relational angle.
Relational performance is sustained by the relational view of the firm (Dyer and Singh,
1998) advocating that a small group of companies can develop a competitive edge via
mechanisms supported by relationships. Relational performance is also sustained by
network orchestration leading to competitive advantage and to value creation viewed
as above normal profit returns (Dyer and Singh, 1998; Zacharia et al. 2011).
In the middle area of the framework lay the mechanism CTM. We found that shipment
forecasting, planning, scheduling, control, and analysis, are included in CTM.
Therefore, they are significant to our research model. The position of CTM amid the
framework advances that this collaborative mechanism has the potential to contribute
to vertical logistics collaboration, which in turn is preeminent to logistics performance
(Kayikci, 2009; Okdinawati et al. 2014, 2015, 2017; Stojanovic and Aas, 2015).
In the last portion of the framework to the left, are the enablers of logistics
collaboration. We have segmented those conditions into three constructs: technology
enablers, human resources, and collaborative processes. Consulted literature has
advocated that technology integration in the logistics realm does not provide expected
benefits when this effort neglects the human aspect of the integration. Fawcett et al.
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(2015), and Esper and Williams (2003), prone for prominence of human resources over
technology assets. Human knowledge and wit are paramount to successful integration
of technology.
As regards collaborative mechanisms, we found out that collaboration has recently
been presented as the more refined term compared to coordination. Coordination
requires a lesser level of implication and of closeness between logistics entities because
coordination does not imply a willingness to participate actively in planning and
information sharing activities (Golicic, 2003; Rusich, 2016). Moreover, collaboration
entails superior levels of risks, knowledge, and profits (Vachon and Klassen, 2008).
Scarcity of wider statements of ‘collaborative mechanisms’ in the logistics sector,
enticed us to craft our own definition based on the literature and on professional
experience. Our definition, already presented in Section 2.3.4, was validated during the
fieldwork, and was compared to extant literature. We stand by our definition
considering that it fills existing gaps.
What follows is a list of propositions elaborated by the researcher to facilitate the data
gathering and data analysis processes. These propositions were outlined with the
narrative support of the literature review and with the graphic support of the conceptual
framework. It is worth noting that this study, being of inductive nature, does not regard
these propositions as absolute verifiable premises; they are drawn only as initial
statements subject to revision after the data collection phase. Table 8 presents the initial
propositions of the study. Figure 6 presents the conceptual model hosting the initial
propositions.
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Table 8. Initial propositions of the study
Proposition
type
Enabling
factors of
collaboration

Proposition statement
Theme 1. Logistics collaboration is substantially
influenced by the combination of three enablers:
people, systems and processes.

Proposition - enablers

Proposition support
Aharonovitz, Vieira and
Suyama (2018); Esper and
Williams (2003); Kang and
Moon (2015); Panahifar et
al. (2015).

P1. Human resources’ competencies,
information systems adequacy, and
collaborative processes are precursors of
logistics collaboration.
Collaborative
mechanisms

Theme 2. Collaborative mechanisms are planned
and coordinated socio-technical processes
supporting inter-firm relationships.

Proposition - mechanisms

Esper and Williams (2003);
Feng and Yuan (2007);
Kayikci (2009); Okdinawati
et al. (2014, 2015, 2017);
Stojanovic and Aas (2015).

P2. Collaborative Transportation
Management is mechanism of logistics
collaboration impacting logistics
performance.
Logistics
performance

Theme 3. Logistics collaboration leads to superior
performance that emerges into two streams:
operational performance and relational
performance.

Propositions - performance
P3. Logistics operational performance
yields transactional benefits which are
tangible.
P4. Logistics relational performance
translates into intangible benefits relating
to inter-firm knowledge-sharing and
effective governance.
Value creation

Proposition - value
P5. Logistics collaboration creates true value
for participating organizations in logistics
triads.

Foslund (2012); Zacharia,
Sanders and Nix (2011)
Alam et al. (2014);
Dornhofer, Schroder and
Gunthner (2016); Foslund
(2012)
Christopher (2011); Dyer
and Singh (1998); Fawcett,
Jones and Fawcett (2012);
Sinkovics, Kuivalainen and
Roath (2018); Zacharia et
al. (2011)

Okdinawati, Simatupang
and Sunitiyoso (2017)

Núñez (2021)
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2.5

THE THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS

In this section, we present the theories supporting our conceptual framework. In the
interest of simplicity, we itemize the theories identified in scholarly work and we
comment on them in a brief account. Also, for the sake of simplicity, we avoid citing
major authors of theoretical light in our narrative. We include, at the end of this section,
a recapitulative table with references to the authors.
Competitive advantage theory was first identified: vehicle manufacturing firms will
explore, and then engage in collaborative SCM activities, seduced by the gain of a
competitive edge over their rivals, and to outstand in the eyes of their suppliers and
clients.
The transaction costs approach (TCA) was identified as an ancillary theory:
organizations will want to make a shift on their manufacturing, procurement, and
distribution strategies so they can benefit from transactional exchanges thus
minimizing expenditures. Cost containment and revenue enhancement are related to
the transaction costs approach.
Cooperative game theory explains the dilemma of sharing the gains of collaboration.
This dilemma is faced by participating companies that co-exist in the same stand. Game
theory suggest taking into account the ambitions, objectives, and constraints faced by
these agents. The gain-sharing imbalance is later addressed by the use of mechanisms
facilitating decision making for a fairer allocation of products and information.
Industrial marketing theory is useful to understand the place of participants in a supply
chain. Marketing categorization at a strategic level (e.g., a purchasing portfolio) is often
transposed from client to supplier to better segment the latter. Industrial segmentation
efforts introduce new tools for supplier management. Levers can be pivoted across
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complementary functions of the firm like procurement, planning, marketing, and
logistics.
Network theory (NT) proposes we regard the supply chain above the firm level.
Industrial network perspective allows for a less linear analysis of the SC by offering a
sense of flow, embeddedness, and connectivity to all participating agents. Networking
is considered an enabler of value creation out of interdependencies going beyond
transactional gains. NT is present in triadic configurations as contemporary
organizations work in networks with notable layers of complexity.
The resource-based view of the firm (RBV) was also spotted through our analysis: VMs
will consider their supply chain processes, routines, members, partners, agents and
relations as unique resources, difficult to imitate and hard to replace. Moreover, the
exploitation of arms-length and peripheral resources combined, will provide these
firms with a distinctive advantage over competitors. Optimization of resources such as
time and assets are linked to the RBV.
The relational view of the firm (Dyer and Singh, 1998) is an extension of the RBV in
the ways that it enhances the relevance of network relationships on productivity. This
theory advocates that organizational profits can also be obtained via the relationships
sustained between firms. When companies nurture inter-firm relationships, they
develop abilities that result in a sustained competitive advantage. Dyer and Singh
(1998) refer to relational gains as above-normal profit returns. Authors root this theory
on empirical evidence stemming mostly from Japanese automakers. Dyer and Singh
(1998) identify assets, routines, endowments and governance tactics as potential
sources of relational rents. They propose a series of mechanisms to support the
preservation of relational rents such as the interconnectivity of assets, the uniqueness
and specialization of partners, the indivisibility of resources, and the nurture of a good
institutional environment. According to this theory, relational rents are embedded in
specific knowledge-sharing processes and routines. Relational mechanisms can only
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be created via “joint idiosyncratic contributions” (p. 662) and have the potential of
reducing transaction (i.e., bureaucratic) costs by means of knowledge-sharing
processes, fairer gain allocations, and effective governance structures.
Corporate governance theory helps to understand the relationships of SC agents. The
collaborative SC needs to address the mechanisms, processes, spaces and relations by
which participating entities (e.g., the buying company, the suppliers, and the logistics
service providers) are controlled and directed under a governance umbrella. These
stakeholders need to know their stand across the governance structure. On the one hand,
roles, responsibilities, rights and gains are part of the intangible dimension of the
structure. On the other hand, their geographical proximity, the sharing of infrastructures
and equipment, are manifestations of the physical dimension of the governance shell.
Economic neo-institutionalism helps to understand why SC agents deploy similar
strategies. Manufacturers, their partners, and their suppliers cannot circumvent the
tendencies of isomorphism across firms presented in various shapes. Normative; when
headquarters deploys new production or sourcing strategies to subsidiary plants.
Coercive; when buying firms impose suppliers or logistics service provider’s rules,
regulations, codes of conduct, and higher standards. Mimetic; when VMs try to emulate
leading competitors by imitating the ways they design, produce, source, and interact
with key clients and suppliers.
Contingency theory inherited from human resource management has parallels with
economic neo-institutionalism. While the former helps to understand why firms
embrace organizational strategies based on business decisions (i.e., normative, coercive
or mimetic adoptions), the latter emphasizes on contextual factors shaping the firm’s
socio-technical systems. According to this theory (Galbraith, 1973; Galbraith and
Kazanjian, 1986), contingency factors reside in business strategy and in business
environment. A series of fortuitous events will indubitably influence the organization
on various dimensions: structure, information and decision processes, reward systems,
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people, and eventually on firm performance. In other words, the type of business
strategy adopted by the firm and the environmental factors surrounding such strategy
will have an impact on the way the firm organizes its activities, priorities, personnel,
information systems, processes and outcomes. Contingency is linked to complexity and
uncertainty; these terms are key notions of the discussed theory: favourable
environmental conditions will reduce complexity and uncertainty. Unfavourable
conditions will create anomalies such as information scarcity or information overload,
leading to inappropriate decisions.
Contingency theory has provided support to explain collaborative initiatives in the
supply chain realm. Danese (2006) called for this theory to emphasize on contextual
factors shaping the implementation of CPFR. Later, on an empirical validation Danese
(2007) used this theoretical vector to interpret field evidence from seven collaborative
cases. On a more recent account, Prajogo, Mena and Nair (2018) used this theoretical
lens to demonstrate how contextual variables such as dynamism and competitiveness
affect SC strategy thus influencing on supplier management practices. In summary, the
context of the industrial milieu (i.e., strategy and environment) can shape the
implementation of a collaborative strategy because people, systems and processes will
be influenced by the circumstances. Firms should adapt their strategies to
environmental circumstances to remain competitive.
As for the environmental and social indicators yielded by our analysis; they can be
related to corporate social responsibility or sustainable development approaches.
We make a final reflection to bring this theoretical section to a close. We apprehend
theory as the logical association of constructs and settings that explain why specific
patterns are present, why persisting findings are observed, and why there are a number
of connections among phenomena (Fawcet and Waller, 2011; Sutton and Staw, 1995).
It is our understanding that theory provides light and structure to a phenomenon by
quilting together a number of surrounding concepts that would not say much otherwise
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scattered. Seeking to make sense of our reading, we intended to know if our findings
were indeed good theories explaining collaborative issues across the supply chain.
We found responses to the previous interrogations in Halldórsson, Hsuan and Kotzab
(2015). The authors sustain that there is no unified theory supporting the entire SCM
realm. Authors have identified four interrelated, complementary, middle-range theories
borrowed from adjacent disciplines to explain raising issues on SC. These theories were
also found in our review namely: the RBV (out of strategic management); PrincipalAgent Theory (PAT) and TCA (inherited from organization economics); and Network
Theory (borrowed from industrial marketing, logistics, purchasing, and international
management disciplines). On Table 9 next, we summarize the characteristics of the
fundamental theories supporting SCM practices. We output an adaptation of
Halldórsson et al. (2015) in terms of content and layout of the theoretical findings.
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Table 9. Theoretical pillars providing meaning to our study
Fundamental Theories/
Characteristics

Principal Agent Theory (PAT)

Transactions Cost Analysis
(TCA)

Resource Based View (RBV)

Network Theory (NT)

The relational view of the
firm (RVF)

Behavioural assumptions

Bounded rationality.
Asymmetric information.

Bounded rationality.
Opportunism.

Bounded rationality.
Trust.

Bounded rationality.
Trust.

Bounded rationality, trust,
prosperity.

Key problem /
paramount

Design of the most efficient
contract.

Provide the most efficient
governance structure.

Yields on resource
heterogeneity for
competitive advantage.

Good use of dyadic, triadic,
and multiple relationships
embedded in networks.

Capitalize on relationspecific competencies and
investments to create value

Primary foci of analysis

Contracts, incentives, and
alignment: holds to the
prospect of deepening our
understanding of contracts
(Chicksand et al., 2012).

Transaction attributes (i.e.,
asset specificity).

Resource attributes: abounds
directly on the subject of
competitive strategy and has
useful insight to understand
the value added nature or
relationships.

Inter-firm relations.
Multiple independent systems
across complex networks
connecting to create value.

Dyad, triad or ‘multiad’
Collective ownership with
trading partners.

Primary function of
relationships

Efficient division of labour
(ownership/control).

Market failures and
opportunities.

Access to complementary
resources. Creation of unique
resource bundles.

Gains from interfacing
(resource ties; activity links;
actor bonds).

Inter-firm knowledgesharing routines.
Complementary resources.

Primary domain of
interest in SCM

Alignment of incentives in
dyads.

Efficient boundaries of the
firm.

Uniqueness of supply chain
resources and capabilities.

Exchange and adaptation
processes.

Solve allocation problems,
reduce complexity, enhance
competitiveness.

SC elementary divisions:
structures and
management

Management referring to the
set of norms and standards
rewarding cooperative
behaviour and sanctioning
counteraction.

Structures of autonomous
decision makers as a result
of social negotiation.

Structures of autonomous
decision makers as a result of
social negotiation.

Management referring to the
set of norms and standards
rewarding cooperative
behaviour and sanctioning
counteraction.

Structures are interconnected and interoperable. Entities have the
ability to employ selfenforced governance

Organizational rationale

Firms need to minimize agency
costs derived from
opportunism and asymmetric
information.

Firms exists to maximize
profit by reducing their
transaction costs.

Firms are comprised of
bundles of resources that
gives them a competitive
advantage.

Firms seek efficiency of an
entire network through
interactions with other firms.
Systems across complex
networks must connect.

Firms seek to access vital
resources residing across
organizational boundaries.
Resources are integrated to
co-create value.

Disciplinary tradition

Microeconomic.

Microeconomic.

Competitive.

Competitive.

Cooperative strategy.

General approach

Inward looking.

Inward looking.

Inward looking.

Outward looking.

Holistic.

Unit of analysis

The firm.

The dyad.

The dyad.

The network.

The ‘muiltiad’.

Application summary in
SCM

Negotiation processes between
supply chain actors in order to
distribute responsibilities and
definition of roles.

Analysis whether these
competencies are core
competencies of the focal
organization or not.

Identify the competences
needed to manage
organizational relationships.

Analysis of the actors needed
exchange and adaption
processes.

Analysis of partners to
share knowledge and assets
Develop mechanisms to
preserve profits.

Núñez (2021) | Adapted from Halldórsson et al. (2015) for the purposes of this investigation
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Table 9. Theoretical pillars providing meaning to our study (continued)
Fundamental Theories/
Characteristics
Application illustrations
in SCM (*)

Principal Agent Theory (PAT)
Asymmetric relationships in
supply networks.
Agency costs and make-orbuy.
Cost monitoring of suppliers.
Explain why supplier may be
unwilling to share sensitive
information.
Goal conflicts between
buyers and suppliers.
Incentives and rewards in
contracts.
Lack of trust in supply chain
relationships
Outcome uncertainty and
risk.
Supply chain quality
management.
Supplier risk.
Separation of ownership and
control in buyer-supplier
relationships.
Vendor owned inventory.

Transactions Cost Analysis
(TCA)
Adversarial relationships.
Information sharing
between key suppliers.
Outsourcing.
Partner selection for
strategic alliances.
Relationship contracting.
Relevance and
effectiveness of two
collaborative strategies
(i.e., direct investment
in supplier development
and close relationship
building).
Supply chain structures.
Supply chain governance.
Understanding
international
relationships with
critical partners.

Resource Based View (RBV)

Network Theory (NT)

Collaboration to gain access
to critical information and
knowledge.
Criticality of suppliers to firms
in the implementation of
their strategies, and in
achieving competitive
advantage.
Leveraging and bundling of
resources obtained from
suppliers.
Outsourcing.
Purchasing strategy for longterm competitive
advantage.
SCM as a source of sustained
competitive advantage of a
firm.
Supply chain structure for
competitive advantage (and
not only cost efficiency).
Suppliers provide knowledge
that can be used by the
focal firm to build dynamic
capabilities.
Resource heterogeneity
through collaboration that
leads to distinctive visibility
in a retail manufacturing
supply network.

Collaboration.
Collaborative and conflicting
relationships.
Continuous supplier-base
assessment.
Critical relationship success
factors.
From chain to networks.
Inter-dependence of members
of supply networks.
Interactions and exchanges
between firms.
Management of resources
exchanged between firms.
Minimization of adverse
behavior from suppliers.
Mutual dependency.
Rationale for developing
relationships and benefits
of collaboration.
Suppliers as resource
providers.
Supplier selection.
Trust.
Types of relationships.

The relational view of the
firm (RVF)
Collaboration to develop
sustained relations.
Search for a distinctive
competitive
advantage.
Long safeguards and
convenient exit doors.
High-volume of inter-firm
transactions.
Ample geographical
coverage.
Applied in complex and
disruptive settings.
Develop incentives to
encourage trust,
transparency and
discourage free-riding.
Effective governance that
is self-enforced and
informal.
Supply Chain
orchestration.
Supplier development
programs.
Collaborative strategies
with interconnected
resources: JIT, ECR, QR,
VMI, CRP, CPFR, CTM
Value co-creation.

(*)Secondary sources: Barney (2012); Barratt and Oke (2007); Braziotis et al. (2013); Choi and Wacker (2011); Daugherty (2012); Defee et al. (2010); Dyer and Singh (1998); Ellram and Cooper
(2014); Fayezi et al. (2012); Halldorsson et al., (2007); Hitt (2011); Hobbs (1996); Karatas-Cetin and Denktas-Sakar (2013); Kembro et al., 2014; Knemeyer and Fawcett (2015); Liao-Troth et al.
(2012); MacCarthy and Jayarathne (2013); Mahapatra et al. (2010); McIvor (2009); Miles and Snow (2007); Pérez and Cambra-Fierro (2015); Rungtusanatham et al. (2007); Shook et al. (2009);
Yigitbasioglu, 2010; Zu and Kaynak (2012).
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The theoretical vectors summarized in Table 9 above intersect with our conceptual
model in various ways. In general, the theories retained provide support to our model
and to the concepts wherein; without those theories, our arranged concepts would not
make much sense. In particular, principal-agency theory and transaction cost analysis
shed light on the alignment of conflicting resources (i.e., people, systems, processes)
needed to enable logistics collaboration. These theoretical vectors also support the
outsourcing initiatives implemented by focal company seeking to minimize their
transaction costs.
The resource-based view of the firm provides explanation as to how the logistics
configuration under analysis (i.e., the logistics triad) articulates scarce physical
resources, managerial talent, process technology, financial and intangible resources to
sustain a collaborative mechanism. Operational performance outcomes anticipated by
logistics collaboration are supported by the RBV. This theory also stands behind the
orchestration capabilities sought in some agents of the triad. Such capabilities are
scarce, non-exchangeable and difficult to imitate. Outsourcing is also explained by the
RBV in the sense that the focal firm will subcontract suppliers and service providers to
gain access to an ampler range of resources.
Network theory is useful to explain our unit of analysis: the triadic arrangement.
Network theory helps to understand how the interactions of dissimilar firms converge
into the same organizational effort namely inbound logistics. Moreover, network
theory explains why firms outsource logistics service provision and manufacturing of
key components to take advantage of extended relationships. Linked to the above
arguments is the relational view of the firm that helps to discern why participating
organizations chose to collaborate beyond conventional short-term transactions. We
anticipate that the investigated firms have governance mechanisms and routines to
exchange information, knowledge and to complement their resources and efforts.
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2.6

CONCLUSION OF CHAPTER TWO

Throughout the narrative of Chapter Two, we have depicted the conceptual and
theoretical contexts supporting our dissertation. A first step consisted in the explanation
of our literature review process; a systematic endeavour that produced the main
concepts and theories of the study. The conceptual extent hosting our work turned out
to be collaboration among distinctive entities belonging to the same supply chain.
Supply chain collaboration is thus the main conceptual pillar supporting the research
project. Logistics collaboration is the specific concept identified aligning best to our
research milieu. Other important concepts identified in the literature review were
retained to articulate conceptual framework. The central notion spotted is Collaborative
Transportation Management (CTM). Within this notion, human, technological and
process-related enablers of logistics collaboration were identified. Not only precursors
of collaboration were pinpointed, collaborative outcomes such as logistics operational
and relational performances were also retained to amass a conceptual framework
proper to the research question and objective.
A second step consisted in building an initial conceptual model as a result of the
literature review. This conceptual arrangement is explained in terms of its suitability to
the research aims, and also in regard to its applicability to the industry setting. The
conceptual model provided the blueprint for the methodological design that we explain
in Chapter Three.
A word of caution must be expressed concerning our conceptual model. The initial
model intends to provide a simplified view of a complex phenomenon thus favouring
adequate understanding. Moreover, our propositions are put forward in a pragmatic
way in order to facilitate the empirical work. In view of the numerous and vast concepts
surrounding the phenomenon, we decided to isolate from literature only those deemed
relevant. Hence, our conceptual model is a succinct version of a more complex
arrangement of notions available in the literature. Thus, the unfolding from theory to a
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conceptual model, and then to initial propositions, might seem conventional if regarded
through post-positivistic lenses. However, we are aware that the approach undertaken
might seem too structured if regarded through interpretive lenses counting on the
‘emergence’ of the concepts.
The body of knowledge referring to collaboration sustained across dissimilar supply
chain entities has many shadowy areas. Moreover, logistics collaboration in a tripartite
industrial arrangement has not been fully understood and explained in detail. For these
reasons, we sought explanatory theories with potential to elucidate some facets of the
phenomenon we studied. Principal-Agent theory, Transaction Costs Analysis, the
Resource-based View of the firm, Network Theory, and the Relational View of the
Firm, shed light on most somber aspects of the phenomenon we chose to investigate.
2.6.1 Specific research questions
Taking into account the current managerial problem coupled with the conceptual and
theoretical contexts, we unfold the general research question into five specific research
questions as follows.
1. What are the enabling factors of a CTM-oriented approach in logistics
provision?
2. What are the elements of praxis of a CTM-oriented approach applied to logistics
provision?
3. To what extent can a CTM-oriented approach contribute to logistics
performance in settings unveiling low maturity levels of collaboration?
4. What are the main challenges faced by logistics entities adopting a CTMoriented approach in order to attain superior maturity levels?
5. What is the value created by a CTM-oriented approach when applied to the
logistics function?
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This reinstatement of the research question brings Chapter Two to an end. What follows
next on Chapter Three is the operational framework.
.oOo.

CHAPTER THREE – OPERATIONAL FRAMEWORK
Chapter Three of this dissertation presents the research methodology adopted. This
chapter is divided in three main sections. Section 3.1 presents the philosophical
foundations of our methodological pathway. It begins with ontological and
epistemological considerations, stating that the study is anchored on the interpretive
research paradigm. This study adopts mainly an inductive approach with a qualitative
research orientation. The research strategy chosen to pursue the objectives of the
investigation is case-based research. We relied on a multi-case strategy with descriptive
and explanatory aims depicting how a contemporary set of events in logistics are
happening, and suggesting enablers and outcomes of the core phenomenon being
collaborative logistics. Our multi-case strategy considers three holistic cases chosen
purposively. We use the initial conceptual model explained in Section 2.4.1 of previous
chapter to draw on theoretical-based constructs and propositions that we confronted
with case descriptions. Section 3.2 reveals the research process. We present the
research design, the conceptual arrangement, the research setting and participants, the
sample size, the data collection techniques and materials employed, ethics and quality
considerations, as well as the data analysis plan. Section 3.3, Data Analysis, explains
in detail how we arrived to the findings in light of the examined cases. This last section
serves as a preamble to the results presented in Chapter Four.
3.

SPECIFIC RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

Having presented a general research objective at the end of Chapter One, we unfold
five specific research objectives that provide orientation to this operational framework.
Our objectives are in alignment with the specific research questions presented at the
end of Chapter Two.
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1. To assess the contribution of human resources, information systems and
collaborative processes to a CTM-oriented approach in logistics;
2. To identify and explain the mechanisms belonging to a CTM-oriented approach
applied to a logistics triad;
3. To evaluate operational and relational performance outcomes of a CTMoriented approach when it is executed in a setting showing low levels of
collaborative maturity;
4. To identify hindrances and areas of opportunity for CTM-oriented approach in
logistics, and to explain how this approach can lead to superior maturity levels;
5. To assess the value created by a CTM-oriented approach applied in a logistics
triad.
3.1

PHILOSOPHICAL FOUNDATIONS AND RESEARCH STRATEGY

3.1.1 The research paradigm is interpretive
The research paradigm is a philosophical standpoint adopted by the researcher
containing important assumptions of his view of the world (Bryman and Bell, 2007;
Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill, 2009). A research paradigm can be understood as a
fundamental set of beliefs influencing the researcher and guiding him on his
ontological, epistemological and methodological choices (Guba et Lincoln, 1994).
These choices are also impacted by practical factors such as the access to a research
field, to participants, to data, and by other constraints such as time and budget.
We have chosen the interpretive paradigm because we seek explanations to the logistics
collaboration phenomenon as it is consciously interpreted by participating logistics
practitioners. According to Burrell and Morgan (1979, p. 28) the interpretive paradigm
“sees the social world as an emergent social process which is created by the individuals
concerned”.
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Ontology is the assumption we make about the way in which the world works
(Saunders et al. 2009). The ontology of the interpretive paradigm sees reality as a
socially constructed truth that is subjective by nature and susceptible to change.
Epistemology has to do with what is acceptable knowledge in a particular field of study
(Saunders et al. 2009). The epistemology of the interpretive paradigm posits that
knowledge emerges from subjective meanings of social phenomena. Within this
paradigm, the interpretation of detailed situations and the reality behind those situations
will constitute acceptable building-blocks of knowledge.
Thus, the knowledge to which this dissertation is primarily concerned with lays on the
interpretations made by logistics practitioners. Our intention is to understand logistics
collaboration as it is perceived by these agents from their specific contexts. Bryman
and Bell (2007, p. 19) argue that the interpretive paradigm “requires researchers to
grasp the subjective meaning of social actions”. Supported by the above premises, we
engaged in greater interaction with field actors allowing for deeper understanding of
the phenomenon based on the experience of those affected by it.
3.1.2 The research perspective is constructivist
For the purposes of this dissertation, we regard the phenomenon from a constructivist
perspective: there are different supply chain actors and entities we investigate and each
one of them relates to multiple self-constructed realities.
The constructivist perspective posits reality a social construction based on experiences
(Guba et Lincoln, 1994). Individuals interact in a particular context and, as a result of
such interactions, they give reality a meaning, which becomes a constructed reality.
From the constructivist perspective, the researcher will not objectivize reality as a
monolithic unit. Rather, reality can take various dimensions, facets and categories that
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are “not only produced through social interaction but they are in a constant state of
revision” (Bryman and Bell, 2007, p. 23).
Field actors participate with the researcher in the construction of this reality providing
meaning to the results of the investigation. Meaningful learnings come from
contextualized interpretations of everyday situations made by the participants in their
natural milieu. Results become insights which, in turn, become knowledge; under a
constructivist perspective knowledge is viewed as a social construction with an
indissociable bond to the research context.
As regards to interactions, experiences and context, the role of the inquirer during the
research process has been quite active since early 2014. For over six years now, we
maintain a dual role as researcher-consultant for two of the main logistics entities
participating in the study. The social construction to which this dissertation is primarily
concerned with relates to the identification of the facets that entice logistics
collaboration. This investigation is also concerned with the intersection between the
collaborative and the performance dimensions of logistics. Under these premises, we
participate in the co-construction of the interpreted reality along with the field actors
of the logistics triad.
3.1.3 The research approach is inductive
Based on the above and for the purposes of this dissertation, our approach to the
research field has an inductive rationale. We amassed our dataset from particular to
general using inductive reasoning. As the study setting was complex by nature, it
needed to be analyzed from the bottom-up. We proceed by inferring that each particular
manifestation of the research setting led to plausible knowledge and transferrable
applications.
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The reader may notice that in Chapter Two, Section 2.4.1 ‘Explanations of the
framework for the fieldwork’ Table 8 we formulated initial research propositions for
the study. A proposition is “a statement about concepts that may be judged as true or
false if it refers to observable phenomena” (Cooper and Schindler, 2003, p. 50). Initial
propositions are also known as ‘theoretical propositions’ because they emerge from
extant theory (Yin, 2009). This author suggests devising theoretical propositions before
data collection in order to have a clear framework prior to entering the field. Theoretical
propositions assist the researcher devise a framework to organize data and to test its
adequacy on the field (Saunders et al. 2009).
From an inductive approach, Rahman (2012) concedes that research propositions can
be developed to assist the researcher with his plan to collect and interpret large amounts
of unstructured data. The value of the initial propositions lays in their capacity of
‘objectivizing’ and ‘structuring’ data that lays unstructured and subjective in its
original condition. In this line of thinking, Rahman (2012) demonstrates the use
propositions on a preliminary conceptual model for dyadic relationships in vehicle
manufacturing. This model can be designed as a frame to host concepts and linkages
between them. An initial conceptual model, like the one we introduce on Figures 5 and
6, facilitates the collection and interpretation of rich data. An initial model can be seen
as a ‘nautical chart’ to circumscribe the research within conceptual boundaries. An
initial conceptual model serves holistic analytical purposes, it is of interpretative nature
and it differs from post-positivistic models with predictive or confirmatory aims
(Rahman, 2012).
We acknowledge that the writing process of the initial propositions leading to our
conceptual model was, in part, supported by deductive reasoning. It constitutes no
methodological weakness to admit that the beginning of our research project employed
a deductive process. Some deduction was needed to identify gaps in theory, and to
select the a priori concepts that were articulated as the project unfolded.
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The back and forth from deductive to inductive reasoning is widely justified in business
research methods just as exemplified by Ramsden (2014 p. 80) in this passage: “just as
the processes associated with a deductive approach will entail an element of induction
so the inductive approach is likely to include some deduction”. This fundamental
concern clarified, our research was primarily focused on an inductive approach to the
field and to data therein. We took precautions to impede the deductive process take a
stance as a key or ‘pure’ approach to the study. For example, (1) we did not frame the
study within the tight bounds of specific theories impeding the emergence of new
insight. (2) At all times, we maintained close contact with the actors allowing the results
to be the fruit of our interactions. (3) We took into account the subjectivity of data and
the values of participants. (4) We navigated the field in an iterative mode going from
evidence to interpretations and back until findings were satisfactory.
The call for more inductive studies in supply chain management (Barratt et al. 2011;
Randall and Mello, 2012) authorizes us to consider the inductive approach as
appropriate to address collaborative logistics. As the research field in supply chain
collaboration is not mature, further studies distancing from the traditional hypothesistesting deductive perspective are needed to understand and to explain the precursors,
mechanisms and outcomes of logistics collaboration.
3.1.4 The research orientation is qualitative
The philosophical stand of the researcher and the ontological and epistemological
foundations explained above lead us to take a research orientation. The term research
orientation is often associated to the methodological choice in which the researcher
determines the sort of data required, and how this data will be gathered and analyzed.
The interpretive paradigmatic stand considers the use of small samples, in-depth
investigations, and qualitative research orientations (Saunders et al. 2009). We aimed
for semi-structured data stemming from a small set of organizations interacting in a
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complex logistics environment. The sought data was needed to reveal nuances,
complexities, and unique details of the research setting that could be overlooked if
using quantitative methods.
As we were interested in subjective interpretations of the logistics world lived by the
participants, we determined that qualitative methods offered the potential to collect
how participant’s meaning of the logistics world was constructed. For this purpose, we
deemed semi-structured subjective data useful to understand the way in which our
logistics practitioners interpret their social world. Moreover, we studied the
phenomenon in its natural environment throughout an ongoing process. Thus, the
existing practices within that continuous process and its subtleties, could only be
captured using qualitative methods.
Our choice of a qualitative orientation not only considered the data collection phase
but also the data analysis process. We wanted data to reveal contextualized and
authentic information aiming for deeper and meaningful understanding of the events
happening.
Table 10 next reproduces what we gathered from Bryman and Bell (2007, p. 28, 426)
as the fundamental differences and common contrasts between qualitative and
quantitative research orientations. This structure shed light on our decision
corroborating that qualitative research orientation was the most appropriate to adopt.
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Table 10. Fundamental differences and common contrasts between quantitative and
qualitative research orientations
Research orientation /
fundamental differences

Quantitative

Qualitative

Principal orientation to the
role of theory in relation to
research

 Deductive

 Inductive

Epistemological orientation

 Positivism

 Interpretivism

Ontological orientation

 Objectivism

 Constructivism

Research orientation /
common contrasts

Quantitative
 Numbers
 Point of view of the
researcher
 Researcher is distant
 Theory testing
 Static
 Structured
 Generalization
 Hard, reliable data
 Macro
 Behaviour
 Artificial settings

Qualitative
 Words
 Points of view of
participants
 Researcher is close
 Theory in emergence
 Process
 Unstructured
 Contextual understanding
 Rich, deep data
 Micro
 Meaning
 Natural settings

Núñez (2021) | Adapted from Bryman and Bell (2007, p. 28, 426) for the purposes of this investigation

3.1.5 The research strategy is case study
As previously stated, our study aimed to collect data and to build knowledge from
various layers of the supply chain (SC). This complexity called for a research strategy
focusing simultaneously on a multi-tier network, including a focal company, a LSP and
first tier suppliers. To address this level of complexity, Seuring (2008) suggests casebased research (CBR) because cases “allow direct observation on the field, which
would be particularly suitable for approaching several stages of the supply chain” (p.
128).
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It is known that SC phenomena have traditionally been analyzed through post-positivist
lenses relying basically on quantitative surveys with statistical analysis, or on
optimization and on simulation models. Knowledge development in logistics and SCM
relies primarily on single-method quantitative research designs (Golicic and Davis,
2012). Case-based research is flexible and can adapt to either post-positivist or
interpretive inquiries.
Case studies are not purely inductive explanatory tools: statistical research can be
preceded and superseded by case-based studies (Dubois and Araujo, 2007). Moreover,
Seuring (2008) underscores the advantages and the rigour of CBR in operations,
suggesting that this research strategy provides flexibility to the research design. In likemanner, CBR offers access to a larger sections of the SC. Seuring (2008) underscores
the importance of CBR applications in operations management highlighting exemplary
illustrations from McCutcheon and Meredith (1993); Ellram, (1996); Stuart,
McCutcheon, Handfield, McLachlin and Samson (2002); Voss, Tsikriktsis and
Frohlich (2002); Hilmola, Hejazi and Ojala (2005); and Seuring (2005).
In a more recent examination, our literature review outputted seven articles directly
related to collaborative logistics and using CBR between 2008 and 2017. The
publications we reviewed on CBR focusing on inter-organizational collaboration were
authored by Fawcett et al. (2015); Sanchez-Rodrigues et al. (2015); Siqueira et al.
(2015); Stojanovic and Aas (2015); Rusich (2016); Moon et al. (2017), and Skippari et
al. (2017).
3.1.5.1

Advantages, limitations and challenges of case-based research

Consulted material on CBR applied to SCM, allowed identification of the strengths,
weaknesses and opportunities of our research strategy that we recapitulate in three
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dimensions; empirical, methodological and theoretical. Table 11 next summarizes our
findings.
Table 11. Advantages, limitations and challenges of case-based research

Empirical

Methodological

Theoretical

Advantages
(strengths)

Limitations
(weaknesses)

Challenges
(opportunities)

 Flexible strategy
allowing access to
multiple tiers of the SC
 Opportunistic research
strategy intimately
related to the research
milieu
 Allows the study of a
contemporary
phenomenon in its
real-life context

 Access to the field can
be limited and subject
to politics
 Geographical dispersion
of the SC (and cases
within) may hinder
coverage

 To approach more than
one stage of the supply
chain, aiming for multitier studies
 To craft the right
combination and
sequence of data
collection techniques

 Data collection
techniques can be
eclectic and
complementary
 Research process is
iterative allowing time
for interpretation and
robust theoretical
construction

 Reliance on content
analysis leading to
multiple and subjective
interpretations
 Research process is
iterative and takes more
time to achieve

 To explain how eclectic
data was rigorously
treated and analyzed
 To state how the rigour
and quality of the case
study was ensured and
preserved
 To appropriately
document and narrate
the whole research
iterative process

 Greater contribution to
theory development
 Richer understanding
of the phenomenon
leading to conclusions
that cannot otherwise
be reached through
positivistic research
strategies

 SC studies are strongly
influenced by
fundamental theories,
thus the emergence of
novel theories to explain
SC phenomena is not
easy

 Selection and usage of
the appropriate theories
from the old repertoire
to extend them, or to
emerge novel or
adjacent theories from
the case study

Núñez (2021) | Adapted from Saunders et al. (2009), and Yin (2009) for the purposes of this study

We see the above challenges of CBR as opportunities in the context of our own research
(last column to the right). Undertaking such challenges sheds light on grey zones of
SCM studies executed under the boundaries of CBR.
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We have overcome the empirical challenges by establishing and explaining that our
unit of analysis is a logistics triad. We investigated a tripartite logistics arrangement
with tiers reaching up to three stages of the SC.
As for the methodological challenges, they have arrived three-fold. The first relates to
the analysis of vast amounts of data. The second concerns quality and congruency of
the information treated. And, the third regards the appropriate documentation and
narrative of the whole study including its iterations. We overcame the above challenges
with rigour by using the Pedrosa, Näslund and Jasmand (2012) assessment criterion of
CBR applied to logistics, and particularly articulating three notions: transferability,
truth-value, and traceability. These notions are explained further in Section 3.3.4 of this
document ‘Attesting quality in case-based research’.
Concerning the theoretical challenges faced by our CBR, they related to various
problems signaled in consulted literature. One is not carefully choosing the extant set
of theories to explain the phenomenon linked to the case. The second has to do with
the researcher’s inability to improve existing theories (theory development/extension),
to engender new theories from his case-based research (theory building), or to
empirically prove relationships between concepts reaching a mature state (theory
testing). One last concern is the alignment of used theories to new theoretical vectors
that the CBR uncovers. Since our CBR incorporates a theoretical ambition, we referred
to Ridder’s (2017) portfolio approach to identify the various theoretical aims of case
studies. Then, we situated the theoretical contribution of our case study in the area of
‘theory development’ along Riddle’s (2017) continuum.
3.1.5.2

Case study research definition, typology and process

Methodology scholars such as Yin (2009), Eisenhardt (1989, 1991), and Hlady-Rispal
(2002, 2015) have largely published on case-based research. With no intention of
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visiting the work of them all in this section, we borrow those definitions with greater
alignment to our research subject, objectives and business context. For Meredith (1998,
p. 442), case-based research is an approach that “[...] typically uses multiple methods
and tools for data collection from a number of entities by a direct observer, in a single,
natural setting that considers temporal and contextual aspects of the contemporary
phenomenon under study, but with no experimental control or manipulations”.
For Yin, “A case study is an empirical enquiry that (1) investigates a contemporary
phenomenon in depth within its real life context, especially when (2) the boundaries
between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident” (Yin, 2009, p. 18).
Moreover, “case study inquiry benefits from the prior development of theoretical
propositions to guide data collection and analysis” (idem). Case studies can be
supported by quantitative data, qualitative data or both. Qualitative case studies are
defined by Barrat, Choi and Li (2011, p. 329) as “an empirical research that primarily
uses contextually rich data from bounded real-world settings to investigate a focused
phenomenon”. Quantitative case studies are defined by Fortin and Gagnon (2016, p.
211) as methodological approaches to deeply examine the conditions of entities (i.e.,
persons, groups or institutions) with two main goals: “to enhance the level of
knowledge on the studied entity with the aims of drawing hypothesis, and to study
changes endured by those entities along time” (our own translation). In like manner,
Bryman and Bell (2016, p. 45) exemplify the typical form of a quantitative case study
as “survey research conducted on a single case with a view of revealing important
features about its nature”.
Case-based research can be employed for different aims. Yin (2009, p. 21) draws three
typologies of case studies:
1. Exploratory aims: An exploratory case study is aimed at defining the questions
and hypotheses of a subsequent study, or at determining the feasibility of the
desired research design.
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2. Descriptive aims: A descriptive case study presents a complete description of a
phenomenon within its context.
3. Explanatory aims: An explanatory case study depicts how events happened. It
comprises data suggesting cause-effect relationships between concepts.
Thus the aims to which our case-study is primarily concerned with lays first on the
description of the logistics collaboration phenomenon. One of our intentions is to
provide a complete account on how logistics collaboration takes place in the context of
a logistics triad. A second aim of the investigation is explanatory. Our case intends to
shed light on the precursors of logistics collaboration and on the incidence of the latter
on two types of logistics performance. Moreover, our study seeks to explain the extent
to which a collaborative mechanism is being implemented in the logistics triad. Based
on these arguments, we find that -inside Yin’s (2009) categorization-, our case-study
observes both the descriptive and explanatory typologies.
Besides the typologies of case studies based on the objectives of the investigation
(exploratory, descriptive and explanatory), Yin (2009, p. 46) also categorizes casestudies across two dimensions: single-case versus multiple-case, and holistic-case
versus embedded-case.
Case studies can be single or multiple. Single cases are representative illustrations of a
unique situation and serve as examples of a wider phenomenon. Yin (2009) suggests
the use of single cases as an opportunity to observe and to analyze situations presenting
difficult access to scientific research. Single cases serve as a preamble or pilot cases
for multiple case configurations. Multiple cases are the natural extension of sole cases.
They contemplate the study of more than one case with the purpose of comparing the
findings emerging from each of the cases. This comparison of cases follows what Yin
(2009) posits as a ‘replication logic’; cases can be predisposed to predict similar results
or contrasting results. Multiple cases “encourage researchers to consider what is unique
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and what is common across cases, and frequently promote theoretical reflection on the
findings” (Bryman and Bell, 2015, p. 64).
Based on the above distinctions, this dissertation adopts multiple cases. We determined
that the description of a single case was insufficient to understand the depth and
subtleties of the logistics collaboration phenomenon. In line with our unit of analysis
being the logistics triad, we opted to investigate three cases corresponding to distinctive
organizations of the logistics triad which are the 3PL, the OEM and the 1TS
respectively.
Yin’s (2009) third categorization based on the holistic versus the embedded design of
case studies follows this rationale: the researcher takes into consideration the unit of
analysis to determine if the UA should be treated as a whole, or if it can be segmented
into logical sub-units to facilitate the study. If the UA is studied as a whole, then the
case is holistic. If the UA can be subdivided into autonomous sub-units, then the case
can nest embedded units of analysis.
Our unit of analysis corresponds to an organizational triad encompassing unique
entities collaborating in the inbound logistics function. In spite of their singularity, each
of our three entities share similar contextual conditions in relation to the logistics triad.
Based on this asseveration, we found grounds on Yin’s (2009) categorization to situate
our case as holistic. Our case falls into Yin’s ‘Type 3’ classification being multiplecase holistic. This is because our distinctive cases; the 3PL, the OEM, and the first-tier
suppliers are variants laying in the same holistic unit of analysis; the triad.
The process of a case study follows similar stages as other research strategies.
Conventional

methodological

projects

comprise

five

stages:

conceptual,

methodological, empirical, analytical and knowledge dissemination. Mirroring such
articulation, Stuart et al. (2002) offer a process perspective for case-based research in
operations management. For the authors, a case study gets built first on a relevant
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research question. Then, it develops instruments for data collection. Data is gathered
next. Data is later analyzed. Data is disseminated. This linear perspective is without
doubt challenged by the rich, vivid and contemporary context in which case studies are
conducted. To that end, Seuring (2008) observes that the actual case-based process is
iterative; the researcher has to go back and forth several stages, consulting relevant
literature, until theoretical concepts are formed.
3.1.5.3

Attesting quality in case-based research

Case studies are process-oriented. Consulted material revealed that good CBR relates
to a formal and well-documented procedure. We find the procedural view as the overarching approach to understand quality in CBR. Quality is ensured at every stage of the
process in various ways. Seuring (2008) outlines process validity and process reliability
as two streams to attest quality in CBR.
Validity refers to the state of the evidence obtained from the case study as valid
(Seuring, 2008). Validity “is concerned with the integrity of the conclusions generated
by the piece of research” (Bryman and Bell, 2016, p. 28). Process validity encompasses
criteria to be considered. Yin (2009) proposes three validity criteria for CBR: construct
validity, internal validity, and external validity.
Construct validity relates to the concepts considered in the case. The concepts chosen
by the investigator and the indicators therein, need to measure (or read) what they are
supposed to assess. If not, the study’s findings may be regarded as questionable
(Bryman and Bell, 2016). Construct validity will be attained when the investigator
chooses the right concepts, retains just those essential to the study, and ensures they
have the right measurement procedure to read the facets of the phenomenon.
Internal validity refers to the variables of the case. We not only have to choose the right
and relevant concepts for the study, but their variables have to be interlinked logically.
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Some of them may even have causality connections (Bryman and Bell, 2016). The
integrity of the conclusions will be enhanced through internal validity when the
researcher is confident with the linkage between the variables, while demonstrating
that external factors affecting the phenomenon were removed (or minimized) from the
research design.
External validity concerns the sampling of the case. The right participating entities have
to be drawn from the targeted population. As a case study is executed in a very
particular research environment, the findings of the study should be applicable (to a
certain extent) in settings outside this environment. Another concern is generalization;
external validity emphasizes that results should be generalized beyond the actors or the
cases analyzed (Bryman and Bell, 2016). The integrity of the conclusions of the
research will solidify when the researcher justifies his/her choice of participating
persons and organizations in the case.
Reliability refers to the state of correctness of the evidence obtained from the case
study. A clearly structured research process will indicate that the stated evidence is
correct (Seuring, 2008). More in detail, the author proposes a series of quality factors
ensuring reliability to CBR namely: process documentation, safeguarding
interpretations by arguments, structured research process, closeness to the study item,
communicative validation and triangulation. Notwithstanding, we find that the above
notions of validity and reliability have a very strong positivistic connotation with a onesize fits-all view of CBR. This is why we sought alternative criteria to attest quality in
case studies focused on SCM.
In a more recent illustration, Pedrosa, Näslund and Jasmand (2012) propose quality
criteria to CBR applied to logistics. The authors point out that quality assessment in
CBR requires different standards than those in the prevailing post-positivistic
quantitative perspective. Three criteria are proposed by the authors to validate the
quality of CBR. We describe and explain them as follows.
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The first criterion is ‘transferability’ which is the extent to which a case study’s findings
can be applied to other contexts. For Pedrosa et al. (2012) transferability is similar to
external validity used in post-positivistic approaches; with the caveat that the former
seeks for transferable applications into similar milieus, whereas the latter seeks for
generalization across random sub-samples. For a case-study to have external validity,
results must be applicable to large sub-sets of the population with specific error
probability. This may not be concurrent to many case studies in logistics that are
narrower in scope and long to execute in time. Pedrosa et al. (2012) argue that
transferability acknowledges that time can change the research setting and its
participants, limiting the possibilities of generalization. To attest transferability in a
logistics CBR, the authors suggests a number of tactics: justify the theoretical aim of
the case, clearly define the unit of analysis, carefully select the cases, and wisely choose
the number of cases. The four steps above will allow for the case(s) to have boundaries
making it easier to ‘transfer’ the results into business contexts with similar
‘boundaries’.
The second criterion is ‘truth-value’ which consists in the alignment between the
informant’s constructed realities in their context and those represented and narrated by
the researcher. Truth-value is compared by Pedrosa et al. (2012) to internal validity in
post-positivistic designs. In such designs, internal validity is preoccupied with the
cohesive linkage between variables resulting in causality. The logical linkage sought
by internal validity must be congruent to a reality that is fixed, objective and unique.
Pedrosa et al. (2012) argue that truth-value acknowledges the plurality of a reality that
is context-dependent. This means that in CBR reality is not single, but multiple and
influenced by the context. This view of reality in CBR rises many issues that cannot be
responded through the internal validity single-reality approach. When we have multiple
participants making different ‘readings’ of their self-constructed realities, the truthvalue criterion becomes useful. Truth-value means matching those self-constructed
realities to the context (i.e., the research setting) and to the researcher’s interpretation
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(i.e., the narrator). This is done in order to attest trustworthy and valuable findings.
Truth-value is therefore attained through other techniques that differ from those used
for internal validity. Pedrosa et al. (2012) suggest categorization, abstraction,
comparison, dimensionalization, integration, iteration, and refutation of findings as
particular techniques to accomplish truth-value in logistics case-study based research.
The third and last criterion is traceability which relates to the documentation of the
process and data sources into two dimensions: dependability and confirmability.
For Pedrosa et al. (2012), dependability consists in replicability and consistency of the
findings allowing for changes as long as they are documented. Dependability parallels
the reliability criterion used in post-positivistic designs with the following differences:
in post-positivistic research designs, reliability concerns whether the measures are
reliable. Reliability questions if the same results could be achieved when the same
measurement technique is administered several times to the same research subject
(Bryman and Bell, 2016). Reliability seeks therefore a ‘traceable invariance’ of the
findings from subject to subject (Pedrosa et al. 2012). However, in constructivist CBR
the invariance sought may not be clearly present because the context is affected by
environmental factors. It may seem normal for measurement techniques to vary from
subject to subject; they are not standardized but adapted to each subject’s context. Since
the research setting is disruptive; it will be at variance. Hence, data collection,
interpretation and findings must take into account a ‘traceable variance’. When the
changes of the case are properly documented by the researcher, he/she will attain
dependability because variances across the case can be tracked and explained.
As for replicability, this quality criterion is concerned with the capability of others
repeating the study and getting the same results. Bryman and Bell (2016, p. 28) explain
the need for replicability “sometimes replications are conducted to make sure that the
original research was carried out properly: this is especially important if a study’s
results do not match prior findings on the topic”. However, as case-research settings in
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logistics have multiple realities, are disruptive, lengthy to accomplish, and change over
time; ‘reproducing’ case studies with similar results may be unrealistic. To palliate this
void, Pedrosa et al. (2012) suggest the criterion of confirmability relating to the
integrity of the findings based on the data. Confirmability leads to objectivity and it
can be reached with the inclusion of resources (e.g., files, archives, databases)
containing information on participants, the collection guidelines, and a description of
the changes endured by the research design along the collection process (Pedrosa et al.
2012). The traceability criterion can therefore be attained by documenting the case,
explaining how and why participants were selected, inclusion of case study protocols,
databases with key information, description of the data collection techniques, and
availability of this documentation upon request.
In an effort to regroup the above ideas, we present Table 12 summarizing what scholars
have proposed a set of rules and indicators for conducting and evaluating CBR in
purchasing, SCM, and logistics. The criteria that better suited our research protocol,
were those suggested by Pedrosa et al. (2012) situated on the second row of the table.
We based our choice on these authors’ criteria because it focuses on CBR in logistics.
We have adopted their framework to attest the quality of our own CBR.
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Table 12. Quality criteria for case-based research in operations management
Authors

Criteria
 Approaches
 Serendipity
 Process

Indicators
 Explore other approaches to
CBS: critical realism
 Exploit serendipity or fortuitous
conceptual findings
 Be more explicit about the
research process

Transferability

Theoretical aim, unit of analysis,
case selection, number of cases

Truth-Value

Description of data analysis
process, categorization,
abstraction, comparison,
dimensionalization, iteration,
refutation
Inclusion of case protocol,
description of data collection
techniques, availability of protocol
and database for consultation

Dubois and Salmi
(2016)

Pedrosa,
Naslund, and
Jasmand (2012)

Barratt, Choi, and
Li (2011)

Traceability
 Dependability (subcriterion)
 Confirmability (subcriterion)
 Justification of the
research approach
 Unit of analysis
 Theory vs.
phenomenon
 Sampling strategy
 Number of cases
 Triangulation of
data sources
 Data analysis
 Validity
 Reliability

Seuring (2008)

Dubois and
Araujo (2007)

 Rules of conduct
 Induction vs.
deduction
 Transferability
 Flexibility
 Description of the
casing process
 Case selection

Remarks
 Combine observations,
researchers' background,
knowledge and research
capacity to justify (ground)
findings
 Offer editors and reviewers
a sense of openness about
followed research path
 The extent to which the
findings apply to other
contexts. Mirrors external
validity
 Match between informant’s
constructed reality and that
interpreted by the
researcher.
 Mirrors internal validity
 Documentation of the
process and data sources.
 Mirrors reliability.

Provide reasoning for using CBR
Needs to be explicitly stated
CBR grounded on theory or
phenomenon
Decision on which cases to use
Decision on the number of cases
Use of more than one source to
validate
How were results analyzed and
presented

 Research orientation:
Authors address qualitative
case studies
 Research approach: Authors
propose criterion for both
inductive and deductive CBR
approaches

 Adapted by the author from
Mayring (2002)
 Process documentation
 Safeguarding interpretations by
arguments
 Research process structured by
rules of conduct
 Closeness to the study item
 Communicative validation
 Triangulation

Weaknesses:
(1) single case selection for
unknown reasons, (2) just one
stage of the SC is approached,
(3) data collection only with a
few interviews, (4) lack of
clearness on how data was
analyzed, (5) lack of mention
on how the rigour of the
analysis was ensured, (6)
results, conclusions, the whole
case is presented in an
unsystematic manner
 Case based research should
not follow the prevailing
statistical world view of
larger number of samples
(settle between 4 and 10 as
per Eisenhardt)
 Avoid fake approximations
to the standards of
quantitative methods

Case studies are not purely
inductive, explanatory tools
Generalizing from case studies is an
analytical (not statistical) process
Present the case to persuade the
sceptical reader
Celebrate the flexibility of the case
method and describe the casing
process
Case selection is the most
important decision

Núñez (2021)
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3.1.6 Summary of the final methodological strategy
We offer a summary of the final methodological strategy adopted for this dissertation.
We deem relevant to present a summation of our lucubration and reasoning to clarify
and support our methodological choices. First, inspired by Ramsden (2014), we present
Table 13 with the main features of our methodology. Second, inspired by Saunders et
al. (2009) we present in Figure 7 our ‘research onion’ situating the reader in our
selection of methodological features. Third, based on the work of Riddler (2017), we
present in Table 14 the main facets of our case-study.
Table 13. Summary of the main features of the methodological strategy
Methodological
feature
Philosophical
positioning
(research paradigm)

Methodological
choice
Interpretivism

Justification / Support




Research
perspective

Constructivism




Research approach

Inductivism





Research
orientation
(methods)

Qualitative





Research strategy

Case study
- Descriptive and
explanatory
- Multiple
- Holistic

Time horizon

Cross-sectional






We seek explanations to the logistics collaboration phenomenon as
it is consciously interpreted by involved logistics practitioners
Logistics collaboration is an emergent socio-technical process based
on the context
Reference to intepretivism: see Burrell and Morgan (1979)
This perspective posits reality a social construction based on
experiences (Guba et Lincoln, 1994)
Experienced practitioners participated with the researcher in the
construction of multiple realities providing meaning to the results
The research setting is a complex multi-layered milieu that needs
analysis from the bottom-up
We are concerned with particular manifestations of the observable
phenomenon in the context in which events are taking place
Logistics and SCM literature need studies distancing from traditional
deductive perspectives (Barratt et al. 2011)
Interpretivism, constructionism and inductivism consider the use of
small samples, in-depth investigations, and qualitative research
orientations (Saunders et al. 2009)
We are interested in subjective interpretations of the logistics world
lived by the participants
Practicality: we have easier access to words, points of view, rich
data, closeness to participants and natural industrial settings
Case studies are adequate and flexible to address SC complexity,
they allow to approach several stages of the SC (Seuring, 2008)
Case studies are empirical, they address to various entities, they
unfold in natural settings (Yin, 2009)
Case studies provide greater contribution to theory development
and theory extension (Riddler, 2017)
A single view of a particular phenomenon (logistics collaboration), at
a particular time, in the space of a logistics triad

Núñez (2021)
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Case type

Multi-case

Number of cases

Systematic comparison of three single cases into a cross-case

Case level / objective

Descriptive and explanatory (Yin, 2009)

Case configuration

Holistic (Yin, 2009)

Case sampling

Purposive (seven organizations, 26 respondents)

Case methods

Existing theoretical-based concepts and relationships (propositions) are
confronted with case descriptions and interviews using a devised model

Case analysis strategy

Pattern-matching (within-case and cross-case patterns) searching for
replication (Yin, 2009)

Contribution to theory

Theory development (Riddler, 2017)

Quality criteria

Transferability, truth-value and traceability (Pedrosa et al. 2012)
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3.2

THE RESEARCH PROCESS

This section presents the configuration and participating entities we selected for our
own case-based study. This section was built by combining the insights gathered from
previous sub-sections with our knowledge of the industrial setting. As our cases are
very particular and circumscribed to a contemporary vehicle manufacturing
environment, what follows is quite focused on the studied phenomenon and on the
dissertation’s inherent research questions and objectives.
3.2.1 Population and sample
The population comprising our entities consists of all vehicle manufacturers in North
America, their respective third-party logistics service providers, and their first-tier
suppliers. However, the attainment of such population is unrealistic in pragmatic terms,
and that is why we opted for a sample-frame aligned to what is within reach of the
investigator. Our sampling process was therefore purposive.
We have retained as case number one a prominent third-party logistics service provider
(3PL) primarily because the researcher consults for that firm. Notwithstanding, this
particular 3PL constitutes a magnificent illustration of an organization encompassing
the enablers of logistics collaboration in terms of human resources, information
technologies, processes and physical assets. This organization also hosts and executes
some of the collaborative logistics mechanisms reviewed in Chapter Two, and that are
part of our conceptual framework. Moreover, the organization is an important 3PL in
the North-American landscape. The 3PL serves key accounts in the automotive
industry including OEMs such as BMW, Chrysler, Ford, General Motors, Nissan,
Mercedes-Benz, and Toyota. The 3PL also serves tier-one accounts for the automotive
industry such as Akwel, Bosch, Brembo, Dana, Delphi, Denso, Hella, and Magna
among others.
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Case number two is the focal company manufacturing the vehicles. We have chosen a
client organization because the investigator has access to the interactions of the 3PL
servicing the OEM account in Canada, in The United States of America, and in Mexico.
We argue that the OEM’s case is representative as it constitutes an emblematic
organization aiming to emulate successful vehicle manufacturing operations from the
big automakers. The case of the OEM is very authentic; it evolves in a disruptive
context characterized by expansion to foreign facilities (e.g., Mexico and Europe),
diversification of vehicle platforms, increase of production, and a tenacious quest for
all types of innovative mechanisms (e.g., marketing, financial, and operational) that
can offer the OEM a competitive edge.
Case number three is a group of representative first-tier suppliers feeding vehicle parts
upstream. Suppliers have been chosen based on the following criteria: (1) track of a
long-lasting collaborative relationship with the OEM, (2) criticality of the parts
delivered to the OEM’s supply chain, (3) physical proximity to the manufacturing site,
(4) part typology representation, meaning that at least one of the suppliers furnishes
one of the four types of parts in the vehicle manufacturing industry classification:
plastic parts, metal parts, integrated systems, and electronic modules.
3.2.2 Participating entities and number of cases
Our sample size in terms of participating entities is constituted of seven organizations:
one third-party logistics service provider, one original equipment manufacturer, and
five first-tier suppliers.
Based on the information above, we summarize in Figure 8 the participating entities
and number of cases of the study. From a logistics perspective, each entity should be
regarded as an independent case. This is because the mechanisms and levels of
collaboration for each case are assumed dissimilar. Notwithstanding, our study is a
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multi-case project with comparative cases, which has become the dominant approach
in CBR in purchasing and supply chain management (Dubois and Araujo, 2017).
Figure 8. Participating entities and number of cases of the study
Logistics triad
Case # 1 / Entity
One

Case # 2 / Entity
Two

Case # 3 / Entity Three
Group of first-tier suppliers,
manufacturers of …

Geographical setting

Plastic parts

Third-party
logistics service
provider (3PL)

Original
Equipment
Manufacturer
(OEM)

Metal parts
Integrated systems

All situated in North
America

Electronic modules
Plastic parts

Logistics collaboration

Núñez (2021)

The above figure therefore considers three independent case studies for which the 3PL
is viewed as the orchestrator of the collaborative logistics efforts. We identified the
unique characteristics of first-tier suppliers of the sample via exchanges with logistics
managers from the OEM and the 3PL.
As for the geographical setting of the research, the seven participating organizations
entail significant operations in Canada. Notwithstanding, their operations loom across
a wider landscape. Data collection across entities was facilitated by the language skills
and the idiosyncratic attributes of the researcher, who is proficient in English, French
and Spanish.
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3.2.3 Data collection techniques and instruments
Our collected data was of qualitative nature, the techniques and the tooling were
carefully chosen. Case studies with multiple sources of information result in large
amounts of semi-structured data that might be lengthy to compile and to analyze. A
sense of practicality was imposed while collecting and processing the data. We next
describe the plan we executed for data gathering, analysis and reconstruction.
The business setting offered fertile ground for qualitative information on collaborative
logistics. Previous to this research, the subjective facets of the collaborative
mechanisms in place were not explored and elicited in any of the targeted
organizations. The main technique employed consisted of semi-structured interviews.
The tools supporting the technique were three separate sets of interview-guides; one
designed for the 3PL, a second for the OEM, and a third for first-tier suppliers. Each
set of interview guides unfolded in three language versions; English, French and
Spanish.
A sub-technique employed was Franagan’s (1954) critical incident. This technique was
only partially exploited to attest the collaborative experience of our participants. One
question addressing to a critical incident in logistics collaboration was added to the
semi-structured interview guide.
Table 15 summarizes the longstanding methodological arrangement of qualitative and
quantitative data collection techniques and tools. We pinpoint on this table the ones
retained for our case-based project.
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Table 15. Data collection techniques and tools retained for the investigation
Research method

Qualitative

Quantitative

Data collection
techniques

Data collection tools

Retained for
the project

Participant
observations

Observation guide + grid

No

Non-participant
observations

Observation grid

No

Semi-structured
interviews

Interview guide

Yes

Focus groups

Activity guide and
observation grid

No

Critical incident

Note pad for analytic
memos

Yes

Structured
observations

Observation grid

No

Structured interviews

Interview guide

No

Surveys

Questionnaire (web, paper,
or telephone based)

No

Secondary data analysis

Database queries
Archives consultation

No
Núñez (2021)

3.2.4 Quality and ethical considerations of our case-based research
3.2.4.1

Quality considerations

As previously unveiled in Sub-Section 3.1.5.3, quality criteria in case-based research
applied to SCM and Logistics differs from the standards of validity, reliability, and
generalization commonly evoked in post-positivistic enquiries. It has been discussed
that the business context in which logistics activities take place is complex, disruptive,
suffers changes in short lapses of time, has different entities and actors constantly on-
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boarding and off-boarding, and presents a non-linear flow of information that looks
more like a network than a pipeline.
The above reasons compelled us to seek for alternative quality criteria for case studies
in the logistics realm. We found in Pedrosa et al. (2012) a convenient framework
proposing transferability, truth-value, and traceability as three key criteria to attest
quality of CBR in logistics. The specificities of the criteria have been presented in SubSection 3.1.5.3. What follows on Table 16 is an operationalization of their indicators
mirroring the activities of our own research. Pedrosa et al. (2012) put forward that the
achievement of these activities should translate into a more positive perception and
enhanced reputation of CBR in logistics.
Our choice of the criteria condensed in Table 16 is also supported in arguments drawn
by Dubois and Araujo (2007) and by Dubois and Salmi (2016) on CBR applied to
logistics. In their view, case studies are not purely inductive explanatory tools, and for
this reason investigators should avoid false approximations to the standards of
quantitative methods. The authors also posit that case selection is the most important
decision to make in CBR thus description of the casing process is essential. As for the
number of participating cases, Dubois and Araujo (2007) state that generalizing from
case studies is an analytical process that differs from statistical processes; therefore,
researchers must not follow the dominant methodological view of a large number of
samples. Based on the above distinctions, this investigation takes into consideration a
small set of samples amounting to seven organizations across three cases.
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Table 16. Quality criteria for case-based research in logistics adapted to our study
Criteria

Indicators

Activities

Comments

Status
Addressed

Theoretical aim of
the study

Define theoretical purpose of the case. Theory
building, theory development or theory testing

Our underlying theoretical aim is theory development:
we make an extension of the relational view of the firm
in Supply Chains (Dyer and Singh, 1998)

Our theoretical based concepts and
propositions were confronted with case
descriptions, interviews, documents and
observations (Ridder, 2017)
Addressed

Unit of analysis

Our unit of analysis is the logistics triad: OEM-3PL-fiirsttier suppliers



Define nature of case as per Yin’s (2009)
typology: exploratory, descriptive, or
explanatory



Make an explicit statement of the rationale
followed to select the cases and how
representative they are for the industrial
field



Selection of the OEM, plus the 3PL orchestrator,
and the group of first-tier suppliers



The type of logistics collaboration (vertical) and
the precursors, mechanisms and outcomes of the
phenomenon were presented



A conceptual framework was devised to establish
the analytical boundaries of the case





Tier: multiple-case study
Sub-type: representative cases
Number: Three with seven organizations

Addressed: Chapter 3 presents our case study
typology with descriptive aims, multiple-case,
and holistic
Addressed

Transferability


Case selection
criteria


Provide boundaries, what is included and
what is not

Our case is descriptive and explanatory depicting
and explaining how and why events are
happening in the context of a logistics triad

Addressed
 Chapter 2 presents the conceptual
framework
 Chapter 3 presents population, sample,
participating entities and number of cases

Tier, sub-type, and
number of cases

Explain the approach to select the tier, sub-type
and number of cases



Description of data
analysis structure

Describe in detail-data analysis techniques and
tools

Content analysis performed to elicit concepts and
categories based on a pre-configured template



Pattern matching used as analytical procedure to
predict outcomes based on our propositions

Do a precise description of the treatment of data
units allowing for ex-post assessment on how data
were processed to generate findings

This activity refers to specific data analysis routines:
categorization, abstraction, comparison,
dimensionalization, interation, and refutation

Addressed



This activity refers to the justification of informant
selection, number of informants, description and/or
inclusion of data collection guideline, description of
changes in the research design made during data
collection

Addressed

Truth-value
Description of data
analysis infrastructure

Traceability

 Chapters 1, 2 and 3 make reference to the
logistics triad as a unit of analysis
 The initial conceptual model also takes the
logistics triad into consideration

Define the level at which the phenomenon occurs
and is studied

Visibility and
availability of case
protocol and subprotocols



Make available CBR general protocol, and
sub-protocols for each specific case
Keep at reach a database containing at least
the information presented on next cell to the
right

 Chapter 3 presents data collection
techniques and instruments.
 Chapter 3 presents data analysis
procedures and materials
 On single-case analysis we mapped the
evidence with different templates
 On cross-case analysis we used evidence
for replication
 We produced two dossiers DBA 971 ‘Data
collection’ and DBA 972 ‘Data analysis’ in
which we kept track of our collection
protocols, sources of data and informants
 We devised a timeline portraying the
evolution of the data collection phase

Núñez (2021) | Developed by the researcher for the purposes of this investigation | Based on Pedrosa et al. (2012)
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3.2.4.2

Ethical considerations

All along its conception and execution, this research endeavour observed ethical
considerations. Every action undertaken towards its completion respected a series of
principles that guided the efforts of the investigator, so that the steps followed can have
benign impact on science and on society. The ethical conduct of our project is governed
by the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms and guided by the Tri-Council Policy
Statement: Ethical Conduct for Research Involving Humans (TCPS 2). Human dignity
was our main concern, this ethical principle cascaded under three headings: respect for
persons, concern for welfare, and justice.
Shortly after the research project’s approval by the jury, a dossier was submitted to the
University’s Research Ethics Board (REB) for evaluation. Institutional policy states
that research projects involving human participants should be reviewed by a REB prior
to data collection. The role of REBs is to evaluate research projects engaging humans,
and to propose amendments with two aims: (1) protect the participants, (2) safeguard
and advise the investigators on ethical concerns. REBs also stand for scientific integrity
ensuring that the researcher is qualified to pursue the study, and that there will be no
conflict of interest while conducting the investigation. Our dossier submission to the
REB took place in July 2018. After several exchanges with the REB concerning
explanations and support documents, we were granted Ethics Certificate (EC) # 1774
in October 2018 allowing the field work. This certificate was later renewed in
September 2019 and in October 2020.
Our application for the EC stated respect for persons and concern for welfare: we
specified the measures taken to minimize economic, social and psychological risks to
participating individuals. Our submission to the REB not only identified potential risks
and discomforts, but it also counterbalanced the benefits of the study over its
detriments. Moreover, our application considered respect for privacy and
confidentiality stating ‘where’ data will be stocked, ‘how’ data will be preserved, ‘who’
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would have access to data, and ‘when’ data will be destroyed. Free-will also occupied
a preponderant stand in our application: consent to participate was expressed to be free,
informed, sustained, and allowing withdrawal without prejudice at any time.
Shortly after the EC was obtained, the researcher organized a lunch meeting with his
dissertation supervisor and with managers from the OEM and the 3PL. This meeting
took place at the OEM’s manufacturing facility in Canada; the meeting had two aims:
(1) to present the latest state of the research proposal, and (2) to announce that an EC
was obtained to clear the researcher on ethical concerns. A few days after the meeting,
the managers from participating organizations gave the green light to the researcher to
go ahead with the data collection phase. This phase started in October 2018.
During the data collection phase, all participants were invited to the interviews
following a systematic protocol. First, we sent them an email with an official invitation
with the university header. Our message (previously validated by the REB) stated the
academic nature of the research, the objectives pursued, the advantages and the
inconveniences of their participation. Our email invitation was followed by a telephone
call to confirm venue, date and time of the interviews. Once face-to-face with the
interviewees, we explained the nature of the study. We produced an Information and
Consent Form (ICF), and we went through the details of the ICF with the participant.
This document was signed either at the beginning or at the end of the interviews, and a
copy of the ICF was left for the interviewee to keep.
3.2.5 Summary of the research process
We argue that the combination of elements described above provide structure,
explicitness, transparency, and credibility to our research process. Figure 9 next,
presents the plan undertaken to attain the objectives of the study. In a graphic structure,
which constitutes the summary of the research process, we articulate key elements of
execution such as setting, participants, materials, procedures, quality and ethics.
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Table 17. Schedule observed to complete the study
Activity

Description

Timeline

1. Research proposal

Presentation of the research
subject, managerial opportunity,
literature review, and research
methodology to the jury in an open
session

April 2018

2. Ethics certificate

Submittal of research proposal and
protocols to the institution’s
Research Ethics Board

May to June 2018
Certificate obtained in
late September 2018

3. Data collection
protocols

Refinement and pre-test of data
collection protocols

July to August 2018

4. Fieldwork

Administration of data collection
instruments to participating entities

October 2018 to
December 2019

5. Data analysis

Iterative process that overlapped
with the fieldwork. Consisted in the
analysis of collected data with
proposed techniques and tools

December 2018 to
March 2020

6. Validation of
findings

Preliminary results were
triangulated across actors of the
logistics triad for: objectivity, value,
and traceability

October 2019 to
February 2020

7. Writing the
dissertation

Main elements of the study were
knitted into a document observing
institutional requirements

July 2019 to September
2020

8. Dissertation
submittal

Submittal of dissertation document
to the Business School and jury
members

September 2020

9. Dissertation
approval

Viva examination before jury
members in an open session

January 2021
Núñez (2021)
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Figure 10. Timeline portraying the evolution of the data collection phase
Entity 1

Entity 2

Entity 3

Third-Party service Logistics Provider (3PL)
Case study # 1
Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM)
Case study # 2
First-Tier Suppliers
Case study # 3
Start

























Finish

October

November

December

January

February

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

2018-10

2018-11

2018-12

2019-01

2019-02

2019-03

2019-04

2019-05

2019-06

2019-07

2019-08

2019-09

2019-10

2019-11

9. Iris (ENG)

10. Kratos (FRA)

13. Nereus (FRA)

15. Poseidon (ESP)

17. Tartarus (FRA)

20. Uranus (FRA)

22. Zephyrus (FRA)

25. Ares Alpha (FRA)

18. Triton (FRA)

21. Zelus (FRA)

Interviews : participants' code names and language of the interview
1. Apollo (ESP)

4. Demeter (FRA)

2. Athena (FRA)

5. Erebus (ENG)

3. Chronos (FRA)

6. Gaia (ENG)
7. Hypnos (ESP)

8. Hemera (ESP)

11. Momus (FRA)
12. Morpheus (FRA)

14. Oceanus (ESP) 16. Prometheus (ENG)

19. Thyphon (ENG)

23. Zeus Alpha (FRA) 26. Ares Beta (FRA)
24. Zeus Beta (FRA)

27. Atlas (FRA)
28. Asclepius (FRA)

Núñez (2021)
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3.3

DATA ANALYSIS

3.3.1 Data analysis approach and data analysis overview
Data stemming from the fieldwork was of qualitative nature and contained rich
accounts from participants. At some point we were submerged in verbatim, field notes
and analytic memos. We sought for essential elements to facilitate the analysis. For
this, we relied on indispensable elements such as the research questions, the research
objectives, the initial proposition and the a priori conceptual framework devised for
the investigation.
On a straightforward approach to data, the assumed relationships contained in our
framework and propositions were the basis to verify against the collected corpus. In
this sense, our analytical work bore some structure because the final analysis focused
on matching the model and its propositions against patterns from the amassed data.
Just as there are approaches to data collection, there are approaches to data analysis.
Saunders et al. (2009) concede that data analysis can be executed from an inductive or
from a deductive perspective. Deductively based analytical procedures are commonly
employed when data is obtained via “(…) a well-defined research question and
objectives, and a clear framework and propositions” (Saunders et al. 2009, p. 501).
This view is in line with Yin’s (2009) analytical perspective suggesting theoretical
propositions prior to data collection. Such propositions serve as means to devise a
framework useful to facilitate the analysis.
Based on the above assumptions, our data analysis procedure was structured and based
mostly on a deductive perspective. We used a predetermined analytical framework to
deductively organize our data into categories and codes. We chose this level of
formalization for the analysis in order to fulfill the research objectives.
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Our data analysis procedure considered four general steps. Step one was the integration
of different transcripts and notes. Step two consisted in devising a template to
hierarchically organize our provisional categories. Step three focused on the
identification key themes and configurations for interpretive and evaluative purposes:
that with the aim to compare the empirical findings with the predicted patterns of our
framework. Step four ‘pattern matching’ allowed our analysis advance further on a
synthesis of the results.
In particular, our data analysis procedure involved four streamlined activities including
(1) data summaries, (2) data categorization, (3) converging the data into usable units of
sense, (4) and recognizing/discarding relations between our provisional categories. We
consider these activities being of analytical nature (i.e., deductive reasoning). Three
other iterative activities of interpretive nature (i.e., inductive reasoning) followed the
former: (i) identifying emerging themes, (ii) corroborating initial propositions, and (iii)
developing new propositions. This articulation granted our approach a dose of
‘hybridity’ flowing from deductive to inductive.
To support the general steps and the particular activities of our data analysis phase, we
relied on pattern matching and template analysis.
Pattern matching was chosen to exploit the use of our analytical framework suggesting
relations between concepts and outcomes. Pattern matching is an analytical procedure
based on deductive reasoning (Saunders et al. 2009). This procedure is suggested by
Yin (2009) to match patterns or configurations predicted by a theoretical model against
field evidence. Pattern matching “(…) involves predicting a pattern of outcomes based
on theoretical propositions to explain what you expect to find” (Saunders et al. 2009,
p. 500). “Pattern matching logic compares empirically based patterns with predicted
patterns, enabling further data analysis and techniques” (Ridder, 2017, p. 288). The
choice of this procedure proved useful to revise our propositions and to configure a
revised model of logistics collaboration.
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Template analysis is a technique based on an inductive approach (Saunders et al. 2009).
It may however combine inductive and deductive reasoning in practice (Saunders et al.
2009). In simple terms, this technique is based on templates (i.e., tables with rows and
columns) that the researcher devises in order to categorize the data. The template
analysis technique provides two useful features to qualitative data analysis: flexibility
and hierarchy. On flexibility, Saunders et al. (2009) concede that categories and codes
can be predetermined from an existing framework and be amended in the course of the
analysis procedure. In this line of reasoning, codes can be inserted in the template,
deleted, changed or reclassified as a response to the usefulness of the data. This
flexibility leads to a reclassification of codes on hierarchical levels. Code hierarchy is
the second strength of template analysis allowing for ramifications from high to lowlevel codes. The manipulation of categories and codes in a template (i.e., amendment,
regrouping and hierarchy) can be supported by Computer Assisted Quality Data
Analysis Software (CAQDAS). Our choice of this technique was justified by the fact
that we had a coherent set of provisional categories derived from our framework which
seemed practical for the analytical process.
We analyzed data from the template in two forms: manually and electronically. In a
first effort, we analyzed the data manually to have more control and ownership of the
work. We did this with intention: we focused our mental energies first on the data and
not on the learning curve of the analytical software (Saldaña 2009). To organize our
findings, we used paper, red pen, highlighters of different colours, and Post-it® notes.
To categorize our findings, we found in CmapTools a suitable software application to
structure and summarize the processed data in the form of concept maps.
In a second effort we analyzed data using CAQDAS. We moved into informatics-based
analysis because our fieldwork was extensive and needed a robust application to host
and to reconfigure the data thus validating manual findings previously obtained. We
also turned to applied software to alleviate the repetitive work of manual analysis.
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3.3.2 Profile of participating entities
Data collection took place from October 2018 to November 2019. A series of 26 semistructured interviews were conducted by the researcher to key logistics actors of seven
participating entities. Interview venues reached across three countries; Canada, The
United States of America, and Mexico. Interviews were phased per entity. When
possible we tried to avoid entity overlap to maintain the integrity of the interview
protocols. We moved from one entity to another when responses from individual
interviews showed theoretical saturation. This means that the insight obtained in the
final interviews started to show signs of redundancy.
Fifteen interviews were conducted in French language, five in English, and six in
Spanish. The total number of participants amounted to 28 respondents; this because
two of the interviews were administered simultaneously to more than one participant.
This particularity of interviews with double presence can be traced only to first-tier
suppliers. In those cases, the logistics function was coordinated in couples of the sort:
planners and shipping supervisors, customer service representatives and shipping
specialists. We considered that the input of both participants of the tandems were
relevant.
The criteria employed to choose our participants was based on the following features:
(1) their knowledge of the supply chain in which the logistics triad resides. As regards
to this feature, the exposure of participants working in the triad ranged from 5 to 25
years of experience. (2) The facets of collaboration in which participants engage. We
recruited individuals that devise, execute and adapt collaborative mechanisms in their
everyday routines. In that regard, we excluded individuals working in functions
requiring lower doses of collaboration (e.g., accounting, finance, business analytics).
(3) The interaction of participants across entities. As regards to this inclusion criterion,
we recruited participants that were highly exposed to inter-organisational interactions.
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In other words, our participants were chosen considering their everyday exposure to
other members of the triadic arrangement. For example, an operations manager from
the 3PL showing sustained interaction with the OEM and with suppliers was invited. It
is worth mentioning that seniority played a less important role as inclusion criterion;
we invited participants based on experience, exposure and collaborative traits.
Participant’s individual ranking across studied entities ranged from customer service
representatives to global logistics directors. Table 18 next summarizes some important
features of entities and participants of the investigation.
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Table 18. Profile of entities and participants of the investigation
Nbr

Case
#

Organization
(entity)

Code
name

Role

Language

Country

1

1

3PL

Apollo

Logistics Analyst

Spanish

Canada

2

1

3PL

Athena

Logistics Supervisor

French

Canada

3

1

3PL

Cronos

Operations Manager

French

Canada

4

1

3PL

Demeter

Senior Logistics Manager

French

Canada

5

1

3PL

Erebus

Operations Manager

English

USA

6

1

3PL

Gaia

Logistics Manager

English

Canada

7

1

3PL

Hypnos

Project Manager

Spanish

Canada

8

1

3PL

Hemera

Logistics Manager

Spanish

USA

9

1

3PL

Iris

Operations Manager

English

Canada

10

2

OEM

Kratos

Global Logistics Director

French

Canada

11

2

OEM

Momus

Inbound Logistics Manager

French

Canada

12

2

OEM

Morpheus

French

Canada

13

2

OEM

Nereus

Outbound Logistics
Director
Research Director

French

Canada

14

2

OEM

Oceanus

Logistics Manager

Spanish

Mexico

15

1

3PL

Poseidon

Logistics Analyst

Spanish

Canada

16

1

3PL

Prometheus

Load Planner

English

USA

17

2

OEM

Tartarus

Logistics Supervisor

French

Canada

18

2

OEM

Triton

Strategic Analyst

French

Canada

19

1

3PL

Thyphon

Senior Operations Mgr

English

Canada

20

2

OEM

Uranus

Logistics Planning Leader

French

Canada

21

2

OEM

Zelus

Supply Chain Leader

French

Canada

22

3

1TS

Zephyrus

Logistics Supervisor

French

Canada

23

3

1TS

Zeus

Buyer-planner, shipping

French

Canada

24

3

1TS

Ares

Account manager, shipping

French

Canada

25

3

1TS

Atlas

Customer service rep.

Spanish

Canada

26

3

1TS

Asclepius

Shipping supervisor

French

Canada

Núñez (2021)
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3.3.3 Data analysis procedures, techniques and materials
Data was collected by using an ad hoc semi-structured interview guide for each case
of the logistics triad. Each interview was transcribed verbatim and coded to allow for
content analysis. A first pass of the analysis consisted in the identification of salient
collaborative logistics mechanisms within cases. A second pass of the analysis
permitted assessing the contribution of persons, systems and processes to logistics
collaboration. A third pass allowed for the assessment of the value created through
logistics collaboration and to discern ‘how?’ such value contributes to logistics
performance. A fourth pass consisted in a presentation of our findings to key
interviewees asking them to comment on them. We did this final pass in order to
establish the solidity of our analysis. This final exercise helped to validate our findings
reflecting each situation described by respondents. All participants agreed upon the
results of our analysis.
3.3.3.1

The coding process

Data collected during the interviews was coded following a pre-established template
devised by the researcher. The a priori coding method was chosen based on the
researcher’s acquaintance to the field and strong theoretical foundations for the coding
categories. The coding process was influenced by the deductive approach adopted for
the research framework: we devised the adequate tools and we executed the analytic
routines for the job we wanted to accomplish. The coding process was influenced by
our own analytical lens and theoretical knowledge of the phenomenon.
Two coding cycles were executed. Over the 29 coding methods and analytic
possibilities identified by Saldaña (2009), we retained descriptive coding for cycle one,
and pattern coding for cycle two. Descriptive coding was chosen based on our research
objectives with descriptive aims. Pattern coding was chosen seeking to identify patterns
of similarity, difference, frequency, sequence, correspondence, and causation (Saldaña,
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RI LQWHURUJDQL]DWLRQDO FROODERUDWLRQ 7KURXJKRXW WKH ZKROH FRGLQJ SURFHVV WKH
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HYLGHQFHWRXQGHUVWDQGDFRPSOH[SKHQRPHQRQ 7KHFRGLQJSURFHVVDOVRDOORZHGIRU
ILQHWXQLQJRIWKHNQRZOHGJHGHULYHGIURPWKHLQYHVWLJDWLRQ
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3.3.3.2

The template used in the analysis

The coding process allowed us to build a template to interpret the data at a deeper and
more refined level of analysis. A template is a frame of reference for the analysis, it
allows organizing the categories in the form of headings and subheadings. Once the
template is prepared, it facilitates the transfer of the coded results into a spreadsheet for
the purposes of pattern matching. Table 19 presents the frame of reference (i.e.,
template) we put together to conduct the analysis. This template also provided a
structure to the narrative data we amassed and interpreted. The template is segmented
in three columns: the first column shows the open-ended questions we administered.
The second column indicates the provisional categories we formed. The third column
presents the concepts we sought to verify through the empirical work.
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Table 19. Template devised to analyze the data
Open-ended questions

Provisional category

Headings (Concepts)

1. Talk to me about your everyday work, your
responsibilities

Roles and responsibilities

Role in the logistics triad

2. What is your perception (or your
understanding) of collaboration in logistics?

Perception of collaboration

Logistics collaboration

3. How would you describe performance in
logistics?

Perception of performance

Logistics performance

4. What are the efforts you (as an individual)
deploy to collaborate with your logistics
counterparts?

Collaborative logistics practices

Logistics practices for
collaboration

5. What do you do (individually or with your
team) to maintain and/or to enhance logistics
performance?

Enabling factors of logistics
performance

Logistics practices for
performance

6. How do the individuals working for you
(your team members) collaborate to improve
your logistics performance?

Assessment of the human factor’s
contribution to logistics performance

People (as an enabler of
logistics collaboration)

7. What is the importance you give to the use of
information systems in the context of your
work?

Role and meaning of IT in
collaborative logistics

Systems (as an enabler of
logistics collaboration)

8. What is the contribution of information
systems to collaboration and to performance in
the context of your work?

Contribution of IT to logistics
collaboration and logistics
performance

Systems (as an enabler of
logistics collaboration)

9. Other than the human and technological
factors discussed above, would there be other
contributors (enablers) to collaboration and to
performance in logistics?

Collaborative mechanisms

Processes (as an enabler of
logistics collaboration)

10. How would you further exploit your human
resources and your information systems to boost
collaboration and logistics performance?

Identification of plans and projects
(wish list)

Pending collaborative
activities in the logistics triad

11. Does collaboration between you, your thirdparty logistics service provider, and key
suppliers leads to superior logistics
performance?

Collaboration as a driver of logistics
performance

Logistics collaboration
Logistics performance

12. What is the value that you obtain by
collaborating with your third-party logistics
service provider, and your key suppliers?

Assessment of value stemming from
collaboration

Value of logistics
collaboration

13. Can you remember an episode (can you
provide an example) of a (situation, solution,
project) in which your company and other
members of the logistics chain collaborated?

Flanagan’s (1954) critical incident
technique to evaluate experience in
collaboration

Relevance, truth-value of the
participant

14. What do you think of the latest OEM’s
Operations Management Initiative? (name
confidential). As you already know, this
initiative seeks to improve processes and tools
in order to obtain high-value results (subquestions omitted for confidentiality)

Sense-making of collaborative
strategy launched by the OEM

People, systems, and processes
as enablers of logistics
collaboration

15. Can you think of some metrics, key
performance indicators (KPI) linking your
logistics activities to Collaboration and to
Performance?

Identification of collaborative KPIs

KPIs of logistics collaboration

16. Are there other elements we have not
addressed or discussed concerning logistics
collaboration and/or logistics performance that
you would like to discuss?

Identification of concepts/themes out
of the scope of the interview guide

New concepts

Núñez (2021)
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3.3.3.3

The tools employed for the analysis

We analyzed data from the template in two forms: manually and electronically. In a
first effort, we analyzed the data manually to have more control and ownership of the
work. In a second effort we analyzed data using Computer Assisted Quality Data
Analysis Software (CAQDAS).
The CAQDAS retained was QDA Miner from the Montreal-based software developer
Provalis Research. The software package permitted us to format the data into
hierarchies and networks, allowing for a quick glance at the findings, something that
would have been lengthy to do with CmapTools. We also found in QDA Miner
nomothetic functionalities useful to identify co-occurrences, overlapping, sequence, or
proximity. Technical functionalities such as retrieve, filter, group, link, and compare
were also found and exploited in the software.
3.3.3.4

The analytical model

The conceptual framework presented in Chapter Two allowed for the configuration of
the data collection instrument. More to the point, the template devised to analyze the
data was aligned to the research framework (i.e., the initial conceptual model). Figure
13 next presents the analytical model employed for all three cases of the study.
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on to executing a cross-case examination based on previous results. This procedure
permitted to ‘decant’ the data from individual cases bringing into the cross-case just
their most relevant ‘sediments’ of information. For the sake of frugality, individual case
reports are included in this dissertation as Appendixes. The cross-case report is
presented and explained in the Results Chapter.
3.3.4.2

The pattern matching analytical procedure

Pattern matching is a procedure based on congruence between the expected results and
the findings. It relates to comparing empirically amassed patterns with predicted
outcomes (Yin, 2009).
We executed this procedure inspired by Yin’s (2009) standard text in case study
research. Thus, the patter matching procedure devised for this investigation consisted
of six defined steps that we explain next.
Step one consisted in preparation of our initial conceptual model and analytic template.
We employed the model as a reference to frame our findings. We used the template as
a matrix to organize our findings. In practice, the exploitation of these materials (i.e.,
the framework and the template) was assisted by common software applications such
as MS Word (to pour textual segments of data into the template) and MS PowerPoint
(for visual insertion of the crystalized results into the framework). These activities
belonged to the operational realm of pattern matching that we call ‘tool preparation’.
Step two consisted in data reduction. For this purpose, the template devised to analyze
the data (shown in Table 19) was stretched into a matrix of multiple rows and columns.
Columns contained key rubrics such as coded questions, categories, concepts, data
excepts and emerging themes. Rows were used to organize the data based on the
responses’ order of appearance and on the respondents providing each answer.
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We also used a code of colours to identify important segments in data, for example,
textual citations, reflective notes, and theoretical links. As an indication, each extended
template -per case- surpassed 30 legal-size pages, printed in horizontal format. In
practical terms, the ‘stretched template’ was populated with data stripped from
redundancy. Therefore, although the tool was elongated, the data was condensed into
manageable form.
Step three consisted in taking control of the data. Following the orientation of the openended questions and provisional categories, we shaped the data into intelligible
expressions susceptible of evaluation and interpretation. Data converged into a simpler
matrix. This ‘control document’ regrouped the findings in five columns: (1) conceptual
category, (2) key findings, (3) factors related to the research framework (e.g., enablers,
mechanisms, outcomes), (4) synthesis, and (5) theoretical congruence. The document
hosted sixteen rows corresponding to each provisional category. This step allowed
identifying strong and superficial patterns in our data when comparing the results to
the initial model. Meaningful patterns were synthetized based on our theoretical and
empirical knowledge of the subject. Less meaningful patterns, referred by Yin (2009)
as ‘basic patterns’ were tabulated with QDA Miner.
On step four we moved into the interpretive realm of pattern matching: this step
consisted in mapping the evidence. For this purpose, we devised two ‘interpretive
templates’. Template A ‘evidence map’ was an arrangement of first-order evidence
obtained from the ‘control document’. First-order evidence were crystalized patterns
expressed in narrative form. The evidence allowed us to identify second-order themes.
We attributed categorical value to these themes; expected and emerging themes were
identified with labels, for example ‘systems inter-operability’ ‘logistics orchestration’,
and ‘supply-chain trust’. Second-order themes were associated to a dimension of
logistics collaboration. For this analysis, dimensions were granted categorical value,
for example ‘enablers’, ‘mechanisms’, and ‘outcomes’.
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Template B ‘propositions matrix’ organized the initial propositions together with
newly emerged themes. This arrangement was intended to structure the findings
according to the outcomes predicted by the conceptual model. For this purpose, we
linked old propositions and new findings to the ‘conceptual buckets’ put forward by
our model namely; catalysts of logistics collaboration, mechanisms of logistics
collaboration, and performance outcomes. This analysis allowed us to upgrade our
‘conceptual buckets’ into three dimensions of logistics collaboration namely: enablers,
mechanisms and outcomes.
On step five we moved into the evaluative realm of pattern matching. On this step we
updated the propositions based on the outcomes of our ‘mapping templates’. As
anticipated, field evidenced revealed more propositions than the ones originally drawn.
We therefore devised Template C ‘evaluation template’ to update the propositions into
a new formulation and categorized them into the dimensions of logistics collaboration.
Not only we redacted new propositions and classified them across three dimensions;
we also evaluated them in terms of their relevance and novelty. Our evaluation of the
findings allowed us to either support or introduce new propositions.
On a final step six we moved into the theoretical realm of pattern matching. This step
is primarily concerned with multi-case analysis and the replication logic that comes
with it. Yin (2009) puts forward that multiple case studies have the benefit of drawing
analytical conclusions that can take two forms.
Form one is literal replication concerning analytic conclusions from cases providing
similar results. This means that the researcher will find common patterns across cases.
Literal replication attests for the congruence of the initial model because the patterns
will show a match between field evidence and the theory used to craft the propositions.
In simple words, theory will explain findings and findings will corroborate theory. This
form of replication increases the validity of the findings because it suggests that
contextual conditions had little influence over the model (Yin, 2009). From a deductive
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perspective, Yin associates this form of replication to results influencing the dependent
variables of the model. The author stipulates that when similar patterns are observed
across cases, their similarity suggests causal inferences on the dependent variables of
the model. In the author’s words “the predicted values have been found, and at the same
time, alternative patterns of predicted values (…) have not been found” (Yin, 2009, p.
143).
Theoretical replication has to do with cases offering contrasting results. This means
that the researcher will find unique features from case to case. Yin (2009) admits that,
in reality, the context will output additional findings than those anticipated. Unique
manifestations of reality are expected because reality is an evolving social construction.
In this line of reasoning, it will be unrealistic to think that a conceptual model would
integrate all possible outcomes of a case study. Yin (2009) suggest that when facing
this situation, the researcher must seek for alternative (i.e., rival) explanations to
contradicting results. Formulation of alternative explanations should focus on what Yin
calls rival independent variables. Yin calls this form of replication theoretical because
the researcher has to develop rival theoretical propositions to explain contradicting
results. Alternative propositions should not diminish the quality of the analysis;
researchers should see them as an opportunity to explain how or why the values of
independent contextual factors are influencing the expected outcomes.
The above insights gave guidance to the replication exercise we performed while
writing the individual case reports and the cross-case. While the similarity of our
patterns inferred the influence of logistics collaboration over logistics performance, we
had to look for alternative explanations in theory for contextual factors, for example
‘supply chain trust’, ‘supply chain complexity’, or ‘effective governance’.
We give closure to this subsection by presenting in Table 20 a summary of the
procedures and materials employed in the data analysis phase of the study. The table
addresses the data analysis process per rubric (i.e., perspectives, procedures,
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techniques, tools, participants and phases). Moreover, it signals and explains our
choices for each analytical element.
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Table 20. Summary of procedures and materials employed in the data analysis phase
Rubric

Choice

Explanation

Analytical perspective

The approach to data was of
‘hybrid’ nature: inductive and
deductive



Deductive approach: Data analysis involved four streamlined activities including; (1) data summaries, (2) data
categorization, (3) converging the data into usable units of sense, (4) and recognizing/discarding relations
between our provisional categories. These activities are of deductive nature.



Inductive approach: Data analysis involved iterative activities including; (i) identification of emerging themes, (ii)
corroboration of initial propositions, and (iii) development of new propositions. These activities are of
interpretive nature.



Definition: A procedure that involves the examination of material in the form of text or other visual/audio
outputs. In its deductive approach, it focuses on coding data into predetermined categories in a systematic and
replicable manner. In its inductive approach, it seeks to uncover deeper meaning in the materials such as
underlying themes (adapted from Bryman and Bell, 2016, p. 316, 322).



Steps followed: (1) condensation of meanings and frequencies, (2) themes groupage, (3) restructuration of the
meanings in narrative form and in tables.



Results: (1) thematic narrative, (2) thematic synthesis per individual case and for the cross-case.



Definition: Analytical procedure based on deductive reasoning. Involves predicting a pattern of outcomes based
on theoretical propositions to explain what you expect to find (Saunders et al. 2009).



Steps followed: (1) prepared initial model and analytic template, (2) reduced the data, (3) took control over the
data, (4) mapped the evidence, (5) updated propositions, (6) performed replication exercise.



Results: (1) evidence maps were populated with processed data, (2) propositions were refined, emerging themes
and dimensions were identified, (3) a matrix of categories was produced.



Definition: Template analysis is a technique based on an inductive approach (Saunders et al. 2009). It finds
support on templates that provide structure, hierarchy and flexibility to the analytical process.



Templates devised: (A) evidence maps, (B) proposition matrixes, (C) evaluation templates.



Templates and concept maps devised by the researcher for the purposes of the investigation.



Low-level devices such as paper, red pen, highlighters of different colours, and Post-it® notes.

Computer-assisted tools



CmapTools modeling software and CAQDAS QDA Miner.

3PL – the orchestrator
OEM – the concertmaster
1TS – the committed suppliers



12 participants; 12 semi-structured interviews; Countries: Canada, The USA and Mexico.



9 participants; 9 semi-structured interviews; Countries: Canada and The USA.



7 participants; 5 semi-structured interviews; Country: Canada.

Individual case reports
Cross-case analysis



Analysis from within each of the three cases: 3PL, OEM and 1TS were examined individually.



Analysis across the three cases searching for common configurations and salient features: Results from individual
case-reports were merged into a cross-case report.

Analytical procedure 1

Analytical procedure 2

Thematic content analysis
‘directed approach’ (Hsieh &
Shannon, 2005).

Pattern matching

Analytical technique
supporting procedures 1
and 2

Template analysis

Analytical tools

Manual tools

Participants

Case analysis phases

Núñez, 2021

3.4

CONCLUSION OF CHAPTER THREE

We have presented in detail the research methodology adopted for this dissertation.
Our study is anchored on an interpretive paradigm favouring a qualitative research
orientation. The study adopts case-based research to capture and to interpret more
adequately the reality of the logistics triad investigated. We presented the philosophical
foundations, the research design, as well as the methodological, quality and ethical
considerations observed.
Given the descriptive and explanatory aims of our study, the empirical work was based
on multiple case studies. Multi-case research was chosen because of it appropriateness
to explore and to describe new phenomena. We found substantial advantages in casebased research: (1) the strategy carried interpretative force with it allowing for detailed
examination of various cases across a time-frame. (2) The strategy permitted a rich
description a complex phenomenon. (3) Another advantage related to the use of semistructured data emerging from knowledgeable informants. The combination of the
above aspects increases the confidence of our research strategy.
Our research methodology focused on qualitative data. It resulted in a large corpus of
data collected and analyzed with extensive effort. Findings were examined with
thematic content analysis, pattern matching and template analysis.
Our sample consisted in three distinctive cases. Notwithstanding, the cases were
interrelated because they belong to the same logistics ecosystem. Yet, the number of
cases was sufficient to depict an accurate and complete account of the phenomenon in
its context given the descriptive and explanatory aims of our study.
Cases were selected because we considered them suitable to (1) corroborate the
presence of the concepts of our initial model, (2) to exemplify salient attributes of the
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chosen concepts, and (3) to understand the relationships among the concepts retained.
Cases offered a representative sample of participant organizations in a logistics triad,
in the sector of vehicle manufacturing, in the North-American industrial context.
Seven different organizations were part of our investigation. Case number one
consisted in the organization being the orchestrator of inbound logistics for the triad.
Case number two embodied the organization being the original equipment
manufacturer contracting the services of the logistics orchestrator. Case number three
clustered five manufacturing entities providing first-tier parts to the OEM’s assembly
line. The convergent link between these seven entities is that they are all are key
participants in the OEM’s supply chain.
“Using case studies for research purposes remains one of the most challenging of all
social science endeavors” (Yin, 2009, p.3). This is why the methodology chapter of
this dissertation is structured and detailed. Our research methods considered numerous
facets that we deemed important to specify and clarify because of the defiant and
unconventional approach we took to investigate logistics collaboration. Our careful
selection of methods, procedures and materials, and their congruent articulation in the
field attests for the appropriateness and rigour of our methodological choices.
What follows next in Chapter Four, is the unfolding of the results drawn from crosscase analysis.
.oOo.

CHAPTER FOUR – RESULTS
4.1

INTRODUCTION TO CHAPTER FOUR

This chapter concentrates the main results of the investigation in the space of a crosscase report. It presents in detail the singular features of each logistics entity under
analysis that we treated as three distinctive case-studies. Yin (2009) concedes that the
articulation of single cases (i.e., multi-case studies) have advantages over monolithic
cases because of their ability to provide richer and more convincing evidence. Another
empirical advantage underscored by the author is the flexibility of multi-cases allowing
for adjustments and recalibration of the analytical procedure as one moves forward
from case to case.
This chapter offers to the reader possibly the most important feature of the dissertation:
the results of the field study. Thus, the objectives of this chapter are several: (1) To
present a compilation of our individual case analysis in a cross-case report allowing for
the identification of common configurations and of divergent elements. (2) To draw
conclusions from the results thus validating the relevance of our initial model and
propositions. (3) To identify new propositions emerging from the cross-case and to
pinpoint new concepts and themes. (4) To produce a final model of logistics
collaboration as a driver of logistics performance.
We point out that each individual case report is included in this dissertation in the form
of Appendixes. Because of the length and richness of each single case report, we
incorporated them at the end of the document for the sake of practicality. The reader
may consult, if needed, Appendix B corresponding to the individual case reports for
the 3PL, OEM and 1TS inclusively.
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Yin (2009) argues that the use of case studies for research purposes is a quite
challenging social endeavour. Indeed, the realization of the three preliminary cases and
their integration into a cross-case report required great effort and determination for
various reasons: (1) The time spent to collect, process and analyze the data from the
individual cases. (2) The iterative consultation of the literature as we moved from one
case analysis to another. (3) The challenge of interpreting the data in light of a
purposive model and propositions.
What is salient about this cross-case report is that it is built to portrait the actual
situation of logistics collaboration viewed from the perspective of three protagonist
entities: a 3PL, an OEM and 1TS. Possibly, the most demanding activity was to
integrate the views of the actors from all three entities inside the boundaries of predefined conceptual model. In spite of these difficulties, this cross-case compiles
essential information of the individual cases, exploits their data to draw conclusions,
identifies emerging elements of logistics collaboration, uses empirical findings to
propose a new model.
The procedure used to write this cross-case contemplated two stages. The first stage
consisted in an analysis from within each of the three cases individually. We sought for
deeper understanding of each case thus favouring unique configurations to arise. The
second stage was an analysis across the three cases searching for common
configurations and salient features.
Each individual case was examined following two analytical procedures. The first one
was thematic content analysis using the ‘directed approach’ suggested by Hsieh &
Shannon (2005). This procedure involved the examination of verbatim by coding data
into predetermined categories in a systematic and replicable manner. The second
analytical procedure was pattern matching. This procedure involved predicting a
pattern of outcomes based on our theoretical propositions (Saunders et al. 2009).
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Moreover, we exploited the technique of template analysis that supported both
analytical procedures. In this technique we used templates to provide structure,
hierarchy and flexibility to the analytical process. Template analysis was supported by
three specific interpretive templates devised for the purposes of this investigation,
namely (A) ‘evidence maps’ used to arrange first-order evidence. (B) ‘propositions
matrixes’ needed to organize initial propositions together with newly emerged themes.
(C) ‘evaluation templates’ used to update propositions into a new formulation and redimensionalization.
The structure of this case report is inspired by the sequence suggested by Yin (2009)
evolving from individual case reports to cross-case conclusions. We build our crosscase by comparing the main elements of the single cases. After the execution of the
two analytical procedures previously described, we performed a validation of initial the
model and propositions against the evidence obtained from the cases. Consequently,
we drew new propositions and themes based on the processed field-evidence.
4.2

THE CROSS-CASE

This cross-case pertains to a contemporary logistics triad in a vehicle manufacturing
setting. It aims to respond to the research question and to the objectives of the
investigation. Thus, the efforts put forward writing this case intend to shed light on how
logistics collaboration, using a CTM orientation, contributes to logistics performance.
Therefore, this case report (1) identifies the collaborative logistics mechanisms present
across the triad; (2) Assesses the contribution of human resources, information systems
and collaborative processes to CTM; (3) Evaluates the contribution of CTM to logistics
performance; and (4) Assesses the transactional and relational value created by
logistics collaboration.
What follows next is the unwinding of the case report. Contents are organized in a
sequence of four subheadings: (1) thematic content analysis, (2) pattern-matching
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analysis, (3) integration of the results from the two analytical procedures, and (4)
quality assessment of the case report.
4.2.1 Results from first analytical procedure: Thematic content analysis
In general, our thematic content analysis was based on ‘directed approach’ (Hsieh &
Shannon, 2005). In an arrangement of narrative and tables, we regrouped emerging
concepts around their categories. Moreover, themes identified in the narrative were
evaluated with the regard to their capacity to support or reject preliminary concepts and
propositions. The themes were also assessed with regard to their potential to introduce
new concepts.
In particular, the procedure executed for thematic content analysis followed three
simple movements inspired by Saunders et al. (2009). First, we summarized the
meanings and frequencies of the opinions in some sort of ‘condensation’ of the content.
On a second movement, we regrouped the expressed thoughts using a semistandardized tool devised for categorization by rubric. On a third movement we restructured the meanings via narrative and tables. The last movement allowed for the
identification of concepts (i.e., themes) in alignment or misalignment to our
preliminary model. This procedure was iterative and, when required, we leaped from
movement to movement for recalibration.
In total, we analyzed 16 rubrics (i.e., themes) or logistics collaboration from the
perspective of each participating entity, namely: (1) Role in the logistics triad. (2)
Perception of logistics collaboration. (3) Perception of logistics performance. (4)
Logistics practices leading to collaboration. (5) Logistics practices leading to
performance. (6) Contribution of people to logistics collaboration and logistics
performance. (7) Role of information systems. (8) Contribution of information systems.
(9) Identification of collaborative mechanisms. (10) Identification of areas of
opportunities for collaboration. (11) Identification of roadblocks and challenges to
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logistics collaboration. (12) Value assessment of logistics collaboration. (13)
Assessment of the collaborative experience of the participant. (14) Sense-making of a
corporate strategy launched by the OEM. (15) Identification of key performance
indicators of logistics collaboration. (16) Identification of new concepts and themes
beyond the scope of the template but useful to enlighten the corpus of data.
Each rubric is summarized next in both narrative and synthetic forms.
4.2.1.1 Thematic narrative of the cross-case
1. Role in the logistics triad
The 3PL is the orchestrator of inbound logistics. We interviewed twelve individuals
from different backgrounds and positions, some of them are front-line orchestrators of
tripartite relationships between the OEM and suppliers. All interviewees from the 3PL
have strong communication and analytical skills as a common denominator.
The OEM is the concertmaster of inbound logistics; this entity sets the standards of
service levels and budget to maintain operational performance. We interviewed nine
individuals with exposure to and familiarity with the 3PL servicing inbound logistics.
Participants are knowledgeable of the 3PL antecedents and trajectory, key associates,
range of services, and they have all collaborated with the 3PL on cost, quality and
delivery-related projects. All of the participants have benefited from knowledge and
asset sharing routines sustained with the 3PL.
The ITS is the resilient group of suppliers. We interviewed seven specialists in five
organizations. Vendors supply different components that are key to building a vehicle
such as thermoformed and injected plastics, metal/aluminum parts, mechatronic
components, integrated track systems, parts and accessories. A service orientation is
the common denominator among interviewed 1TS. This means that all participants
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were very focused on service provision. Experienced in the vehicle manufacturing
industry, these manufacturers benchmark and demonstrate great flexibility to adapt to
sudden changes in production and shipping patterns.
There are various commonalities identified across the three actors; the long duration of
their business relations, the knowledge they have on each other’s resources and
capabilities, and their ability to collaborate in disruptive supply chain events such as
vehicle-platform change over, weather contingencies, network disturbances or seasonal
shutdowns.
2. Logistics collaboration
When asked about their perception of logistics collaboration, all three entities described
the concept either by evoking determinants, perspectives or results of collaborative
efforts in logistics. The recurrent enabling factors were communication and
information sharing. The common outcome of collaboration was performance
described in various forms, for instance; customer satisfaction, quality and delivery.
For the 3PL logistics collaboration meant the use of communication, information and
team integration to meet customer’s expectations.
The OEM provided a richer description of logistics collaboration by evoking six
perspectives: (1) from a relational perspective, logistics collaboration means to
strengthen relations and to communicate with partners internally and externally. (2)
From an information-flow perspective, logistics collaboration consists in the efficient
exchange of data. (3) From a service-dominant perspective, logistics collaboration was
depicted as having the 3PL and 1TS execute services and delivery of parts based on
their strengths and capabilities. (4) From a performance-centered perspective, logistics
collaboration addresses logistical issues, finds solutions, improves and tracks
performance. (5) The gain-sharing perspective posited logistics collaboration as the
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convergence of entities’ common goals. (6) From an organizational perspective,
logistics collaboration means good understanding of expectations, enforcement of
contractual agreements, and a balanced share of efforts. It also involves actors
collaborating with clarity, communication and trust.
For the 1TS logistics collaboration was perceived as a natural ‘orientation’ to satisfy
client’s expectations and needs. The recurrent theme was ‘partnership’ with the OEM
using communication and problem-solving skills to meet customer’s expectations. In
the supplier’s view-, logistics collaboration consists in expectations met via-à-vis the
OEM, operational efficiency, improvement of work methods, customer satisfaction
(internally and externally), and problem minimization.
Our interpretation of the descriptions allowed us to craft a definition of logistics
collaboration in the context of the logistics triad under analysis as follows:
Proposition 6.
In the logistics triad logistics collaboration is enabled by
communication, trust and information sharing. Entities of the triad
collaborate to addresses logistical issues or to improve current
standards. The outcomes of logistics collaboration for the members of
the triad are a balanced share of efforts, a fairer distribution of gains,
stronger relations, and service and quality improvements.
3. Logistics performance
For the 3PL logistics performance means meeting customer expectations in various
areas: financial, operational, quality, and safety. Participants mentioned that to attain
logistics performance, orchestrators need to establish a good communication flow, and
to exploit the right set of assets and resources.
The OEM provided more detail in its depiction of logistics performance. We managed
to organize its description into five distinctive orientations. (1) Cognitive; for the
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manufacturer, logistics performance starts with actors understanding the business
environment in order to manage OEM’s expectations. (2) Functional; logistics
performance means stability of processes and it is attained via the execution of the right
tools at the right moment to reach pre-set objectives. (3) Contingent; logistics
performance is subject to the internal and external organizational environment and it is
impacted by SC complexity. (4) Relational; just as logistics collaboration, logistics
performance means the fair-sharing of gains to maintain win-win business
relationships. (5) Financial; logistics performance is attained when triadic entities
operate the logistics function within budgetary bounds.
1TS also provided a rich description of logistics performance and we grouped their
meanings in the space of three themes; functional, organizational and relational. (1)
logistics performance is viewed by the 1TS in functional terms such as on-time
delivery, quality, flexibility and process execution. (2) Logistics performance is also
assessed by the 1TS as their capacity to respond to SC complexity and to honour
contractual agreements with the OEM. (3) Logistics performance was also determined
by 1TS as ‘a result of good collaboration’; suppliers believe to be graded as
‘performers’ by the manufacturer if the latter perceives them as worthy collaborators.
Our interpretation of participant’s descriptions allowed us to craft a definition of
logistics performance in the context of the logistics triad under analysis:
Proposition 7.
In the logistics triad, logistics performance is enabled by the collaboration
of participating entities. Logistics performance has various facets that are
common across triadic entities: relational, functional, organizational and
financial. Each facet has distinctive ingredients contributing to
performance. The outcomes of logistics performance are related to
meeting expectations in various areas of the logistics triad: financial,
operational, service and quality.
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4. Logistics practices leading to collaboration
Salient collaborative practices identified with 3PL are collaborative forecast with the
OEM, route design with carriers, master schedules with planners and suppliers, multifunctional support (i.e., inbound, internal, outbound logistics, projects), contingency
planning 3PL-OEM-Suppliers (holidays, weather, closures, add/delete and relocation,
projects), operational reach across production sites (North America and Europe), openbook budget and forecasting, billing and operational procedures.
The efforts deployed by the OEM to collaborate with their logistics counterparts were
depicted through three different mediums: collaborating by means of governance, by
means of information sharing, and by means of proximity management. (1)
Collaborating by means of governance suggests that logistics collaboration is reached
via effective governance. In the view of participants, governance meetings and periodic
reviews are necessary to communicate and to clarify expectations. (2) Collaborating
relates to information sharing and communicating expectations. Collaborative efforts
under this orientation are concerned with providing visibility and accurate information
to logistics partners. (3) Collaboration by means of proximity management puts
forward the managerial talent of collaborators. Logistics managers exploit sociotechnical interactions to maintain close contact and to share knowledge with SC actors.
In the realm of 1TS, collaborative efforts are deployed to surmount SC problems.
Collaborative efforts are devised as a response to OEM’s demands. 1TS develop
collaborative reflexes so they can be prepared to unexpected changes in the OEM’s
supply chain. Two streams of collaborative practices were identified at the 1TS level:
technology-enabled and people-enabled practices.
Technology-enabled practices consist in the exploitation of ERP, WMS, web-based
applications such as Google Suite and ad hoc dashboards to visualize production rates,
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order feeds and pickup notifications. People-enabled practices consist in meetings with
key participants to anticipate OEM’s changing demands.
Table 21 summarizes our findings in relation to the organizational practices each entity
exploits to collaborate in the logistics triad.
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Table 21. Salient logistics collaboration practices implemented in the logistics triad
Type of entity / type
of collaborative
practice

The 3PL

The OEM

Rationale

Use of collaborative
practices to meet
customer’s
expectations

Use of collaborative
practices to attain
operational and
financial targets

Organizational

Effective governance

Effective governance






Contingency plans
Add and delete

Operational

Financial

Route design
Load planning
Master schedules
Multi-functional
support
 Contingency plans
 Budget and
forecast
 Open book billing
and accruals

The 1TS
Use collaborative
practices to surmount
SC problems, and to
react to changes
 Internal governance
 Governance with
OEM buyers and
planners (the
logistics function
excluded)

 Budget and
forecast
 Accruals

Informational

Use of ad hoc
technology
applications such as
TMS, POTTS,
PO VISTA (*)

 Information
sharing via
traditional means
and EDI
 Communication of
expectations

Relational

Proximity
management

Proximity
management

Exploitation of
internal and external
technology
applications such as
Google Suite & ad hoc
dashboards
 Relationship
management
 Contingency
management

TMS stands for Transportation Management System | POTTS stands for Partner’s Operational Track
and Trace Suite | PO VISTA stands for Partner’s Operational Visibility Suite | Núñez (2021)

5. Logistics practices leading to performance
The activities and practices deployed to sustain or to enhance logistics performance
from the 3PL case were segmented into three veins: people-oriented, process-oriented
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and systems-oriented practices. On the people angle, the 3PL focuses on employee
training and employee empowerment. Process-oriented practices were more visible in
participant’s narratives, namely: kaizen initiatives, standard operating procedures (i.e.,
flow-charts and written manuals), master plans, shipping instructions, shipping
guidelines, holiday schedules, supplier on-boarding, and escalation processes.
Systems-oriented practices were put forward as information systems applications for
logistics activities such as: electronic pickup notifications, load tenders, EDI carrier
tracking and freight payment. It is worth noting that systems-oriented practices stem
from TMS. An unexpected activity supported by elements from the three veins relates
to financial practices. The 3PL, in collaboration with the OEM, performs budgeting,
forecast, accruals and invoicing. Financial collaborative activities are only executed on
a dyadic basis 3PL-OEM and their performance outcomes are examined ferociously.
In the case of the OEM, the actors of the inbound logistics function do not execute
specific operational activities. It is the 3PL in its orchestration capacity the entity that
operates the inbound logistics tasks. Nonetheless, the OEM described in this rubric the
efforts it deploys to look after logistics performance. We segmented OEM narrative
into five streams: (1) The OEM monitors logistics operations, its way to assure
performance is to track results according to expectations. (2) The OEM monitors
service levels, performance is tracked with customer satisfaction indexes. (3) The OEM
shares information with the 3PL relating to production schedules and work-plans. It
also provides access to in-house operating systems such as SAP and Special
Transportation Requests (STR), and to specific directories and files in their servers. (4)
The OEM sustains performance by means of proximity management. Managers use
their relational capabilities to provide personalized guidance to associates. (5) As the
entity setting the expectation and fulfillment levels, the OEM executes problem
diagnosis as means to identify performance gaps. An unpredicted activity calling from
elements from the five streams relates to financial practices. The OEM attributes great
importance to the performance outcomes of financial activities, to the point it assesses
3PL performance based on the attainment of financial targets.
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The efforts deployed by the 1TS to maintain and to enhance logistics performance were
varied. Because of their different missions and capabilities, their logistics efforts and
practices were distinct. We therefore organized them inside three buckets: systemsdriven, people-driven, and processes-driven efforts. (1) Systems-driven efforts relate
to the adequacy of information systems 1TS exploit. Some activities noted were the
acquisition or the update of ERP, and the use of specific applications such as WMS and
tablet/hand-held technology. (2) People-driven efforts to maintain performance were
based on interactions inward and outward. 1TS actors communicate and engage in
problem-mitigation or problem-solving activities internally, with the OEM and
occasionally with 3PL. (3) With process-driven efforts, logistics performance is
attained and maintained via the identification of internal improvements in company
processes, and also by reflecting on performance evaluations administered by the
OEM. Identified performance areas were quality, time and delivery. In the
transportation area, performance is maintained via the observation of 3PL shipping
instructions, schedules, and pickup notifications.
Table 22 summarizes our findings in relation to the organizational practices each entity
executes to perform in the logistics triad.
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Table 22. Salient logistics performance practices implemented in the logistics triad
Type of entity / type
of performance
practice

The 3PL

The OEM

People oriented

 Employee training
 Employee
empowerment

 Practice proximity
management
 Challenge people
to look after
improved services

Systems oriented

 Performance
activities stem
from TMS
 Electronic pickup
notifications, load
tenders, EDI
carrier tracking
and payment

 Open information
systems channels
to others
 For example, open
ERP and in-house
directories to 3PL





Process oriented

Kaizen
SOPs
Master plans
Shipping
instructions
 Holiday schedules
 Supplier onboarding
 Track and trace

Financial oriented






Budget
Forecast
Accrual
Invoicing

 Look after
improved
operations
 Share vital
information i.e.,
production
schedules and
work plans
 Understand and
correct
performance gaps
 Budget
 Forecast
 Accrual
 Invoicing

The 1TS
 Foster
communication
and teamwork
 Motivate people
to interact
internally and
externally on
problemmitigation and
problem-solving
activities
 Invest in new
information
systems
 Update current
information
systems
 Communicate
with OEM via EDI
 Communicate
with 3PL via TMS
 Identify gaps in
internal processes
and redress
 Comply with
performance
evaluations from
OEM
 Conform to 3PL
shipping
instructions
 No practice
identified
Núñez (2021)
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6. Human resources as enablers of logistics collaboration
In the case of 3PL, the human element emerged as the most important enabler of
logistics collaboration. Managers evoked that associates make the difference when it
comes to collaboration. Recurrent themes from the interviews identified two essential
ingredients of logistics collaboration being communication and trust. Although
favourable conditions for collaboration are present from the human resources
perspective, the 3PL embodies a challenging role to foster a collaborative culture while
trying to free time from associates from transactional-related activities. It was identified
that the key of people’s collaboration from the 3PL perspective is to develop human
resources, to align associates to processes, and have associates work information
systems efficiently.
In the case of the OEM, our assessment of human resources (HR) contributing to
logistics collaboration stemmed from five different perspectives: (1) the OEM’s
performance view on HR focuses on associate’s creativity and experience used in the
attainment of performance targets. (2) In the process view of HR, OEM encourages
people to identify current gaps in processes, to challenge the status quo of logistics
activities, and to propose new ways of improvement. (3) In the relational view, OEM
enables manager’s top-down socio-relational abilities such as motivation, clarity,
sincerity and commonality to motivate people. (4) The information view on people
from the OEM perspective provided an interesting, yet unexpected finding: OEM
enables associates to bridge the rigidity of their information systems. People are
encouraged to share quality and detailed information considering operational
constraints. (5) In its managerial view of people, OEM empowers managers to virtually
tear down organizational walls via meetings and governances, this is done with the
objective of understanding issues and communicating expectations.
In the case of the 1TS, our assessment of HR contribution to logistics collaboration
directly, and consequently to logistics performance outputted five views. (1) Under the
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process view, people at 1TS contribute by prioritizing OEM’s demands, in particular
the delivery orders (i.e., order feed) received in their portals. (2) Under the
informational view, people contribute to collaboration with their competencies and
experience to execute processes and to operate systems. People’s contribution
translates into ability to execute transactions in the system. (3) Under the relational
view, people’s interactions are building blocks to logistics collaboration. Effective
communication and knowledge transfer (tacit and explicit) are key ingredients of this
rubric. (4) Under the managerial view, people contribute to collaboration and
performance by engaging with other agents of the logistics triad such as planners from
the OEM and associates from the 3PL. (5) Under the network view, 1TS admitted
collaborating in an business environment with many challenges and constraints. To
cope with OEM’ s supply chain complexity, 1TS deploy relational abilities reaching
out to production planners, load planners and data entry personnel (all three entities of
the triad comprised).
The preceding paragraphs describe and explain the different ways in which human
resources enable collaboration in the logistics triad. Evidence outputs that in all three
cases, the common ingredients are trust, good communication, deployment of relational
abilities, employee training and development of critical thinking.
3PL contributes by developing human resources, by aligning associates to processes,
and by having associates work information systems efficiently. OEM contributes by
fostering creativity, by situational assessment, and by socio-relational engagement.
OEM is mindful of the gaps in its IS and encourages people to bridge systems rigidity
by means of information sharing. OEM is also conscious of its silo-minded culture and
empowers associates to reach across organizational walls. 1TS employ similar tactics
as OEM to highlight the value of its human resources. People contribute with their
competencies and experiences to satisfy OEM orders, to efficiently perform
transactions, to transfer knowledge internally and to reduce SC complexity. They do
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so by engaging with other triadic agents such as buyers, planners, analysts, customer
service representatives, shipping and documentation clerks, and dock personnel.
The above findings allow us to draw the following sub-proposition relating to people
as an enabling factor of logistics collaboration.
Sub proposition SP1
In the context of the logistics triad, people’s contributions to logistics
collaboration are supported by trust, effective communication, close
interactions and knowledge transfer. People use different socio-relational
competencies to collaborate. 3PL looks after the alignment of associates
to the efficient use of processes and systems. OEM develops critical
thinking on associates to challenge the status quo and to tear down
organizational barriers. 1TS capitalize on associates abilities and
experiences to cope with SC complexity by engaging with other triadic
agents.
This sub-proposition supports initial proposition # 1 advancing that human resource’s
competencies are precursors of logistics collaboration.
7. Role of information systems in logistics collaboration
For the 3PL participants, information systems are essential to maintain the flow of
information and to support the asynchronous nature of the operations. The 3PL
catalogued IS as enablers of logistics performance. Some performance outcomes from
IS were exemplified by participants such as timely processed transactions, efficient
decision-making, and effective tracking of materials across the supply chain.
In the case of the OEM, the role of information systems in logistics collaboration was
evoked in three meaningful rubrics; benefits, limitations and potential. From the OEM
perspective, IS are beneficial because they help with the management of information,
and with performance tracking in collaborative environments. IS are drivers of logistics
collaboration because they bring flexibility to the logistics function. Participants from
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the OEM underscored some limitations of the IS exploited in the logistics triad. Some
of their concerns related to the lack of maintenance, rigour, and accuracy of the data in
the system. In the view of participants, data incompleteness, unavailability, and scarcity
hinder performance and collaboration. As to the potential of IS, under ideal
circumstances, the OEM wishes to share accurate data across its logistics network. In
the view of participants, data-quality minimizes conflict and enables performance.
In the case of 1TS, their views of IS role in logistics collaboration were eclectic. This
can be explained by the fact we interviewed various individuals from dissimilar
organizations. Since the answers to this question were heterogeneous, we organized
1TS views into five different rubrics: (1) relevance, (2) applicability, (3) interoperability, (4) outcomes, and (5) obstacles of IS.
As to the relevance of IS, all of the interviewees granted high importance to information
systems. Viewed by the participants, IS contribute to rapidity and visibility in
transactions, process simplification, time allowance from associates, and clerical error
minimization. Participants also linked the ‘role’ theme of IS to the applicability of the
systems they exploit. Specific IS applications were identified with the suppliers. These
applications relate to ERP systems that differed from one supplier to another. The ‘role’
theme was also associated to systems inter-connectivity. It was identified that IS
connect organizations primarily via EDI, with the objective to communicate structured
and intelligible data. While associating the ‘role’ of IS to performance outcomes,
participants from the 1TS conceded that IS free people from repetitive operations that
can lead to human error. Shipment accuracy and shipment planning were other
outcomes granted to IS. Negative aspects were also evoked by participants as they were
making sense of the ‘role’ of IS. Some hindrances related to associate’s difficulties to
surmount IS learning curves, to over-exposure to data flowing through IS, and to the
inconsistent support from information technology teams when needed.
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The above findings allow us to draw the following sub-proposition related to the role
of information systems in logistics collaboration.
Sub proposition SP2
In the context of the logistics triad, information systems provide systems
inter-connectivity linking participating entities. IS are essential to maintain
the flow of information and to support the asynchronous nature of SC
operations. The prominent medium of systems inter-connectivity is EDI.
The main benefits of IS translate into flexibility, order accuracy, order
planning, shipment tracking, shipment visibility, and logistics
performance tracking.
This sub-proposition supports initial proposition # 1 advancing that the adequacy of
information systems are precursors of logistics collaboration.
8. Contribution of information systems to logistics collaboration
Shedding light on the role of IS was a condition we set prior to delving into the factual
contribution of IS to logistics collaboration and to logistics performance.
The main benefit of IS exploitation signaled by 3PL was cost reduction. As per the
3PL, costs are reduced when associates adequately use IS to minimize the number of
hours needed to execute transactions.
This reductionist stance was heightened by the OEM who provided three views of IS
as an enabler of logistics collaboration: data decoding, information sharing, and
visibility for decision making. (1) IS are drivers of collaboration because of their data
decoding and informational exchange capabilities. IS decodes raw data into coherent
information. (2) IS are precursors of collaboration because they facilitate information
sharing across interconnected applications and organizations. Compatible IS platforms
provide common understanding on logistics information. (3) Common understanding
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needs a window to visualize ongoing operations and to identify potential issues. As per
the OEM, IS provide the visibility needed for decision making.
In turn 1TS, classified the benefits of IS into three contributing areas: (1) data decoding
and informational exchange, (2) IS enabling collaboration, and (3) IS enabling
performance.
The first contributing area signaled by 1TS converges with what was stated by the OEM
and 3PL. IS provide visibility and rapidity supporting decision-making. Under this
view, IS circumvents long discussions and redundant emails. With the use of IS there
is less manipulation of data, and there are gains in time and work reduction. The second
contributing area pinpointed by 1TS also had parallels with previous responses from
OEM and 3PL. IS provides rapidity in order treatment and execution, as well as
visibility. Speedy transactions needing minimal verification free time from people
allowing them to focus on more relational activities instead of repetitive work. The
third contributing area, relating to logistics performance, had similarities with the
performance outcomes evoked by 3PL and by OEM. Participants from 1TS reiterated
the notions of visibility, rapidity of transactions, increased volume of transactions,
increased shipment accuracy, document release automation, and error minimization.
The above findings allow us to draw the following sub-proposition relating to the
contribution of information systems to logistics collaboration.
Sub proposition SP3
In the context of the logistics triad, information systems contribute to
logistics collaboration in rubrics such as (1) organizational interconnectivity, and (2) data decoding and information exchange. These two
conditions free time from associates allowing them to focus on relationenhancement activities. These conditions facilitate performance outcomes
such as rapidity in transactions, visibility and error minimization.
Organizational inter-connectivity is preeminent to information systems
inter-operability.
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This sub-proposition supports initial proposition # 1 advancing that the adequacy of
information systems are precursors of logistics collaboration.
9. Processes as enablers of logistics collaboration
This rubric seeks to identify other precursors of logistics collaboration besides the
‘people’ and ‘systems’ enablers described in preceding paragraphs. The predominant
notion in literature ancillary to people and systems is ‘process’. We identified the
elements surrounding collaborative processes via the probing of collaborative
practices.
In the case of the 3PL, such practices emerged in the form of processes, instructions,
exercises, quality disciplines, and even technological applications. Collaborative
practices evoked by participants were shipping instructions, holiday schedules, master
schedules, load planning, route design, Standard Operating Procedures (SOP), kaizen,
Value Stream Mapping (VSM), budgeting and forecasting, on-board calls to suppliers
and carriers, Logistics Plan for Every Supplier (LPFS). Carrier support applications
such as GPS and E-Log were catalogued by participants as ‘processes’. Another
practice (although of intangible nature) was the 3PL ability to orchestrate the SC
efforts.
In the case of OEM, we identified four types of collaborative practices: (1) governance
meetings, (2) transformative initiatives, (3) work-environment facilitation, and (4)
collaborative technology applications.
Governance and review meetings allow the OEM to scrutinize current triadic practices.
Governance meetings help to identify what goes right and wrong and they create a
space to discuss potential solutions. The OEM launches occasionally transformative
initiatives to review macro-processes. Some examples were evoked in the logistics area
such as (1) the introduction of a logistics manual containing packaging, customs and
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shipping information, and (2) the fix-improve-transform initiative aiming to review
outdated processes. The adaptation of infrastructural work-spaces and technological
devices were also catalogued by the OEM as practices enabling collaboration. In their
view, an adequate work-environment facilitates collaboration.
An interesting finding was to learn the absence of a defined line between paper-based
processes and those facilitated by information systems (i.e., processes executed through
IS). This was remarked in instances when participants catalogued collaborative
technology applications as ‘processes’. We decided to include some of those instances
in this narrative for reasons of integrity and objectivity. The reader my find that some
IS elements are exemplified inside the processes rubric; this is done purposively to
respect participants’ view on the topic.
In the case of 1TS, collaborative practices were identified amid three categories: (1)
operational practices stemming from SOPs, (2) collaborative practices enabled by
technology, and (3) collaborative practices enabled by other members of the triad. 1TS
identified operational practices as intra-organizational processes such as work
instructions, handbooks, shipping manuals and tacit information transmitted from
mouth to ear. 1TS pointed out a distinctive medium of collaboration consisting in the
electronic portal suppliers use to visualize incoming orders from the OEM. No formal
collaborative interface with the 3PL was identified other than electronic pickup
notifications received via email.
In the same vein, 1TS catalogued as practices technology-enabled solutions such as
ERP systems, WMS software and cloud computing that are linked to human-operated
devices like tablets and workstations. 1TS recognized that some of its collaborative
practices have been initiated by other members of the triad either to redress a situation
or to seize a logistics opportunity. In this category, what was conceptualized as a
‘practices’ in the shell nested specific subsets such as instructions, shipping schedules,
loading charts, notification protocols, cases of exception, among other elements.
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The above findings provided us the ingredients to craft the following sub-propositions
related to the contribution of processes to logistics collaboration.
Sub proposition SP4
In the context of the logistics triad, the third enabler of collaboration being
‘processes’ is conceptualized by participating entities in various forms
such as practices, routines, instructions and IT solutions.
Sub proposition SP5
In the context of the logistics triad, processes are enablers of logistics
collaboration. These processes are nested inside larger vessels of
applicability such as standard operating procedures, governances, specific
IT solutions, single, conjoint or tripartite initiatives.
Sub proposition SP6
In the context of the logistics triad, collaborative mechanisms are
composed of processes, sub-processes, activities, governances, protocols
and IT solutions. Logistics collaboration is attained when these constituent
elements are efficiently put into play.
These sub-propositions support initial proposition # 1 advancing that the adequacy of
collaborative processes precedes logistics collaboration.
10. Opportunities for logistics collaboration
We delved into pin-pointing areas of opportunities for logistics collaboration
uncovered from the angles of the enabling factors people, systems and processes.
In the case of the 3PL, on the people enabler, it was expressed that 3PL needs to level
the workload of the associates thus allocating time to foster collaboration and
creativity. With regard to systems, it was identified that the OEM needs to improve
accuracy, quality and timing of the data used in the logistics function. On the processes
enablers, it emerged that Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) need to be updated
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periodically. This would facilitate 3PL’s ability to improve accuracy on their execution
of tasks. Building and tracking conventional and collaborative KPIs is also needed to
show the value of the 3PL’s orchestrating efforts. An unexpected area was uncovered
by 3PL suggesting that both 3PL and the OEM need to work with suppliers to improve
shipping capabilities of the latter.
In the case of the OEM identified areas of opportunity with people were in connexion
with time optimization, sense-making of the logistics function and of the triadic
arrangement, knowledge transfer and acculturation. In respect of systems, the OEM
expressed its desire to improve quality and accuracy of data in their information
systems. Interviewees concurred that having accurate data in the system will also create
opportunities for value creation across the SC. As concerns processes, participants from
the OEM were less plentiful on their ‘wish list’ possibly because other rubrics like
people, and systems were more abundant in their narrative. Curiously the notions of
‘data’ and ‘information’ were recurrent themes when discussing the optimization of
‘processes’. An uncovered area of opportunity from the OEM’s perspective was the
organizational dynamics; participants suggested to work on structural resistors
hindering collaboration, organizational culture being the most salient.
In the case of 1TS, the opportunities detected with people related to knowledge
inculcation, enhancement and transfer. Participants admitted that the main obstacles to
surmount are in relation to people’s knowledge and on workforce availability. The 1TS
recognized the need to work on personnel training, especially on information systems
training. Opportunities in IS related to people feeding the right information into the
systems. Moreover, some of the 1TS admitted that the planning and logistics functions
do not fully exploit their ERP’s capabilities; participants recognized to still execute
traditional or ‘parallel’ methods of work. The systems dimension intersected with the
processes-related opportunities for collaboration. It was suggested as an opportunity to
update current work instructions in order to align them to new technology (e.g., tablet
or handheld technology linked to their ERP). Another opportunity emerged proposing
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to bridge some functions of 1TS’ and 3PL’s information systems. Besides the trinomial
arrangement people-processes-systems, ‘network supplier integration’ emerged as an
uncovered area of opportunity. At the moment of writing, supplier integration was
incipient, and it only addressed a few steps concerning shipping information generated
by the 1TS, and shipping instructions provided by the 3PL.
The empirical evidence allowed for the elaboration of the following sub-propositions.
They relate to the opportunities for collaboration identified in the logistics triad.
Sub proposition SP7
In the context of the logistics triad, opportunities for collaboration in the
‘people’ dimension relate to balancing associate’s workload being less
transactional, more analytical and relational. There are also opportunities
to seize in the field of personnel training notably on informatics.
Sub proposition SP8
In the context of the logistics triad, opportunities for collaboration in the
‘systems’ dimension relate to improving accuracy, availability and quality
of the data in the IS driven by OEM. Other opportunities have to do with
the connectivity of IS among triadic members which would be a first step
to attain systems inter-operability.
Sub proposition SP9
In the context of the logistics triad, opportunities for collaboration in the
‘processes’ dimension relate to constantly update standard operating
procedures. There is dependency on SOP updating with the ‘people’
dimension as one needs to free associates to perform this task. SOP updates
are also linked to the ‘systems’ dimension as one needs up-to-date SOPs
to efficiently operate the systems.
Sub proposition SP10
In the context of the logistics triad, other opportunities for logistics
collaboration are identified in the rubrics of ‘supplier integration’ and
‘organizational dynamics’. The former relates to the full integration of 1TS
to the inbound logistics function, the latter relates to tearing down
structural resistors to collaboration.
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Seizing the opportunities for logistics collaboration proposed above will reinforce
initial proposition # 1 advancing that human resource’s competencies, information
systems adequacy and collaborative processes are precursors of logistics collaboration.
11. Barriers to logistics collaboration
This subsection aims to identify hindrances to logistics collaboration in the context of
the triad. Our analysis sheds light on the collaborative challenges that participants wish
to overcome.
In the case of the 3PL, four roadblocks to logistics collaboration were identified. The
first consists in the growing and disruptive nature of the account they service.
Complexity of the operations and multi-site dispersion challenge 3PL levels of
collaboration and performance. The second hindrance relates to OEM data inaccuracy
and opacity hindering collaborative opportunities. The third blockage has to do with
associates’ competencies, skills and motivation. The 3PL admitted it needs to find ways
to enhance them all. A fourth barrier relates to the inability of suppliers to observe the
conditions needed to serve inbound logistics. From the 3PL perspective, supplier
development in logistics terms is a problem requiring immediate attention.
In the case of the OEM, hindrances to logistics collaboration were also identified in
four different rubrics. First, the ‘orchestrator’ role of the 3PL is constantly questioned
by the OEM. The latter wishes the former be the ‘locomotive’ of logistics efforts, costreduction activities and tactical decisions. Second, the OEM recognizes gaps in quality,
accuracy and availability of its information systems. However, OEM also questions the
relevance of 3PL’s TMS application, as OEM longs for original ad hoc solutions to
fulfill its needs. Third, it was admitted by OEM that suppliers do not communicate
often and do not provide visibility of their shipments. Most suppliers are regarded as
‘non-cooperative’ or ‘not-knowledgeable’ of the potential use of IS. Fourth, OEM also
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identified hindrances stemming from its network configuration. Language, cultural and
generational issues were evoked as barriers to collaboration.
In the case of 1TS, the deterrents of collaboration were categorized into three rubrics.
First, on blockages relating to internal collaboration, 1TS mentioned the need to work
on associate’s training to capitalize on the potentiality of information systems. 1TS also
admitted the need to improve their operations by developing instructions and
flowcharts related to logistics. Hindrances concerning information systems came in
second lieu; 1TS signaled internal challenges relating to associate’s learning curves on
IS. Externally, barriers were associated to the limited operability of information
systems across the triad. Third, the problems linked to the logistics network were more
prominent in the case of 1TS. Their particular position at the headstream of production
makes suppliers somehow vulnerable to network disturbances. We learned that
suppliers are quite impacted by variations in the logistics network.
The evidence above-summarized permitted the elaboration of the following subproposition relating to the barriers to collaboration identified in the logistics triad.
Sub proposition SP11
In the context of the logistics triad, barriers to logistics collaboration are
identified in the rubrics of data inadequacy, limited inter-operability of
information systems, supplier’s bounded knowledge of the triads’ logistics
operations, and network complexity.
Surmounting the logistics hindrances mentioned above will partially reinforce initial
proposition # 1 advancing that human resource’s competencies, information systems
adequacy and collaborative processes are precursors of logistics collaboration.
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12. Value emerging from logistics collaboration
One of the objectives of this investigation focuses on the assessment of value
emanating from logistics collaboration from both transactional and relational
perspectives.
Findings suggest that value added by 3PL consists in extensive knowledge of the
OEM’s logistics network. This knowledge provides 3PL latitude to do from quick fixes
to large projects that are beneficial to the triadic arrangement. As per the 3PL, the
monetary gains stemming from value creation materialize into savings and cost
containment. As for the relational value, it translates into learning, knowledge building,
knowledge sharing, trust, risk reduction, uncertainty mitigation, goal congruence,
decision synchronisation, incentive alignment, resource sharing, joint knowledge
creation, collaborative communication and information sharing.
In the case of the OEM, value evidences were more eclectic, and we organized the
findings into six facets. (1) Value emerging from logistics performance refers to value
as it is created when cost-reduction activities are implemented and when best practices
are put into play. (2) Value as an output of continuous improvement concerns value
from collaborative interactions materializing into turbulence minimization. When
logistics entities face few turbulent moments, many unnecessary steps and expenses
are avoided. (3) Value as a mechanism to curtail transactions and switching costs means
that value is obtained when the OEM reduces transactions in current operations.
Transactions are minimized via shared routines with logistics counterparts. (4) Value
as a product of shared gains relates to proportional prosperity. The OEM claims to
invest in key suppliers that he calls partners. Success of the logistics partner stems as
an indicator of value emergence. (5) As per OEM, value is also an enabler of the
logistics triad’s credibility: value stemming from logistics collaboration translates into
credibility and legitimacy of the current institutional environment. (6) Value as a result
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of effective decoding of knowledge means that the value of logistics collaboration
translates into knowledge that is easily decoded and transferred.
In the case of 1TS, we segmented participant’s narratives into four facets of value. (1)
Value as a result of relation-specific investments relates to 1TS efforts invested to
sustain the triadic relationship. 1TS respond to disruptive events and such involvement
generates new organizational knowledge. Suppliers will use that insight to make sound
decisions based on historical events. (2) Value as a result of performance translates into
organizational efficiencies. These efficiencies materialize into order fulfilment and
order visibility. (3) Value as a result of effective knowledge decoding relates to 1TS
capabilities to acquire information, to process it, and to transform it into intelligible
and useful knowledge. (4) Value as an enabler of trust and credibility means that when
a certain level of trust is reached between the 1TS and the OEM, participating actors
engage into specific tasks executed inside or outside the scope of their responsibilities.
These trusted tasks are carried out to solve a problem or to optimize a situation. Trust
and engagement translate into efficiencies such as time-savings and cost containment.
Moreover, collaboration can generate increased credibility for 1TS. Credibility builds
up when 1TS efficiently respond to fluctuating OEM’s demands and needs.
The above findings provided us material to craft the following sub-propositions related
to value emerging from logistics collaboration.
Sub proposition SP12
In the context of the logistics triad, transactional value emerging from
logistics collaboration translates into output measures such as monetary
savings, time savings, cost avoidance, cost minimization, order fulfilment,
order visibility and reduced number of transactions.
Sub proposition SP13
In the context of the logistics triad, relational value emerging from logistics
collaboration translates into a set of relational rents in the areas of
communication, knowledge and organizational complementarities.
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Sub proposition SP13a
In the context of the logistics triad, relational value outcomes in the area
of communication are trust, decision synchronisation, collaborative
communication, information sharing, best practices sharing and effective
decoding of information.
Sub proposition SP13b
In the context of the logistics triad, relational value outcomes in the area
of knowledge are knowledge building, knowledge sharing and joint
knowledge creation.
Sub proposition SP13c
In the context of the logistics triad, identified organizational
complementarities linked to value creation are risk reduction, uncertainty
mitigation, goal congruence, incentive alignment, resource sharing,
turbulence minimization, partner prosperity and credibility.
The above sub-propositions support initial proposition # 5 advancing that logistics
collaboration creates value for participating organizations in logistics triads.
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13. Participant’s experience in logistics collaboration
Another attempt to assess the value of collaboration in the logistics function was to
explore participant’s former collaborative experiences. We evaluated participant’s
previous exposure to collaboration inspired in some steps of Flanagan’s (1954) critical
incident technique. We probed one question intended to elicit information from past
collaborative incidents. We therefore asked participants to describe in detail significant
collaborative episodes in the context of their work.
In the case of 3PL, participants put forward collaborative incidents with positive
outcomes. Most incidents were accounts of collaborative experiences orchestrated in
the vehicle manufacturing industry and servicing different clients. Findings revealed
that orchestration capabilities learned from past experiences are exploited in the context
of the current triadic relationship.
In the case of OEM, collaborative incidents were mostly exemplified in the context of
the same corporation, across the functions and countries in which the organization
operates. Quantitative and qualitative gains from past collaborative experiences were
put forward. Surprisingly, 1TS did not emerge as participants of any of the
collaborative instances outputted.
In the case of 1TS, the emerged collaborative instances were varied. Since they were
personal life-segments of the participant’s past, we decided to categorize them
respecting the nominal nature of each incident as they came out. Emerging categories
of critical incidents were about warehouse relocation, network inefficiencies, managing
events with a sense of urgency, working on opportunities for improvement and using
effective communication. Critical incidents were mostly in relation to the complex
nature of the OEM’s supply network. Most collaborative experiences were narrated in
relation 1TS-OEM, but some also intersected with 3PL.
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Evidence from critical incidents provided the elements to craft the following subproposition related to logistics collaboration leading to performance.
Sub proposition SP14
In the context of the logistics triad, collaborative efforts deployed by key
participants are rooted in prior experiences. Critical collaborative incidents
from the past provide foundational elements for sustained logistics
performance in the present.
Superior performance outcomes from past collaborative experiences were identified in
the areas of supply chain orchestration, improved delivery services, improved
communication, efficient response to network inefficiencies and cost containment.
The above sub-proposition reinforces the theme of ‘logistics performance’ supporting
initial propositions # 3 and # 4. The theme proposes that logistics collaboration leads
to logistics performance with tangible and intangible benefits.
14. Performance indicators of logistics collaboration
An intrinsic objective pursued by this investigation was the identification of key
performance indicators (KPIs) of logistics collaboration under a triadic perspective. On
a case-by-case basis, we found out that each participating entity works on KPIs of their
own according to their corporate objectives and needs. Holistically, a small number of
KPIs are also build conjointly to communicate performance levels of essential activities
executed across the triadic arrangement. Our findings identified the presence of two
dichotomous subsets of KPIs: financial vs. non-financial; traditional and collaborative.
In the case of 3PL, participants acknowledged that their organization does not
sufficiently show the results of logistics collaboration and logistics performance in the
form of KPIs worth reading, tracking and disseminating. Participants believe that there
are great efforts deployed while collaborating with the OEM and with suppliers.
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However, such efforts are not visible enough internally nor externally to amount to
collaboration through a value perspective. Eight categories of KPIs were identified at
3PL level namely: carrier, cross-dock, environment, management, network, client
(OEM), service and supplier related KPIs.
In the case of the OEM, participants first evoked business approaches associating them
to performance outcomes. One example was a logistics Plan for Every Part (PFEP)
with the potential to offer valuable ingredients to collaboration, such as data accuracy
and visibility starting at the primary part level. Another example was SPLIT which
stands for Space, Packaging, Labour, Inventory, and Transportation. Participants
admitted that the areas covered by SPLIT constitute five problematic silos of their
supply chain. On a second wave of responses, participants admitted the relevance OEM
addresses to financial KPIs devised to track logistics expenditure. Financial KPIs in
logistics are zealously invigilated by OEM. Collaboration OEM-3PL is necessary to
update, track and explain variances on such KPIs. Five categories of KPIs were
identified at OEM level namely: carrier, freight forwarder, logistics service provision
(3PL), organizational (OEM) and supplier related KPIs.
In the case of 1TS, vendors shared inward and outward views of performance metrics.
1TS inward look on performance indicators related to the capabilities of their respective
ERP systems to output meaningful KPIs they can follow internally. 1TS outward look
on performance referred to what they called governance activities sustained with OEM.
Further exploration revealed that such governances are part of a supplier-compliance
monitoring system initiated by the OEM. It was indicated that not all 1TS have
exchanges with the OEM to review performance indicators, it appears that only
problematic suppliers do. We organized collaborative mechanisms and indicators
collected from the 1TS into five categories, namely: carrier, customs, logistics service
provider (3PL), customer (OEM) and supplier related. The categorization pattern
maintains some similarities with the ones previously applied to 3PL and OEM. They
key difference is that suppliers did not disclose specific KPIs; their narrative did not
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allow to identify specific metrics with applicability. Supplier’s testimonials remain at
a level of suggested collaborative metrics.
Table 23 next presents a synthesis of the performance actions, goals, initiatives and
indicators retrieved from the evidence. At their current state, it will be difficult to
qualify them all as performance indicators (KPI) across the triadic arrangement. Some
of the notions in the table are identified KPIs, but most notions need further refinement
before they can be operationalized. A word of precaution should be taken into account
while interpreting Table 23 considering that its content comes from participant’s
performance motivations/aims on logistics collaboration. Such targets might lead to
indicators only after operationalization. We segment the identified performance actions
by type (financial or non-financial) and by nature (traditional or collaborative). At the
moment of writing, some of the actions were in place and other were planned as viable
metrics.
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Table 23. Viable performance actions and metrics in the logistics triad: traditional and collaborative
Viable performance actions
and metrics (categorization)

Proposed by
Third-party logistics service provider (3PL)

Third-party logistics service
provider (3PL)

Original equipment
manufacturer (OEM)

First-tier suppliers (1TS)







On-time data for forecast (FIN/COL)
Add and delete supplier/parts on network (NF/COL)
Accurate data for forecast (FIN/TRAD)
Accrual accuracy (3PL) (FIN/TRAD)
Forecast accuracy (3PL) (FIN/TRAD)






Discrepancy on part count (NF/TRAD)
Compliance of shipping instructions (NF/TRAD)
On-board participation (NF/COL)
Number and nature of interventions with suppliers
(NF/COL)
Paperwork shortage (NF/TRAD)
Quality of paperwork for transportation (NF/TRAD)
Top 10 (or 5) suppliers shipping (NF/TRAD)
Worst 10 (or 5) suppliers shipping (NF/TRAD)
Tableau - Supplier evolution: sites, destinations, volumes
(NF/COL)
Accessorial charges as percentage of total freight
(FIN/TRAD)
Freight pay compliance (FIN/TRAD)
Interior score card (NF/TRAD)
Intensity and accuracy of communications (NF/COL)
Number and nature of interventions traffic/carriers
(NF/COL)
On-time deliveries (NF/TRAD)
Responsiveness to network intensity (NF/TRAD)








Carrier related








Proposed by
Original equipment manufacturer (OEM)
 3PL’s LTL service activity (visibility) (NF/TRAD)
 3PL’s LTL service activity (billing) (FIN/TRAD)
 Reduction of frequency of pickups of LTL shipments in the
USA (NF/TRAD)
 Enhance visibility on shipments originating in Mexico
(NF/TRAD)
 Improve visibility on important information such as events
or holidays, find ways to make information accessible and
direct to suppliers (NF/TRAD)
 Build bridges towards suppliers and maintain levels of
communication, specially with big suppliers with different
shipping locations and shipping to multiple sites (NF/COL)
 Number of meetings (NF/COL)
 Number of ideas and/or propositions (NF/TRAD)
 Number of collaborative projects (NF/COL)
 Length of collaborative relationship (NF/COL)
 Performance tracking on logistics partners (indicators were
not revealed) (NF/COL)
 Supplier compliance high risk score, with 3PL incorporating
criteria (NF/COL)

Proposed by
First-tier suppliers (1TS)


Work with 3PL’s carriers for load
information upstream, and load tracking
downstream (NF/COL)



Governance meetings 1TS-OEM
(NF/COL)
Establish mechanism to monitor supplier
compliance (FIN & NF/TRAD)







 Local carriers’ border crossing activity (NF/TRAD)



Work on indicators from ERP (FIN &
NF/TRAD)
Work on indicators from WMS (FIN &
NF/TRAD)
Develop scorecard to track performance
on 2TS (FIN & NF/TRAD)

Perform carrier evaluation in terms of
rates and service levels (carrier
scorecard) (FIN & NF / TRAD)

Acronym code: FIN = Financial ; NF = Non-financial ; TRAD = Traditional ; COL = Collaborative ; Núñez (2021)
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Table 23. Viable performance actions and metrics in the logistics triad: traditional and collaborative (continued)
Viable performance actions
and metrics (categorization)

Proposed by
Third-party logistics service provider (3PL)

Proposed by
First-tier suppliers (1TS)

 Freight forwarder’s customs clearance
activity (NF/TRAD)
 Vessel space rejection rate (NF/TRAD)

Freight forwarder related
Distribution centres (crossdock) related

Proposed by
(OEM)






Cycle time shipping (NF/TRAD)
Cycle time receiving (NF/TRAD)
Inbound and outbound volume per origin and destination (NF/TRAD)
Quarantine zone: aging suppliers, volume, nature (NF/TRAD)


Work on KPIs to track performance on
documentation and on compliance with
customs authorities (NF/TRAD)

Customs related
Environment related

Management related

Network related

Service related

Total

 Reverse logistics KPIs
 Number of return trips with reusable materials: runs, volume,
destinations, costs, etc. (NF/TRAD)
 Projects on master plan accomplished (NF/COL)
 TMS reduction of transactions: voucher per load minimization (FIN/TRAD)
 Number of improvements (kaizen) implemented: quantitative and
qualitative impact (NF/TRAD)
 CBM transported per division (NF/TRAD)
 Dollar spent transportation/division (FIN/TRAD)
 CBM transported per vehicle platform (NF/TRAD)
 Dollar spent transportation/vehicle platform (FIN/TRAD)
 MCP errors (NF/TRAD)
 Network discrepancies (lateness, strikes, weather, etc.). (NF/COL)
 Number and type of shipments per origin and destination (LTL, FTL, LCL,
FCL, air, expedited, non-stock) (NF/TRAD)
 Tableau - Shipping locations evolution: sites, destinations, volumes
(NF/COL)
 Empathy level of associates (NF/COL)
 Experience thermometer clients (NF/COL)
 Frequency and nature of emergency orders (NF/COL)
 Percentage of deliveries without errors (NF/TRAD)
 Route evolution: milk run, dedicated, other (NF/COL)
 Responsiveness of 3PL to emergencies from OEM (NF/COL)
 Total number of actions from 3PL = 43
 Number of financial actions = 9
 Number o non-financial actions = 34
 Number of traditional actions = 27
 Number of collaborative actions = 16







Total number of actions from OEM = 15
Number of financial actions = 1
Number o non-financial actions = 14
Number of traditional actions = 9
Number of collaborative actions = 6







Total number of actions from 1TS = 8
Number of financial actions = 5
Nb. of non-financial actions = 8 (overlap)
Number of traditional actions = 6
Number of collaborative actions = 2

Acronym code: FIN = Financial ; NF = Non-financial ; TRAD = Traditional ; COL = Collaborative ; Núñez (2021)
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16. Emerging themes from content analysis
One last but no less important activity of our fieldwork sought for the identification of
new concepts and themes beyond the scope of the initial framework but useful to
enlighten the corpus of data. Emerging concepts and themes were eclectic and, for the
sake of frugality, we decided to consolidate them into the ‘enablers’ dimension of
collaboration (i.e., people, systems, processes). Emerging themes were also classified
across the triadic collaborators (i.e., the OEM, the 3PL, the suppliers).
Table 24 next, offers a synthesis of the emerging themes of logistics collaboration
stemming from the triadic arrangement.
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Table 24. Emerging themes from content analysis – the logistics triad
Themes are emerging from
Third-party logistics service provider (3PL)

Themes are emerging from
Original equipment manufacturer (OEM)

Identified areas of improvement
People
 Associate development
 Leadership to enhance associate’s collaborative potential
 Service dominant logic
 Network outside the triad
 Conventions and perceptions of collaboration differ
across individuals and sites
Systems
 TMS application
Processes
 Conjoint KPI generation 3PL-OEM
 Complementary resource-capabilities: cross-docks,
bonded warehouses, auxiliary services
 Build a more comprehensive SC with assets and
knowledge available at 3PL level

Identified areas of improvement
People
 The collaborative expert: both the 3PL and the OEM need
individuals with strong collaborative background
 The presence of these experts, especially at the early stages
of the relationship, will filter common contractual
anomalies that can menace the agreement

Themes are in relation to
Original equipment
manufacturer (OEM)

Identified areas of improvement
Systems
 3PL needs coherent data from OEM
Processes
 Insufficient information is shared upstream
 OEM needs to contribute to vertical and horizontal
logistics collaboration
 OEM needs to clarify roles and responsibilities on vertical
and horizontal collaboration
 Governance needs to improve in terms of the alignment
of objectives, capabilities, roles and responsibilities of
‘alternative collaborators’
 OEM has turned down promising collaborative projects,
for example ‘first dock’

Identified areas of improvement
People
 Physical proximity with other triadic members to favour
collaboration and performance
 Effective governance as an enabler of collaboration and
performance
Processes
 Continuous improvement approach as a driver of
collaboration and performance
 Strategic planning to favour collaboration and performance
 Foster collaboration to enable operational stability

Identified areas of improvement
People
 First-tier suppliers would like to find new
markets and customers to distance
themselves from the acute dependency
on the OEM

Themes are in relation to
First-tier suppliers (1TS)

Identified areas of improvement
Processes
 Early supplier involvement
 Improve suppliers’ knowledge about the triad’s network
 Raise standards to suppliers in terms of logistics and
customs practices
 Knowledge-sharing routines are required, for example
Toyota’s packaging system

Identified areas of improvement
Processes
 Assess, monitor and re-adjust the levels of fragmentation of
the OEM’s supply chain

Identified areas of improvement
People
 Measure supplier’s relationship and
maturity levels with an adequate
framework

Themes are in relation to
Third-party logistics service
provider (3PL)

Themes are emerging from
First-tier suppliers (1TS)

Processes
 3PL needs to interpret, benchmark and adapt to OEM’s
supply chain

Núñez (2021)
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Table 24. Emerging themes from content analysis – the logistics triad (continued)
Themes are emerging from
Third-party logistics service provider (3PL)

Themes are emerging from
Original equipment manufacturer (OEM)
Identified areas of improvement

Themes are in relation to
The logistics triad

Themes are emerging from
First-tier suppliers (1TS)

People

Identified areas of improvement
People

 Culture: Address cultural issues of the supply chain to regive the logistics function its glamour

 Address the capabilities of ‘alternative
collaborators’

 Turnover: Skilled professionals might not be attracted to the
profession because of the perception it has gained over the
years as a necessary evil

 Identify the contribution of other entities
(participants) of the network

Processes
 Network orchestration with local agents (e.g. government)
to identify collaborative opportunities

 Focus on carriers and freight forwarders
that are trusted, knowledgeable and
dependable

 Share different visions of the logistics function and of the
direction of the business

 Identify opportunities for collaboration and for performance
in the area of Green Supply Chain Management

Núñez (2021)
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4.2.1.2 Thematic synthesis of the cross-case
In this subsection we present a synthesis of the results from thematic content analysis
using a ‘directed approach’ (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005). In an arrangement of rows and
columns, we regroup emerging themes around their conceptual categories. Moreover,
themes identified in the narrative are evaluated with the regard to their capacity to
support preliminary themes and propositions. The themes are also assessed with regard
to their potential to introduce new concepts.
Table 25 regroups the results of our de-coding/re-coding of the evidence. This exercise
provided meaning and structure to data once synthesized in a narrative. We underscore
that this was a manually executed exercise benefiting the analysis in three ways: (1)
recognizing relationships and configurations in the data, (2) allowing for the
identification of all themes regardless of their importance, (3) evaluating of new
concepts with regard to their ability to support categories or propositions.
To add robustness to our results, we also performed thematic content analysis using a
‘summative approach’ (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005) using the CAQDAS ‘QDA Miner’
version 5.0. We performed this additional step to statistically display the data showing
themes’ count and frequency per provisional category. CAQDAS benefited the analysis
in ways such as numerical corroboration increasing the transparency and rigour of the
exercise. We admit that the use of this software was not up to our expectations as it
lacked many intuitive features required for depth and precision. We invested lengthy
hours manually adjusting verbatim, categories, codes and coding units (i.e., phrases)
only to obtain count and frequencies for visual display. The interpretive power we
sought in the software package was absent and therefore we discarded the CAQDAS
output from this report.
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Table 25. Synthesis from thematic content analysis using a directed approach – the logistics triad
Evaluation of new themes with regard to their ability to
support propositions or former themes
Provisional categories

Themes identified

1. Roles and responsibilities

Collaborative orientation

2. Logistics collaboration

Assets and benefits sharing
Definition of logistics collaboration

Themes are linked to these propositions

SUP

NS

X
X
Proposition 6 – definition of LC

Collaborative orientation
3. Logistics performance (LP)

4. Logistics practices for
collaboration

Definition of logistics performance

Proposition 7 – definition of LP

TRIAD: Participants interact with collaborative orientation
3PL: Sharing of physical assets not supported by evidence

X

TRIAD

X

1TS: Has provided determinants and outcomes of
collaborative orientation

X

TRIAD

X

3PL

Network complexity

X

OEM: LP has a negative association with complexity

Assets and benefits sharing

X

3PL: Sharing of physical assets not supported by evidence

Network complexity

X

3PL

Effective governance (EG)

X

OEM: EG is an enabler of logistics collaboration

Proposition 1 – enablers HR

X

Network complexity

OEM: Managers use socio-technical competencies
X

Collaborative Transportation
Management

Proposition 2 – mechanisms TMS

X

Proximity management

Proposition 1 – enablers HR

X

Supplier development
6.Enabler # 1. Human resources

Provenance of new theme : 3PL, OEM, 1TS, or all (TRIAD)

Resource-based view

Proximity management

5. Logistics practices for
performance

INTR

1TS: Suppliers collaborate despite network complexity
3PL: Partially supported, CTM was not explicit
3PL, OEM: Managers use socio-technical competencies

X

1TS perform via communication and transparency

Human resources’ competencies

Proposition 1 – enablers HR

X

3PL

Proximity management

Proposition 1 – enablers HR

X

OEM: LC is influenced by top-down socio-relational
management

Collaborative orientation

Proposition 1 – enablers HR

X

1TS: Collaborative orientation is a HR competency

Network complexity

Proposition 1 – enablers HR

X

1TS: People articulate relational abilities to deal with
complexity

Acronyms in table denote: 1TS (first-tier suppliers); 3PL (third-party logistics service provider); ASN (advance shipping notice); CTM (collaborative transportation management); ERP (enterprise resource planning); HR
(human resources); INTR (introduced); LC (logistics collaboration); LP (logistics performance); IS (information systems); OEM (original equipment manufacturer); POTTS (Partner’s Operational Track and Trace Suite); NS
(not supported); SAP (systems, applications and products); STR (special transportation request); SUP (supported); TMS (transp ortation management system).
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Table 25. Synthesis from thematic content analysis using a directed approach – the logistics triad (continued)
Evaluation of new themes with regard to their ability to
support propositions or former themes
Provisional categories
7. Role of information systems

Themes identified

Themes are linked to these propositions

11. Barriers to collaboration

Provenance of new theme : 3PL, OEM, 1TS, or all (TRIAD)

X

3PL: Partially supported, CTM was not explicit

Systems inter-operability

Proposition 2 – mechanisms TMS

X

OEM: Mechanisms in the dyad supporting inter-firm
relationships are TMS, SAP, STR, POTTS

X

1TS interact with OEM via EDI for order feed and ASN

Adequacy of information systems

Proposition 1 – enablers IS

X

3PL, OEM: Adequate data quality enables LP
X

OEM: IS improves network exchanges

Network complexity

Proposition 3 – operational performance

X

1TS: IS contributes with capacity to respond to turbulence

Systems inter-operability

Proposition 1 – enablers IS

X

1TS: IS provide rapidity in order treatment and execution

Logistics processes

Proposition 1 – enablers, processes

X

Financial processes

Proposition 1 – enablers, processes

X

Network orchestration

X

3PL
3PL
3PL

Relational view

X

3PL signals absence of an ‘institutional environment’

Collaborative orientation

X

OEM helps people develop collaborative capabilities

Effective governance

10. Opportunities for collaboration

INTR

Proposition 2 – mechanisms TMS

Network orchestration

9. Enabler # 3. Collaborative
processes

NS

Collaborative Transportation
Management

Systems inter-operability
8. Enabler # 2. Information systems

SUP

Proposition 4 – relational performance

X

OEM: Gov. mechanisms support inter-firm relations

Systems inter-operability

X

1TS: Processes are enhanced by IS i.e., ERP, EDI, TMS

Network orchestration

X

3PL

Supplier compliance

X

3PL

Supplier development

X

1TS: Enhance supplier involvement in logistics activities

Collaborative orientation

X

OEM wants organizational alignment towards collaborative
orientation

Network complexity

X

3PL

Supplier compliance

X

3PL

Network complexity

X

OEM has a complex logistics network with layers

X

1TS are vulnerable to systemic network disturbances

Network orchestration

X

OEM requires improved orchestration levels from 3PL

Relational view

X

OEM: Unbalanced share of gains and knowledge sharing

Systems inter-operability

X

OEM longs for a better TMS customized to its needs

Proposition 1 – enablers IS

X

1TS signals lack of data accuracy & completeness from OEM
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Table 25. Synthesis from thematic content analysis using a directed approach – the logistics triad (continued)
Evaluation of new themes with regard to their ability to
support propositions or former themes
Provisional categories
12. Value from collaboration

13. Previous collaborative
experience

14. OEM’s collaborative initiative

15. Performance indicators of
collaboration (metrics)

Themes identified

Themes are linked to these propositions

SUP

NS

INTR

Provenance of new theme : 3PL, OEM, 1TS, or all (TRIAD)

Relational view

X

3PL identifies ‘mechanisms that preserve profits’

Systems inter-operability

X

3PL identifies ‘data inaccuracy’ as a barrier to value

Value outcomes - general

Proposition 5 – value creation

X

The TRIAD puts forward various facets of value

Value as outcome of relations

Proposition 5 – value creation

X

1TS invest in relationships to respond to disruptive events

Value as outcome of performance

Proposition 5 – value creation

X

1TS: Value translates into organizational efficiencies

Value as outcome of knowledge

Proposition 5 – value creation

X

1TS: Learning exp. and knowledge translate into value

Value as enabler or credibility

Proposition 5 – value creation

X

1TS: Credibility translates into efficiencies

Collaborative orientation

X

3PL, 1TS: The two entities worked on contingency plans

Network orchestration

X

3PL

Network complexity

X

1TS collaborate with OEM to redress complex issues

Network complexity

X

3PL

Network orchestration

X

3PL

Systems inter-operability

X

3PL, OEM: collaborative initiative aims for better TMS

Collaborative orientation

X

OEM: The initiative has collaborative orientation

Network complexity

X

OEM: The initiative aims to fix network inefficiencies

Performance indicators – typology

Propositions 3 and 4 – performance

X

Effective governance

Proposition 3 – operational performance

X

Supplier management
Supplier development

3PL
OEM: Financial KPIs evaluated via governance mechanisms
X

Proposition 3 – operational performance
Proposition 3 – relational performance

X

OEM: Suggests tracking supplier’s ability to collaborate
1TS measures its performance based on ERP transactions,
externally based on governance mechanisms with OEM

Acronyms in table denote: 1TS (first-tier suppliers); 3PL (third-party logistics service provider); ASN (advance shipping notice); CTM (collaborative transportation management); ERP (enterprise resource planning); HR
(human resources); INTR (introduced); LC (logistics collaboration); LP (logistics performance); IS (information systems); OEM (original equipment manufacturer); POTTS (Partner’s Operational Track and Trace Suite); NS
(not supported); SAP (systems, applications and products); STR (special transportation request); SUP (supported); TMS (transp ortation management system).
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Table 25. Synthesis from thematic content analysis using a directed approach – the logistics triad (continued)
Evaluation of new themes with regard to their ability to
support propositions or former themes
Provisional categories
16. Emerging themes

Themes identified
Collaborative Transportation
Management

Themes are linked to these propositions
Proposition 2 – mechanisms TMS

SUP

NS

INTR

X

Provenance of new theme : 3PL, OEM, 1TS, or all (TRIAD)
3PL: Partially supported, CTM was not explicit

Network orchestration

X

3PL

Relational view

X

3PL

Supplier compliance

X

3PL

Systems inter-operability

X

3PL

Collaborative orientation

X

OEM: Emergence of the ‘collaborative expert’ at OEM

Collaborative orientation

X

1TS: Supplier’s maturity level of collaboration to be assessed

Proximity management

X

OEM’s physical proximity with 3PL favours LC and LP

Supplier management

X

OEM: Manage supplier’s fragmentation with sourcing and
planning

Acronyms in table denote: 1TS (first-tier suppliers); 3PL (third-party logistics service provider); ASN (advance shipping notice); CTM (collaborative transportation management); ERP (enterprise resource planning); HR
(human resources); INTR (introduced); LC (logistics collaboration); LP (logistics performance); IS (information systems); OEM (original equipment manufacturer); POTTS (Partner’s Operational Track and Trace Suite); NS
(not supported); SAP (systems, applications and products); STR (special transportation request); SUP (supported); TMS (transp ortation management system).
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Table 26. Numeric summary of thematic content analysis based on supported propositions, emerging themes and contributors
Propositions
Proposition 1 – enablers HR
Proposition 1 – enablers IS
Proposition 1 – enablers, processes
Proposition 2 – mechanisms CTM
Proposition 3 – operational performance
Proposition 4 – relational performance
Proposition 5 – value creation
Proposition 6 – definition of logistics collaboration
Proposition 7 – definition of logistics performance
New Themes (alphabetical)
Adequacy of information systems
Assets and benefits sharing
Collaborative orientation
Collaborative Transportation Management
Definition of logistics collaboration
Definition of logistics performance
Effective governance
Financial processes
Human resources’ competencies
Logistics processes
Network complexity
Network orchestration
Performance indicators
Proximity management
Relational approach in logistics
Resource approach in logistics
Supplier compliance
Supplier development
Supplier management
Systems inter-operability
Value outcomes

Instances of
corroboration
6
3
2
4
4
3
5

Instances of
introduction

Propositions and themes per case

3PL

OEM

30

21

1TS
19

TRIAD

TOTAL

4

74

1
1
Recurrence
1
2
9
3
1
1
3
1
1
1
10
7
1
4
4
1
3
3
2
8
5

New Themes (appearance)
Network complexity
Collaborative orientation
Systems inter-operability
Network orchestration
Value outcomes
Proximity management
Relational approach in logistics
Collaborative Transportation Management
Effective governance
Supplier compliance
Supplier development
Assets and benefits sharing
Supplier management
Adequacy of information systems
Definition of logistics collaboration
Definition of logistics performance
Financial processes
Human resources’ competencies
Logistics processes
Performance indicators
Resource approach in logistics

Recurrence
10
9
8
7
5
4
4
3
3
3
3
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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Table 27. Matrix of propositions and sub-propositions emerging from thematic content analysis
Provisional
category

Proposition or sub-proposition

Proposition or subproposition supports

Enablers,
motivations and
outcomes of LC

Proposition 6. In the logistics triad logistics collaboration is enabled by communication, trust and information sharing. Entities of the triad collaborate
to addresses logistical issues or to improve current standards. The outcomes of logistics collaboration for the members of the triad are a balanced
share of efforts, a fairer distribution of gains, stronger relations, and service and quality improvements. (page 177)

Initial propositions # 1 on
enablers. # 3 and # 4 on
outcomes.

Logistics
performance

Proposition 7. In the logistics triad, logistics performance is enabled by the collaboration of participating entities. Logistics performance has various
facets that are common across triadic entities: relational, functional, organizational and financial. Each facet has distinctive ingredients contributing
to performance. The outcomes of logistics performance are related to meeting expectations in various areas of the logistics triad: financial,
operational, service and quality. (page 178)

Initial propositions # 3
and # 4 on performance.

Human
resources as
enablers of
logistics
collaboration

Sub-proposition 1. In the context of the logistics triad, people’s contributions to logistics collaboration are supported by trust, effective
communication, close interactions and knowledge transfer. People use different socio-relational competencies to collaborate. 3PL looks after the
alignment of associates to the efficient use of processes and systems. OEM develops critical thinking on associates to challenge the status quo and to
tear down organizational barriers. 1TS capitalize on associates abilities and experiences to cope with SC complexity by engaging with other triadic
agents. (page 187)

Initial proposition # 1
advancing that human
resource’s competencies
are precursors of logistics
collaboration.

Role of
information
systems in
logistics
collaboration

Sub-proposition 2. In the context of the logistics triad, information systems provide systems inter-connectivity linking participating entities. IS are
essential to maintain the flow of information and to support the asynchronous nature of SC operations. The prominent medium of systems interconnectivity is EDI. The main benefits of IS translate into flexibility, order accuracy, order planning, shipment tracking, shipment visibility, and logistics
performance tracking. (page 189)

Initial proposition # 1
advancing that the
adequacy of information
systems are precursors of
logistics collaboration.

Contribution of
information
systems to
logistics
collaboration

Sub-proposition 3. In the context of the logistics triad, information systems contribute to logistics collaboration in rubrics such as (1) organizational
inter-connectivity, and (2) data decoding and information exchange. These two conditions free time from associates allowing them to focus on
relation-enhancement activities. These conditions facilitate performance outcomes such as rapidity in transactions, visibility and error minimization.
Organizational inter-connectivity is preeminent to information systems inter-operability. (page 190)

Initial proposition # 1
advancing that the
adequacy of information
systems are precursors of
logistics collaboration.

Processes as
enablers of
logistics
collaboration

Sub-proposition 4. In the context of the logistics triad, the third enabler of collaboration being ‘processes’ is conceptualized by participating entities in
various forms such as practices, routines, instructions and IT solutions. (page 193)
Sub-proposition 5. In the context of the logistics triad, processes are enablers of logistics collaboration. These processes are nested inside larger
vessels of applicability such as standard operating procedures, governances, specific IT solutions, single, conjoint or tripartite initiatives. (page 193)
Sub-proposition 6. In the context of the logistics triad, collaborative mechanisms are composed of processes, sub-processes, activities, governances,
protocols and IT solutions. Logistics collaboration is attained when these constituent elements are efficiently put into play. (page 193)

Initial proposition # 1
advancing that the
adequacy of collaborative
processes precedes
logistics collaboration.
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Table 27 Matrix of propositions and sub-propositions emerging from thematic content analysis (continued)
Provisional
category

Proposition or sub-proposition
Sub-proposition 7. In the context of the logistics triad, opportunities for collaboration in the ‘people’ dimension relate to balancing associate’s
workload being less transactional, more analytical and relational. There are also opportunities to seize in the field of personnel training notably on
informatics. (page 195)

Opportunities
for logistics
collaboration

Sub-proposition 8. In the context of the logistics triad, opportunities for collaboration in the ‘systems’ dimension relate to improving accuracy,
availability and quality of the data in the IS driven by OEM. Other opportunities have to do with the connectivity of IS among triadic members which
would be a first step to attain systems inter-operability. (page 195)
Sub-proposition 9. In the context of the logistics triad, opportunities for collaboration in the ‘processes’ dimension relate to constantly update
standard operating procedures. There is dependency on SOP updating with the ‘people’ dimension as one needs to free associates to perform this
task. SOP updates are also linked to the ‘systems’ dimension as one needs up-to-date SOPs to efficiently operate the systems. (page 195)
Sub-proposition 10. In the context of the logistics triad, other opportunities for logistics collaboration are identified in the rubrics of ‘supplier
integration’ and ‘organizational dynamics’. The former relates to the full integration of 1TS to the inbound logistics function, the latter relates to
tearing down structural resistors to collaboration. (page 195)

Barriers to
logistics
collaboration

Sub-proposition 11. In the context of the logistics triad, barriers to logistics collaboration are identified in the rubrics of data inadequacy, limited
inter-operability of information systems, supplier’s bounded knowledge of the triads’ logistics operations, and network complexity. (page 197)

Sub-proposition 12. In the context of the logistics triad, transactional value emerging from logistics collaboration translates into output measures
such as monetary savings, time savings, cost avoidance, cost minimization, order fulfilment, order visibility and reduced number of transactions.

Value emerging
from logistics
collaboration

Sub proposition SP13. In the context of the logistics triad, relational value emerging from logistics collaboration translates into a set of relational
rents in the areas of communication, knowledge and organizational complementarities. (page 199)
Sub proposition SP13a. In the context of the logistics triad, relational value outcomes in the area of communication are trust, decision
synchronisation, collaborative communication, information sharing, best practices sharing and effective decoding of information. (page 200)

Proposition or subproposition supports
Initial proposition # 1
advancing that human
resource’s competencies,
information systems
adequacy and
collaborative processes
are precursors of logistics
collaboration.

Partially supports initial
proposition # 5 on value.
It introduces two streams
of value creation.
Does not support any of
the initial propositions. It
is counter-intuitively
linked to initial
proposition # 5
introducing hindrances to
value creation.
Initial propositions # 3
operational performance
and # 5 value creation.
Initial propositions # 4
operational performance
and # 5 value creation.

Sub proposition SP13b. In the context of the logistics triad, relational value outcomes in the area of knowledge are knowledge building, knowledge
sharing and joint knowledge creation. (page 200)
Sub proposition SP13c. In the context of the logistics triad, identified organizational complementarities linked to value creation are risk reduction,
uncertainty mitigation, goal congruence, incentive alignment, resource sharing, turbulence minimization, partner prosperity and credibility.
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Figure 15. Revised model of logistics collaboration after thematic content analysis

Revised model of logistics collaboration after thematic content analysis
Logistics collaboration
(collaborative mechanisms)

Enablers of logistics
collaboration

Collaborative
orientation

Human
resources’
competencies

P1

Systems interoperability
Network orchestration

Logistics performance
(logistics triad)
Operational
Performance

P3 supported
on 4
instances

P3

Value

P2

Value creation
Precursors of value are
relations, performance
& knowledge
Value outcome
credibility

Proximity management

Information
systems
adequacy
P1 supported
on 11
instances

Collaborative Transportation
Management
Transportation Management System

P2 supported
on 4
instances

Effective governance
Supplier management

P4

Collaborative
processes

Operational
outcomes
Financial
outcomes

P5
P5 supported
on 5
instances

Relational
performance
Relational
approach to
logistics

P4 supported
on 3
instances
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Table 26 above offers a numeric summary of the results from thematic content analysis.
All of the initial propositions were supported by the themes emerging from the
narratives. Overall, we found no elements of rejection to our initial propositions. There
were only two instances in which the findings did not support original assumptions.
They concerned the sharing of assets and benefits from logistics collaboration.
Contrary to our expectations, the findings did not provide sufficient evidence to attest
that participating entities are visibly sharing assets and benefits in a collaborative effort.
Notwithstanding, our analysis indicates that the theoretical insights used to build the
propositions were appropriate, and they are in line with the findings. Also, two new
propositions were introduced: proposition 6 on enablers, motivations and outcomes,
and proposition 7 on logistics performance.
Proposition 1 advancing that human resource’s competencies, information systems and
collaborative processes are precursors of logistics collaboration was supported on 6
instances on its HR dimension, on 3 instances on its IS dimension and on 2 instances
on its processes dimension. Proposition 2 suggesting that CTM is a mechanism of
logistics collaboration impacting logistics performance was supported on 4 instances.
Proposition 3 putting forward that logistics operational performance leads to
transactional benefits was supported on 4 instances. Proposition 4 advancing that
logistics relational performance translates into benefits from the relational view of the
firm was supported on 3 instances. Proposition 5 anticipating that logistics
collaboration creates value for participating organization was supported on 5 instances.
Proposition 6 was not in our initial propositions table and it emerged from the
fieldwork. This proposition delineates a definition of logistics collaboration. So it is
the case of proposition 7, we formulate a definition of logistics performance based on
evidence from the field.
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Table 26 also presents a list of 21 newly emerged themes organized in alphabetical
order and by ranking of recurrence. New themes identified are: Adequacy of
information systems, assets and benefits sharing, collaborative orientation,
collaborative transportation management, definition of logistics collaboration,
definition of logistics performance, effective governance, financial processes, human
resources’ competencies,

logistics processes,

network complexity,

network

orchestration, performance indicators, proximity management, relational approach in
logistics, resource approach in logistics, supplier compliance, supplier development,
supplier management, systems inter-operability and value outcomes.
Moreover, our narrative description indicates a flow of responses from interviewees
based on provisional categories. Our description also provides meaning to the data in
ways that new themes are identified. New meaning was also established via the
formulation of sub-propositions. Table 27 offers a view of 16 sub-propositions that
emerged from provisional categories while performing thematic content analysis.
Figure 15 presents the adjusted model of this research when edified with new bricks of
data from the field. Our revised model of logistics collaboration after thematic content
analysis suffers minor modifications on the enablers dimension: drivers of logistics
collaboration are interlinked and schematized by order of grandeur (according to the
recorded recurrences). Mechanisms of logistics collaboration are identified:
collaborative transportation management (CTM), which was the initially envisaged
triadic mechanism, is accounted for in the model. CTM was found in the corpus of data
but not as a stand-alone and dominant mechanism; it was combined with other
mechanisms such as collaborative orientation, systems inter-operability, network
orchestration, proximity management, transportation management system, effective
governance and supplier management. As to the outcomes of logistics collaboration,
these concepts were also rearranged based on field evidence: operational performance
and relational performance are linked together by the concept of ‘value’. The latter
concept, anticipated as a subset of relational value, emerged as an independent
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construct with various facets, and supported on 5 instances. Operational performance
was redefined with operational and financial outcomes. Relational performance
outcomes had visible linkages with the relational view of the firm.
These adaptations attest for the quality of our model in three ways. (1) Adequacy:
Minor adjustments did not alter its structure, the flow nor the pertinence of the concepts
within the model; meaning that the theoretical underpinnings we chose to build it were
adequate. (2) Authenticity: While the revised model respects the validity of the
constructs we chose to investigate, field evidence caused a resizing of the concepts
based on the importance and on the richness of the data associated to them. Moreover,
processed evidence suggests an interlinkage between the enablers of the phenomenon.
Also, results indicate a bonding of the two performance outcomes via the concept of
value. (3) Appropriateness: data collected was appropriate in terms of depth and extent
to fill in the ‘conceptual gaps’ the initial model was anticipating.
The above summary brings our thematic content analysis to an end. What follows next
is the pattern matching exercise performed on the same dataset with the purpose to
extract yet more meaning from the results. Patter matching provides fine-grinded
responses to the research question and objectives based on first-order empirical
evidence while analyzed via interpretive templates.
The passage from the first analytical procedure (i.e., thematic content analysis) to the
pattern matching procedure is supported on two asseverations from Sinkovics (2018)
about the general qualities of pattern matching. The first one has to do with what she
calls ‘externalization’. The pattern matching procedure helps externalize models and
assumptions that are abstract by nature. As the reader may have noticed, the results
from thematic content analysis present high levels of abstraction based on our
interpretations of the semantic content of the verbatim. In this line of reasoning, pattern
matching helps to retrace the process of the investigation to better understand how and
why we arrived to conclusions making them more explicit.
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The second argument is related to ‘rigour and relevance’. As per the author, pattern
matching requires meticulous contextualization, detailed and precise operationalization
improving the researcher’s thinking for case analysis and case write-up. Thus, the
coupling of the two procedures obeys to our intent to provide rigour and structure to
the interpretation and reporting of our cases. Perhaps the coupling of these two
procedures might seem excessive to the reader. We justify this choice by the need to
equate two procedures that seemed complementary. On the one hand, examination of
manifest content to obtain meanings, frequencies and themes. And, on the other hand,
interpretation of latent content in the themes to predict a pattern of possible outcomes
based on our initial model and propositions.
4.2.2 Results from second analytical procedure: Pattern matching
The first analytical procedure of thematic content analysis, for which results were
depicted in the previous section, already provided some answers to the research
question and objectives. The analytical procedure also furnished new themes and
propositions with the potential to explain the phenomenon while offering useful
elements to inform practice. With the intention to add rigour to the analysis thus
obtaining yet more convincing results, we delved into a complementary analytical
procedure; pattern matching.
As per Yin (2009), pattern matching is an analytical procedure based on a deductive
approach to data, which was the approach we originally adopted for this investigation.
The pattern matching procedure involves predicting a pattern of outcomes based on
initial propositions supported by a conceptual framework (Saunders et al. 2009). Thus,
pattern matching was an obvious choice based on its affinity to our methodological
strategy for which we devised an initial model with theoretical propositions.
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Not only our methodological strategy was lined up to pattern matching, so was our
familiarity to the research field while choosing participating entities, just as Saunders
et. al. (2009) contend on the application of the pattern-matching procedure that implies
“a well-defined research question, objectives, and a clear framework and propositions”
[via the identification of a] “number and type of organizations to which you wish to
gain access in order to undertake data collection” (p. 501).
Saunders et al. (2009) mention two variations of pattern matching depending on the
type of variables considered in the model. The first validation is associated with a set
of dependent outcomes arising from independent enabling factors. Pattern-matching
thus attains theoretical validation when based assumptions retained from literature
become appropriate to explain the findings. The second validation is associated with a
set of variables that are independent from each other. This means that if new enablers,
or latent constituent parts, or outcomes of the phenomenon are emerging
independently, we need to find alternative explanations for them. In summary, the
pattern matching analytical procedure has to do with recognizing relationships and
patterns in the data and to draw conclusions with two possible forms of validation: (1)
when results corroborate the association between pre-defined concepts and (2) when
results show the emergence of new concepts that need to be explained alternatively.
What follows next are the results of our own application of the pattern matching
analytical procedure to the dataset.
4.2.2.1 Patterns or configurations from the cross-case
This sub-section presents the results of the pattern matching procedure administered to
the evidence from all cases. The sub-section is articulated around three main visual
elements: (1) ‘evidence maps’ for each dimension of the analytical framework; (2) a
‘propositions matrix’ synthesizing the results of the analysis. In this matrix, refined
propositions are associated with the appropriate dimensions of logistics collaboration;
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(3) an ‘emerging themes matrix’ identifying new themes and linking them to a
conceptual category. The structure of our maps and matrixes are based on the work of
Rahman (2012) who performed pattern matching on dyadic arrangements between 3PL
and vehicle manufacturers.
What follows in Figures 16, 17 and 18 are the interpretive templates that we call
‘evidence maps’. These maps synthesize evidence decanted from a large ‘control
document’ omitted for the sake of simplicity. The maps are segmented in three sections
displayed into columns. Column one contains patterns of first-order evidence expressed
in short sentences. Column two displays second-order themes. Column three indicates
the dimension hosting the patterns and themes.
Then, we present in Table 28 a ‘propositions matrix’ resulting from pattern matching
analysis of the cross-case. To this end, we reviewed the initial propositions in light of
the empirical evidence. The output contains a list of refined propositions associated to
an appropriate dimension of logistics collaboration. Refined propositions constitute our
findings.
Table 29 offers ‘emerging themes matrix’ resulting from the cross-case analysis. This
matrix identifies emergent themes and associates them with a conceptual category.
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Table 28. Matrix of refined propositions, emerging themes and dimensionalization as a result of pattern-matching
Proposition
emerging
from

Proposition
identification

3PL

P/enab/peop/1

Effective communication and balanced workload are important facilitators of logistics collaboration.

OEM

P/enab/peop/2

Socio-relational management and proximity management are important facilitators of logistics collaboration.

P/enab/peop/3
P/enab/peop/4

There are two domains of people’s contribution to logistics collaboration: the relational domain and informational domain.

P/enab/peop/5

People’s contribution in the informational domain relates to 1TS ability and rapidity to execute transactions in the system.

P/enab/sys/1

Information systems contribute to logistics collaboration by linking network entities, reducing transactions and enhancing visibility in operations.

P/enab/sys/2

Information systems are enablers of logistics collaboration and logistics performance because of their data decoding and data exchange capabilities.

P/enab/sys/3

In a collaborative environment, the OEM and the 3PL complement their logistics capabilities via inter-firm exploitation of their respective information systems.

P/enab/sys/4

IS contribute to LC and LP by enhancing rapidity of transactions, by simplifying processes, by freeing time from associates and by minimizing clerical errors.

P/enab/sys/5

IS provide visibility, rapidity of transactions, increased volume of transactions, increased shipment accuracy, and document-release automation.

P/enab/proc/1

Processes-enabling logistics collaboration are of operational and of financial nature.

P/enab/proc/2

Processes contribute to logistics collaboration by standardizing and by keeping track of the activities of a complex network.

P/enab/proc/3

In the logistics dyad, the OEM privileges governances and reviews to support inter-firm relationships.

P/enab/proc/4

There are two types of processes facilitating logistics collaboration: conventional processes and systems-enabled processes.

P/enab/proc/5

Conventional collaborative processes at 1TS are handbooks, shipping manuals, work instructions and tacit information transmitted from mouth to ear.

P/enab/proc/6

Systems-enabled collaborative processes at the 1TS are ERP, WMS, ad hoc dashboards and electronic tablets.

P/enab/ant/1

Unbalanced workload, incomplete data, disruptive operations, and inconsistency of mechanisms and processes are hindrances to 3PL collaborative capabilities.

P/enab/ant/2

Information system’s data incompleteness, data unavailability, and data scarcity hinder logistics collaboration and logistics performance.

P/enab/ant/3

Network complexity negatively impacts LC and LP, because it hinders time-optimization, sense-making, knowledge-transfer and employee acculturation.

P/enab/ant/4
P/enab/ant/5

From an inward perspective, 1TS do not fully exploit the capabilities of their internal IS for improvement of logistics activities.
From a dyadic perspective, 1TS signal data inaccuracy and data inconsistency in respect to the OEM’s information systems.

P/enab/ant/6

From a triadic perspective, 1TS information systems are not fully integrated with the OEM not with the 3PL.

1TS

3PL
OEM

1TS

3PL
OEM

1TS

3PL
OEM

1TS

Findings / Refined propositions

People’s contribution in the relational domain relate to 1TS engagement with the OEM, and interaction with OEM and 3PL to meet expectations and to respond
to contingencies.

Appropriate
dimension of
logistics
collaboration

Enablers
(people)

Enablers
(systems)

Enablers
(processes)

Enablers
(antagonist)

Content developed by Núñez (2021) for the purposes of this investigation | Template adapted from Rahman (2012)
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Table 28. Matrix of refined propositions, emerging themes and dimensionalization as a result of pattern-matching (continued)
Proposition
emerging
from

3PL

Proposition
identification

Findings / Refined propositions

P/mech/col/1

At the 3PL, logistics practices for collaboration are of operational and financial nature.

P/mech/col/2

Operational practices provide stability, visibility and control on material moving through the network. Financial practices contribute to budget, forecast and
audit logistics expenditures.

P/mech/col/3

The OEM collaborates in the logistics triad by means of governance, information sharing, and proximity management.

OEM

P/mech/col/4

In a logistics network, key logistics operations are not executed by the OEM but by its strategic partners such as 3PL, freig ht forwarders, carriers, customs
brokers and others.

1TS

P/mech/col/5
P/mech/col/6

From the 1TS perspective, there are two types of mechanisms for logistics collaboration: people-enabled mechanisms and technology-enabled mechanisms.
People-enabled mechanisms are based on communication: i.e., governances with the OEM for information sharing, feedback and recovery plans.

P/mech/col/7

Technology-enabled mechanisms are master-files and dashboards linked to production and delivery schedules.

3PL

P/mech/per/1

Logistics practices for performance are supported by people (e.g., empowerment), systems (e.g., customized applications), and processes (e.g., SOPs, Kaizen).

OEM

P/mech/per/2
P/mech/per/3

OEM contributes to performance by means of communication, proximity management, financial processes and financial performance tracking.
The relational capabilities of OEM logistics managers are building blocks of logistics performance.

P/mech/per/3

At the 1TS, there are two types of practices leading to logistics performance: (1) adequate exploitation of information systems, and (2) observance of OEM’s
performance criteria.

P/mech/ops/1
P/mech/fin/1

At the 3PL, the main collaborative mechanism of operational nature is a customized Transportation Management System which has parallels with CTM.
At the 3PL, the main collaborative mechanism of financial nature consists in a series of activities to budget, forecast, and audit the OEM’s logistics expenditures.

P/mech/ops/2

Mechanisms used by the OEM to support LC and LC belong to the information systems realm. Collaborative applications are SAP, STR and Google G Suite.

P/mech/ops/3
P/mech/fin/2

In the relationship OEM-3PL there are specific applications supporting inter-firm relations such as SAP and STR (OEM owned), and TMS and POTTS (3PL owned).
At the OEM, the main collaborative mechanism of financial nature consists in a series of activities to budget, forecast, and audit logistics expenditures.

P/mech/ops/4

A distinctive medium of collaboration at 1TS is the electronic portal that vendors have to visualize incoming orders from OEM.

P/mech/ops/5

1TS mechanisms to collaborate with the OEM and 3PL are load schedules, EDI order feed, pickup notifications from TMS, and advance shipping notices.

P/mech/stra/1

Collaborative strategies at the 3PL such as ‘logistics plan for every supplier’ and leading-edge technology solutions are not yet in full application at the serviced
account.

P/mech/stra/2

Hindrances to collaborative strategies relate to lack of resources, investment and communication.

P/mech/stra/3
P/mech/stra/4

The OEM executes a corporate strategy to review current mechanisms with the aim to fix, improve and transform them.
The OEM evidences a collaborative orientation aiming for the prosperity of weaker members of the logistics network.

P/mech/stra/5

1TS rationale to participate in collaborative strategies lays in their desire to maintain service levels and shipment capacit y responding to SC complexity.

P/mech/stra/6

Collaborative efforts are deployed by 1TS to surmount SC problems, to navigate through turbulence, and to respond unexpected changes.

1TS
3PL

OEM

1TS

3PL

OEM
1TS

Appropriate
dimension of
logistics
collaboration

Mechanisms
(practices for
collaboration)

Mechanisms
(practices for
performance)

Mechanisms
(operational
and financial)

Mechanisms
(strategies)

Content developed by Núñez (2021) for the purposes of this investigation | Template adapted from Rahman (2012)
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Table 28. Matrix of refined propositions, emerging themes and dimensionalization as a result of pattern-matching (continued)
Proposition
emerging
from

Proposition
identification

Findings / Refined propositions

3PL

P/out/Operf/1

Logistics collaboration positively influences operational performance in ways such as savings, cost avoidances, economies of scale and service improvement.

OEM

P/out/Operf/2
P/out/Operf/3

Logistics collaboration positively influences operational performance in ways such as savings, cost avoidances, improved qual ity and delivery.
Operational performance metrics are of financial nature, they are set and evaluated by the OEM via governance mechanisms.

1TS

P/out/Operf/4
P/out/Operf/5

From an inward perspective, logistics operational performance (LOP) is tracks by 1TS with their ERP and WMS systems.
From an dyadic perspective, 1TS maintain LOP by observing criteria imposed by OEM.

P/out/Operf/6

From a triadic perspective, 1TS complies with LOP criteria set by 3PL in its SC orchestration capacity.

3PL

P/out/Rperf/1

Logistics collaboration positively influences relational performance with outcomes such as knowledge building, knowledge sharing, trust enhancement, risk
reduction, uncertainty mitigation, decision synchronization, goal alignment, incentive alignment, and resource sharing.

OEM

P/out/Rperf/2

Logistics collaboration positively influences relational performance with outcomes such as stronger relationships, goal convergence, understanding of
expectations, balanced share of efforts, value generation, recognition of operational gaps, ability to navigate through turbulence, fair sharing of gains, costreduction and savings, and knowledge-sharing routines.

1TS

P/out/Rperf/3
P/out/Rperf/4

From the 1TS perspective, Logistics Relational Performance (LRP) is enabled by a collaborative orientation executed to meet OEM’s expectations.
From a dyadic perspective, LRP is maintained by 1TS via governance mechanisms with OEM.

P/out/Rperf/5

There is absence of LRP from a triadic perspective 1TS-OEM-3PL.

3PL

P/out/val/1
P/out/val/2

3PL contribution to value for the logistics triad is related to its extensive knowledge of the logistics network.
Knowledge of the logistics network is an intangible value allowing for interventions that are beneficial to the OEM and to suppliers.

OEM

P/out/val/3

Knowledge-sharing routines are precursors of value in this logistic triad.

P/out/val/4

In the dyad OEM-3PL, value is created when transactions are minimized, cost-reduction activities are implemented and when best practices are put into play.
Value from LC translates into credibility and legitimacy of the current institutional environment.

1TS

P/out/val/5
P/out/val/6

At 1TS, the mix of associate's experience, qualifications and openness translate into value. Learning experiences have a last ing formative value.
From 1TS perspective, credibility, engagement and trust are building blocks of value: they translate into efficiencies such as time-saving and costs-avoidance.

3PL

P/out/Rval/1
P/out/Rval/2

Explicit hindrances to value creation are IS data inaccuracy and data incompleteness, associate’s unbalanced workload, and outdated processes.
Implicit hindrances to value creation are silo-minded structures of some functions and actors of the triad.

OEM

P/out/Rval/3

Over-dependency of information systems blocks value creation by eroding opportunities to build and maintain human relations.

P/out/Rval/4

Information systems block value creation when they lack quality and accuracy of data.

P/out/Rval/5

Lack of a tripartite value strategy: Sources of value (i.e., super-normal returns) such as inter-firm knowledge sharing, effective governance and systems interoperability are not carefully addressed by the triad.

TRIAD

Appropriate
dimension of
logistics
collaboration

Outcomes
(operational
performance)

Outcomes
(relational
performance)

Outcomes
(value of
collaboration)

Outcomes
(roadblocks to
value creation)

Content developed by Núñez (2021) for the purposes of this investigation | Template adapted from Rahman (2012)
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Table 29. Emergent themes and categories matrix as a result of pattern-matching
Theme
emerging
from

Theme
identification

1TS

T/enabler/

Findings / Emergent themes

Conceptual
category (*)

Logistics collaboration allows 1TS build capacity to respond to supply chain turbulence.
At 1TS, people deal with network complexity by sharing information and communicating with others members of the triad.
1TS articulate relational, informational and process-related abilities under a triadic scope to deal with complexity.
3PL

T/mech/

The 3PL employs and ad hoc collaborative mechanisms such as TMS and POTTS which are highly customized to the complex nature of the client’s network.

3PL

T/outcome/

A complex and disruptive logistics environment requires increased 3PL intervention hindering associates’ ability to collaborate, to innovate, to create value.

OEM

T/outcome/

Network
complexity

Evidence suggest undefined roles and responsibilities of some key players of the logistics network.
The organizational environment being unstable and disruptive hinders logistics performance.
The OEM considers its network to be complex with cultural layers and differences that obstruct collaboration.
3PL

T/enabler/1

OEM

T/enabler/

The 3PL exploits its orchestration capabilities which are of influential and instrumental nature. Influential orchestration is dependent on trust, information
sharing and mutual understanding. Instrumental orchestration is dependent on the use of infrastructures and resources.
The OEM’s logistics network is complex and, for this reason, the OEM requires more orchestration from the 3PL.
Emergence of the ‘collaborative expert’ role to orchestrate collaborative elements: people, systems and processes.
Information systems contribute to network orchestration by improving the decoding and the exchange of complex data.

Network
orchestration

No inter-organizational logistical processes sustained between 1TS and OEM were identified.
1TS

T/mech/

This finding concedes that logistical processes in the triadic arrangement are devised and orchestrated by the 3PL.
Transportation systems, shipping instructions, transit times, holiday schedules, load planning, track and trace, etc., are devised and managed by 3PL.

3PL

T/outcome/1

Monetary savings and knowledge-sharing routines are outcomes of 3PL network orchestration.
Data exchange is vital to LC & LP because it makes information more homogeneous across the triad, data is organized and legible, and changes can be visible
with reasonable speed.

1TS

T/enabler/

At 1TS, IS have good intra-connectivity inwards to their respective organizations, poor inter-connectivity to the OEM, and almost complete absence of
connectivity with 3PL.
At the inter-organizational level, challenges identified concern the inter-operability of 1TS systems with those of OEM and 3PL.

3PL

T/mech/1

The efficiency of collaborative mechanisms is strongly influenced by systems inter-operability. There is only systems intra-operability at the 3PL level. Full
inter-operability with the other members of the triad is work in progress.

Systems interoperability

Effective data exchange and data quality enable LP by minimizing conflict and error.
OEM

T/mech/

The OEM wishes for better collaborative mechanisms (i.e., TMS) to be highly customized to the needs of its network.
The OEM’s collaborative initiative aims to map logistics processes in order to find an optimal TMS solution.
The duality flexibility-rigidity of IS also emerged; participants long to find ways to make information systems more flexible.

(*) Recurrence from largest to smallest | Content developed by Núñez (2021) for the purposes of this study | Template adapted from Rahman (2012)
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Table 29. Emergent themes and categories matrix as a result of pattern-matching (continued)
Theme
emerging
from

Theme
identification

3PL

T/mech/

OEM

T/outcome/

Findings / Emergent themes

Conceptual
category (*)

Early supplier involvement in the design and testing of collaborative mechanisms (operational and financial) could positively affect logistics collaboration.
Suppliers do not communicate often and do not provide visibility on their shipments, some suppliers are considered as non-cooperative or nonknowledgeable of the logistics network.
Suppliers are not well integrated to the logistics function, the OEM needs to bridge the existing gaps between sourcing, planning and log istics when it comes
to supplier management.

Supplier
integration

Evidence suggests that there is need to enhance 1TS involvement in logistics activities.
1TS

T/outcome

Performance measurements of 1TS logistics activities are incipient.
Value outcomes of 1TS logistics activities are poorly documented.
Managers deploy socio-technical efforts to improve logistics collaboration at intra and inter-firm levels.

OEM

T/enabler/

Proximity management enables information sharing, effective governance and bridges silo-minded departments.

Proximity
management

On the OEM realm, physical proximity to the 3PL favours logistics collaboration and logistics performance.
From the 1TS perspective, determinants of LC are communication, honesty, power-balance and operational efficiency to meet OEM’s expectations.
1TS

T/enabler/

1TS collaborate with other members of the triad such as 3PL and carriers to generate efficiencies, savings and to avoid costs.

Collaborative
orientation

1TS work with OEM and/or 3PL on contingency plans to prevent network inefficiencies.
There are alternative supply chain entities outside the triadic arrangement capable of enhancing or hindering logistics collaboration.
3PL

T/enabler/

Alternative entities such as carriers, freight forwarders, customs brokers, and other 3PLs positively influence logistics col laboration via their expertise,
commitment and assets.

Alternative
collaborators

Alternative collaborators’ opacity in roles and responsibilities, unclear processes and information systems misalignment are hindrances to logistics
collaboration.
Effective governance is an enabler of logistics collaboration and a determinant of relational rents.
OEM

T/mech/

Financial metrics are set and evaluated via governance mechanisms.

Effective
governance

LC between OEM and 3PL is supported by effective communication, contractual agreements and balanced efforts.

(*) Recurrence from largest to smallest | Content developed by Núñez (2021) for the purposes of this study | Template adapted from Rahman (2012)
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4.2.3 Integration of results from the two analytical procedures
What follows next is a synthesis of the findings obtained from the exercises of previous
sections. We arrange the results amid the analytical framework designed for this
purpose. Figure 19 offers a display of the results when compared to the original frame
of reference with a priori conceptual categories. We match patterns of occurrence in
our display which allows for results categorized into enablers, mechanisms and outputs
of logistics collaboration.
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4.3

QUALITY ASSESSMENT OF THE CROSS-CASE

The quality evaluation of our multiple case study applied to the logistics realm is
centered on the framework suggested by Pedrosa, Näslund and Jasmand (2012). These
authors posit that the quality of logistics research should be evaluated with alternative
lenses which differ from conventional post-positivistic approaches. The authors’ main
argument is that the logistics practice is contextual and disruptive suffering constant
adjustments. For these reasons, traditional quality-assessment approaches are limited
to capture the subtleties and transitions of logistics activities when they are investigated
in real-life settings.
We relied on the three criteria from Pedrosa et al. (2012) to evaluate the quality of our
results namely: (1) ‘Transferability’, or how transferable our procedures and results are
when applied to similar contexts. (2) ‘Truth-value’, or the alignment between the
participants’ constructed realities and those narrated and graphically depicted in this
chapter. (3) ‘Traceability’, which relates to the documentation of the process and the
sources of data.

Traceability has two

sub-criterions

‘dependability’

and

‘confirmability’ which attest for the objectivity of the study.
First and foremost, our multi-case research was process-oriented. The procedural view
was observed from the moment we devised the research design, when we approached
the field, and when we analyzed and interpreted the data. We took this process
orientation to look after the quality of every rubric of our research.
As for construct validity, our literature review and professional knowledge of the
setting allowed us to chose the right concepts and to retain just those considered
essential for the investigation. All of the initial proposition were supported by the
findings. The pre-defined model did not suffer major alterations caused by the findings.
Results attest for the congruence of our initial model and solidity of our propositions.
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As for internal validity, not only did we chose the right concepts by number and by
relevance, but their linkage was logic and supported by the findings. The effects sought
between the enablers, mechanisms and outcomes of logistics collaboration were
present in our results. Complementary to internal validity, which attest for the cohesive
linkage of our conceptual arrangement in a reality that is invariable, we used the ‘truthvalue’ quality feature suggested by Pedrosa et al. (2012). We performed a careful
interpretation of participant’s constructed realities and we did our best to narrate them
in an objective and truthful account. These efforts are exemplified across the thematic
content and pattern matching analytical procedures. Therefore, to guarantee the truth
and the value of our interpretations we decomposed, categorized, compared,
dimensionalized and reintegrated the findings in the space of various iterative phases.
As a corroboration of the ‘truth-value’ of our findings, we triangulated our results with
anonymous reviewers from academia and from practice. These experts provided us
with useful guidelines to ensure a non-partisan stand in our arguments.
In the present study, ‘transferability’ substitutes the external validity quality criterion.
We established an adequate perimeter for our triadic arrangement by choosing the right
entities and the relevant participants. Despite of the enormous possibilities that the
industrial setting offered in terms of geographical extent, logistics functions and
problematic situations; we circumscribed our study to a research milieu that we could
realistically manage in the context of a doctoral research. The adequate choice was
confirmed during the field study which lasted 14 months. Since our multi-case study is
narrow in scope, it cannot be generalized to larger subsets of vehicle manufacturing
settings. However, learnings from our cases could be transferred to similar industrial
milieus trying to implement collaborative logistics. The slender and specialized scope
of our procedure does not menace the integrity of the results.
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The evidence obtained from the field is sound and correct, in other words, reliable. The
contents of this dissertation and the backup documents in our possession attest for a
structured, detailed and robust research process. Familiarity to research methods and
closeness to the study item constitutes additional reliability elements of our production.
This means that our research design, data gathering protocols, and analytical
procedures were well constituted. These safeguards minimized the effect of data
misreading or misinterpretation because our dataset was consistent across cases.
Despite these precautionary measures, we were aware of the disruptive nature of the
research milieu, and that is why we also observed Pedrosa et al. (2012) ‘dependability’
criterion while attesting for the reliable nature of our findings. A traceable variance
from interview to interview, and from case to case was properly documented and
consulted when required during the interpretative phase of our analysis: those
safeguards provide our study a ‘dependable’ signature.
As for the replicability of our research strategy, procedure and instruments, their
‘reproductive’ potential is limited to the context of our logistics triad. Investigators
must be aware of this risk; it would be somehow unrealistic to fully reproduce our
research and analytical methods. We therefore suggest adaptations to our procedures
in line with the specific context and participants of novel research settings. The
replicability criterion being weak, we found a quality substitute in ‘confirmability’
suggested by Pedrosa et al. (2012). We reached confirmability by carefully archiving
the resources employed in this investigation. We have amassed and organized files
containing information on participants, the collection guidelines, and a description of
the changes endured by the research design. The majority of protocols are available
upon request from fellow researchers. Some selected documents will remain classified
for the sake of confidentiality of participating entities and actors. Confirmability of the
findings was also attained via the scheduling of a discussion group with distinctive
actors of the logistics triad. We presented the main findings of the investigation and
discussed avenues of applicability.
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4.4

CONCLUSION OF CHAPTER FOUR

We have presented the results the cross-case focused on the logistics triad. This report
encapsulates the main findings of our investigation. What is unique about this crosscase report is that it is built to portrait the actual situation of logistics collaboration
viewed from the perspective of three protagonist entities: a 3PL, an OEM and 1TS.
Possibly, the most demanding activity was to integrate the views of the actors from all
three entities inside the boundaries of pre-defined analytical model.
What we have consummated in this report consist in (1) a compilation of three
individual case analysis in the space of a cross-case report that identifies common
configurations and divergent elements across our studied entities. (2) The case report
allows to draw conclusions from the analyzed evidence thus validating the congruence
of our initial model and the solidity of our propositions. (3) We have also accomplished
the identification of new concepts and themes emerging from the cross-case, and (4)
we capitalize on the results to produce a final model of logistics collaboration proper
to our logistics triad.
Although our approach to the organizations was mostly of inductive nature, once data
was amassed it was analyzed through deductive reasoning; we therefore employed a
mixed inductive-deductive approach to the evidence. For that purpose, we formulated
theoretical propositions and we elaborated an initial conceptual model. On a first phase,
thematic content analysis was performed on a directed style to detach meaning from
the data and to corroborate the presence of the sought concepts. On a second phase, we
executed pattern-matching analysis to structure our findings across pre-designed
matrixes. This corroborative phase permitted to refine the propositions linked to the
case and to associate them to an appropriate dimension of logistics collaboration.
Insights obtained throughout the analytical procedures was condensed inside several
tables and figures. Our graphic synthesis visually regroups the main findings
facilitating their understanding.
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We capitalize on the analytical efforts put forward on this cross-case report in various
ways: (1) We detach the analytical elements (e.g., propositions, concepts, dimensions,
and emerging themes) that are particular to the logistics triad. This valuable
information will be used to answer the research questions and objectives in the
discussion chapter. (2) We corroborate the relevance of the theory supporting our
propositions and the adequacy of our conceptual model. (3) Our interpretation of the
findings points out to some suggestions of concrete actions that the logistics triad could
undertake in order to enhance collaboration and performance levels. Such suggestions
will be developed next in the discussion chapter.
Beyond the above contributions, various limitations need to be pointed out. This crosscase report only reflects results emerging from a qualitative research orientation.
Recognizing that we privileged a qualitative stream to uncover hidden aspects of the
organizational phenomenon, the use of collaborative indicators from quantitative
sources could have enhanced the descriptive and explanatory aims of this report.
Another limitation of this report has to do with Yin’s (2009) validation and replication
tests on the cross-case. We purposively shifted the validation and replication steps to
the discussion chapter which comes next. We argue that it makes more sense to discuss
literal and theoretical replication in a space where we can abound on how results fill in
some of the voids of logistics collaboration literature. It also makes sense to argue on
the managerial implications drawn from the results in an adjacent chapter.
Despite these difficulties, this cross-case compiles detailed information of the
individual cases, provides rich and convincing evidence, exploits data to arrive to
conclusions, identifies emerging elements of logistics collaboration, and uses empirical
findings to propose a new structured model. We are confident that with the completion
of this chapter we have accomplished one of the most difficult endeavours of the
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research project; it consists in making the dataset ‘talk’ the language of logistics
collaboration in ways it responds to our research questions and objectives.
.oOo.

CHAPTER FIVE – DISCUSSION

5.1

INTRODUCTION TO CHAPTER FIVE

In the final chapter of this dissertation, we discuss the extent, depth and relevance of
the findings. We have given to this chapter a structure observing the same sequence of
our framework. Our discussion thus addresses to the three dimensions of the study item
namely; precursors, mechanisms and resulting conditions of logistics collaboration.
Along our discussion arguments, we compare the findings against the corpus of
literature supporting the theoretical framework.
The first objective of this chapter is to contrast the results of the fieldwork with extant
literature pursuing what is known as replication logic (Saunders et al. 2009, Yin, 2009).
On a first validation effort (i.e., literal replication), we confirm which of the based
assumptions retained from the literature resulted appropriate to explain some of the
findings. On a second validation effort (i.e., theoretical replication), we consult
adjacent literature to find alternative explanations for the emergent elements of the
study. We thus elucidate the emergence of new concepts that needed to be explained
alternatively.
The second objective of this chapter is to draw theoretical and managerial contributions
off the findings. The theoretical inputs of this work shed light upon complex interorganizational relationships. Results suggests that when such relationships are well
managed, they are susceptible of producing relational value outcomes. Another
theoretical contribution sheds light on the concept of Collaborative Transportation
Management; field evidence suggests that this logistics strategy can be implemented in
a fragmented and contextualized fashion depending on contingencies of the industry
setting.
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On the managerial angle, we identify salient collaborative and performance practices
in logistics. Our revision of the enablers, mechanisms and outcomes of the phenomenon
offers to participating entities new perspectives to revaluate their priorities logistics in
collaboration and logistics performance. Moreover, we introduce some axes of
intervention to participating entities to capitalize from collaborative strategy thus
creating distinctive value propositions.
The third objective of this chapter relates to the aims of the investigation. We confer a
space to illustrate the extent and depth in which our findings respond to the research
questions and to the specific objectives of the study.
A fourth and last objective has to do with the limitations of the study. We thus make a
development on the conceptual, methodological and empirical weaknesses of this
dissertation.
5.2

ENABLERS OF LOGISTICS COLLABORATION

5.2.1 Human resources’ competencies
Results on the human resources’ competencies enabler, thereafter ‘people’, indicate
that the management of socio-relational competencies constitute one of the most
influential facilitators of logistics collaboration. This asseveration applies to all triadic
members expressing that the ‘people’ prerequisite to collaboration is enabled by
communication, knowledge sharing and orchestration (3PL), socio-relational and
proximity management (OEM), engagement, interaction and solidarity (1TS). There is
palpable collaborative orientation of all triadic members and the contribution of
‘people’ is, to a great extent, orchestrated by 3PL. People’s collaborative competencies
translate into trust and learning which are essential elements of logistics collaboration.
Such qualities of collaboration enacted by ‘people’ have been pointed out by Saénz,
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Ubaghs and Cuevas (2015) advocating that trust, solidarity, mutuality and dependence
are imperative elements of supply chain collaboration, in particular when collaborative
entities are situated in the exploratory phase of collaboration.
5.2.2 Information systems adequacy
Results on the information systems adequacy enabler, thereafter ‘systems’, indicate
that ‘systems’ are one of the most important mediums of collaboration. From a network
perspective, ‘systems’ lay out the channels of data exchange, data decoding and
visibility to all triadic members. Without the ‘systems’ precursor of collaboration, the
‘people’ enabler would find it very difficult to orientate and deploy its socio-relational
and orchestration contributions. Despite the complexity if the logistics network,
‘systems’ contribute by linking the entities, by reducing transactions, by enhancing
visibility of operations, by freeing ‘people’ from menial activities and by increasing
the accuracy of processes. ‘Systems’ inter-organizational linkage enhances its
relevance with the complementarity of logistics capabilities; 3PL and OEM admitted
conjoint, yet imperfect exploitation of their information systems.
The role and the contribution of ‘systems’ as enablers of performance has been largely
discussed in different streams of scholarly work. In the logistics literature, SanchezRodrigues, Harris and Mason (2015) posit ‘systems’ as action enablers of
collaboration. These authors find that a “suitable physical and ICT network
infrastructure” (p. 638) is prerequisite to logistics collaboration and SC performance.
5.2.3 Collaborative processes
Results on the collaborative processes enabler, thereafter ‘processes’, revealed two
‘processes’ typologies. Collaborative processes are of operational and of financial
nature. As to the operational processes, the presence of handbooks, shipping
instructions and load schedules to name just a few examples, corroborated our
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expectations. What was surprising to discover was the existence non-operational
processes that we labeled under the ‘financial’ rubric. Financial collaborative processes
are those designed and executed between OEM and 3PL to budget, forecast and audit
inbound logistics expenditures. Not only this finding was remarkable; when we
analyzed its amplitude in terms of monetary allocations, the skills required from
‘people’ to execute them, the collaborative routines ‘people’ engaged on (e.g., sharing
of production schedules, access to ERP past and new orders information, take part of
sensitive communications exchanges such as the add/delete of suppliers), and the time
invested in their execution; we realized that at least two of the triadic entities were
involved in intense and time-sensitive collaborative routines. Operational collaborative
processes contribute to logistics collaboration by standardizing and by keeping track of
the activities of a complex network (3PL). Financial collaborative processes are stirred
by OEM with effective governance reviews to support inter-firm relations. On process
standardization scholars like Zacharia et al. (2011) have advocated that 3PL needs to
standardize in order to enhance its orchestration capabilities thus creating value from
collaboration. Moreover, Dyer and Singh (1998) catalogue informal governance
reviews as sub-processes facilitating relational rents.
5.2.4 Impediments to logistics collaboration
Results also provided insight on the impediments to logistics collaboration. From a
triadic perspective, the main hindrance to collaboration is the lack of quality and
consistency in the OEM’s data. This data concerns in some cases what lays in the
OEM’s ERP system in terms of production and purchase orders, delivery schedules
and packaging dimensions. Another token of data inaccuracy could not be directly
associated to ERP mediums, rather to misinformation or to sudden changes on
directives. These adjustments are often communicated from the OEM to the other
triadic entities on short notice via email or by the telephone. In the same line of critique
to information systems, evidence indicated significant gaps in systems interconnectivity. The ‘linkage’ of entities that IS promises as catalysts of collaboration has
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many untied knots in practice. In most cases, information follows a conventional topdown flow impeding triadic entities downstream to feedback.
Other impediments to collaboration related to the workload of the associates, specially
those servicing the 3PL. It appeared that the dual execution of ‘processes’ as enablers
of collaboration (i.e., operational together with financial collaborative processes)
consumes significant resources from 3PL diffusing associates’ creativity and
collaborative potential.
The third blockage to collaboration has to do with the complex logistics network in
which the triad operates. The complex layers and disruptive nature of the logistics
function negatively impacts collaboration and performance thus hindering timeoptimization, sense-making, knowledge-transfer and employee acculturation.
The work of Fawcett, McCarter, Fawcett, Webb and Magnan (2015) provide theoretical
explanation to the hindrances surfaced by the evidence. Since logistics collaboration is
a relational strategy, Fawcett et al. (2015) relational resistors corroborate that our
findings are not strange to what has been discussed in literature. In this line of reasoning
poor systems connectivity (a structural resistor), information hoarding (a sociological
resistor), complexity management (an organizational resistor) and collaborative skill
gaps (an individual resistor) are identified as factors that undermine collaboration.
While interpreting the results of the enabling factors of logistics collaboration, two
interesting concepts emerged: ‘network orchestration’ and ‘collaborative orientation’.
These new notions appear as pre-conditions to logistics collaboration. In other words,
they surface as the elements gluing together the people, systems and processes enablers.
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5.2.5 Network orchestration
Network orchestration originates from a need to coordinate the logistics efforts of a
network that is complex in membership and in structure. The 3PL offers this solution
via a wide range of associates, infrastructures and resources to service the OEM. Since
the management of the inbound logistics function is conferred to the 3PL, it was
expected to find that the vast majority of coordination processes and routines are
devised, proposed and orchestrated by the logistics service provider across the supply
network. We found alternative explanations to the emergent notion of network
orchestration in Zacharia, Sanders and Nix (2011) advocating that the role of 3PL is
evolving from providing just logistics capabilities to becoming orchestrators of supply
chains. This transition is palpable in the context of the studied triad; evidence attest for
the evolution of the 3PL from being a ‘solutions provider’ to a strategic partner that
collaborates, arbitrates, provides visibility, standardizes and assumes control of the
supply network. Zacharia et al. (2011) also suggest value creation as an outcome of
network orchestration, however, greater value creation is anticipated when the 3PL
provides a high degree of standardization in its services, which was not the case in the
context of the studied triad.
5.2.6 Collaborative orientation
The orchestration of logistical processes could not be deployed without the
collaborative orientation shown by all entities of the triad. Every agent featured
distinctive traits of this orientation. 1TS contributes with attentiveness, transparency,
solidarity and communication. 3PL contributes with knowledge, expertise and
commitment. OEM contributes with a management of proximity enabling information
sharing and bridging organizational silos.
Regardless of the triadic agent and of their motivations to collaborate, a collaborative
behaviour has to materialize from an ‘operand’ will to an ‘operant’ effect via an
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arrangement of abilities and actions. This array of resources has been referred in SC
literature as logistics service competency (Adams et al. 2014). Our evidence suggests
that operand and operant resources are orchestrated in the triad with an orientation to
prevent network inefficiencies and to reduce complexity.
5.3

MECHANISMS OF LOGISTICS COLLABORATION

Our discussion on the mechanisms of logistics collaboration articulates findings on four
different conceptual categories: logistics practices for collaboration, logistics practices
for performance, collaborative mechanisms and collaborative strategies. Moreover, we
discuss the emergence of two concepts; ‘network complexity’ and ‘systems interoperability’.
5.3.1 Logistics practices for collaboration
Having examined the precursors of logistics collaboration in the previous subsection,
we move on to discuss ‘what’ is enabled by the ‘people, systems, process’ combination
in the context of our logistics triad.
The first finding has to do with the ‘practices for collaboration’ that the triadic agents
put forward. We underscore that in the previous section the notion of ‘processes’ was
catalogued as an enabling factor of collaboration. In this line of thinking, logistics
practices are composed of different processes put together to execute certain tasks. Just
as their precursors processes, evidence indicates that logistics practices for
collaboration are segmented in operational and financial types.
Operational practices provide stability, visibility and control on material moving
through the network. Financial practices contribute to budget, forecast and audit
logistics expenditures. As the orchestrator of the logistics efforts through the network,
the 3PL evoked several practices such as collaborative forecast with the OEM and
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contingency plans with OEM and 1TS. The OEM collaborates by means of governance,
information sharing, and proximity management. 1TS deploy their collaborative
practices in two streams; the first has to do with practices based on ‘people’ such as
governances, information exchanges and recovery plans. The second relates to
‘systems’-enabled practices such as master-files, dashboards and delivery schedules.
Our findings on ‘practices for collaboration’ converge with some of the precepts of the
relational view of the firm advocated by Dyer and Sing (1998). Inter-firm knowledge
sharing routines and effective governance are present in the corpus of evidence and,
according to the relational view of the firm, they constitute primary sources of interorganizational competitive advantage.
5.3.2 Logistics practices for performance
The second rubric of our discussion covers the ‘logistics practices for performance’. In
the case of 3PL, these practices are supported by people (e.g., empowerment), systems
(e.g., customized applications), and processes (e.g., SOPs, Kaizen). OEM contributes
to performance by means of communication, proximity management, financial
processes and financial performance tracking. Evidence suggests that the relational
capabilities of logistics managers are building blocks of logistics performance. 1TS put
forward two types of practices leading to logistics performance: adequate exploitation
of information systems, and observance of OEM’s performance criteria.
For both rubrics above ‘logistics practices for collaboration’ and ‘logistics practices for
performance’, the evidence offered by participants is consistent with four of the seven
factors of collaborative work pointed out by Patel, Pettitt & Wilson (2012) namely;
support (e.g., tools and networks), tasks (e.g., type and structure), interaction processes
(e.g., learning and coordination) and individuals (e.g., skills and psychological factors).
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5.3.3 Collaborative mechanisms
The third rubric of discussion relates to a central concept of the investigation being the
‘collaborative mechanisms’ in place. We point out that the mechanisms term
corresponds to the umbrella notion hosting processes and practices together.
Collaborative mechanisms contemplate the consolidation of processes and practices
executed to secure superior performance in logistics. Just like the constructs it nests
(i.e., processes and practices), observed collaborative mechanisms in the logistics triad
are of operational and financial nature. Stemming from the 3PL, the salient
collaborative mechanism of operational nature is a customized Transportation
Management System (TMS) which has parallels and divergences with the CTM
construct. Another mechanism employed by 3PL is an ad hoc technology application
to manage incoming ocean freight.
In the relationship OEM-3PL we found specific applications supporting inter-firm
relations such as SAP and STR (OEM owned but operated conjointly), and TMS and
POTTS (3PL owned and operated). Aside from the mechanisms driven by information
systems, we found at the OEM a governance mechanism of financial nature. It consists
in a series of activities executed in tandem with 3PL across international production
sites to budget, forecast and audit logistics expenditures. This is a ‘people’-driven
mechanisms that finds support on the ‘systems’ and ‘processes’ areas in order to share
important information, to estimate logistics expenses, to access to production and to
supplier related information, to report and to keep track of results.
We identified a distinctive medium of collaboration at 1TS being the electronic portal
vendors use to visualize incoming orders from OEM. Besides this portal, when asked
about mechanisms, 1TS evoked practices and processes to collaborate with the OEM
and 3PL namely, load schedules, EDI order feed, pickup notifications from TMS, and
advance shipping notices.
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The above findings make evident that, in the context of this logistics triad, there is a
void of homologated collaborative mechanisms applied to the logistics function such
as those signaled by the literature. Findings point out to the absence of prescriptive
collaborative mechanisms such as ECR, QR, VMI, CRP and CPFR, and this gap is
filled with customized solutions. The only exception would be the presence of JIT,
qualified in the logistics literature as management practice with a high dose of
collaboration (Kaneko and Nojiri, 2008). This asseveration is clarified in the next rubric
of discussion relating to the ‘collaborative strategies’ that we sought to identify.
5.3.4 Collaborative strategies
Our findings reveal that logistics collaboration in terms of a mechanism in place is only
enforced at the operational and tactical levels of the logistics triad. There is dearth of
collaborative strategy taking into account the competencies, physical/financial assets
and learning capabilities of the triadic members. There is also lack of long term vision
as to the capitalization of a collaborative strategy in both transactional and relational
profit returns. When focusing on each of the triadic entities, evidence suggested that
the 3PL has not found a way to land its key informatics solutions and strategic assets
in the midst of its contractual agreement with the OEM. As for the latter, it was
observed that OEM corporate strategies in place only consider collaborative logistics
tangentially. This assumption was corroborated by probing of one question concerning
a recent corporate strategy of the firm: none of the interviewees related the corporate
effort directly to collaboration in logistics. It was only until the researcher paraphrased
the question and the strategy when actors were able to stablish some links between the
two. In the realm of 1TS, their potential is abundant but, in reality, they deploy
collaborative efforts only in reactive and predictive modes. At the moment of writing,
the weakest link of this supply chain being the vendors was not strategically addressed
in terms of their dormant logistics capabilities.
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A last but not least important finding on collaborative strategies concerns the somehow
disjointed presence of collaborative transportation management (CTM). Field evidence
indicates that our central theoretical construct of CTM is empirically implemented only
partially in the logistics triad.
Literature offered CTM as the closest conceptual adaptation of a collaborative
mechanism susceptible of germination in the examined logistics triad. When we
designed the research, there were indicators suggesting that a form of CTM would be
implemented in the triad supported by the incursion of TMS. Unfortunately, evidence
suggests that there is scattered implementation of the CTM notions based on contextual
conditions. At the moment of writing, ad hoc implementation of CTM principles was
observed via the exploitation of OEM’s EDI order feed. Partial articulation of CTM
was also evidenced by the exploitation of 3PL’s TMS and by the use of an EDI portal
as a main medium of incoming orders to suppliers.
We found support to explain the above findings in Danese (2006, 2007). With both
theoretical and empirical illustrations, this author concedes that SC collaborative
strategies are influenced by contextual factors. Danese (2006, 2007) argues that the
implementation of collaborative strategies varies across supply chain networks. She
posits that various formats of collaboration can be adopted depending on the business
strategy and the organizational environment. In this line of reasoning, independent
factors like business processes, the level of partners’ integration and number of
interacting entities will influence two dependent collaborative notions: information and
communication technologies (ICT) and liaison devices (i.e., mediums of
communication).
By using CPFR as an emblematic example, Danese (2006, 2007) underscores that
organizations can engage in collaborative strategies with adapted approaches. To this
end, ICT exploitation can range from low-tech to fully integrated solutions. Liaison
devices can also be adaptive (e.g., task forces, dedicated committees, integrating
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managers). We found parallels in Danese’s work with the evidence extracted from the
cross-case: information processing systems and the mediums to funnel the information
have somehow shaped the triad’s collaborative tactics. For example, ICT exploitation
is done via TMS, SAP and EDI. And, liaison devices take the form of logistics
orchestration (3PL), proximity management and effective governance (OEM).
Another explanation of the fragmented use of CTM in the context of the studied triad
was found in Esper and Williams (2003). These foundational researchers on CTM
attribute great importance to information systems compatibility as prerequisite to CTM.
As previously discussed, our results only grant imperfect systems compatibility and
this finding is counter intuitive to what Esper and Williams (2003, p. 61) posit “Hence,
implementing Collaborative Transportation Management requires systems that enable
inter-organizational collaboration in a cost-effective and technologically compatible
manner. Without such systems, firms attempting to apply CTM may find the endeavour
ineffective and difficult to manage”.
Besides the practices, mechanisms and strategies of logistics collaboration, evidence
offered two new concepts that are worth discussing: ‘network complexity’ and
‘systems inter-operability’.
5.3.5 Network complexity
‘Network complexity’ appeared as one of the main motivations to collaborate. It was
observed that the triadic entities engage in collaborative practices to reduce the
unwanted externalities of the complex network in which they operate. This finding is
consistent with Neumann, Santa-Eulalia and Zahn (2011) advancing that collaborative
relationships have the organizational function of absorbing uncertainty and reducing
complexity.
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This complexity is also an incentive to come up with ad hoc solutions by creating an
embryonic version of CTM previously discussed. In this line of reasoning, 3PL exploits
a TMS which is highly customized in order to cope with OEM’s network complexity.
Such network is compounded with structural, geographical and cultural challenges
hindering the implementation of a collaborative strategy. 1TS are the most vulnerable
actors when it comes to this complex logistics environment; suppliers articulate
relational, informational and process related abilities to deal with complexity.
The emergence of ‘network complexity’ in our logistics triad finds alternative
explanation in the work of Adams, Richey, Autry, Morgan and Gabler (2014). Authors
suggest that supply chains have dissimilar resources in terms of their operand devices
(i.e., materials they use such as processes and technology applications), and the operant
skills actors use to produce the effects wanted off those materials. In the case of the
studied triad, complexity is also manifesting internally as a mixed combination of
triadic resources (i.e., people, systems and processes) that are heterogeneous in
hierarchy and in extension. In this line of thinking, we found unbalanced distribution
of skills, knowledge and technology exploitation among triadic actors as evidence of
inter-organizational complexity.
The adaptive exploitation of CTM across the triad can also be explained through
complexity. To this end, Knemeyer and Fawcett (2015) argue that integrative supply
chain initiatives (e.g., CTM) sound very compelling in theory but they are difficult to
materialize empirically. One of the reasons underscored by the authors is the presence
of complexity emerging when “partners present differing interests, practices, cultures,
ineffective information sharing and inadequate performance measurements” (idem,
page 301 with emphasis from the researcher).
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5.3.6 Systems inter-operability
The second emerging concept is ‘systems inter-operability’ and it arises as a
preeminent condition to logistics collaboration. Despite of high hopes on the adequacy
of information systems, evidence outputted that ideal inter-connectivity levels across
triadic members is still a pending item. All participating entities longed for increased
inter-connectivity of their ‘systems’ to enhance collaboration and performance. 3PL
does not find the space to land a number of available technology applications. OEM
wishes for a better TMS to be highly customized to the needs of its network. 1TS has
poor interconnectivity to the OEM and almost complete absence of connectivity with
‘systems’ operated by other agents like 3PL, carriers or freight forwarders.
When used to enhance relational capabilities, the alignment of ‘systems’ has predicted
performance outcomes in supply chains. Systems integration have been addressed by
Adams et al. (2014) suggesting technology inter-connectivity as an antidote to
redundancy, inefficiencies and complexity in SC. Our participants longed for what is
being labeled by the authors as ‘relational technologies’ enabling interfaces across
triadic entities and beyond. As per the authors, relational technologies influence
competency in logistics service provision and contributes to performance.
A word of caution must be expressed considering the two emerging concepts above.
While justifying network complexity and systems inter-operability, the ‘ad hoc’,
‘customized’, ‘adaptive’, ‘tailored’ and ‘special’ themes were recurrently voiced by
most participants, especially by the OEM. The direction that OEM is envisaging
wishing for performance outcomes adapted to its special needs is counter-intuitive to
what literature suggests. Zacharia et al. (2011) advocate for the need of high levels of
standardization particularly in the ‘systems’ rubric so that is possible to attain greater
value outcomes. In like manner, Christopher (2011) suggests a direct relationship
between standardized processes and information systems, and supply chain interoperability.
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5.4

OUTCOMES OF LOGISTICS COLLABORATION

Our discussion on the outcomes of logistics collaboration articulates findings on three
conceptual categories: logistics operational performance, logistics relational
performance and value outcomes of collaboration. Moreover, we discuss the
hindrances to value creation and the emergence of one concept in relation to
performance; ‘supplier integration’.
The notion of performance as an outcome of collaboration in supply chains has been
largely studied in different contexts. Performance and value enhancement are probably
the main motivators for organizations to engage in collaborative endeavours.
This discussion on performance results from collaboration in our logistics triad does
not intend to saturate what has been previously demonstrated in scholarly publications.
Rather, we mean to discuss the evidence susceptible of responding to two of our
research objectives: (1) We evaluate the contribution of the collaborative mechanisms
in place to the triad’s operational and relational performance. (2) We assess the value
created by the mechanisms in place.
5.4.1 Logistics operational performance
The first performance result of our investigation relates to performance interpreted by
participants in its orthodox form: operational performance yielding to tangible benefits.
To this end, logistics performance metrics were identified in two of the triadic entities
(i.e., 3PL and OEM), and logistics performance ‘initiatives’ were pinpointed by the
1TS. Performance metrics were recognized into two dimensions and four facets;
financial versus non-financial, and traditional versus collaborative performance. It is
precisely the forth typology of collaborative performance that bridges the themes of
operational performance and relational performance.
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Based on our triadic analysis, overall evidence indicated that logistics collaboration
positively influences operational performance with results such as savings, cost
containment, economies of scale and service improvement. As we went case by case,
each contributing entity revealed its performance actions, goals, initiatives and
indicators that we classified inside different rubrics described in the results chapter.
Our findings are consistent with operational performance outcomes of CTM
documented in freight transportation systems by Kayikci (2009) in the areas of
customer service levels, cost reduction and revenue enhancement. Our findings did not
satisfy Kayikci’s (2009) fourth performance rubric relating to efficiency in inventory
levels.
We find that the complexity of the logistic network and the embryonic state of the
collaborative mechanism influenced the output and the presentation of performance
metrics per triadic entity. We thus witnessed the emergence of dissimilar metrics of
performance depending on the collaborator. Despite of the above facts, we managed to
represent performance metrics separately per triadic entity in a coherent form
susceptible of execution. We make sense of these results by reflecting on what has been
indicated by Busi and Bititci (2006, p. 19) as collaborative performance measurement
gaps: “most organizations are still unable or unwilling to measure and manage
performance collaboratively with partners”.
Another interesting finding was to learn that there are performance measurements
tracked conjointly only in dyadic arrangements, for instance 3PL-OEM, and 1TSOEM. Yet another finding that called our attention was to know that the dyad 3PLOEM confers significant importance to financial performance metrics on logistics
activities. The information systems present in the triad, although imperfect, were
underscored by participants as mediums of performance facilitating the provision and
the tracking of performance outcomes.
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5.4.2 Logistics relational performance
Performance outcomes were also analyzed through the lens of the relational
perspective. We based our interpretations on the relational view of the firm (Dyer and
Singh, 1998) suggesting that a network of companies can attain competitive advantage
with collaboration. As per these authors, firms balance coordination costs by using
mechanism that provide relational rents. Such rents are above-normal profit returns that
can only be engendered via inter-firm contributions. Complementary to transactional
rents which are tangible and prescriptive, relational rents are expected to be intangible
sources of competitive advantage.
We found evidence of relational rents in our dataset from all participating entities. We
regrouped such relational outcomes inside a concept that we labeled ‘logistics
relational performance’. The facets of relational performance stemming from the triad
are multiple and most were in line with what theory on the relational view posits. Dyer
and Singh (1998) advance as elements of relational rents transparency, reciprocity,
discouraged free-riding and knowledge-sharing. The entities of the logistics triad
evoked their ‘ingredients’ of relational performance in terms of trust, communication,
goal congruence, long-lasting relationships and knowledge.
Theory posits as mechanisms of relational rents self-enforcing safeguards and nonastringent governance structures. In the context of the studied triad, effective
governance and proximity management were detected as practices to preserve the
collaborative environment and to secure the benefits stemming from it. Dyer and Singh
(1998) translate the ‘rents’ resulting from the relational view into two main outcomes:
an affirmed cost minimization (e.g., lower contractual, monitoring, adaptation and recontracting costs), and a suggested value creation/maximization payoff. In line with
these rents, industry participants provided their perceived outcomes of collaboration in
relational

terms

namely;

cost

reduction,

complexity

reduction,

decision
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synchronization, incentive alignment, knowledge-sharing, risk reduction, trust
enhancement, uncertainty mitigation and value creation.
5.4.3 Value of collaboration
Theoretically speaking, both the resource-based view and the relational view of the
firm explain the incentives and the constituent elements of value creation. A firm’s
competitive edge will largely depend on its ability to create distinctive value to be
ahead of competitors. When focusing on its resources, the individual firm manages
scarcity by controlling assets that are valuable, rare, non-imitable and difficult to
replace (Barney, 1991). Focusing on relationships, a group of organizations can
integrate resources and combine capabilities, knowledge, routines and self-enforced
coordination mechanisms as the basis of a sustained competitive advantage (Dyer and
Singh, 1998).
In areas of supply chain management and specifically in logistics provision, the process
of value creation has been outlined by Sinkovics, Kuivalainen and Roath (2018) as an
interaction between and organization and its clients, such interaction is collaborative
by nature. Sinkovics et al. (2018) have studied how 3PL create value with their clients
committing with available resources, collaborating, innovating and networking.
Moreover, the authors posit that collaboration is a precursor of value creation when it
mediates the use of 3PL committed resources and innovations. From a network
perspective, Huemer (2006) elucidates how logistics service providers (LSP) act as
neutral arbitrators connecting customers (i.e., OEM) with other independent agents
(i.e., suppliers) who are dispersed in time and space. It will be via what the author calls
‘mediating technology’ that the LSP will coordinate the activities of multiple clients
with standardized operations thus creating value. Also from a network perspective
Fawcett et al. (2014a) relate value creation to orchestration capabilities. According to
these authors the logistics orchestrator will engender value as it brings together
resources and routines in three phases: choosing the right entities to participate in the
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value-creation process, defining roles and responsibilities and establishing the adequate
relationships among entities.
Empirically speaking the value of collaboration was expressed by triadic entities in the
space of various themes. 3PL associated its contribution to value with its extensive
knowledge of the logistics network. As per 3PL, such knowledge constitutes an
intangible resource allowing for interventions that are beneficial to the other partners
(i.e., OEM and 1TS). The 3PL’s view on value is in line with the notions found in
literature such as ‘resource commitment’ (Sinkovics et al., 2018), ‘network mediation’
(Huemer, 2006) and ‘supply chain orchestration’ (Fawcett et al. 2014a; Zacharia et al.
2011). By contrasting these findings with the literature we learn that 3PL creates value
via collaborative interaction using unique resources and innovating with them, by
mediating the efforts of multiple agents with the use of technology applications and by
orchestrating resources and routines.
The OEM expressed its view on the topic by admitting that value is created when
transactions are minimized, when cost-reduction projects are implemented, when
processes are stabilized and when best practices are put into play. OEM also evoked
intangible outputs of value experienced when its logistics partners prosper and when
credibility and legitimacy is granted to the institutional environment. As for the 1TS,
the value of collaboration was interpreted as the embodiment of associate’s experience,
qualifications and openness. From the 1TS perspective, credibility, engagement and
trust are building blocks of value; they translate into efficiencies such as time-saving
and costs-avoidance.
The OEM and 1TS interpretations are consistent in part with Porter’s (1990)
representation of value linking industry dynamics and performance. Within this view,
the primary activities of the value chain are optimized to increase margins. Moreover,
the intangible value perceived by the participating entities can be associated to some of
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the primary sources of competitive advantage advocated by the resource-based view of
the firm such as managerial talent and reputation.
Our findings have parallels and points of divergence with the ongoing academic
dialogue that concerns relational strategies, firm performance and value generation.
While reviewing Fawcett et al. (2014b) operationalization of value payoffs in SC
studies, we validated the presence of some value outcomes in the studied triad. We use
Fawcett et al. (2014b) framework to situate the observed value outcomes as follows:
(1) Assimilated value outcomes in the logistics triad are: information exchange,
trust/trustworthiness, teaming and contact frequency. (2) Value outcomes in
exploration are: joint planning, joint decision making and aligned measures. (3) Value
outcomes susceptible of exploitation but absent in the logistics triad are: shared
resources, shared risks and rewards, value co-creation potential, collaborative
capability, idea generation and investment in partner’s capabilities.
Understanding the facets of value previously discussed is crucial for the triadic actors
of this investigation to realize how important and promising their relationships are.
Despite the value outcomes uncovered in both transactional and relational terms, we
identified roadblocks to value creation that we review in the following subheading.
5.4.4 Obstacles to value of collaboration
The analyzed logistics entities highlighted a number of issues that restrict the creation
of value. Challenges to value creation have been explained in scholarly publications
using the ecosystems metaphor. We note that an ecosystem has not the same extent of
a logistics triad; the former is ampler and takes into account collaboration plus
competition. Notwithstanding, the ecosystem perspective provides insight on what
hinders value creation are and why such obstacles exist.
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Adner and Kapoor (2009) pinpoint as barriers to value creation the asymmetries
between the collaborative entities based on their position across the supply network.
Specific barriers identified by the authors are poor technology interdependence,
asymmetric exchange of information, dissimilar exchange of knowledge, lack of
willingness to share skills, knowledge and technologies.
Plugge and Bouwman (2018) also use the ecosystems metaphor to identify hindrances
to value creation in the context of global outsourcing. Authors point out to four barriers
hindering common value creation namely: (1) Poor or absent management of
participant’s relationships (eroding the notion of trust). (2) Inadequate resource
integration (involving information, knowledge and assets) especially when actors
operate from distant locations. (3) Limited interactions between the focal firm and the
outsourced companies (negatively affecting information exchange). (4) Lack of control
mechanisms (formal or informal) to govern multiple interdependencies.
Hindrances to value creation have also been attributed to a misalignment of
participating entities’ business model (Solaimani, Itälä and Bouwman, 2015). Such
asseveration goes as high as the strategic level of collaboration suggesting that
strategically, focal firms concentrate on their own business model disregarding their
network partners. Solaimani et al. (2015) suggest that the overlook of business partners
may be caused by the complex network dynamics. Authors put forward the notion of
‘value complexity’ as an obstacle to value creation. As per the authors this type of
complexity has to do with “obscure, uncertain, ambiguous, poorly organized and
unstructured processes and interactions held between supply network agents” (p. 877).
Another salient hindrance to value creation outlined by Solaimani et al. (2015) is ‘value
conflict’ which refers to inconsistent or even opposing interactions weakening the
quality of relations. As per the authors, value conflict will also be associated with the
absence of common goals.
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The absence of a defined value model was evident in the studied triad. As a token of
this asseveration we underscore the mixed interpretations of collaborative value
previously expressed by triad participants. In spite of the presence of some sources of
value such as inter-firm knowledge sharing, effective governance and systems interoperability, we noted that these value elements were not carefully addressed in the
logistics triad. Some specifics on value obstacles were expressed by participants; 3PL
admitted that value added though network orchestration could even be greater if data
in the ‘systems’ were accurate and complete. We gather that poor quality of data affects
3PL usage of mediating technologies. This inference was confirmed by OEM admitting
that ‘systems’ block value creation when they lack accuracy and quality of data.
These findings are consistent with the information and knowledge tensions of value
creation underscored by Plugge and Bouwman (2018) suggesting that availability and
performance of ‘systems’ and exchange of information between partners are streams
of value creation.
Complexity of the triad’s logistics network has been brought forward in various
sections of this dissertation. Based on previous evidence, the notion of value
complexity outputted by Solaimani et al. (2015) reflected on our findings. The studied
logistics network experiences rapid growth and its agents find it difficult to keep pace
of interactions. All participating entities admitted to have difficulties maintaining
‘processes’ up to speed. A close look at 3PL allowed us to infer that value complexity
hinders the emergence of value outcomes affecting its tempo to orchestrate resources
and processes.
The human element was also identified as a factor impacting value creation. The
interaction between ‘people’ and ‘systems’ was pointed out by the OEM. The focal
company fears that over-dependency on information systems can hinder value creation
by eroding opportunities to build human relations. The management of participants’
relations was also underscored by 3PL and by 1TS as a blockage to value creation when
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such management lacks coordination. Distant management of some agents/activities of
the logistics function were underscored, especially those relating to suppliers.
Inconsistent interactions with suppliers and disregarded interdependencies with other
network partners (e.g., freight forwarders, customs brokers, carriers, and other LSP)
creates value conflict, causes information-exchange problems and erodes the notion of
trust.
Our analysis of value in the midst of the logistics triad as a result of logistics
collaboration led us to realize that the triad is in a ‘value appropriation’ stage rather
than ‘value co-creation’. This distinction has been pointed out by Fawcett et al. (2014b)
stating that value appropriation and value co-creation obey to two different business
traditions. While the former seeks to build close relationships to assure access to scarce
resources thus mitigating costs and risks. The latter pursues close relationships to
integrate competencies thus creating distinctive value changing market rules. Studied
evidence indicates that the triad under investigation is under value appropriation mode.
All of the above discussed obstacles to value creation converge into a single statement
to close this sub-section: we note that in spite of the tangible and intangible value
outcomes granted by participants, an encompassing value strategy with intent is lacking
in the logistics function of the studied triad.
5.4.5 Supplier logistics integration
While assessing the performance and value outcomes of logistics collaboration,
evidence offered new insights relating to the role of suppliers in the success of the
tripartite arrangement. Interview excerpts provided indication that management of
supplier relations must not be neglected. It has been noted that suppliers of vehiclemanufacturing industries can make up to 80 % of value creation (Harrison and van
Hoek, 2008). In spite of this value promise and of other benefits signaled in literature;
it has been difficult in practice to explain why North American firms still amiss to profit
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from supplier relationships, especially in logistics terms. Evidence from our cross-case
suggest that suppliers can be either sources of value creation or factors of value erosion.
While dissecting the constituent elements of logistics performance, our analysis
emerged the notions of ‘supplier compliance’ and ‘supplier development’ that we
regrouped inside the sole rubric of ‘supplier logistics integration’.
Supplier development has been defined by notable scholars like Krause and Ellram
(1997) as “any effort of a buying firm with a supplier to increase its performance and/or
capabilities and meet the buying firm's short and/or long-term supply needs” (p. 39).
This definition is largely accepted by the research community. However, it falls short
to harmonize beyond the dyadic buyer-supplier perspective. Another critique to the
definition concerns its all-encompassing reach missing specific functions of the
organization such as procurement, or planning, or logistics.
Wagner (2016) documented supplier development practices in Japan, North America
and in Europe identifying two historical waves of studies. The first wave dating from
the late-sixties up to the early-nineties regarded supplier development from the quality
management angle. The second wave started in the late nineties and onwards analyzes
supplier development from the relationship management angle.
In the current era of studies (i.e., relationship management), the integration of suppliers
to vehicle manufacturing arrangements has been addressed from different perspectives.
Bennet and Klug (2012) identified six: technological, process-based, information
systems, lean, logistics and collaborative.
From the collaborative perspective, Liker and Choi (2004) analyzed the prosperity of
automaker-supplier relationships in Japan and proposed to the western world the
keiretsu notion. As per the authors “[western] corporations, like their Japanese rivals
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should build supplier kereitsu: close-knit networks of vendors that continuously learn,
improve, and learn along with [the focal] companies” (p. 3).
Liker and Choi (2004) put forward the examples of Toyota and Honda in North
America using kereitsu principles to build a successful network of suppliers based on
relationships. We note that this form of keiretsu is a hybrid typology that distances
itself from complex industrial/financial kereitsu holdings. Aoki and Lennenfors (2013)
explain this difference with the term vertical kereitsu, “a form of supply chain, were an
Original Equipment Manufacturer has deep relationships with key suppliers”. (p. 71).
In the context of the studied logistics triad, the supplier compliance theme emerged as
a notion blocking opportunities to performance and value outcomes. A negative
connotation was attributed to the term that perhaps should be labeled ‘supplier noncompliance’. Both 3PL and OEM evoked issues on supplier compliance affecting the
logistics function. Some suppliers were catalogued as non-communicative hindering
shipment

visibility.

Other

suppliers were considered non-collaborative or

unknowledgeable of the logistics network.
The OEM admitted that an important number of suppliers are not well integrated to the
logistics function. This fact becomes evident every time OEM managers need to bridge
existing gaps between sourcing, planning and logistics when it comes to supplier
related issues. Thus the evidence stemming from 3PL and OEM suggested that there is
need to enhance supplier involvement in logistics activities.
Ex ante sings of inadequate supplier integration came from 3PL claiming for the need
of early supplier involvement in the design and testing of collaborative mechanisms
(operational and financial). As per 3PL, early involvement could positively affect
logistics collaboration. Ex post indications of scant logistics supplier integration
consisted in the incipient performance measurements of vendors’ logistics activities.
Consequently, value outcomes of such activities are poorly documented.
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Bennet and Klug (2012) proposed five conditions for logistics supplier integration
namely:

geographical

proximity,

delivery contents-volume-sequence,

shared

investment and asset specificity, information sharing and technology integration, and
transportation system. While comparing our group of suppliers against these
conditions, we realize that only two of the five qualified as satisfactory situations:
geographical proximity and transportation system. Findings on 1TS suggest that the
other three conditions merit special attention particularly information sharing and
technology integration.
Exposure to the research field and consulted literature led us to recognize that suppliers
are a key logistics-related factor, and not only a sourcing/procurement factor. Evidence
offered a combination of supplier activities that are connected to the logistics function
with an incisive effect on performance. Participants (including 1TS) agreed upon the
need to further integrate suppliers to the logistics vector of the triad. Supplier
integrative suggestions ranged inside a spectrum of activities from onboarding,
acculturation, training, evaluation and feedback on performance. The benefits of
supplier assimilation in logistics terms have been advocated by Alam, Bagchi, Kim,
Mitra and Seabra (2014) suggesting a link between supplier integration and
performance. As per the authors, supplier involvement coupled with the use of
information technology are contributors of logistics integration which, in turn, enablers
supply chain performance.
The vertical kereitsu proposal from Liker and Choi (2004) offers a reasonable
framework to solve some of the problems of supplier logistics integration. The authors
propose a supplier-partnering hierarchy that could be adapted to the triad’s situation.
Liker and Choi’s supplier-partnering model is built on six consecutive phases:
understand how your suppliers work, turn supplier rivalry into opportunity, supervise
your suppliers, develop supplier’s technical capabilities, share information intensively
but selectively, and conduct joint improvement activities.
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Consulted literature and field experience has taught us that there is no easy way to
integrate suppliers; otherwise every rival firm would be securing a competitive edge
by doing so. There are prescriptive models in literature that may be adapted in part to
the reality of our logistics triad. The sceptical reader may argue that such models are
suitable for companies like Honda and Toyota bearing Japanese cultural elements in
their organizational strategy. Notwithstanding, supplier development practices have
successfully been applied to other North American organizations such as HarleyDavidson and John Deere (Wagner, 2006) and such firms have many operational
similarities with the OEM under analysis.
5.5

ADDRESSING THE RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND OBJECTIVES

This section relates to the aims of our investigation. We provide an assessment on the
extent in which the findings respond to the research questions and objectives of the
study. For the sake of simplicity, we offer to the reader in Table 30 a synthesis of the
questions and objectives in relation to the field evidence. Specific research questions
were presented at the end of Chapter Two. And, specific research objectives were put
forward at the beginning of Chapter Three.
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Table 30. Assessment of the research questions and research objectives in relation to the field evidence
Research question (RQ) or research
objective (RO)
General research question. How a CTMoriented approach can contribute to
logistics performance in a vehicle
manufacturing triad?
General research objective. Understand
the praxis of a CTM-oriented approach and
its contribution to logistics performance in
a vehicle manufacturing triad.

Specific research objective 1. To assess the
contribution of human resources,
information systems and collaborative
processes to a CTM-oriented approach in
logistics.

Specific research objective 2. To identify
and explain the mechanisms belonging to a
CTM-oriented approach applied to a
logistics triad.

Extent to which findings respond to research questions and/or research objectives



Generally: The answer to this question concerns the attainment of objectives # 1 to 5
Specifically: The answer to this question concerns the attainment of objectives # 3 and 4



The coverage of this general objective concerns the attainment of specific objectives # 1 to 5

5.2.1 Human resources competencies
 Socio-relational competencies and collaborative orientation are the most important contributors of LC.
5.2.2 Information systems adequacy
 Systems contribute by linking the entities, by reducing transactions, by reducing operational costs, by enhancing
visibility of operations, by freeing ‘people’ from menial activities and by increasing the accuracy of processes.
5.2.3 Collaborative processes
 Operational collaborative processes contribute to logistics collaboration by standardizing and by keeping track of the
activities of a complex network.
Financial collaborative processes contribute to budget, forecast and audit inbound logistics expenditures.
5.2.5 Network orchestration
 3PL arbitrates, collaborates, provides visibility, standardizes and assumes control of the supply network.
5.2.6 Collaborative orientation
 Triadic members participate with attentiveness, communication, commitment, expertise, knowledge, proximity,
transparency, trust and solidarity.
 The above are operand resources preventing network inefficiencies and reducing network complexity.
5.3.1 Logistics practices for collaboration
 Operational practices: route design, load scheduling, load management, carrier management, supplier onboard,
contingency planning, project management.
 Financial practices: collaborative forecast, budget, accruals and billing on an open-book self-enforced mechanism.
5.3.2 Logistics practices for performance
 With People: training, empowerment, proximity management, acculturation.
 With Systems: use of customized technology applications, electronic pickup notifications and load tenders.
 With Processes: SOPs, kaizen, shipping instructions, holiday schedules, logistics handbook, LPFES.
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Table 30. Assessment of the research questions and research objectives in relation to the field evidence (continued)
Research question (RQ) or research
objective (RO)

Extent to which findings respond to research questions and/or research objectives
5.3.3 Collaborative mechanisms



(continued)
Specific research objective 2. To identify
and explain the mechanisms belonging to a
CTM-oriented approach applied to a
logistics triad.








5.3.4 Collaborative strategies





Specific research objective 3. To evaluate
operational and relational performance
outcomes of a CTM-oriented approach
when it is executed in a setting showing
low levels of collaborative maturity.

Some notions of CTM are operationally applied to attain logistics performance in the logistics triad.
From 3PL, the salient collaborative mechanisms are a customized TMS for ground transportation and an in-house
application called POTTS to manage ocean freight.
From OEM, there are technological applications supporting firm relations that are part of CTM such as SAP.
OEM has also developed ad hoc applications like STR to manage expedited shipments.
From the 1TS, we identified an application related to CTM consisting on an electronic portal to visualize incoming
orders from OEM. Also 3PL’s TMS feeds pick up notifications to suppliers.
There are collaborative mechanisms of financial nature coordinated by the OEM via effective governance.
We identified a void of homologated collaborative mechanisms applied to logistics such as CPFR, ECR or VMI.
In spite of that fact, the partial implementation of CTM contributes to logistics performance and to value creation.
Field evidence indicates that our central theoretical construct of CTM is empirically implemented only partially in the
logistics triad.
Ad hoc implementation of CTM principles was observed via the exploitation of OEM’s EDI order feed.
Partial articulation of CTM was also evidenced by the exploitation of 3PL’s TMS and by the use of an EDI portal as a
main medium of incoming orders to suppliers.
Evidence suggests that there is disjointed implementation of the CTM notions subject to contextual conditions.

5.4.1 Logistics operational performance
 Performance metrics are recognized into two dimensions and four facets; financial versus non-financial, and
traditional versus collaborative performance.
 Evidence indicates that logistics collaboration positively influences operational performance with results such as
savings, cost avoidances, economies of scale and service improvement.
 Performance measurements are tracked conjointly in dyadic arrangements, for instance 3PL-OEM, and 1TS-OEM.
 The dyad 3PL-OEM confers significant importance to financial performance metrics on logistics activities.
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Table 30. Assessment of the research questions and research objectives in relation to the field evidence (continued)
Research question (RQ) or research
objective (RO)

Extent to which findings respond to research questions and/or research objectives

(continued)
Specific research objective 3. To evaluate
operational and relational performance
outcomes of a CTM-oriented approach
when it is executed in a setting showing
low levels of collaborative maturity.

5.4.2 Logistics relational performance
 Drivers of relational performance in the triad are trust, communication, goal congruence, long-lasting relationships
and knowledge.
Outcomes of collaboration in relational terms are: cost reduction, complexity reduction, decision synchronization,
incentive alignment, knowledge-sharing, risk reduction, trust enhancement, uncertainty mitigation and value
appropriation.

Specific research objective 4. To identify
hindrances and areas of opportunity for
CTM-oriented approach in logistics, and to
explain how this approach can lead to
superior maturity levels.

5.2.4 Impediments to logistics collaboration
 Data inaccuracy and incompleteness, poor systems inter-connectivity, associate’s workload, complex logistics
network, sociological and organizational resistors.
5.4.4 Obstacles to value of collaboration
 Asymmetry in the exchanges of information, knowledge, skills and technologies.
 Absence of a defined collaborative model, absence of mediating technologies
5.3.6 Systems inter-operability
 Is identified as an area of opportunity to reduce redundancy, inefficiencies and complexity. However, inter-operant
systems need higher levels of standardization to provide superior performance outcomes.
5.4.5 Supplier logistics integration
 Area of opportunity: Suppliers can be a source of value. The vertical kereitsu supplier framework is identified as a
viable option.

Specific research objective 5. To assess the
value created by a CTM-oriented approach
applied in a logistics triad.

5.4.3 Value of collaboration
Relational value
 3PL creates value via collaborative interaction using unique resources and innovating with them, by mediating the
efforts of multiple agents with the use of technology applications and by orchestrating resources and routines.
 OEM: value of collaboration translates into partner prosperity, firm credibility and firm legitimacy.
Transactional value
 Value created through OEM perspective: minimization of transactions, cost-reduction, implemented projects,
stabilized processes, best-practices sharing.
 From 1TS perspective value of collaboration translates into efficiencies such as time saving and cost-avoidance.
Value level: The triad is at the value appropriation stage. It does not qualify for the value creation stage.
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5.6

CONTRIBUTIONS

This subsection delves into the offerings of the dissertation that we segment in two
rubrics: theoretical and managerial contributions.
5.6.1 Theoretical contributions
Via the discussion developed along the above paragraphs, we have addressed to Yin’s
(2009) first condition of analytical validation concerning theory revision. While
examining our findings against the extant body of knowledge, we were able to explain
results with support from literature. Expected results were corroborated (i.e., literal
replication), contradictory results and emerging notions were supported (i.e.,
theoretical replication). This exercise also helped us identify disjunctions and voids in
the literature. We now take into account the key learnings of our work susceptible of
filling the theoretical gaps deemed more relevant.
5.6.1.1 Contribution 1. A theoretical extension of CTM as an applicable mechanism in
logistics triads, but subject to contextual constraints
We contend that the prime academic contribution of this dissertation concerns the
extension of the CTM theoretical notion. Former publications on CTM do not make a
clear distinction on whether or not this managerial concept can be implemented as a
stand-alone mechanism or if it should be executed as an appendix of CPFR. Our results
demonstrate that CTM is a collaborative mechanism based on interactions (mostly of
people and systems) that can be partially implemented in logistics settings in spite of
imperfect enabling conditions. Our work provides empirical evidence suggesting that
CTM implementation is contingent to environmental and contextual factors proper to
the industry in which the collaborators operate. Hence, our logistics triad responds to a
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complex supply chain environment and it behaves as an adaptive system. The logistics
triad thus adapted the notions of CTM that were at its reach.
Our findings suggest no failure rate in this implementation. Rather, our participating
entities joined their intentions to collaborate, their organizational forces, and their
people-systems-process levers by tailoring an ad hoc collaborative scheme that is
currently in evolution. This corroboration suggests that CTM should not be regarded
in monolithic prescriptive terms, but through its adaptive potential.
In this line of reflection, Okdinawati et al. (2014, 2015) documented the processes of
CTM in three levels: strategic, tactical and operational. Our findings exclude the
studied triad from the strategic level of CTM. Moreover, results situate the levels of
collaboration observed in the tactical (e.g., order and shipment forecasting, carrier
assignment) and operational echelons (e.g., route design, scheduling, order processing).
This indicates that empirically, CTM can be implemented in fragments depending on
the state of readiness of the organizational arrangement.
5.6.1.2 Contribution 2. A tailored adaptation of CTM to vertical logistics collaboration
in vehicle manufacturing
A second contribution concerns the perimeter and industry applications of CTM.
Previous research has covered multi-sectorial fields, various logistics functions, and
various forms of collaboration; the body of literature is too expansive. Literature is
eclectic when it comes to managerial solutions linked to collaboration: the terms JIT,
ECR, QR, VMI, CRP, CPFR and CTM are recurrently used to signal supply chain
integration/collaboration. Our work makes a clear-cut identification of the CTM
concept circumscribing it to vertical logistics collaboration applied in a manufacturing
triad. Moreover, previous research has focused on the fundamental elements of CTM
being the enablers, components and metrics. Our dissertation provided a rich account
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of these fundamental elements, but we also strengthened the body of knowledge by
documenting performance and value outcomes for a specific industrial arrangement.
5.6.1.3 Contribution 3. An orienting conceptual framework of collaboration for
logistics triads
A third theoretical contribution concerns a proposal to conceptualize logistics
collaboration inside an orienting framework. To our knowledge, there is paucity in this
area and only a few notable researchers have schematized the phenomenon in ways it
could be operationalized.
We note that collaborative models proposed in the literature have aims that do not
exactly correspond to our orientations. For example, Sáenz et al. (2015) offered a
model suitable for horizontal collaboration. Kayikci and Zsifkovits (2012) presented a
collaborative integration model aimed to shipper/carrier dyadic arrangements. Early
on, Kayikci (2009) offered a triadic collaboration model adapted to intermodal freight
transportation. Okdinawati el al. (2014) introduced a behavioural multi-agent model
that is almost prescriptive considering all three stages of formalization; operational,
tactical and strategic CTM. In turn, Fawcett et al. (2014b) suggested an allencompassing conceptual framework for relational strategies aiming to discern two
types of value outcomes. In the same vein, Zacharia et al. (2011) proposed a model for
logistics orchestration (for 3PL applications) with the ultimate goal of value creation.
With no intention to criticize the utility of above models that might have proven useful
to their targeted audiences, our orienting framework pursues to simplify the
understanding of collaboration in the context of a logistics triad. The pedagogical
approach of our framework takes into account the enablers of the phenomenon, its
mechanisms (CTM just being one of them) and it extends them towards performance
outcomes and value creation. Moreover, our orienting framework is reductionist with
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intent; it aims to dissipate ambiguity and complexity. It also seeks to guide the
development of research designs/interventions in the area of logistics collaboration.
5.6.1.4 Contribution 4. A description of value generation from logistics collaboration
A fourth theoretical contribution has to do with the generation of value via relational
strategies. One of the objectives of this investigation concerned the assessment of value
outputted by the collaborative mechanism in place which is based on relationships. We
found this objective pertinent from both theoretical and empirical perspectives.
Theoretically speaking, value generation from inter-firm relations in logistics remains
an incomplete basin of evidence leaving important questions unanswered: how exactly
is value created? What are the elements of value? Does value come before, during of
after performance is attained? How does value materialize? How do we measure it?
What are the favourable conditions to foster value? These questions were also relevant
to the empirical setting we investigated: participants had suspicions and anticipations
of value outcomes but were uncertain as to how value was engendered and whom from
the triadic entities contributed the most.
Relational value is collaborative. In the logistics triad this value is created by the 3PL
via logistics orchestration. 3PL fosters collaborative interactions using unique
resources and innovating with them, by mediating the efforts of multiple agents with
the use of technology applications and by orchestrating resources and routines. This
evidence on value generation joins the view of Huemer (2006, p. 135) advocating that
3PL “act as mediators, creating value primarily by connecting clients or customers who
are or wish to be inter-dependent”.
OEM also contributes to relational value generation via effective governance and
proximity management. By doing so, OEM puts into play information exchange, trust,
teaming, contact frequency and shared resources suggested by Fawcett et al. (2014b)
as elements of value that can be measured. Our findings extend the dialogue of value
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generation in the logistics discipline via the corroboration of two types of value present
in the studied triad. Hence, in face of complexity, our study shows the facets of value
from both relational and transactional perspectives. We describe how value creation
occurs between participating entities and we provide evidence of value outcomes.
We provide closure to this subsection by presenting Figure 20 schematizing the
shortcomings of CTM in consulted literature and the contributions of this dissertation
filling in conceptual, methodological and empirical gaps.
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5.6.3 Managerial implications
This subsection offers a development on the empirical contributions of the dissertation.
By doing so, we address to Yin’s (2009) second condition of analytical validation being
policy development that we adapt as ‘managerial implications’. We now regroup the
insight from our work suggesting areas of improvement in logistics collaboration amid
the industrial setting in which the research took place.
5.6.3.1 Implication 1. An examination of inter-organizational collaborative practices
One contribution concerns the identification of the practices participating entities
execute across the triadic arrangement. Logistics practices for collaboration and
logistics practices for performance were delineated. Moreover, the practice of network
orchestration and the catalyst of collaborative orientation emerged as drivers of
collaboration and performance. With this dissection, we provide to concerned
organizations a cumulative understanding of inter-organizational practices at their
reach for competitive advantage
5.6.3.2 Implication 2. An integrated view of facilitators and barriers to collaboration
Another contribution has to do with the assessment of the enablers, the recognition of
resistors and the identification of opportunities in logistics collaboration. This
examination of precursors, barriers and challenges to logistics collaboration -and
consequently to logistics performance and value generation-, offers to participating
entities an integrated view of the relational efforts present and pending in the concerned
logistics triad.
Beyond the results useful to discern the managerial activities that are superior and
unrivalled in terms of logistics collaboration, this work also identified issues needing
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immediate attention; for example, information systems inter-connectivity and supplier
logistics integration. Thus, the available capital, the dysfunctions and the challenges in
logistics collaboration uncovered by this dissertation offer to participating entities new
perspectives to re-evaluate their priorities in inbound logistics.
5.6.3.3 Implication 3. A proposal of five areas of intervention to preserve collaboration
and capitalize on relational rents
It would be unwise to settle this discussion by providing just descriptive results to a
logistics triad that was accommodating, eager and participative in this research
endeavour. Concerned organizations have managerial expectations as regards the
results of this dissertation. We thus seek to offer them formative elements so they can
capitalize from our outcomes via informed normative prescriptions. Hence, the
replication exercise effectuated on the results provided insight and grounds to craft
several axis of intervention.
The identification of a fragmented status of CTM as well as the absence of a defined
collaborative strategy aiming to create distinctive value, led us to flag some areas in
which the triadic arrangement can focus. We anticipate that by intervening on the
diagnosed areas, entities will assimilate and exploit yet richer elements of
collaboration, performance and value.
Thus we propose to the triad five axes of intervention as follows: (1) inter-firm asset
and knowledge sharing, (2) effective governance, (3) collaborative alignment with a
value strategy, (4) systems and processes inter-operability and (5) supplier logistics
integration. We contend that these avenues of intervention are realistic and feasible
considering the aspirations, capabilities, talent and resources available at triadic
entities. In line with what currently goes on in the triad in terms of relational efforts,
we suggest that the 3PL takes the lead orchestrating the proposed initiatives. We
propose that the OEM provides the necessary support, especially in regards to the
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strategic alignment of the initiatives at higher corporate levels. The input of 1TS could
be later incorporated as the phases of the proposed interventions attain adequate
maturity. Table 31 summarizes the proposed actions of intervention with examples
and metrics of activity tracks.
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Table 31. Axes of intervention for the logistics triad to earn, preserve and exploit distinctive value from collaborative
relationships
Activity tracks

Sub-processes

Examples

Operationalization/metrics

1a. Share inter-firm
assets

Axis of intervention

 Motto: Pool your
resources!
 Share assets in terms
of infrastructures,
equipment and
personnel

 Identify and evaluate
potential
complementarities among
entities and actors

 Share cross-docks,
warehouses, carrier fleets,
backhauls, truck allocations
 Have associates alternate
roles across organizations

 Space utilization, volume, number of skids
 Volume, distance, frequency of backhauls and truck space
allocations
 Number of associate’s transferred across firms
 Roles and responsibilities of the associates
 Inventory of interchangeable assets from collaborative
partners (e.g., freight forwarders)

1b. Share inter-firm
knowledge

 Motto: Unpack your
knowledge!
 Share knowledge via
inter-firm processes,
routines and
instructions

 Catalogue ‘codifiable’
information (know-what)
and tacit knowledge
(know-how)
 Design inter-firm
processes intended to
facilitate knowledge
exchange
 Create manuals and
instructions to codify,
preserve and transmit
specific knowledge

 Develop and operate
conjoint or tripartite
standardized processes
 Homologate processes for
logistics forecast
 Foster cross-fertilization
with job shadowing
 Have 3PL consulting division
share best practices
 Land successful industry
processes

 Number and effectiveness of compatible processes
 Number of associates trained in new processes
 Percentage of processes that have been updated or
homologated
 Number of ideas generated through cross-fertilization
 Absorptive capacity rates: recognize value of partner’s
idea (or routine), assimilate it and apply it
 Number of presentations and follow up meetings to land
shared processes
 Number of instructions and manuals updated
 Inventory of critical individual expertise

2. Maintain and
improve selfenforced governance

 Motto: Govern your
relationships!
 Foster effective
governance to
reduce transaction
costs

 Manage relationships as
they cut across the triad
 Maintain proximity
management
 Preserve an institutional
environment that
articulates formal social
rules

 Create a communications
matrix to keep track of
relevant governance issues
 Document managerial
interventions on governance
themes (e.g., sourcing,
planning, finance)
 Develop acculturation
protocols

 Decreased costs of coordination activities
 Volume of inter-firm transactions
 Number and nature of managerial visits across production
sites
 Number of managers and team leaders governing across
production sites
 Number of governance issues addressed and solution rate
 Percentage improvement of operational and financial
logistics activities as a result of governance
 Duration and renewals of contracts
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Table 31. Axes of intervention for the logistics triad to earn, preserve and exploit distinctive value from collaborative
relationships (continued)
Sub-processes

Examples

Operationalization/metrics

3. Align collaborative
logistics with a value
strategy

Axis of intervention

 Motto: Consider
logistics activities
beyond trucks and
warehouses!
 Situate logistics
collaboration in the
OEM’s corporate
strategy

Activity tracks

 Demonstrate to corporate
spheres the value of
logistics beyond budget
and operations
 Propose and execute
logistics Master Plans
 Move on from the
exploration phase of
collaboration to
assimilation and
exploitation

 Communicate in corporate
reports the outcomes of
logistics operational and
relational performance
 Secure from corporate
spheres the resources (i.e.,
financial, material, human)
needed to execute the axis
 Consider adding subsequent
elements of CTM to current
partial implementation

 Document value propositions emerging from collaboration
and share them with corporate principals
 Number and nature of logistics activities creating value
(e.g., reverse logistics, reusable packaging, mileage
shortages, volume of backhaul, community investments
with partners, new jobs created, environmental and safety
improvements).
 Communicate at the highest levels of the organizations
outcomes from value initiatives in terms of efficiency,
flexibility, service levels, innovation and sustainability

4. Facilitate systems
and processes interoperability

 Motto: Have your
systems talk to each
other!
 Enhance
compatibility of
operating systems
and processes

 Re-evaluate current
technology applications
 Evaluate technology
applications proven
successful outside the
triad
 Integrate logistics
activities suffering ‘blind
spots’ in systems and
processes

 Exploit the linkages between
SAP and TMS
 Improve functionalities and
intuitiveness of POTTS & STR
 Explore 3PL technology
applications used in other
accounts
 Work with OEM to improve
quality of data on SAP
 Have subsets of data
streaming in all directions,
not just top-down

 Number and nature of processes that are inter-operated
with the support of systems
 Evolution of manual processes replaced by automation
 Head count reduction derived from process/systems
optimization
 Launched initiatives supported by processes (i.e., RFDI,
first-dock, supplier portals)
 Investments in new process/systems technology
 Number of entities, activities and actors integrated via
compatible operating systems (e.g., parts and accessories,
non-stock, freight forwarders, distribution centres)

5. Integrate suppliers
to the logistics
function

 Motto: Extend
supplier
management
beyond sourcing and
planning!
 Cultivate a stable
network of suppliers
 Develop suppliers in
logistics capabilities

 Create incentives to
encourage transparency
 Create safeguards against
opportunism
 Invest in partner
capabilities
 Track partner prosperity
 Adapt kereitsu supplier
hierarchy to inbound
logistics

 Develop supplier logistics
portal
 Pursue Logistics Plan for
Every Supplier (LPFES)
 Analyze site specific
investments (e.g., next to or
within plant)
 Communicate supplier add
& delete
 Supervise and rate suppliers

 Fewer shipping issues: delays, misrouting,
incompleteness, damages
 Number of interventions with suppliers (e.g., inception,
redressing, recovery, recognition, plant visits, training)
 Supplier responsiveness, supplier innovation
 Reduction of disruptive events caused by suppliers
 Vendor ranking in logistics terms (e.g., quality, delivery,
packaging congruence)
 Supplier classification in logistics terms (i.e., geography,
part criticality, transportation mode, weight, volume)

Núñez (2021)
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5.6.3.4 Implication 4. An assessment of the triad’s maturity level of collaboration
In line with implication number 3 proposing five areas of intervention to preserve and
to enhance collaboration, comes an assessment of the stage of maturity of the logistics
triad in collaborative terms. We provide this assessment to practicing managers because
we deem such analysis complementary and necessary. We justify the analysis by using
a physician’s metaphor: If, on the one hand, we are prescribing to the triad a ‘fitness
plan’ to improve collaboration, on the other hand we shall assess the ‘collaborative
health’ of the triad to pursue the plan.
We base our analysis on three models of collaboration that we selected based of their
relevance and closeness to the studied phenomenon.
We first compared the logistics triad against Ho, Kumar and Shiwakoti (2020) supply
chain collaboration maturity model. The salient characteristics of that model is that is
focused on dyadic manufacturer-buyer relationships. The model examines vertical SC
collaboration, it proposes multi-industry applications and it constitutes a recent
introduction literature. Ho et al. (2020) delineate five levels of collaboration in their
model: initial, managed, defined, quantitative managed and optimizing. Conditions to
meet each level are put forward by the authors, they call them ‘process requirements’.
For example, -at level 2- collaborative maturity requires managerial commitment and
strategic intent, resource investment and development, internal alignment, relationship
and trust building, information flow and systems integration. Our assessment situates
the studied triad between levels 1 and 2 (initial/managed maturity). The triad scored 50
percent of the required collaborative processes for the full attainment of level 2.
We performed a second comparison against the model proposed by Sáenz, Ubaghs and
Cuevas (2015). The authors offer a scheme of horizontal collaboration with multiindustry applications. The scope of their model are network relations with emphasis in
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transportation. Sáenz et al. (2015) model propose just three progressive collaborative
levels: exploration, assimilation and exploitation. Conditions to meet the levels are
called ‘elements’ by the authors; hence, they rate them as imperative, improvement,
framework and value elements. Our assessment finds that the studied logistics triad is
migrating from the exploration to the assimilation phase of collaboration. Imperative
elements such as trust, solidarity, mutuality and dependence are present in the triad.
Improved elements such as managerial synergy, operational symmetry and
organizational compatibility are not yet consolidated, and such elements endure a
progressive construction.
The third comparison was against Okdinawati et al. (2015) behavioural model of
collaboration inspired from CTM. This model is complex bearing five hierarchical
stages: forming, preparation, design, planning, implementation and evaluation phases
of collaboration. On an earlier industry application of this model, Okdinawati et al.
(2014) presented a case of triadic collaboration in the plastic container manufacturing
industry. Authors evidenced collaboration held between a manufacturer, a 3PL and a
customer on a B2B outbound logistics environment. An attractive feature of this model
is that it considers three managerial levels of collaboration (i.e., operational, tactical
and strategic) at the planning stage.
While comparing our triad against this model, we detected that most collaborative
efforts were executed at the planning stage excepting strategic activities. Hence,
activities pinpointed at the operational level consisted in order processing, scheduling
and routing. At the tactical level we found order and shipment forecasting, and carrier
assignment. Collected evidence from the triad in terms of collaborative activities also
had convergences with stage five of the model (i.e., implementation). Convergences
were in the areas of daily operations and continuous improvement. Hence, we situate
our diagnosis of the studied triad between the planning and implementation stages of
CTM but only at operational and tactical levels.
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As a general assessment; compared to model one, the level of maturity of our logistics
triad can be situated between initial and managed maturity. Compared to model 2, the
logistics triad is migrating from collaborative exploration to collaborative assimilation.
Compared to model 3, collaboration in the triad is situated between the planning and
implementation stages, but only at operational and tactical levels. A mid-range
collaborative stand does not mean bad news for the logistics triad. It rather signals areas
of opportunity to earn, preserve and exploit distinctive value from collaboration as
proposed in the axes of intervention. Table 32 summarizes our comparative evaluation
of collaborative models.
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Table 32. Evaluation of the collaborative maturity of the logistics triad against three models of reference
Model name and authorship

Model characteristics

Assessment and status of the logistics triad while
compared to the models
Level 2. Managed collaboration process requirements
2.1. Managerial commitment
2.2. Strategic intent
2.3. Resource investment
2.4. Resource deployment
2.5. Rationalization
2.6. Internal alignment
2.7. Relationship building
2.8. Trust building
2.9. Information flow
2.10. Systems integration
Assessment: the triad partially meets the above
requirements. We estimate about 50 percent attainment
Status: the triad is situated between initial and managed
collaborative maturity

Supply chain collaboration
maturity model
Ho, Kumar and Shiwakoti
(2020)

Levels of collaboration

Horizontal collaboration model
Sáenz, Ubaghs and Cuevas
(2015)

Phases of collaboration
1. Exploration: imperative elements are trust, solidarity, mutuality and dependence
2. Assimilation: improvement elements are managerial synergy, operational
symmetry and organizational compatibility
3. Exploitation: there is a framework with collaboration contracts with value sharing

Assessment: the triad is migrating from the exploration to
the assimilation phase of collaboration
Status: Imperative elements such as trust, solidarity,
mutuality and dependence are present in the triad
Improved elements such as managerial synergy,
operational symmetry and organizational compatibility are
not yet consolidated in the triad

Behavioural multi-agent model
for collaborative
transportation management
Okdinawati, Simatupang &
Sunitiyoso (2015, 2014)

Stages of collaboration
1. Forming stage: positioning of capacity, location, market conditions, scope of
resources
2. Preparation stage: conflict resolution between entities (e.g., interest, obligations,
objectives and burdens)
3. Decision stage: incentive alignment, information structure, performance metrics,
decision-making structures, business process integration, contractual agreements
4. Planning stage: operational level (order processing, scheduling, routing), tactical
level (order forecasting, shipment forecasting, carrier assignment), strategic level
(front-end agreements, network planning)
5. Implementation stage: pilot project, daily operation, continuous improvement
6. Evaluation stage: performance metrics, risk analysis and mitigation, benchmarking

Assessment:
Collaborative efforts are executed at the planning stage
Activities at the operational level are order processing
scheduling and routing.
Activities at the tactical level are order and shipment
forecasting, and carrier assignment.
Activities at the implementation stage are daily operations
and continuous improvement
Status: the studied triad is between the planning and
implementation stages of the model, but excludes
strategic level activities

1. Initial. Collaborative SC processes are usually ad hoc and chaotic
2. Managed. Supply chain collaboration (SCC) modifies basic activities. Processes are
planed with requirements and activities
3. Defined. SCC processes are well characterized, understood, defined and
standardized. Standard collaboration processes are managed proactively
4. Quantitatively managed. Collaborative processes are managed in accordance with
agreed-upon metrics
5. Optimizing. Common causes of process variation are addressed, identified,
evaluated and solutions are deployed

Núñez (2021)

5.7

LIMITS OF THE DISSERTATION

Beyond the above theoretical and managerial contributions, various areas remain
uncovered and they constitute the limits of this work. We thus classify the limits of the
dissertation into two rubrics: conceptual and methodological weaknesses, we discuss
them next.
5.7.1 Conceptual limitations
As concerns the conceptual limitations of the study, they relate to the construct we
retained to explore, to describe and to make sense of the studied triad’s reality. When
we did our first incursion into the triad, several constructs were available in the
literature to elicit supply chain collaboration and to delineate its performance
outcomes. After a thoughtful and rigorous revision of the concepts available and
susceptible of theoretical enhancement, we settled for Collaborative Transportation
Management (CTM) which we deemed as the closest conceptual approximation to
what was being experienced in the field.
In spite of theoretical proposals and empirical illustrations of CTM found in the
literature, the gathered empirical evidence proved this concept somehow limited to
absorb and to reflect the intricacies and complexities of the phenomenon in full action.
Previous exploitation of the concept in scholarly work offered some light as to what to
study as enablers, mechanisms and results of collaboration. Notwithstanding, in the
field, CTM did not provide a perfect fit against what unfolded in the studied triad. This
shortage of conceptual reach can be explained by various arguments: (1) CTM has not
been constantly used in the particular context of our study: the illustrations are multiindustry and they address various phenotypes of collaboration.
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(2) CTM has been offered as a promising construct subject of applicability via several
‘suggested’ avenues of research. Nevertheless, such avenues have not been fully
developed. (3) Empirical illustrations document CTM applications across industries
and sites in ways that are not homologated. Hence, the scattered multi-industry, multiform and multi-level use of CTM elsewhere failed to offer a clear-cut application we
could capitalize at its best. While these three arguments expose the limits of CTM and
of the fragmented exploitation we exercised on the concept; the learnings from this
research can reinvigorate CTM’s scope and applicability.
A second conceptual limitation has to do with our choice of just one form of logistics
collaboration being the vertical phenotype. While collecting and analyzing the data we
realized that the triad’s logistics function also experienced a synergistic form of
collaboration. This consisted in a mixture of vertical and horizontal collaboration. A
token of this amalgam was the collaboration sustained between two logistics service
providers in the inbound logistics of assembly parts and after-market parts respectively.
These LSP are competitors in the open market, yet they collaborate to service the OEM.
As a corollary to this limitation, we contend that our work provides a partial view of
the supply chain’s collaborative logistics reality portraying just what happens vertically
in the triad: we missed the opportunity of depicting collaboration also horizontally and
diagonally (i.e., synergistically) within the scope of a ‘multiadic’ arrangement.
The international realm brings up a third oversight of our investigation which is the
cultural dimension of collaboration. Emerging themes from data analysis indicated that
logistics managers deploy relational abilities not only to manage cultural differences
but also to ‘acculturate’ foreign collaborators in mainstream logistics practices. Hence,
our research omits to explore the cultural elements of collaboration in spite of
resounding claims from scholars urging investigators to study cultural factors
influencing business relationships. Thus, culture being a key socio-technical factor of
collaborative work slipped away from our research design. Culture could have been
addressed as an enabler of logistics collaboration.
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5.7.2 Methodological limitations
The above asseverations concerning the scope and the forms of collaboration studied,
led us to identify one methodological limitation consisting in the unit of analysis.
Because this project suffered from resourcing challenges mainly in terms of funding
and time availability, we circumscribed the perimeter of the study to just one form of
collaboration in an organizational arrangement with only three entities.
Methodologically speaking, it made practical sense to analyze the phenomenon through
the logistics function at reach of the investigator: inbound logistics. And, for the sake
of scientific rigour, we chose the unit of analysis encompassing the minimum number
of collaborative participants: the logistics triad. Confrontation to the field taught us
that, in reality, the logistics function of the OEM, as complex as it is, is being sustained
with emerging diagonal collaboration. Moreover, this supply chain articulates the
efforts of various logistics service providers (at least three), freight forwarders, customs
brokers, independent carriers and information systems providers. Hence, the scope of
the learnings brought forward by this dissertation are limited to a snapshot of a logistics
triad performing inbound logistics. Thus, the cut of our study misses a larger picture
involving more entities, actors, organizational functions and collaborative forms.
A second methodological limitation has to do with the research orientation being just
qualitative. At earlier stages of the research design, we considered this investigation
suitable for sequential mixed methods with an adjacent quantitative component. On an
initial effort, we analyzed secondary data focusing on vehicle production across
manufacturing facilities. The intent was to suggest linkages between production rates
and the conveyance of collaborative efforts. Unfortunately, the scarcity of normalized
collaborative metrics discouraged us in the pursuit of such avenue. We admit that the
absence of insight stemming from quantitative data hinders the predictive potential of
our work.
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As regards to the limitations circumscribed to the research setting, we recognize that
our choice of organizations was purposive and focused just on one industrial sector.
Hence, we closed the perimeter of the investigation around the industrial arrangement
and entities to which we had familiarity and proximity. A more holistic understanding
of the logistics collaboration phenomenon would necessitate additional case studies in
other industrial contexts. This re-dimensionalization of the industry context becomes
more relevant nowadays when supply chains –just like the one studied-, enhance their
international presence.
The above limitations do not detract from the overall worthiness of our results. It is our
hope that the findings will be of use to researchers studying collaboration in supply
chains and to managers dealing with collaborative logistics. Besides, limitations of this
work can be viewed as indications to research opportunities. We elaborate on the
research avenues in Chapter Six - Conclusion which comes next.
5.8

CONCLUSION OF CHAPTER FIVE

In light with what has been stated in academic publications, we have discussed the
extend of our results as an original contribution to the corpus of knowledge on logistics
collaboration.
Through our discussion, we have compared the evidence from the fieldwork against
what has been published in scientific literature. The effort covered two points of
validation commonly used in case-based research: literal and theoretical replication.
First, the expected findings of the dissertation were corroborated with the support of
previous scholarly work (i.e., literal replication). Second, the contradictory and
unexpected findings of the dissertation where explained via the support of theoretical
material (i.e., theoretical replication).
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Replication lead to demonstration: Literal and theoretical replication fortified the
accomplishments of this dissertation by assisting on the revision of the research aims.
We executed an assessment of the research question and objectives in relation to the
field evidence. Through a detailed analysis we demonstrated that the research questions
were addressed and that the objectives were achieved. Moreover, we provided a
summary of the extent to which our findings responded to the purposes of the project.
This chapter also discussed the theoretical and empirical offerings of our study. For the
academic community, we provide cumulative addition to the understanding of the
investigated phenomenon. In particular, we offer a theoretical extension of the CTM
construct as an applicable mechanism for inbound logistics, suited for logistics triads,
but subject to contextual constraints. Moreover, we provide evidence on a tailored
adaptation of CTM to vertical logistics collaboration in a vehicle manufacturing
environment. Besides, we develop an orienting model of logistics collaboration. Our
framework simplifies the complex reality of the phenomenon by reducing its
constituent elements inside three dimensions: enablers, mechanisms and outcomes. A
last contribution concerns a description of the activities susceptible of value generation
in the logistics triad as well as their value outcomes.
For practicing managers, this dissertation offers an examination of inter-organizational
collaborative practices witnessed inside a logistics triad. More precisely to participating
organization, we provide an integrated view of facilitators and barriers to collaboration.
Our managerial contributions are not just descriptive, we provide informed and
conscious counseling in two ways: (a) we make an assessment of the triad’s maturity
level of collaboration, and (b) we propose five courses of action to preserve
collaboration and to capitalize on relational rents. Thus, we put forward five axes of
intervention for the logistics triad to earn, preserve and exploit distinctive value from
collaborative relationships. This proposal constitutes a work-plan we present to
managers hoping it resonates at senior corporate levels and that it materializes into
concrete efforts.
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Chapter five ends with an admission of the flaws of this dissertation that are also areas
of opportunity for future research. A salient conceptual limitation was the adoption of
the CTM concept as an orienting approach to understand and to explain the
collaborative practices of our logistics triad. The CTM concept proved to be limited to
capture all facets of this complex phenomenon. This finding suggest the need to study
triadic entities with more comprehensive collaborative frameworks considering other
functions besides transportation that converge with logistics activities, for example,
material planning, management information systems and supplier development.
Other conceptual weaknesses concern the study of just one triadic entity, one form of
collaboration, and one logistics function. This was a conscious choice, regardless of
the industrial arrangement offering a larger scope in terms of collaborative
combinations and phenotypes. An important methodological weakness constitutes the
absence of quantitative data supported with collaborative indicators to enhance the
relevance of our findings based on verifiable statistics. These limitations should not
diminish the worthiness of our results which we consider valuable for knowledge
enhancement in logistics.
.oOo.

CONCLUSION
This section provides closure to our doctoral dissertation. We profit from this short
narrative space to sum up the key aspects of the study. The main learnings of the
investigation are brought to light. Moreover, we uncover the extend to which the study
responds to the research questions. We underscore the value emerging from the study
and we provide a summary of its achievements. Last, we identify promising avenues
for future research.
6.1 KEY ASPECTS OF THE STUDY
The studied problematic situation consisted in a phenomenon that is not fully
understood in supply chain management which is logistics collaboration. Logistics
service providers and their key customers have their strategies steered away from
collaboration hindering potentiality such as value creation. We turned this problematic
situation into an opportunity worthy of research at a doctoral level. Thus, we
anticipated that logistics collaboration led to superior logistics performance, and we
situated our main research goal on the transactional and relational benefits derived from
collaborative logistics practices.
Closeness to the industry, revision of the literature and triangulation with scholars and
managers allowed us to craft a research design that proved to be well suited. The multicase research strategy helped to amass the necessary data informing the problematic
situation. It also helped to identify hidden dimensions of the managerial phenomenon.
All of the objectives of the research design were attained. They consisted first in the
assessment of the contribution of information systems, human resources and processes
to logistics collaboration. Then, we identified salient collaborative practices in the
logistics triad. Moreover, we assessed the value created by logistics collaboration.
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Furthermore, we evaluated the contribution of logistics collaboration to logistics
performance. What is more, we verified the degree of implementation of a collaborative
mechanism in the context of the studied triad.
6.2 MAIN LEARNINGS OF THE STUDY
The main learnings of this dissertation can be summarized across several dimensions
of logistics collaboration identified through the study: enablers, mechanisms, outcomes
and barriers. Not only this research delineates the basic enablers of logistics
collaboration being people, systems and processes. It puts forward the abilities and
talent of human resources as catalysts of collaboration. Also, it signals the imperative
need to have standardized processes across participating entities, as well as the interoperability of information systems and good data.
On the mechanisms dimension, we particularly examined the concept of Collaborative
Transportation Management (CTM). This mechanism offered more elements of
alignment vis-à-vis the collaborative routines observed in the logistics triad. Among
other collaborative models, we considered CTM pertinent to the reality of the
investigated setting. What we learned is that this collaborative mechanism is partially
implemented in the studied triad. Theoretical and empirical explanations were provided
to make sense of the fragmented implementation having to do with contextual
influences, structural resistors, supply chain complexity and lack of a strategy focused
on collaboration and on value enhancement. In spite of these results, the intuitive and
partial implementation of CTM provided rich insights into the dynamics of the actors
and entities executing this mechanism which is still in evolution. While probing CTM
in the context of the studied triad, other complementary practices emerged such as
network orchestration and proximity management. These supportive practices shed
additional light enhancing the understanding of the phenomenon.
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On the outcomes dimension, our work identified two types of performance as a result
of logistics collaboration: operational and relational performance. These performance
outcomes are somehow glued together by a value creation process that, just like CTM
implementation, is mostly intuitive and informal. As concerns the factors undermining
logistics collaboration, the study identified lack of quality and consistency of data,
employee workload, limited systems connectivity, complexity of the logistics network
and supplier’s limited knowledge of such network.
6.3 EXTENT TO WHICH THE STUDY RESPONDS TO THE RESEARCH
QUESTIONS
The results of this dissertation respond to the research questions in several ways.
Results indicate that a triadic collaborative approach in the logistics function contribute
to logistics performance. Moreover, results put forward that this performance is
superior: not only collaboration brings along operational performance outcomes, it also
engenders relational performance which induces value creation.
Also, results admit the embryonic implementation of a CTM-oriented approach. Field
evidence corroborates the presence of contextual resistors hindering full
implementation of CTM. Despite these findings, evidence confirms that CTM,
although implemented in fragments, brings along performance, relational and value
dividends to participants. Thus, these results offer some tracks for participating
organizations to re-examine their collaborative efforts; evidence indicates that
investments in a tripartite collaborative strategy can be fruit-bearing.
6.4 VALUE EMERGING FROM THE STUDY
Relating to the theoretical value of this dissertation, the procedures executed and the
results obtained extend the body of knowledge in logistics collaboration in several
ways. (1) Results furnish evidence to re-evaluate the CTM mechanism conceptualizing
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it as a stand-alone adaptive strategy. Moreover, we demonstrate that this notion can be
gradually tailored to specific needs of logistics settings. (2) As a solution method, we
offer to the academic community an orienting framework that intends to enhance the
understanding of what it is needed to collaborate (i.e., enablers), what the procedures
and materials to collaborate are, how do we operate them (i.e., mechanisms), and what
do we obtain from logistics collaboration in terms of tangible and intangible values. (3)
The use of a novel unit of analysis bridges the theoretical and managerial implications
of this dissertation; we document logistics collaboration emerging from a long and deep
submersion into the core of a logistics triad. We provide recent and authentic
illustrations of supply chain relationships in the vehicle manufacturing sector.
With reference to the managerial value of this dissertation, it is just as important as the
theoretical insight we procured. We offer to participating organizations a full diagnosis
of their collaborative work by examining their inter-organizational practices.
Moreover, we provide to these companies an integrated view of the elements
facilitating and blocking collaboration. In the case of the studied triad the main
hindrances to collaboration have to do with associates’ time compressions, limited
systems connectivity and data quality, and the scarcity of collaborative processes.
Moreover, the industry insights of this dissertation presented as managerial
implications have transferability potential. Other organizations experiencing similar
issues in other business contexts might find our results useful to appraise their
collaborative praxis. More importantly, external organizations might be persuaded to
observe our proposals to preserve and to enhance performance and value stemming
from their particular collaborative arrangements.
The above findings provided the grounds to propose what we acknowledge as the
additional managerial contributions of this dissertation: (1) An assessment of the triad’s
maturity level of collaboration and (2) a plan with five axes of intervention for the
logistics triad to earn, preserve and exploit distinctive value from collaborative work.
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Should this plan be executed, it may provide fertile ground for synergies, orchestration
and the emergence of collaborative agents.
6.5 ACHIEVEMENTS OF THE STUDY
With no intention to elongate these conclusive arguments but rather close this
dissertation with key remarks, we summarize our achievements in the space Table 33
included in Appendix A.
6.6 AVENUES OF RESEARCH
Beyond the current study various related areas remain to be investigated. Some of the
following research opportunities originate from sectors that were out of our reach, or
that emerged as novel situations while conducting the investigation. We classify the
identified research avenues into two tracks of execution. The first concerns the logistics
triad, thus our suggestions focus on refining or enhancing aspects of logistics
collaboration within the perimeter of the industrial setting that offered the managerial
problem. The second track is wider and bears a variety of research opportunities across
industries and contexts.
6.6.1 Research opportunities within the industrial setting


Formalize the implementation of CTM in alignment with the OEM’ s corporate
strategy, pursuing explicit value outcomes and observing the five axes of
intervention;



Study other forms of collaboration and value generation that are present in the
industrial setting such as horizontal or synergistic collaboration with logistics
service providers, information service providers, freight forwarders and
customs brokers;
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Explore and assess the level of triadic collaboration in the outbound logistics
function downstream for finished vehicles including OEM, logistic service
providers and dealers;



Refine current indicators for logistics operational performance and develop
indicators for logistics relational performance. Gather quantitative evidence
using tuned indicators with a larger sample and across different production sites
and geographical locations;



In collaboration with other functions of the organization, namely sourcing and
planning, explore the kereitsu supplier development hierarchy. Although the
kereitsu concept is dated, an action research on supplier development under its
precepts could reveal novel insights for North American operations.

6.6.2 Research opportunities across industries and contexts


Exploit the orienting framework proposed by this investigation in other
complex supply chains such as food and beverages, apparel and shoes, or
consumer electronics;



Enhance the orienting framework by adding the cultural dimension. Explore the
interplay of cultural facets with people, systems, processes and data as enablers
of collaboration. Evaluate their performance outcomes;



While exploiting the orienting framework, articulate qualitative and
quantitative methods to add robustness to the findings. Combine focus groups,
interviews and surveys;



Use proposed methods and materials of this dissertation with other units of
analysis such as logistics multiads and networks;



In collaboration with 3PL or 4PL explore the notion of network orchestration.
LSPs service multiple industries and sectors across the globe and can
benchmark orchestration capabilities, strategies and value outcomes.
Orchestration is a theme that commonly appears in industry jargon but there is
dearth of empirical research to support it.
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6.7 FINAL REMARKS
Above all considerations, this research has served to demonstrate the significance of
inter-organizational collaborative work. The evidence supporting this affirmation
comes from a logistics triad in a vehicle manufacturing setting. Our findings confirm
that logistics collaboration, as a contemporary practice espoused by organizations, is
susceptible of granting both conventional and unconventional performance outcomes.
Moreover, logistic collaboration serves as a catalyst of value creation.
We studied the collaborative reality of a logistics triad and its constituent elements. We
uncovered that logistics collaboration, as it is prescribed by scholarly work, does not
perfectly decant into complex and disruptive supply chains. What we learned from the
field and from the actors is that collaborative precursors, efforts, activities, routines,
processes and results are constantly shaped by social interactions. These elements of
collaboration are also conditioned by technology and data disposed to harness interorganizational work.
We thus found out that the collaborative mechanism suggested by literature as a viable
notion of applicability is imperfectly exercised in the context of the studied triad. The
intuitive implementation that we witnessed does not by any means indicate failure.
Hence, the tailored adaptation fits perfectly with the triad’s rationale that constantly
adjusts to sudden changes of the business environment.
In the context of the studied triad, logistics collaboration is situated between the
planning and implementation stages of CTM. In spite this intermediate level, evidence
corroborated the emergence of performance of value outcomes. But, partial
implementation means partial results: field evidence indicated dearth of corporate
strategy to foster collaboration and to fully capitalize on relational rents.
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All things considered, we noted that participating entities are in possession of a great
deal of tacit knowledge in several collaborative areas. This knowledge constitutes a
source of relational advantage. However, lack of strategy in the form of a collaborative
plan can erode such knowledge. We sincerely hope that the insights from this
dissertation helps both researchers and practitioners to see in a new light what we
thought we already understood on logistics collaboration.
.oOo.
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Table 33. Summary of the achievements of the dissertation
Item

Description

General
research
objective

Understand the praxis of a CTM-oriented
approach and its contribution to logistics
performance in a vehicle manufacturing
triad.

Specific
research
objective 1

To assess the contribution of human
resources competencies, information
systems adequacy and collaborative
processes to a CTM-oriented approach in
logistics.

Specific
research
objective 2

To identify and explain the mechanisms
belonging to a CTM-oriented approach
applied to a logistics triad.

Specific
research
objective 3

To evaluate operational and relational
performance outcomes of a CTM-oriented
approach when it is executed in a setting
showing low levels of collaborative maturity.

Specific
research
objective 4

To identify hindrances and areas of
opportunity for CTM-oriented approach in
logistics, and to explain how this approach
can lead to superior maturity levels.

Specific
research
objective 5

To assess the value created by a CTMoriented approach applied in a logistics triad.

Achievements
 We identified and evaluated enablers, collaborative
mechanisms and strategies associated to CTM.
 The theoretical construct CTM is intuitively and partially
implemented in the triad, and orchestrated by 3PL.
 We compared the stages of progression of CTM in the
logistics triad against Okdinawati et al. (2014, 2015)
collaborative model.
 The triad is between the planning and implementation
stages of the model.
 The enabling factors human resources competencies,
information systems adequacy and collaborative
processes were identified and evaluated.
 Chapter 4 examines these factors and explains their
contribution. Chapter 5 compares these factors against
extant literature.
 We examined mechanisms encompassing collaborative
practices and routines.
 Logistics practices for collaboration and logistics
practices for performance were captured & explained.
 Two practices aside the initial model emerged from the
field: network orchestration and collaborative
orientation.
 Practices are presented in Chapter 4 and discussed in
Chapter 5
 Findings grant the presence of operational and
relational performance outcomes.
 Operational performance is subdivided in financial and
non-financial performance.
 Indicators for logistics operational performance were
available at 3PL and at OEM, but very scarce at 1TS.
 There is need to develop relational performance
indicators at the triadic level.
 Chapter 4 unfolds performance outcomes and
indicators. Chapter 5 provides an assessment of the
findings.
 Roadblocks were identified in the areas of associate’s
workload, poor systems connectivity, bad data,
operational complexity, lack of collaborative strategy.
 Opportunities were identified in the area of systems
and processes inter-operability, supplier development
and network orchestration.
 Evidence concedes fragmented implementation of
some notions inherited from CTM.
 The implementation process is embryonic, intuitive with
no defined strategy to support it.
 This tailored implementation remains an ongoing
endeavour.
 Relational and transactional value outcomes of logistics
collaboration were identified.
 Some examples of value drivers were put forward.
 Efforts to harness value creation are dissimilar across
organizations so are their value propositions & results.
 Value creation is a promising area of exploitation.
 The elements of value are presented in Chapter 4 and
discussed in Chapter 5.
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Table 33. Summary of the achievements of the dissertation (continued)
Item

Description

Emerging
concept 1

Network orchestration

Emerging
concept 2

Collaborative
orientation

Emerging
concept 3

Systems interoperability

Emerging
concept 4

Supplier development

Theoretical
contribution
1

Extension of CTM as an
adaptive collaborative
mechanism

Theoretical
contribution
2

Orienting framework of
collaboration for
logistics triads

Theoretical
contribution
3

Exploration of the value
notion in logistics
collaboration

Managerial
contribution
1

Examination of interorganizational
collaborative practices

Managerial
contribution
2

Integrated view of
facilitators and barriers
to collaboration

Managerial
contribution
3

Proposal of 5 areas of
intervention to preserve
collaboration and
capitalize on value

Managerial
contribution
4

Assessment of the
triad’s maturity level of
collaboration

Achievements
 3PL arbitrates, collaborates, provides visibility, standardizes and assumes
control of the supply network.
 Orchestration practices summarized in Chapter 4 and discussed in Chapter 5.
 Triadic members participate with attentiveness, communication,
commitment, expertise, knowledge, proximity, transparency, trust and
solidarity.
 These are operand resources preventing network inefficiencies and reducing
network complexity.
 Collaborative orientation is summarized in Chapter 4 and discussed in
Chapter 5.
 In refers to the connectivity, operability and quality of data in the systems
exploited across the triad.
 It was found that the poor inter-operability of systems and processes, is a
major hindrance to collaboration, performance and value.
 Inter-operability is described in Chapter 4 and discussed in Chapter 5.
 It refers to the acculturation of suppliers to collaborative activities and to the
enhancement of their logistics capabilities.
 The undeveloped stage of suppliers emerged as a major barrier to logistics
collaboration, performance and value creation.
 Supplier development is described in Chapter 4.
 Results grant that CTM is a collaborative mechanism based on interactions
that can be tailored to logistics settings in spite of imperfect enabling
conditions.
 CTM levels of implementation are discussed in Chapter 5.
 We provide a framework that simplifies the understanding of collaboration in
the logistics function.
 We use a pedagogical approach to reduce the ambiguity and complexity of
the nuanced multifaceted elements of collaboration.
 The orienting framework is presented in Chapter 4 & discussed in Chapter 5.
 We fill the voids in the literature suggesting that value is created via
collaboration but failing to explain how value is created and what are the
value outcomes.
 Our findings extend the dialogue of value creation in the logistics discipline
via the corroboration of two types of value present in the studied triad.
 The value notion is depicted in Chapter 4 and discussed in Chapter 5.
 Logistics practices for collaboration and logistics practices for performance
were delineated.
 We provide to concerned organizations a cumulative understanding of interorganizational practices that are sources of competitive advantage.
 We assess the enablers, recognize the resistors and we identify the
opportunities in logistics collaboration.
 We identify issues needing immediate attention; for example, information
systems inter-connectivity and supplier logistics integration.
 We propose five axes of intervention for the logistics triad to earn, preserve
and exploit distinctive value from collaborative relationships.
 Our managerial suggestion prescribes activity tracks, sub-processes and
operational metrics.
 We compared the triad’s levels and stages of collaboration against three
models of reference.
 This logistics triad is situated between initial and managed maturity (model
1), migrating from collaborative exploration to collaborative assimilation
(model 2), between the planning and the implementation stages (model 3).
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1. PRESENTATION OF THE CASE REPORTS
This document reports the procedures and results of our analysis for each of the
individual cases: The Third-Party Logistics Service Provider (3PL), The Original
Equipment Manufacturer (OEM), and The First-Tier suppliers (1TS). All of them
collaborating in the inbound logistics function of the investigated logistics triad.
The case analysis procedures and the write-up emerging from it are based on the initial
model and theoretical propositions of logistics collaboration presented in Chapter Two.
The conceptual model articulates enablers of logistics collaboration, collaborative
mechanisms and logistics performance outcomes. Each individual report benefits from
the prior development of theoretical propositions anticipating relationships between the
concepts in the model.
What is particular about this Appendix is that it presents the cases individually. Field
evidence from participating entities are purposively segmented and sequenced along
the report.
We opted for individual case analysis drawing on Yin’s (2009) operational
recommendations for the study of multiple cases. The author suggests a flow starting
at individual case reports and finishing at cross-case conclusions. As per the author,
each individual case should be seen as a ‘whole’ study in which “convergent evidence
is sought regarding the facts and conclusions of the case” (Yin, 2009, p.56). On a
further step (not included in this Appendix) individual case evidence informs a crosscase report (presented in Chapter 4 of this dissertation).
Based on the above asseverations, each single case is part (or as Yin posits, a variant)
of the same methodological framework. Hence, each individual write-up provides
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results emerging from one variant. In congruence with our unit of analysis, a logistics
triad, we are portraying field evidence reflected from each particular vector of the triad.
These cautions are important to underscore as we moved into a cross-case synthesis
after the individual reports were completed.
As for the methodological blueprint of this consolidated write-up, each case has
descriptive and explanatory aims. In general terms, we seek to present a description of
logistics collaboration in the context of each participating entity by depicting how and
why events are happening, and what are the outcomes. Each case configuration is
holistic. In broader terms, we situate the cases inside the area of an indissociable unit
of analysis; the logistics triad. As for the time horizon, each case is cross-sectional.
Case One (The 3PL) was built on evidence stemming from twelve semi-structured
interviews administered between October 2018 and August 2019. Case Two (The
OEM) includes evidence from nine semi-structured interviews administered between
April and September 2019. Case Three (The 1TS) reports on five semi-structured
interviews administered between October and November 2019.
The analytical approach employed to build each of the cases relied mostly on deductive
reasoning, but bearing a dose of induction for interpretive purposes. Our analytical
procedures and materials were based on a preliminary model bearing theoretical-based
concepts and propositions. These elements were confronted against case descriptions
using two analytical procedures: thematic content analysis and pattern matching.
Last, the intended contribution to theory from each case lays in the ‘theory
development’ category (Riddler, 2017). The results attest for the adequacy of the
theoretical perspectives selected to devise our model. Unfortunately, any of the
individual cases have the features to emerge a new theory (i.e., theory building), nor
they have the elements to contradict existing theory (i.e., theory testing).
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2. STRUCTURE OF THE INDIVIDUAL CASE REPORTS
Each individual case is structured as follows:
Section 1 (Narrative synthesis), presents the constituent elements of the case in the
form of a narrative. The narrative provides a case description based on the template
devised to structure the data. We performed thematic content analysis on the narrative
to corroborate the presence of concepts and propositions suggested in the preliminary
model. Emerging concepts were regrouped around the provisional categories of the
template. We ranked identified concepts in terms of their ‘support’ and ‘non support’
of pre-defined concepts and their anticipated relationships (i.e., the propositions). We
also evaluated identified concepts with regard to their novelty (i.e., ‘introduced’
concepts).
Section 2 (Pattern matching analysis), integrates the activities undertaken to administer
the pattern matching analytical procedure. We introduce our ‘mapping’ of the patterns.
To this end, we present an arrangement of first-order evidence, second-order themes,
and aggregate dimensions. The results of the analysis are condensed in a matrix with
refined propositions linked to an appropriate dimension of logistics collaboration. This
exercise also allowed for the identification of newly emerged themes.
Section 3 (Results), presents an arrangement of the results amid the analytical
framework. This exercise enhances the visibility of the findings when compared to the
original frame of reference. Our interpretation of the findings is also developed in this
section; by drawing on the main learnings from the fieldwork, we explain how the
results respond to the objectives of each case study.
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3. CASE ONE – THE THIRD-PARTY LOGISTICS SERVICE PROVIDER
3.1. Narrative synthesis - Case One – The 3PL
We call the 3PL under analysis the orchestrator of the collaborative logistics efforts in
the logistics triad. We borrowed the term from Zacharia, Sanders and Nix (2011)
suggesting that 3PLs have evolved in terms of the scope of the services provided. The
authors advocate that 3PLs have enlarged the extent of their functions searching for
competitive advantages. While enhancing and refining their logistics capabilities, 3PLs
became orchestrators of the supply chain. This asseveration was confirmed in the
context of our empirical validation.
The narrative of this case unwinds through 16 rubrics. (1) Role in the logistics triad.
(2) Perception of logistics collaboration. (3) Perception of logistics performance. (4)
Logistics practices leading to collaboration. (5) Logistics practices leading to
performance. (6) Contribution of people to logistics collaboration and logistics
performance. (7) Role of information systems. (8) Contribution of information systems.
(9) Identification of collaborative mechanisms. (10) Identification of areas of
opportunities for collaboration. (11) Identification of roadblocks and challenges to
logistics collaboration. (12) Value assessment of logistics collaboration. (13)
Assessment of the collaborative experience of the participant. (14) Sense-making of
collaborative strategy launched by the OEM. (15) Identification of key performance
indicators of logistics collaboration. (16) Identification of new concepts and themes
beyond the scope of the template but useful to enlighten the corpus of data. Each rubric
is reported next.
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3.1.1 Roles, responsibilities and background – The 3PL
As to the role, responsibilities and background of participants from the 3PL, we
interviewed 12 individuals from different positions ranging from key account senior
managers, logistics supervisors, analysts and load planners; we call them key actors.
Participants from 3PL have extensive experience in collaborative efforts across several
accounts in the North American landscape, mostly in automotive contractual services.
Most key actors are front-line orchestrators of tripartite relationships between main
customers and suppliers. They have strong communication and analytical skills as a
common denominator. They are also people and network oriented but curiously, and
contrary to expectation, they are less process and systems oriented. Their collaborative
orientation is very strong on people, firm on processes, and fair on systems. Both the
OEM and 1TS are deeply dependent on the expertise and collaborative orientation of
the orchestrator.
3.1.2 Logistics collaboration – The 3PL
As regards the perception of the orchestrator of logistics collaboration, key actors from
the 3PL referred first to the enablers of the concept. Precursors of logistics
collaboration as per the orchestrator are trust, communication, information sharing, and
integration of human resources. Recurrent themes from key participants allowed us to
put together their definition of the concept as follows:
“Logistics collaboration is a phenomenon in which communication
plays a central role. It focuses on information sharing, and team
integration, and seeks to meet customer’s expectations”.
Participants evoked in their testimonials that collaboration leads to logistics
performance. In absence of what theory posits as key enablers of collaboration in
logistics, the notions of assets-sharing and benefits-sharing did not emerge as
precursors nor as outcomes of logistics collaboration.
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3.1.3 Logistics performance – The 3PL
In reference to the 3PL’s perception of logistics performance, participants converge in
the belief that logistics performance results from people understanding the processes
and executing them successfully. For the 3PL logistics performance means meeting
customer expectations in various areas: financial, operational, quality, and safety.
Participants mentioned that to attain logistics performance, orchestrators need a good
communication flow (i.e., informational), plus the right set of assets and resources to
exploit. While analyzing this concept, we found a link to theory as participants
recognized that logistics performance leads to a competitive edge via cost reduction,
savings, and risk minimization. This finding is supported by representative quotes like
the following data excerpt from key actor code name Iris:
“Performance is logistics agents working together combining the right
elements to decrease logistics costs”.
3.1.4 Logistics practices leading to collaboration – The 3PL
Salient collaborative practices identified with 3PL are collaborative forecast with the
OEM, route design with carriers, master schedules with planners and suppliers, multifunctional support (i.e., inbound, internal, outbound logistics, projects), contingency
planning 3PL-OEM-Suppliers (holidays, weather, closures, add and delete, relocation,
projects), operational reach across production sites (North America and Europe), openbook budget and forecasting, billing and operational procedures.
The above practices are supported by collaborative routines such as shared information,
communication, closeness to the customer, fostering teamwork, interaction with key
actors, use of processes, exploitation of technologies, training, and willingness to
balance distribution of the workload. Despite the above practices and routines put
forward, participants recall as a major obstacle to collaboration not having enough time
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to deal with the growing complexity of the business. Supply chain complexity calls for
about 70 % of their time used to support the operations, thus only 30 % left-over time
is focused on true collaborative practices. A theoretical gap identified in participant’s
narrative has to do with the sharing of the benefits appearing unequal. As the OEM
must be the winning entity in practically all interactions, the 3PL profits less.
3.1.5 Logistics practices leading to performance – The 3PL
Logistics practices leading to performance were sometimes confounded with
collaborative practices, or even with managerial tools. We continued to analyze across
participant’s answers to come upon practices and tools that are specific to logistics
performance. Our analytical framework allowed segmenting the findings into people,
processes, and systems-oriented practices. As for the people-oriented practices, we
found that employee training and employee empowerment are enabling factors of
logistics performance. Participants also agree that the fact of being physically present
at the OEM’s production site enhances 3PL performance with a proximity effect.
Process-oriented practices were more abundant in participant’s narratives: kaizen
committees and initiatives, standard operating procedures, master plans, shipping
instructions, shipping guidelines, holiday schedules, supplier on-boarding and
escalation processes. Systems-oriented practices were interpreted by respondents as
Information Systems tools used to execute logistics activities. Participants put forward
electronic pickup notifications, load tenders, EDI carrier tracking and payment as
systems-oriented practices.
Researcher’s assessment on this rubric uncovered that logistics practices leading to
performance are present, yet they are not fully explicit nor visible as key indicators. In
the same vein, the analysis outputted that more complexity and disruption in the
logistics environment call for more human intervention, thus the need to focus on
people-oriented logistics practices leading to logistics performance. Another finding
relates to suppliers: logistics practices leading to collaboration and performance need
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to be extended to suppliers, and to other logistics entities and functions (e.g., other
divisions, carriers, freight forwarders, and distribution centres).
3.1.6 Human resources as enablers of logistics collaboration – The 3PL
Regarding the contribution of people to logistics collaboration and logistics
performance, interviewees agreed that associates make the difference when it comes to
collaborating. Field testimonials validate literature insights positing the human factor
as a key enabler of logistics collaboration. Data also uncovered an essential ingredient
to collaboration which turned out to be effective communication. The three pillars of
collaboration people, processes, and systems were footed on this rubric; participants
agreed upon developing people, aligning personnel to processes, and having personnel
work the systems efficiently, as key enablers of collaboration. For the 3PL the
challenges in the people dimension of logistics collaboration are to foster and to
maintain a collaborative culture. Another challenge has to do with the distribution of
tasks and workload, as one participant expressed it: “People are very collaborative, but
they are busy 75 % of their time putting fires down.” Consulted literature did not signal
task distribution and workload as deterrents of collaboration. A close look at the 3PL
indicates that they need to find ways to free personnel from transactional-related
operations steering away their collaborative potential.
3.1.7 The role of information systems in logistics collaboration – The 3PL
In reference to the role of information systems (IS) in logistics collaboration,
participants agree upon the fact that they are essential to maintain the flow of
information and to support the asynchronous nature of the operations. Participants state
that IS play a paramount role in logistics. Participant’s sense-making of IS catalogues
information systems as enablers of performance. Logistics performance obtained via
IS was interpreted in the forms of timely processed transactions, efficient decisionmaking, and effective tracking of materials across the SC.
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Although IS are considered vital, participants mentioned some drawbacks related to
the information systems in the context of the contract with the OEM. Participants find
IS to be unarticulated, data is incomplete or missing, they complained about lack of
visibility. Participants also evoked roadblocks to IS optimization. The first barrier
relates to cost; the OEM is reluctant to invest in top-of-the-line technology for its
inbound logistics function. The second barrier has to do with compatibility; the current
logistics information systems are not fully compatible with other functions of the
supply chain such as planning, warehousing, order-to-delivery, and aftermarket
service. In spite of such barriers, the 3PL has developed in-house IS solutions to bridge
some of the gaps of loads scheduling, tracking, visibility, billing and accruals.
3.1.8 Contribution of information systems to logistics collaboration – The 3PL
Shedding light on the role of IS to logistics collaboration seemed insufficient. This is
why we delved into the contribution of IS to logistics collaboration and to logistics
performance. The main benefit of IS exploitation was evoked as cost reduction,
translated into lower number of hours and executants to perform transactions.
Notwithstanding, the narrative underscored the contribution of IS to be dependent on
the operator (people), and on the information flowing through the system (content).
From the 3PL perspective, full exploitation and integration of IS remains a pending
item. Deterrents relating to IS use were a rigid structure of the systems, lack of support
from the customer, and poor alignment to LTL carriers and suppliers. In the view of
the participants, these problems block the full potential to collaboration, and deter
performance improvements.
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3.1.9 Processes as enablers of logistics collaboration – The 3PL
Another key catalyst of logistics collaboration are processes. We identified the
elements surrounding collaborative processes via the probing of collaborative
mechanisms. As socio-technical elements of collaboration, such mechanisms emerged
in the form of processes, instructions, exercises, quality disciplines, and even
technological applications. Collaborative mechanisms evoked by participants were
shipping instructions, holiday schedules, master schedules, load planning, route design,
Standard Operating Procedures (SOP), kaizen, Value Stream Mapping (VSM),
budgeting and forecasting, on-board calls to suppliers, Logistics Plan for Every
Supplier (LPFS), carrier support applications such as GPS and E-Log. Another practice
(although of intangible nature) was the 3PL ability to orchestrate the SC efforts. A
drawback identified by the 3PL was the fact that the OEM does not have a global plan
to foster collaboration. Under a triadic perspective, this oversight results in the
inconsistency of mechanisms, tools, and processes that are somehow shared but
outdated.
3.1.10 Opportunities for logistics collaboration – The 3PL
We delved into pin-pointing areas of opportunities for logistics collaboration. Areas of
improvement uncovered relate to people, systems and processes. On the people
dimension, it was expressed that 3PL needs to level the workload of the associates thus
allocating time to foster collaboration and creativity. An evident barrier was associate’s
time expenditure on burdening operational and/or financial tasks blocking their latitude
to doing anything else. With regard to systems, it was identified that the OEM needs to
improve accuracy, quality and timing of the data used in the logistics function. From a
triadic perspective, IS applications development and/or acquisition seemed also
relevant if the OEM wants to maintain a competitive edge. On the processes dimension,
it emerged that Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) need to be updated periodically.
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This will facilitate 3PL’s ability to improve accuracy on their execution of tasks.
Building and tracking conventional and collaborative KPIs is also needed to show the
value of the 3PL’s orchestrating efforts. Lastly, 3PL needs to work with suppliers to
enhance their logistics capabilities.
3.1.11 Barriers and challenges to logistics collaboration – The 3PL
Discussing opportunities in logistics collaboration lead to the identification of
roadblocks and challenges in the field. The first and most pressing situation elicited by
the participants was the growing and disruptive nature of the account they service. The
complexity of the operations and the multi-site dispersion challenge the levels of
collaboration and performance. A second roadblock emerging recurrently in
participant’s discourse was the OEM’s data inaccuracy hindering collaborative
opportunities. A third roadblock is linked to the associates servicing the account when
it comes to their competencies, skills and motivation: the 3PL needs to find ways to
enhance them all. A fourth major barrier to logistics collaboration in the triadic
arrangement is supplier’s inability to keep ‘the cadence of the dance’. Since most
suppliers service multiple OEMs, they might not be knowledgeable about the logistics
conditions needed to service the specific logistics triad under analysis. Supplier
development in logistics terms emerged as a challenge requiring immediate attention.
3.1.12 Value emerging from logistics collaboration – The 3PL
One of the objectives of this investigation focuses on the assessment of value
emanating from logistics collaboration. Findings suggest that value added by 3PL
consists in a profound knowledge of the OEM’s logistics network. This knowledge
provides latitude to do from quick fixes to large projects that are beneficial to both
parties. As per 3PL testimonials, the value added could be even greater if data available
were accurate, complete, and timely. Roadblocks to value creation evoked by 3PL are
similar to those hindering collaboration: a silo-minded culture of some actors and
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functions of the triad. As per the 3PL, the monetary gains stemming from value
materialize into savings and cost containment. As for the relational value, it translates
into learning, knowledge building, knowledge sharing, trust, risk reduction, uncertainty
mitigation, goal congruence, decision synchronisation, incentive alignment, resource
sharing, joint knowledge creation, collaborative communication, and information
sharing. We find a theoretical link between these results and the relational view of the
firm (Dyer and Singh, 1998). Such connexions are developed in Chapter Five Discussion.
3.1.13 Participant’s experience in logistics collaboration – The 3PL
In an attempt to add validity to the findings, we evaluated participant’s previous
experience in logistics collaboration inspired in some steps of Flanagan’s (1954)
critical incident technique. We probed one question intended to elicit effective
collaborative behaviours from participants’ past challenges. We therefore asked
participants to describe in detail a significant collaborative episode in the context of
their work. Informant’s constructed realities of collaborative events allowed for an
assessment of their collaborative background. The collaborative solidity of participants
was corroborated, as most of them brought forward interesting narrative of incidents
handled with the current OEM and/or with other major clients such as Toyota, General
Motors, and Suzuki. Collaborative experiences extended across three countries;
Canada, the USA, and Mexico.
Poignant themes emerging from the narrated incidents were communication,
orchestration, coordination, alignment, downsizing, merging, project management, and
relocation. The technique, although partially employed, revealed that orchestration
capabilities learned from past experiences are exploited in the context of the current
relationship. Interpretation of the findings reveals that orchestration saves money, and
generates value by executing knowledge-sharing routines.
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3.1.14 Role of the 3PL in the OEM collaborative initiative – The 3PL
Knowing that the OEM launched a corporate collaborative initiative in 2018 seeking
to fix current operational problems, to improve their actual processes, and to gradually
transform the OEM operational stand, we probed the sense-making of the 3PL
participants in regard to the collaborative strategy initiated and steered by the OEM.
Associates from 3PL agreed upon the fact that the strategy seeks to tear down walls
between silo-centered departments. The 3PL participation in the early stages of the
project helped to underscore the complexity of the inbound logistics network. The
presence of a key collaborative ingredient, being information systems, was identified
in participant’s discourse referring to this strategy. Participation in the initiative gave
3PL the opportunity to communicate and to map everyday logistics efforts at a tactical
level. Value Stream Mapping (VSM) was the collaborative mechanism employed. The
VSM exercise revealed the negative impact of incomplete or missing data. Moreover,
3PL expressed that its participation was rather instrumental and that it would have
preferred to play a deeper role. Testimonials revealed that there is great collaborative
potential in this initiative, and one of the challenges will be the alignment of the OEM
information systems with those of the 3PL and to other providers with services linked
to the logistics function.
3.1.15 Performance indicators of logistics collaboration – The 3PL
Another objective pursued was the identification of key performance indicators of
logistics collaboration. Participants agreed upon the fact that 3PL does not sufficiently
show the results of logistics collaboration and logistics performance in the form of KPIs
worth reading, tracking and disseminating. Participants believe that there are great
efforts deployed while collaborating with the OEM and with suppliers. However, such
efforts are not visible enough internally nor externally to amount to collaboration
through a value perspective. One participant illustrated this need on the following data
excerpt “think of a large dashboard to show others our operational health”.
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Moreover, participants evoked in their discourse a series of KPIs that can be classified,
some as ‘classic’, some as ‘collaborative’. KPIs identified fall into different categories
and sub-categories. KPIs can be organized according to the entity participating in the
logistics triad (i.e., the OEM, the 3PL, the suppliers). Another categorization lays in
the orientation of the KPI, meaning the factor of collaboration it seeks to improve (i.e.,
people, systems, or processes). Table A1 next, summarizes our categorization of viable
performance-related intentions, actions and metrics emerging from the 3PL case.
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Table A1. Performance intentions, actions and metrics of logistics collaboration –
The 3PL
Categorization
(alphabetical order)

Carrier related

Performance intention, action or metric

Type:

Nature:

financial or

Traditional or

non-financial

collaborative

Accessorial charges as percentage of total freight

FIN

TRAD

Freight pay compliance

FIN

TRAD

Interior score card

NF

TRAD

Intensity and accuracy of communications

NF

COL

Number and nature of interventions traffic/carriers

NF

COL

On-time deliveries

NF

TRAD

Responsiveness to network intensity

NF

COL

Cycle time shipping

NF

TRAD

Distribution centers

Cycle time receiving

NF

TRAD

(cross-dock) related

Inbound and outbound volume per origin and destination

NF

TRAD

Quarantine zone: aging suppliers, volume, nature

NF

TRAD

NF

TRAD

Projects on master plan accomplished

NF

COL

TMS reduction of transactions: voucher per load minimization

FIN

TRAD

NF

TRAD

CBM transported per division

NF

TRAD

Dollar spent transportation/division

FIN

TRAD

Reverse logistics KPIs
Environment related

Number of return trips with reusable materials: runs, volume,
destinations, costs, etc.

Management related

Number of improvements (kaizen) implemented: quantitative
and qualitative impact

Network related

CBM transported per vehicle platform

NF

TRAD

Dollar spent transportation/vehicle platform

FIN

TRAD

MCP errors

NF

TRAD

Network discrepancies (lateness, strikes, weather, etc.).

NF

COL

NF

TRAD

NF

COL

FIN

COL

Number and type of shipments per origin and destination
(LTL, FTL, LCL, FCL, air, expedited, non-stock)
Shipping locations evolution: sites, destinations, volumes
(geo-localization with Tableau)
On-time data for forecast

OEM related

Add and delete supplier/parts on network

NF

COL

Accurate data for forecast

FIN

TRAD

Accrual accuracy (3PL)

FIN

TRAD

Forecast accuracy (3PL)

FIN

TRAD
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Table A1. Performance intentions, actions or metrics of logistics collaboration – The
3PL (continued)
Categorization
(alphabetical order)

Service related

Supplier related

Performance intention, action or metric

Nature:

financial or

Traditional or

non-financial

collaborative

Empathy level of associates

NF

COL

Experience thermometer clients

NF

COL

Frequency and nature of emergency orders

NF

COL

Percentage of deliveries without errors

NF

TRAD

Route evolution: milk run, dedicated, other

NF

COL

Responsiveness of 3PL to emergencies from OEM

NF

COL

Discrepancy on part count

NF

TRAD

Compliance of shipping instructions

NF

TRAD

On-board participation

NF

COL

Number and nature of interventions with suppliers

NF

COL

Paperwork shortage

NF

TRAD

Quality of paperwork for transportation

NF

TRAD

Top 10 (or 5) suppliers shipping

NF

TRAD

Worst 10 (or 5) suppliers shipping

NF

TRAD

NF

COL

Supplier evolution: sites, destinations, volumes
(geo-localization with Tableau)

Total

Type:

Total number of KPIs from 3PL = 43 ; Number of financial KPIs
= 9 ; Number o non-financial KPIs = 34 ; Number of traditional
KPIs = 27 ; Number of collaborative KPIs = 16
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3.1.16 Emerging themes from content analysis – The 3PL
One last but no less important element of our fieldwork sought for the identification of
new concepts and themes beyond the scope of the initial framework but useful to
enlighten the corpus of data. Emerging concepts and themes were vast and eclectic and,
for the sake of frugality, we decided to consolidate them into the ‘enablers’ dimension
of collaboration (i.e., people, systems, processes). Emerging themes were also
classified across the triadic collaborators (i.e., the OEM, the 3PL, the suppliers). Table
A2 next, summarizes the emerging themes of logistics collaboration stemming from
the 3PL case.
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Table A2. Emerging themes from content analysis - The 3PL
Enablers /
Impacted Entity

People
 Associate development,
needed

Themes from
3PL
in relation to
itself

 Leadership to enhance
associate’s collaborative
potential, needed

Systems
 3PL TMS is an application
that contributes to
collaboration

 Service dominant logic, to
improve

Processes
 Conjoint KPI generation as
manifestation of collaboration
 Exploit complementary
resource-capabilities: crossdocks, bonded warehouses,
auxiliary services
 Build a more comprehensive SC
with assets and knowledge
available at 3PL level

 Network outside the triad,
to improve
 Economies of conventions,
perceptions of collaboration
differ across individuals and
sites, to take into account
 3PL needs coherent data
from the OEM

 Insufficient information is
shared upstream
 The OEM needs to contribute to
vertical and horizontal logistics
collaboration

Themes from
3PL
in relation to the
vehicle
manufacturer

 Horizontal collaborators impact
the logistics triad, the OEM
needs to clear roles and
responsibilities
 Governance needs to improve in
terms of the alignment of
objectives, capabilities, roles
and responsibilities of
‘alternative collaborators’
 The OEM has turned down
promising collaborative projects
like ‘first dock’
 Need to adopt early supplier
involvement practice

Themes from
3PL
in relation to
suppliers

 Supplier is not knowledgeable
about the triad’s network
 Need to raise standards to
suppliers in terms of logistics
and customs
 Knowledge-sharing routines are
required such as those from
Toyota’s packaging system
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3.1.17 Summary of the results from thematic content analysis – The 3PL
Table A3 next presents a summary of the results from thematic content analysis using
a ‘directed approach’ (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005). In an arrangement of rows and
columns, we regroup emerging concepts around their categories. Moreover, concepts
identified in the narrative are evaluated with the regard to their capacity to support
preliminary themes and propositions. The themes are also assessed with regard to their
potential to introduce new concepts.
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Table A3. Results from thematic content analysis using a directed approach – The 3PL
Evaluation of new themes with regard
to their ability to support propositions
or former themes
Themes identified
Assets and benefits sharing

Collaborative orientation

Collaborative Transportation
Management (TMS)

Complexity (Supply Chain
Complexity)

Themes emerged from these provisional
categories

Themes are linked to
these propositions

Supported

1.2 Logistics collaboration

X

1.4 Logistics practices for collaboration

X
X

1.13 Critical incident

X

1.5 Logistics practices for performance

Proposition 2

X

1.7 Role of information systems

Proposition 2

X

1.4 Logistics practices for collaboration

X

1.11 Impediments to collaboration

X

Identified in its operational form: TMS

X

1.6 Catalyst 1. Human resources

Proposition 1

X

Information systems

1.7 Role of information systems

Proposition 1

X

1.8 Catalyst 2. Information technologies

Performance indicators

Idem
X

1.10 Opportunities in collaboration

Comments

Partially supported, CTM was not explicit

1.16 Emerging concepts

Human resources

Opportunities

Introduced

1.1 Roles and responsibilities

1.14 OEM’s collaborative initiative

Orchestration (Supply Chain
Orchestration)

Not
supported

X
Proposition 1

X

1.9 Catalyst 3. Collaborative processes

X

1.10 Opportunities in collaboration

X

1.13 Critical incident

X

1.14 OEM’s collaborative initiative

X

1.16 Emerging concepts

X

1.15 Metrics of collaboration

Propositions 3, 4

X

Processes

1.9 Catalyst 3. Collaborative processes

Proposition 1

X

Proximity management

1.5 Logistics practices for performance

X
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Table A3. Results from thematic content analysis using a directed approach – The 3PL (continued)
Evaluation of new themes with regard
to their ability to support propositions
or former themes
Themes identified
Relational view

Resource-based view
Supplier development,
compliance and integration

Systems inter-operability

Value creation

Themes emerged from these provisional
categories

Themes are linked to
these propositions

Not
supported

Introduced

Comments

1.9 Catalyst 3. Collaborative processes

X

Absence of ‘institutional environment’ identified as a barrier

1.12 Value of collaboration

X

‘Mechanisms that preserve profits’ identified

1.16 Emerging concepts

X

Idem

1.3 Logistics performance

X

1.10 Opportunities in collaboration

X

1.11 Impediments to collaboration

X

1.16 Emerging concepts

X

1.12 Value of collaboration

X

'Data inaccuracy' and 'data incompleteness' as barriers

1.14 OEM’s collaborative initiative

X

Idem

1.16 Emerging concepts

X

Idem

1.12 Value of collaboration

Proposition 5

Supported

X
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Table A3 presented the results of our de-coding/re-coding of the evidence. This
exercise was intended to give meaning and structure to data once synthesized in a
narrative. We underscore that this was a manually executed exercise benefiting the
analysis in three ways: (1) recognizing relationships and configurations in the data, (2)
allowing for the identification of all concepts regardless of their importance, (3)
evaluating of new concepts with regard to their ability to support categories or
propositions.
As a corollary to this rubric, we present the results from thematic content analysis using
a ‘summative approach’ (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005). Table A4 offers an arrangement
outputted using the CAQDAS ‘QDA Miner’. We performed this additional step to
statistically display the data showing code’s count and frequency per category.
CAQDAS benefited the analysis in ways such as numerical corroboration, increased
the transparency and rigour of the exercise. We admit that the use of this software was
not up to our expectations as it lacked many intuitive features required for depth and
precision. We invested lengthy hours manually adjusting verbatim, categories, codes
and coding units (i.e., phrases) only to obtain count and frequencies for visual display.
The interpretive power we sought in the software package was supplanted by its
instrumental usefulness. The software package numerically corroborated our
idiographic results obtained from manual coding. It also validated our concepts with
descriptive numerical outputs.
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Table A4. Results from thematic analysis using a summative approach – The 3PL
Nbr
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

Count

%
Codes

Cases

16

2,0%

12

100,0%

Background

1

0,1%

1

8,3%

Collaborative orientation

7

0,9%

6

50,0%

Work experience

9

1,2%

7

58,3%

Perception of collaboration

14

1,8%

12

100,0%

Enablers of collaboration

31

4,0%

12

100,0%

Outcomes of collaboration

17

2,2%

8

66,7%

Perception of performance

15

1,9%

11

91,7%

Enablers of performance

28

3,6%

12

100,0%

Outcomes of performance

10

1,3%

8

66,7%

Practices to collaborate

7

0,9%

5

41,7%

Obstacles to collaborate

8

1,0%

3

25,0%

Results collaborative practices

1

0,1%

1

8,3%

Practices to perform

4

0,5%

4

33,3%

Obstacles to perform

8

1,0%

4

33,3%

Results performance practices

0

0,0%

0

0,0%

People enabling collaboration

22

2,8%

10

83,3%

People enabling performance

17

2,2%

9

75,0%

Obstacles to people's contributions

13

1,7%

7

58,3%

Relevance of IS

10

1,3%

9

75,0%

Meaning of IS

10

1,3%

9

75,0%

Obstacles linked to IS

25

3,2%

9

75,0%

Collaborative benefits of IS

13

1,7%

8

66,7%

Performance benefits of IS

15

1,9%

8

66,7%

Blockages to benefits from IS

19

2,4%

9

75,0%

Collaborative processes

16

2,0%

7

58,3%

Collaborative tools

31

4,0%

10

83,3%

Collaborative mechanisms

16

2,0%

11

91,7%

Obstacles to processes

13

1,7%

5

41,7%

Opportunities with people

30

3,8%

12

100,0%

Opportunities with systems

31

4,0%

10

83,3%

Opportunities with processes

25

3,2%

10

83,3%

Roadblocks to collaboration

32

4,1%

11

91,7%

Challenges to collaboration

25

3,2%

9

75,0%

Possibilities of collaboration

4

0,5%

3

25,0%

Complexity in collaboration

11

1,4%

6

50,0%

Category

Code

 Participant's role

Roles and responsibilities

 Logistics collaboration

 Logistics performance

 Collaborative practices

 Performance practices

 Contribution of people

 Role of information systems (IS)

 Contribution of IS

 Contribution of processes

 Opportunities in collaboration

 Impediments to collaboration

%
Cases
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Table A4. Results from thematic analysis using a summative approach – The 3PL
(continued)
Nbr
12

13

14

15

Count

%
Codes

Cases

9

1,2%

8

66,7%

Value outcomes

11

1,4%

7

58,3%

Value blockages

3

0,4%

2

16,7%

Value examples

3

0,4%

3

25,0%

Collaborative experience

10

1,3%

9

75,0%

Collaborative behaviour

6

0,8%

6

50,0%

Collaborative episode

11

1,4%

9

75,0%

Logistics orchestration

12

1,5%

7

58,3%

Relevance of the initiative

6

0,8%

4

33,3%

Initiative fixing processes

0

0,0%

0

0,0%

Initiative improving processes

3

0,4%

2

16,7%

Initiative transforming processes

1

0,1%

1

8,3%

Traditional metrics

18

2,3%

10

83,3%

Collaborative metrics

22

2,8%

8

66,7%

Financial metrics

11

1,4%

7

58,3%

Category

Code

 Value of collaboration

Value assessment

 Critical incident

 OEM's collaborative initiative

 Metrics of collaboration

Non-financial metrics
16

 Emerging concepts

%
Cases

3

0,4%

2

16,7%

44

5,6%

9

75,0%

Network orchestration

9

1,2%

6

50,0%

Network complexity

7

0,9%

3

25,0%

Supplier compliance

6

0,8%

4

33,3%

Supplier development

2

0,3%

2

16,7%

22

2,8%

6

50,0%

8

1,0%

4

33,3%

Alternative collaborators

Supplier integration
Relational rents
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3.2. Pattern matching analysis - Case One – The 3PL
This section presents the results of the pattern matching technique administered to the
evidence from case one. The section is articulated around three main visual outputs:
(1) ‘evidence maps’ for each of dimension of the analytical framework; the contents of
each map are derived from empirical data. (2) a ‘propositions matrix’ synthesizing the
results of the analysis. In this matrix, propositions are associated to the appropriate
dimensions of logistics collaboration. (3) an ‘emerging themes matrix’ identifying
themes and associating them to a conceptual category. The structure of our maps and
matrixes are based on the templates developed by Rahman (2012) who executed pattern
matching on dyadic arrangements between 3PL and OEM.
What follows in Figures A1, A2 and A3 are the interpretive templates that we call
‘evidence maps’. These maps synthesize evidence decanted from a large ‘control
document’ (omitted for the sake of simplicity). The maps are segmented into three
sections displayed in columns: column one contains patterns of first-order evidence
expressed in short sentences. Column two displays second-order themes. Column three
indicates the categorical dimension hosting the patterns and themes.
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We present next in Table A5 a ‘propositions matrix’ resulting from the analysis of case
one. To this end, we reviewed the initial propositions in light of the empirical findings.
Evidence from content analysis and from evidence maps substantiate this matrix. The
output contains a list of refined propositions associated to an appropriate dimension of
logistics collaboration.
Table A5. Propositions, themes and dimensions matrix of Case One – The 3PL
Appropriate
dimension

Nbr

Refined propositions and themes

P1a

Effective communication and balanced workload are the most important facilitators of logistics
collaboration from the 3PL perspective.

Enablers
(people)

P1b

Information systems contribute to logistics collaboration by linking network entities, reducing
transactions and enhancing visibility in operations.

Enablers
(systems)

P1c

Processes-enabling logistics collaboration are of operational and financial nature.
Processes contribute to logistics collaboration by standardizing and by keeping track of the
activities of a complex network.

Enablers
(processes)

P2d

Unbalanced workload, incomplete data, disruptive operations, and inconsistency of
mechanisms and processes are hindrances to 3PL collaborative capabilities.

Enablers
(antagonist)

T1a

At the 3PL, logistics practices for collaboration are of operational and financial nature.
Operational practices provide stability, visibility and control on material moving through the
network. Financial practices contribute to budget, forecast and audit logistics expenditures.

Mechanisms
(practices for
collaboration)

T2b

At the 3PL, logistics practices for performance are supported by people (e.g., empowerment),
systems (e.g., customized applications), and processes (e.g., SOPs, Kaizen).

Mechanisms
(practices for
performance)

P2a

At the 3PL, the main collaborative application of operational nature is a customized
Transportation Management System which has a theoretical link to CTM.
At the 3PL, the main collaborative practices of financial nature consist in a series of activities to
budget, forecast, and audit the OEM’s logistics expenditures.

Mechanisms
(operational and
financial)

T2c

Collaborative initiatives at the 3PL such as ‘logistics plan for every supplier’ and leading-edge
technology solutions are not yet in full application at the serviced account.
Hindrances to these strategies relate to lack of resources, investment and communication.

Mechanisms
(strategies)

P3a

Logistics collaboration positively influences operational performance in ways such as savings,
cost avoidances, economies of scale and service improvement.

Outcomes
(operational
performance)

P4a

Logistics collaboration positively influences relational performance with outcomes such as
knowledge building, knowledge sharing, trust enhancement, risk reduction, uncertainty
mitigation, decision synchronization, goal alignment, incentive alignment, and resource sharing

Outcomes
(relational
performance)

P5a

The 3PL’s contribution to value for the logistics triad is related to its extensive knowledge of the
logistics network.
Knowledge of the logistics network is an intangible value allowing for intervention that are
beneficial to the OEM and to suppliers.

Outcomes
(value of
collaboration)

P5b

Explicit hindrances to value creation are information system’s data inaccuracy and data
incompleteness, associate’s unbalanced workload, and dated processes.
Implicit hindrances to value creation are silo-minded structures of some functions of the triad.

Outcomes
(roadblocks to
value creation)

Developed by the researcher for the purposes of this study. Template adapted from Rahman (2012)
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We present next in Table A6 an ‘emergent themes matrix’ resulting from the analysis
of case one. Evidence from content analysis and from evidence maps substantiate this
matrix which identifies emergent themes and associates them with a conceptual
category.
Table A6. Emergent themes and categories matrix of Case One – The 3PL
Conceptual
category

Nbr

Emergent themes

ET1

Enablers
The 3PL exploits its orchestration capabilities which are of influential and instrumental nature.
Influential orchestration is dependent on trust, information sharing and mutual understanding.
Instrumental orchestration is dependent on the use of infrastructures and resources.

ET2

Enablers
There are alternative supply chain entities outside the triadic arrangement capable of
enhancing or hindering logistics collaboration.
Alternative entities such as carriers, freight forwarders, customs brokers, and other 3PLs
positively influence logistics collaboration via their expertise, commitment and assets.
Alternative collaborators’ opacity in roles and responsibilities, unclear processes and
information systems misalignment are hindrances to logistics collaboration.

ET3

Mechanisms
The efficiency of collaborative mechanisms is strongly influenced by systems inter-operability.
There is only systems intra-operability at the 3PL level. Full inter-operability with the other
members of the triad is work in progress.

Systems interoperability

ET4

Mechanisms
Early supplier involvement in the design and testing of collaborative practices (operational and
financial) could positively affect logistics collaboration.

Supplier
integration

ET5

Mechanisms
The 3PL employs and ad hoc collaborative technology applications such as TMS and POTTS
which are highly customized to the complex nature of the client’s network.

Network
complexity

ET6

Outcomes
Monetary savings and knowledge-sharing routines are outcomes of 3PL network orchestration.

Network
orchestration

ET7

Outcomes
A complex and disruptive logistics environment requires increased 3PL intervention hindering
associates’ ability to collaborate, to innovate and to create value.

Network
complexity

Network
orchestration

Alternative
collaborators

Developed by the researcher for the purposes of this study. Template adapted from Rahman (2012)
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3.1 Interpretation of the findings – The 3PL
The analytical framework presented above allows for graphical description of the
findings. We structured the results in the space of three dimensions: enablers,
mechanisms, and outcomes of logistics collaboration.
Patton (2002) suggests that case studies should be interpreted in some degree by the
researcher to facilitate the reporting process. In his words a case report should “provide
sufficient description to allow the reader to understand the basis for an interpretation,
and sufficient interpretation to allow the reader to understand the description” (Patton
2002, p.503-504).
What follows next is a recapitulation of the findings together with our interpretations.
We move on to describe first the collaborative mechanisms that the 3PL manages
successfully in the context of their contractual agreement with the OEM. Secondly, we
pin-point pending items in logistics collaboration that could be implemented in order
to enhance logistics performance and value creation. Third, we uncover the challenges
faced by the 3PL in order to consolidate its orchestrator’s role in the logistics triad.
The collaborative mechanisms successfully managed by the 3PL were identified into
two categories: financial and non-financial. The ones non-related to finance are
arranged in the space of three rubrics: people-enabled, systems-enabled, and processenabled mechanisms. The 3PL profits from the physical proximity of its associates who
collaborate side-by-side with the OEM. The 3PL shares its associate’s experience,
knowledge and talent always looking for value-adding propositions to support and to
enhance logistics activities across the network. The process-driven mechanisms are
numerous and varied. In fact, out of the three members of the triad, 3PL is the agent
with most processes in execution extending to the OEM and to 1TSs. Systems-wise,
3PL is also strong. Because of its international exposure to other accounts in the
automotive, home-appliances, food-retail, and medical industries, 3PL is proprietary of
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state-of-the-art supply chain technology. Unfortunately, at the time of writing, only a
minimal dose of the 3PL group technologies were at the service of the OEM.
An unexpected finding of this investigation was collaborative mechanisms related to
the finance function. More precisely, 3PL is required to provide assistance to the OEM
in budgeting, forecasting and accrual processes in connexion to inbound logistics
expenditures. Such activities might take a significant amount of 3PL associates’ time
and effort particularly in peak periods such as month, quarter, and year end. For these
particular financial activities, 3PL has developed innovative processes to cater to the
OEM’s needs in monetary-related information. It is worth noting that this is the only
North American contract in which the 3PL is required to come with financial-related
collaborative processes.
Financial accuracy and stability in the logistics function is viewed by the 3PL’s client
as an element of logistics performance. With its collaborative practices, 3PL
contributes with costing visibility, expenditure anticipations, and variance
explanations; these are key streams of information to support the client’s monetary
decisions. The execution of the financial collaborative practices also leads to
operational efficiencies: they help detect areas for savings and cost-avoidances.
Our analysis also put forward pending items in logistics collaboration addressing the
relationship 3PL-OEM. The following axis of intervention emerged as points that the
3PL could address to improve collaboration. Some challenges are also pointed out at
the end of each rubric.
On the people vector, the 3PL has solid teams of associates working on-site at different
manufacturing facilities of the OEM. The 3PL has also what they call Load Control
Centres (LCC) situated at different locations in North America. It was noted that some
of the on-site teams are cohesive, knowledgeable, experienced and empowered to
maintain and to enhance collaboration and performance outcomes.
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However, the privileged situation of some teams – in some sites - is not the norm across
all manufacturing locations and LCCs. This unbalance responds mainly to the
evolution of the employment market resulting in employee retirement, turnover, bad
hiring choices, or even employee absorption by the OEM. The 3PL could put forward
internal plans to palliate such unbalance which is perceived as a risk by the OEM.
On the systems vector, 3PL is in possession of state-of-the-art supply chain operational
and analytics technology exploited with other accounts in North America.
Unfortunately, only a fragment of such technology is capitalized to collaborate and to
improve performance with the OEM. This unbalance can be related to the OEM’s
reluctance to embrace and to invest in technological solutions already proven
successful elsewhere. As a token of this disinclination, we can mention the OEM’s
resistance to implement barcode technology to track shipments despite the evident
growth and complexification of its supply and delivery networks. The 3PL could scan
possible areas of opportunity to offer solutions in the realm of information systems.
The market for IS solutions applied to supply chain activities is rapidly growing. If this
angle is not aggressively attacked by the 3PL, the open space of opportunity could be
taken over by a competitor.
On the processes vector, our inductive approach identified that the 3PL is very strong
in this area. The 3PL process solidity can be tracked back to its long-lasting exposure
to other major accounts in the automotive industry, but also to the 3PL background as
organization with roots traced upstream to a Japanese industrial conglomerate. The
challenge on the processes vector has to do with the complexity of the catered supply
chain. Despite the OEM’s mindset aiming for a stable supply chain with minimum
variance in operations and in financial results, evidence shows that the analyzed SC
remains turbulent and disruptive. The reasons for such unsteadiness are beyond the
scope of this analysis. However, if the 3PL wants to address such phenomenon, it needs
to allocate more people and systems into the process area in order to: permanently
review and update current processes and instructions, and constantly come up with new
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processes, guidelines and tools leveled up to the changing nature of the serviced
environment. Retardation in process innovation can also be prejudicial to logistics
collaboration and performance outcomes.
In addition to the pain-points and areas of opportunity described above, evidence
stemming from the investigation offered outcomes of logistics performance that are
complementary to traditional performance metrics. Besides operational performance,
results indicate that the 3PL exploits its orchestration capabilities to generate value and
relational rents.
Value, as a subjective notion, has been addressed by SC literature as something difficult
to measure. Notwithstanding, the 3PL assessed the value of network orchestration in
transactional and relational streams. In the case of the 3PL, transactional value from
logistics collaboration translates into savings, cost-avoidances and economies of scale
that are beneficial for the relationship 3PL-OEM. As for the relational value, this
materializes into learning, knowledge building, knowledge sharing, trust, risk
reduction, uncertainty mitigation, goal congruence, decision synchronization, incentive
alignment, resource sharing, joint knowledge creation, collaborative communication,
and information sharing.
Relational rents were also identified inside the 3PL case. From the network
orchestration perspective, 3PL generates relational rents by means of extensive
knowledge of the logistics network, front-line proximity to the customer, a long-date
business relationship with the OEM (over 20 years), social interdependency, resource
commitment, and innovation. The enabling factors of relational rents identified in the
3PL case were relation-specific assets, knowledge-sharing routines, complementary
resources and capabilities, and effective governance.
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4. CASE TWO – THE ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURER
4.1. Narrative synthesis – Case Two - The OEM
We call the OEM under analysis the locomotive of the collaborative logistics efforts in
the logistics triad. This term emerged from the narrative of the interviewees of the case.
In their view, the OEM should be regarded as a powerful engine that pulls the logistics
entities forward towards growth and operational stability. The locomotive thus dictates
the direction and the intensity of the exchanges in the supply chain.
What unfolds next is our analysis on how the OEM responds to the aims of the research
project. This analysis is based on data stemming from 9 in-depth interviews conducted
during April to September 2019 in Canada and in Mexico.
We used the same number of rubrics employed in the interview guide administered to
the 3PL. Notwithstanding, the data collection instrument was refined to the specific
context of the OEM (i.e., use of terms, notions, people, places, technicalities) as well
as to the profile of the informants (i.e., multiple informants at different stages of the
supply chain). In this adapted document, we decided to keep the 16 items and a similar
structure to that conducted with the 3PL. We did this to assure consistency across
investigated cases.
The narrative of case two thus unwinds through 16 headings mirroring the interview
guide, namely: (1) Informant’s roles, responsibilities and background. (2) Logistics
collaboration. (3) Logistics performance. (4) Logistics practices leading to
collaboration. (5) Logistics practices leading to performance. (6) Contribution of
people to logistics collaboration and logistics performance. (7) Role of information
systems. (8) Contribution of information systems. (9) Identification of collaborative
mechanisms. (10) Identification of opportunities for collaboration. (11) Identification
of roadblocks and challenges to collaboration. (12) Value assessment of logistics
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collaboration. (13) Assessment of informants’ collaborative experience. (14) Sensemaking of the collaborative strategy launched by the OEM. (15) Identification of
performance indicators. (16) Identification of new concepts and themes beyond the
scope of the template but useful to enlighten the corpus of data. Each rubric is reported
next.
4.1.1 Roles, responsibilities and background – The OEM
Our choice of participants responded to the cross-functional nature of the investigated
supply chain. We interviewed nine specialist in different positions of the OEM supply
chain: Director of North American customs and inbound logistics, two team leaders of
inbound logistics for different production sites (in Canada and in Mexico), global
leader of outbound logistics, director of the OEM research and development entity,
inbound logistics supervisor for a Canadian manufacturing facility, engineer in charge
of a strategic transformative project involving logistics, area manager of production
planning, outbound logistics manager for finished vehicles. While all nine informants
are experts in their respective SC function; we sought eclecticism in their roles and
responsibilities to mitigate self-centered and silo-oriented biases. Our aim was to
withdraw nuanced insights of a subjective and complex subject such as logistics
collaboration. Informants however shared various commonalities, the most salient
being their familiarity with the 3PL servicing the inbound logistics function.
Participants are knowledgeable of the 3PL antecedents and trajectory, key associates,
range of services, and they have all collaborated with the 3PL on cost, quality and
delivery-related projects. All of the participants have benefited from the knowledge
and asset sharing routines sustained between the OEM and the 3PL.
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4.1.2 Logistics collaboration – The OEM
When asking OEM informants their professional view of logistics collaboration, the
construct was depicted from six different perspectives: (1) relational, (2) information
based, (3) service oriented, (4) performance centered, (5) gain-sharing perspective, (6)
organizational perspective. Moreover, participants put forward key enabling factors of
logistics collaboration. It is worth mentioning that the identified perspectives in our
analysis are not mutually exclusive from one participant to another. In most instances,
informants evoked a predominant perspective of collaboration (e.g. performance
related) surrounded by ancillary perspectives (e.g. relational based on communication).
(1) Viewed from a relational perspective, logistics collaboration means to strengthen
relations and to communicate with partners internally and externally. Drivers such as
transparency, honesty, respect, directness and trust were identified as enablers of
logistics collaboration. We retrieved the following data excerpt from informant
Tartarus to illustrate this view:
“When all participants have the same interest in doing things they
become collaborative and less reluctant to get things done”.
(2) From an information-flow perspective, logistics collaboration consists in the
exchange of information that moves two ways: from the OEM to its logistics
counterpart and back. This exchange has to favour the interests and the objectives of
both parties.
(3) From a service-dominant perspective, logistics collaboration was depicted as
having the 3PL execute services based on its strengths and capabilities meeting OEM
expectations. What the OEM wants from logistics collaboration is to receive adequate
service in terms of quality and costs.
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(4) From a performance-centered perspective, logistics collaboration addresses
logistical issues, finds solutions, improves and tracks performance. Logistics
collaboration is a form of interaction in which key participants of the SC support each
other while pursuing common goals. The goals of collaboration are set by the OEM.
(5) The above performance-based perspective is closely related to the gain-sharing
view of logistics collaboration. To our surprise, the gain-sharing facet emerged in
repetitive accounts and from multiple respondents. The gain-sharing view posits
logistics collaboration as the convergence of entities’ common goals. To attain
common goals, logistics entities exploit processes and tools to get the best possible
results. In absence of a common ground in terms of business targets, collaboration will
be difficult to instil.
(6) From an organizational perspective, logistics collaboration has a normative angle
where echelons cascade in three-fold: (1) good understanding of deliverables and
expectations, (2) contractual agreements to support deliverables, (3) a balanced share
of collaborative efforts for all partners. Logistics collaboration has also a human angle
where clarity, communication, trust, partnership, and understanding are key
ingredients.

As to the basic ingredients of the notion under analysis, the emerging enablers consisted
in communication and trust as catalysts of logistics collaboration.
4.1.3 Logistics performance – The OEM
Our analysis of the performance construct applied to logistics revealed five
orientations. Logistics performance can thus be viewed through cognitive, functional,
organizational, relational and value-related orientations.
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(1) The cognitive orientation of logistics performance posits this construct as a soft
layer that comes before targets and indicators. The primary layer of logistics
performance is subjective and consists in understanding the business environment to
manage customer’s expectations internally and externally. Logistics performance starts
by admitting that there are operational gaps in the supply chain.
(2) The functional orientation of logistics performance relates to the definitions
commonly found in SC literature. Logistics performance is to have a clear set of
objectives, to track them with performance measurements, and to review them and
adapt them with a continuous improvement plan. Logistics performance is equivalent
to stability of processes; when processes are stable, they output logistics performance.
Logistics performance is the execution of the right tools at the right moment to attain
the pre-set objectives. Logistics performance is absent in cases when tools are exploited
but the objectives are unmet.
(3) The organizational orientation of logistics performance takes into account the firm’s
internal and external business environments. Logistics performance is subject to the
organizational environment which is turbulent and volatile. When operating in complex
organizational environments there are other factors associated with logistics
performance such as agility and flexibility.
(4) The relational orientation of logistics performance considers a fair sharing of gains,
and the length of business relations as key enabling factors. Gains of logistics
performance should be equally distributed among participating entities. This is to
maintain balance of the relationship and to make performance a long-lasting outcome.
(5) Last, the value-orientation of logistics performance emerged from the fieldwork as
a financial facet beyond the mere tracking of indicators. Logistics performance was
interpreted as operating the logistics function with quality, precision, with timing and
with the right cost. Processes and systems are enablers of logistics performance. An
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acceptable performance level deters rework which is antagonistic to cost savings.
Logistics performance is every logistics function of the organization (e.g., inbound, or
outbound) meeting its financial targets from quarter to quarter. Logistics performance
can be assessed inside financial parameters.
4.1.4 Logistics practices leading to collaboration – The OEM
The efforts deployed by the OEM to collaborate with their logistics counterparts were
depicted through three different mediums: collaborating by means of governance, by
means of information sharing, and by means of proximity management.
(1) Collaborating by means of governance suggests that logistics collaboration is
reached via effective governance. In the view of participants, governance meetings and
periodic reviews are necessary to communicate and to clarify expectations. Logistics
performance is evaluated in review meetings to keep track of results. The collaborative
governance efforts cascade down in three-fold: First, define common objectives with
participating entities. Second, create a governance environment where communication
and exchanges are present. Use this arena to review and redefine objectives. Third,
evaluate the gains of collaboration and share its rents.
(2) Collaborating by means of information sharing posits that the efforts deployed to
foster collaboration relate to information sharing and communicating expectations.
Collaborative efforts under this orientation are concerned with providing visibility and
accurate information to logistics partners. When the OEM shares and communicates
what is expected as a process or as a result, collaboration is achieved. Collaborative
efforts gravitate around the communication process bearing a clear message. The
communication process opens visibility to the OEM future plans that are shared, to a
certain extent, with the logistics counterparts.
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(3) Collaboration by means of proximity management puts forward the managerial
abilities of collaborators. Logistics managers exploit socio-technical interactions to
maintain close contact and to share knowledge with SC actors both horizontally and
vertically. The emerging concept of ‘proximity management’ has a direct link with
logistics collaboration, the former is a key enabler of the latter.
Under the proximity management perspective, proposed collaborative efforts are to
enhance channels of human interaction between members of the triad, this in order to
avoid over-dependency on information systems. Proximity management is also related
to collaborative efforts linked to relational investments. Logistics managers will
commit to working with the same intensity as other logistics partners do. This insight
was granted by participant Zelus:
“If we expect that our logistics partners work long hours at night and
on weekends, we [the OEM] should be ready to do the same, that is how
team engagement contributes to performance”.
4.1.5 Logistics practices leading to performance – The OEM
The efforts deployed by the OEM to maintain and to enhance logistics performance
were unfolded by the interviewees in five forms: (1) By means of improved operations.
(2) By means of improved services. (3) By means of improved communication and
information exchange. (4) By means of proximity management. (5) By means of
introspection. We highlight their main features next.
(1) Logistics performance is captured by the OEM via improved operations.
Participants grant that the key to maintain performance levels is to track results
according to expectations. When expectations are met, the OEM gains in logistics
performance. On logistics performance the common denominator is the measurements
notion: The OEM measures is logistics activities and processes in order to improve.
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(2) Logistics performance is maintained by the OEM via improved services. Besides
conventional operational performance, there is the perceptual dimension of services
that needs to be captured. This perceptual ingredient translates into customer
satisfaction. Some departments of the OEM are starting to measure this facet.
(3) Logistics performance is captured by means of communication and information
sharing. Performance is attained and enhanced via means of communication in various
ways: sharing of work plans, and adoption of industry-specialized processes. Logistics
performance can be fostered and maintained by setting up clear objectives in the
logistics function. Such objectives need to be measured to have visibility on
performance levels. However, performance measurements and tracking are highly
dependent on quality interactions. Logistics performance needs the support of good
relationships of logistics actors interacting vertically or horizontally.
(4) Logistics performance is sustained by means of proximity management. Just as in
the collaborative efforts rubric, the relational capabilities of logistics managers
emerged as building blocks of logistics performance. Logistics performance can be
enforced with a proximity and personalized approach to people. An emphatic
relationship needs to be developed with collaborators in order to anticipate problems
and to solve current issues. The rationale for such approach is to understand the needs
of others and work towards a common goal.
(5) Logistics performance with the OEM can also be fostered by means of introspection
for problem diagnosis. This is an unexplored area of performance emerging from the
narrative. Introspection relates to improving levels of understanding of performance
gaps in order to surmount problems. The reflective dimension suggests that logistics
performance reaches a higher level when collaborators take a few steps back to
recognize their weaknesses and to tackle them from various angles. Logistics
performance will provide the sought results when participating collaborators
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reciprocate by listening to other’s needs, and by acquiring and sharing knowledge.
Participant Triton vividly admitted this interpretation in the following excerpt:
“To be performant you need to admit that your processes are not perfect.
You have to get help from others surrounding you [people] to attain the
set objectives [process improvement]”.
4.1 6 Human resources as enablers of logistics collaboration – The OEM
As an attempt to assess the human factor’s contribution to logistics collaboration
directly, and indirectly to logistics performance, we asked participants to share their
view on people as enablers of collaboration. Interviewees from the OEM supplied five
different perspectives on people: (1) the performance view, (2) the process view, (3)
the relational view, (4) the informational view, and (5) the managerial view.
(1) On the performance view of people, interviewees admitted that individual
performance is dependent on effective leadership, communication, trust and respect.
Individual performance takes the form of knowledgeable individuals capable of
managing their business environment. We interpret this last remark as empowered
individuals. From a related data excerpt, we identified that people’s contribution to
collaboration has to do with focusing their creativity and experience towards the
attainment of performance targets.
(2) On the process view, the contribution of people to logistics performance relates to
identifying current gaps in the processes, in challenging the status quo, and in
proposing new practices to improve operations. Value is added to the SC when people
address gaps and processes that improve the logistics function. One manager admitted
to having his people contribute to logistics performance by making them collaborate
into specific initiatives and projects. The need to meet deadlines and deliverables
involves people in collaboration, following industry processes to attain performance.
This asseveration is supported by the following data excerpt from participant Momus:
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“The way people can improve our logistics performance is by
challenging the status quo of current operations, and by sharing best
practices to address them”.
(3) On the relational view, the role of people as enablers of logistics collaboration is
related to top-down socio-relational factors such as motivation, clarity, sincerity and
commonality. Interviewed managers agreed to motivate their people by showing
genuine interest in their issues and preoccupations. As a result, motivated people will
execute logistics activities with rigour.
(4) On the informational view of people as key enabler of logistics collaboration,
participants conceded that people make the richest contribution. People’s contribution
relates to enabling the human ingredient to bridge the rigidity of information systems
(IS). People will communicate with SC counterparts to capture subtle information that
IS cannot provide. Tacit information exchanged by people includes insights on
personnel, materials, capacity, among others. Logistics collaboration is attained when
people share detailed information of quality within a reasonable time-frame and
consider the operational constraints. From this perspective, a collaborator will be a
person who shares quality and detailed information within a reasonable delay.
(5) The managerial view of people as an enabling factor of logistics collaboration takes
into account the socio-technical efforts deployed by managers and supervisors.
Managers contribute to logistics collaboration and, in turn, to logistics performance by
tearing down organizational barriers between logistics teams and other functions of the
organization. Managers employ tactics such as meetings and governances to
understand the issues, to communicate the targets and to set common objectives. One
positive result of the governance initiatives consists in the sharing of information and
tools that help logistics counterparts maintain or enhance performance levels.
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4.1.7 The role of information systems in logistics collaboration – The OEM
The role and meaning of information systems (IS) in logistics collaboration was
unfolded by the OEM participants in three different rubrics: (1) benefits, (2) limitations
and (3) potential.
(1) As regards to the benefits of IS, participants admitted that IS are important,
however, the OEM Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) application is limited
concerning the inbound logistics module. For inbound logistics, the 3PL palliates this
void with the use of a Transportation Management System (TMS) combined with inhouse designed applications to service the account. For example, one of the
applications devised by the 3PL to manage incoming overseas freight is regarded by
the OEM as a collaborative tool because the OEM and the 3PL exploit it
simultaneously.
In general terms, IS were found beneficial because they help with management of
information, performance tracking and collaborative environments. Information
systems are drivers of logistics collaboration because they bring flexibility to the
logistics function that allows meeting the objectives set. The relevance of IS was
illustrated with this allocution from participant Triton.
“Information systems are very important. They allow data to be
transformed into information that feeds our business processes”.
(2) Concerning IS exploited by the OEM, all participants from the manufacturer
admitted IS drawbacks in terms of content, data accuracy and data availability. These
limitations negatively impact the inbound logistics and the customs compliance
functions. More to the point, while analyzing the relationship OEM-3PL, information
systems scored constraints relating to maintenance, rigour and accuracy of the data in
the system. Data incompleteness, unavailability, and scarcity hinder performance and
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collaboration. Data problems can be attributed to structural deficiencies at the OEM
level.
On the limitations of IS, other facets were discovered and categorized as deterrents of
logistics collaboration stemming from IS. For instance, some functions of the OEM
have challenges of their own concerning IS. Functions like sourcing may use the same
IS platform but inputting base-line information judged incomplete by other functions
like planning and logistics. Another deterrent of collaboration consists in the overdependency of IS on some activities neglecting the importance of people. This finding
was supported by narrative data, here is a passage from participant Uranus.
“(…) we have that information in our systems, and that is why I find IS
has taken a lot of place. If we [logistics actors] talked more often, we
would be able to build a more human connection, and I find that such
beneficial connection is missing”.

(3) The third and last rubric on the role of IS pertains to opportunities. The OEM also
attested to its desire to improve IS weaknesses. Under ideal circumstances, the OEM
should share accurate data across IS in order to minimize conflicts and to enhance
performance. It emerged that data-quality minimizes conflict and enables performance.
The OEM also proposes to privilege the human over technology, because in the midst
of the analyzed case, technology can be over people in various instances.
4.1.8 Contribution of information systems to logistics collaboration – The OEM
Information systems as enablers of logistics collaboration were organized into four
rubrics: (1) data decoding and informational exchange, (2) IS enabling collaboration,
(3) IS enabling performance, and (4) factors related to the relationship OEM-3PL.
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(1) Information systems are drivers of collaboration and performance because of their
data decoding and informational exchange capabilities. The IS contribution has to do
with transforming and interpreting raw data and decoding it into coherent information
contributing to SC visibility and decision making. IS are drivers of logistics
performance only when data in them is accurate, complete, reliable and available when
needed. The contribution of IS to logistics collaboration thus relies on information
exchange. Effective exchange is a precursor of collaboration which leads to logistics
performance. Performance is achieved when data exchanges improve processes, help
to track measures, contribute to reaching targets and to meeting expectations.
(2) Information systems are precursors of collaboration because they offer visibility
and allow for information sharing, and common understanding. Generic file-sharing
applications such as Google Drive, chats, email and databases contribute to
collaboration.
(3) Information systems are drivers of performance when they allow the OEM to be
proactive, to anticipate turbulence, to calibrate processes, and to make decisions. While
generic IS applications contribute to collaboration, specialized IS applications such as
TMS, ERP, STR, and CRM contribute to performance.
(4) We found IS factors of collaboration related to the OEM’s relation with the 3PL.
Such factors can be regarded as enablers or deterrents of collaboration depending on
the context. IS are collaborative systems that indubitably drive logistics performance.
However, in a close relationship OEM-3PL, systems compatibility is a complex issue.
The 3PL has a series of IS exploited across its network, but compatibility with the OEM
needs improvement.
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4.1.9 Processes as enablers of logistics collaboration – The OEM
This rubric seeks to identify other precursors to logistics collaboration besides the
‘people’ and ‘systems’ enablers described in preceding paragraphs. While the
predominant notion in SC literature ancillary to people and systems is ‘processes’, data
on the OEM case outputted adjacent notions such as mechanisms, applications and
tools. We therefore associated these emerging notions to the ‘processes’ category.
The decoding of data allowed for the fine-slicing of four types of collaborative
processes: (1) governance mechanisms, (2) transformative initiatives, (3) workenvironment facilitation, and (4) human-resource enhancement. Data also outputted
collaborative applications supporting ‘processes’ in logistics collaboration.
(1) Governance and review meetings were described mechanisms that enable of
logistics collaboration. They allow scrutinizing current practices on a periodical basis.
Meetings help to identify what goes right and wrong as they create a space to discuss
potential solutions. Governance meetings in the context of logistics delve into planning,
budgeting and forecasting. Tactical information is shared: for example, production
schedules, or changes on vehicle-platforms, or adjustments on the supply-base
upstream.
(2) From time to time, the OEM launches transformative initiatives aiming to benefit
functions of the organization linked to the supply chain. Initiatives such as SPLIT
(Space, Packaging, Labour, Inventory, Transportation), and FIT (Fix, Improve,
Transform) were identified as macro-processes initiated by the OEM, but refined in
part by the 3PL when the initiatives intersect the inbound logistics function. A recent
example that came to light is the FIT initiative where all logistics processes were
revised both at macro levels and operational levels.
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(3) The facet identified as work-environment facilitation refers to collaborative
environments designed and maintained in both physical and non-physical dimensions.
In the physical realm collaborative mechanisms relate to assisting people with the
appropriate infrastructure and equipment. Allotting proper computer and audio-visual
equipment counts for work-environment facilitation. So does renovation of working
cubicles by tearing down walls, thus creating open work spaces. The non-physical
realm relates to appropriate exposure of people to other collaborators in the areas of
training, seminars, virtual meetings and visits to other manufacturing facilities.
(4) We labeled the last collaborative mechanism identified as ‘human-resource
enhancement’. This mechanism relates to the actions implemented by the OEM
towards helping people exploit their collaborative capabilities. Associate’s motivation
is also included in this mechanism. In terms of applicability, some approaches were
identified such as the Pareto 80/20 rule applied to people. Another approach identified
was to motivate associates via public recognition ceremonies. Knowledge-transfer
approaches were also pinpointed; some functions of the organization such as planning
transfers a great deal of tacit knowledge via coaching sessions with a senior planner.
Further analysis on collaborative mechanisms emerging from the OEM identified
information systems-related solutions that intersect with the ‘tooling’ sought for
collaboration; we call this set of tools ‘collaborative applications’.
Collaborative applications are those IS solutions that are conjointly used by OEM and
3PL on SC-related activities. Participants have simultaneous access to these
applications and their individual input has repercussions on their performance. The list
of applications is short: (1) Systems, Applications and Products (SAP) being the
OEM’s ERP. (2) Special Transportation Request (STR) hosted by the cloud-based
software company Salesforce. (3) Some applications shared in the Google G Suite
platform such as Gmail, Calendar, Hangouts, Drive, Docs, Forms and Sites.
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4.1.10 Opportunities for logistics collaboration – The OEM
A very important step of the data collection protocol administered to the OEM was to
identify plans and projects susceptible of creating opportunities for logistics
collaboration. We openly asked participants what their wish-list of activities would be
to enable collaboration and drive performance in the logistics function. Participant’s
narratives were classified according to our framework of conventional enablers of
collaboration being people, systems and processes. We noticed however the emergence
of a forth enabler related to the evolving organizational context. Each rubric is
described next.
(1) All primary drivers were influenced by the organizational context. Identified
collaborative opportunities with people revolved around key notions such as timeoptimization, sense-making, knowledge transfer, and acculturation. Apropos of timeoptimization, managers wished to reduce associates’ work overload allowing
individuals reflect on necessary process and systems improvements. Regarding
knowledge-transfer, managers’ intentions focused on working with people by making
them more aware of the organizational context, helping them understand specific
situations, training them, and having them disseminate tacit and explicit knowledge.
(2) In respect of systems, the OEM desires to work on improving quality and accuracy
of data in their information systems. Interviewees concurred that having accurate data
in the system will also create opportunities for value creation across the SC. New
avenues of systems exploitation were identified such as using big data via Business
Intelligence (BI) in order to have sufficient parameters to re-direct operational
decisions. The duality flexibility-rigidity of IS also emerged; participants long to find
ways to make systems more flexible. It was admitted that the current rigidity of the
OEM systems blocks the full potential for growth, especially in a moment when the
OEM is experiencing substantial growth.
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Participants concurred that the identified opportunities regarding IS could enhance
logistics collaboration, and in turn, logistics performance. An immediate gain of IS
improvement would be the automation of current manual processes. However,
participants also identified barriers to IS upgrades and automation having to do with
additional layers of complexity, costs, with the inability of people to assimilate them,
and with the divergent objectives of each function of the organization.
(3) As concerns processes, participants from the OEM were less plentiful on their ‘wish
list’ possibly because other rubrics like people, systems and organizational dynamics
were more abundant in their conversations. Curiously the notions of ‘data’ and
‘information’ were recurrent themes when discussing the optimization of ‘processes’.
The notion of ‘knowledge-management’ also emerged in the narrative and we decided
to place it in the processes category: the OEM suggests a path to maintaining balance
between the three main enablers of collaboration and performance via knowledge
management. Within the knowledge-management view, it was proposed to create the
figure of gatekeeper of data (i.e. ‘master-data keeper’). This actor would bridge all
three enablers of collaboration because he/she would be responsible for mobilizing
people towards the maintenance of good practices and useful data.
(4) We established a last rubric susceptible of hosting pending collaborative activities
to enhance logistics performance. We labeled this rubric as ‘organizational dynamics’
because the identified propositions did not directly relate to people, processes or
systems, but to the organizational context. First, we identified structural resistors
hindering collaboration, culture being the most prominent. Participants suggested being
mindful of the OEM organizational culture that is not shaped to foster collaboration, as
it was exemplified in the following excerpt from interviewee Kratos.
“The OEM’s internal structure does not favour collaborative elements
in logistics, nor global optimization, nor global cost reductions”.
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Other idealized conditions relating to organizational dynamics were activity planning,
strategic alignment, and operational execution. In the OEM’s view, these conditions
will indubitably contribute to collaboration and to performance. Another course of
action indicated improving the conditions of weaker members of the network. Working
with strategic partners (e.g., carriers) was suggested so they can benefit from OEM
growth.
4.1.11 Barriers and challenges to logistics collaboration – The OEM
The next rubric is developed with the intention of identifying roadblocks to logistics
collaboration in the context of the OEM. Our interview formulation searched to shed
light on the collaborative challenges to overcome. Rich narrative was categorized into
four main rubrics: (1) challenges relating to collaboration itself, (2) challenges on
information systems, (3) challenges pertaining the logistics network and (4) challenges
on value and profit sharing.
(1) Concerning the challenges on collaboration itself, identified claims considered the
relationship OEM-3PL. One high-placed contributor questioned the 3PL’s role as an
‘orchestrator’ of the collaborative efforts. The image of the ‘locomotive’ that labels
this case emerged from this discussion: the OEM would like the 3PL to be the
locomotive of logistics initiatives and not the wagon. For the 3PL to upgrade from the
‘wagon’ role to ‘locomotive’ better understanding of the institutional environment is
needed. The interviewee provided examples of concrete actions such as listening to the
OEM’s feedback on cost-reduction activities, and taking control of some tactical
decisions.
(2) Challenges on information systems were associated to the TMS harbouring
collaborative transportation activities. It was suggested that perhaps the TMS currently
in use was not the ideal application to adapt from other accounts serviced by the 3PL,
and that the latter needs to come up with original ad hoc solutions to fulfill the OEM’s
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needs. Regarding the relationship OEM-1TS, it was admitted that suppliers do not
communicate often and do not provide visibility of their shipments. Most suppliers are
regarded as ‘non-cooperative’ or ‘not-knowledgeable’ of the potential use of systems.
(3) Network-related challenges were also identified: it was suggested that language,
cultural and generational issues constitute roadblocks to logistics collaboration and to
logistics performance. This challenge assumes greater importance when regarded from
the network perspective of the OEM operating in five different countries. However,
language barriers were not only based on translation from one language to another;
same-language challenges were also pin-pointed since some exchanges are not leveled
towards common understanding. The network perspective brought up additional
barriers to collaboration like undefined roles and responsibilities of key players on
important processes.
(4) Challenges on value creation also emerged. Inter-firm knowledge sharing and
effective governance, known as primary sources of supernormal profits, are not
carefully addressed by the OEM. Priority challenges was also an emerging concept; it
relates to the divergent objectives members of the triad may have. Priority challenges
relate to the difficulty of equally balancing the gains of collaboration particularly when
an operation is performing. It was suggested that unbalanced distribution of gains can
deter stakeholders from collaborating.
4.1.12 Value emerging from logistics collaboration – The OEM
This subsection assesses the value emerging from logistics collaboration from the OEM
perspective. This item was one of the most difficult for the interviewees to respond
because of its subjective nature. Proper elicitation from interviewees required
reformulations and summaries from the researcher in order to instill reflective thinking
and to extract the sought-for data. Our findings are organized in six facets of value: (1)
value emerging from logistics performance, (2) value as an output of continuous
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improvement, (3) value as a mechanism to curtail transactions and switching costs, (4)
value as a product of shared gains, (5) value as an enabler of the logistics triad’s
credibility, (6) value as a result of effective decoding of knowledge.
(1) The first facet of value recognized by participants was logistics performance. Value
is created when cost-reduction activities are implemented and when best practices are
put into play. Value from collaboration stems when objectives and expectations are
met. Value stemming from logistics collaboration relates to cost-reduction in the
operations which translates into profitability for participating entities. Value is
conditioned by logistics performance, if the latter is not reached, value is not created.
(2) The performance facet of value had linkage to continuous improvement in the sense
that value from collaborative interactions materializes into turbulence minimization.
When logistics entities face few turbulent moments, many unnecessary steps and
expenses are avoided. Collaboration then helps to reduce waste. Therefore, a value
output of collaboration is wastage reduction.
(3) The performance view of value led to a transactional facet of this notion. Value is
obtained when the OEM reduces transactions in current operations. Transactions are
minimized via shared routines with logistics counterparts, and such routines can only
be supported with long-lasting relationships.
The transactional view of value led to a collaborative assessment of value. Value is
produced when the accomplishments of logistics projects are shared between the
members of the collaborative effort. Value stemming from logistics collaboration
translates into the achievement of endeavours via the sum of entities’ efforts with a
particular area of expertise. Such accomplishments could not be attained on a standalone basis. Value is then generated through orchestration of collective efforts. The
collaborative facet of value in logistics emerges as antidote to switching costs on key
suppliers, just as is exemplified by participant Zelus in the following excerpt:
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“If you change [logistics] partners only for cost-reduction reasons, you
will fall into unwanted processes of training, product knowledge,
operational knowledge, phases, etc. (…). We have known our
[logistics] partner for almost 20 years now, therefore he knows what a
year-end means, he is like an extension of us [the OEM]”.
(4) The collaborative view of value led to a facet having to do with the fair-share of
value. In the perspective of the OEM, prosperity of the logistics partner is an indicator
of value emergence. The OEM claims to invest in key suppliers called partners.
Nevertheless, gains in profitability have to be equally balanced across participating
entities to maintain a long-term equilibrium. The value of logistics collaboration also
translates into the health of the relationship OEM-3PL. A healthy business relationship
surmounts the cultural, geographical, and objectives gaps mentioned in the challenges
rubric.
(5) The fair-share view of value led to a last facet concerning less tangible aspects of
value. In the view of some participants, value stemming from logistics collaboration
translates into credibility and legitimacy of the current institutional environment. (6) It
was also recognized that the value of logistics collaboration translates into knowledge
that is easily decoded and transferred from one participant to another. Knowledgesharing routines in the context of the logistics triad will be the precursors of relational
rents.
4.1.13 Participant’s experience in logistics collaboration – The OEM
We profited from our interaction with key respondents from the OEM to validate their
experience in collaborative incidents, thus attesting to the relevance of their inclusion
in the study. To this end, we adapted the Critical Incident Technique (CIT) Flanagan
(1954), Gelderman et al. (2016) to elicit contextual information from past collaborative
episodes. Despite our partial use of this technique, it allowed respondents a free range
of recollections of past collaborative instances which we summarize next.
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Past collaborative experiences emerged mainly from the automotive manufacturing
sector, with just one exception being food distribution. The narrative captured during
the interviews attested to the inclusion of our participants: they were experienced
collaborators with considerable knowledge of their business.
The forms of collaboration shared by the participants were in accordance with those
found in SC literature: (1) intra-organizational collaboration across departments and
regions. (2) Inter-firm collaboration between the OEM and the 3PL their winning
conditions –people and tools-, were present.
As for the results of their collaborative experiences, participants brought forward that
collaboration in the executed forms (i.e., intra-organizational, and inter-organizational)
resulted in the stabilization of delivery services, in which the main outcome was
delivery improvement. Related collaborative instances scored additional quantitative
and qualitative gains.
It is worth mentioning that first-tier suppliers did not emerge as participants of any of
the collaborative instances. It was mentioned, however, that suppliers later benefited
from the changes in forms of reduced complexity and number of transactions. Most
successful collaborative episodes concluded with the OEM meeting its business
objectives.
4.1.14 Sense-making of the OEM collaborative initiative – The OEM
During the conception of the data collection protocol, we learned that the OEM was
launching a corporate initiative to review current processes and information systems.
Coincidentally, during the data collection period, this initiative was launched. Since we
identified this initiative as a collaborative project spanning across four countries and
two continents, and involving key entities; we decided to include a question aiming to
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gain insight on participants’ sense-making process concerning the initiative. The name
and acronym of the initiative are omitted for the sake of confidentiality.
The initiative was imaged by participants as ‘a big mechanism that aims to fix things’.
The project seeks to review processes at the macro, meso and micro levels of supply
chain operations. From the different perspectives shared by the interviewees, we
decoded that the initiative not only aims to map logistics processes but to also find and
exploit an optimal transportation management system.
4.1.15 Performance indicators of logistics collaboration – The OEM
This rubric plummets into the identification and categorization of collaborative
mechanisms and indicators found in the context of the OEM case. We uncovered
important means of logistics collaboration particularly in the intra-organizational
context, but also across the arrangement OEM-3PL. Our findings also spanned to the
triadic arrangement OEM-3PL-1TS, although only in part, when such means related to
suppliers. We consider these findings of particular relevance since most mechanisms
of logistics collaboration were somehow dispersed in the consulted supply chain
literature. Purposively, our categorization of collaborative mechanisms is in line with
the typologies: processes, people, and systems.
On the mechanisms relating to processes, participants suggested using collaboration to
avoid working in silos, which seemed to be a common ailment at the OEM level. More
precisely in the logistics function, participants put forward a logistics Plan for Every
Part (PFEP), taking into account all departments involved in the SC. It was anticipated
that a PFEP would offer valuable ingredients to collaboration such as data accuracy
and visibility starting at the primary part level.
As we delved into collaborative mechanisms, the acronym SPLIT emerged: it stands
for Space, Packaging, Labour, Inventory, and Transportation. Participants admitted
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that the areas covered by SPLIT constitute the five big silos of their supply chain.
Following this line of reasoning, it was suggested to collaborate and to use PFEP under
a SPLIT approach with other OEM departments involved in the acquisition of every
part, thus making joint decisions. Adding the collaborative ingredient to SPLIT would
flatten the silo-oriented mentality of some departments.
Just as organizational silos emerged as barriers to overcome with process-related
approaches, organizational complexity was identified as the main issue to address via
people-related approaches. On mechanisms relating to people, participants admitted
the need to favour, amongst associates, understanding of the OEM business processes
and supply chain’s rationale. Interviewees proposed organizing activities to bring
people closer, thus building bridges specially between those teams located in different
countries. Another suggestion was to export proven best practices stemming from
projects designed in-house; as one interviewee voiced “if the recipe is good, it should
cook elsewhere”. Following a line of reasoning to attack raising turbulence from the
inside, interviewees recommended being conscious of the OEM’s own institutional
complexity and clearly communicate difficult aspects to logistics counterparts.
Participants granted that every new SC endeavour has to depart with common
knowledge of its particular features, potentialities and risks. In summary, the peoplerelated approach aims for a finer degree of alignment between the OEM and SC
participants constantly pressured by the network’s growing complexity.

We learned that the main issue on people is network complexity affecting their ability
to rationalize OEM’s processes, courses of action, practices and actors. On the
information systems area, it emerged that the main issue to surmount relates to the
absence of recent, accurate, complete, and essential data needed to take logistics
operational performance to the next level. Interestingly, network complexity also
affects the OEM systems; the business grows so fast and in all directions hindering
presently available IS solutions from keeping up with the pace.
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The current collaborative application corresponds to the OEM’s ERP which comes
from software provider SAP. For the inbound logistics function, this solution integrates
production requirements, planning, sourcing and supplier information. The ERP/SAP
system is shared with the 3PL making for inter-firm information sharing and interorganizational asset connectivity. Other adjacent collaborative applications relate to
shared Google Docs.
Some of the participants were more granular in their responses suggesting performance
indicators to support the aforementioned collaborative applications. In their view, KPIs
have an evolving nature and they must be updated every time the logistics function
changes priorities. This idea was poured out by participant Zelus on the following data
excerpt:
“In a KPI you must have red indicators, then those indicators must turn
yellow over time. If you have a KPI with green indicators all the time,
either you are not measuring the right thing, or you are measuring
aspects that you do not need to improve”.
For the KPI proposal chart, we followed the same categorization of performance
intentions, actions and metrics used on the 3PL case report. We therefore classified the
measurements of performance suggested by the OEM on Table A7 next.
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Table A7. Performance intentions, actions or metrics of logistics collaboration – The
OEM
Type:

Categorization
(alphabetical order)

Performance intention, action or metric

financial or
non-financial

Nature:
Traditional or
collaborative

Carrier related

Local carriers’ border crossing activity

NF

TRAD

Freight forwarder
related

Freight forwarder’s customs clearance activity

NF

TRAD

Vessel space rejection rate

NF

TRAD

3PL’s LTL service activity (visibility)

NF

TRAD

3PL’s LTL service activity (billing)

FIN

TRAD

Reduction of frequency of pickups of LTL shipments in the
USA

NF

TRAD

Enhance visibility on shipments originating in Mexico

NF

TRAD

Improve visibility on important information such as events or
holidays, find ways to make information accessible and direct
to suppliers.

NF

TRAD

Build bridges towards suppliers and maintain levels of
communication, particularly with big suppliers with different
shipping locations and shipping to multiple sites.

NF

COL

Number of meetings

NF

COL

Number of ideas and/or propositions

NF

TRAD

Number of collaborative projects

NF

COL

Length of collaborative relationship

NF

COL

Performance tracking on logistics partners (indicators were
not revealed)

NF

COL

Supplier related

Supplier compliance high risk score, with 3PL incorporating
criteria

NF

COL

Total

Total number of KPIs from OEM = 15 ; Number of financial KPIs
= 1 ; Number o non-financial KPIs = 14 ; Number of traditional
KPIs = 9 ; Number of collaborative KPIs = 6

Logistics service
provider (3PL) related

OEM related

Núñez (2021)

4.1.16 Emerging themes from content analysis – The OEM
Another key moment of our interaction with the OEM aimed to identify emerging
concepts and themes of logistics collaboration voiced by participants. We did this in
order to capture important notions outside the initial conceptual framework. To keep
results simple, we decided to condense the emerging concepts inside the ‘people,
systems and processes’ categorization that we acknowledge as enablers of
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collaboration. Surprisingly, the ‘systems’ construct was absent in every evocation.
Emerging themes were also classified across the triadic collaborators (i.e., the OEM,
the 3PL, the suppliers). Table A8 next, summarizes the emerging themes of logistics
collaboration stemming from the OEM case.
Table A8. Emerging themes from content analysis - The OEM
Drivers /

People

Impacted Entity

 The emergence of the
collaborative expert: 3PL, OEM
and 1TS need individuals with
strong collaborative background
The 3PL

The OEM

Systems


 The 3PL needs to interpret, benchmark and
adapt to the OEM supply chain



 The continuous improvement approach is a
driver of collaboration and performance

 The presence of these experts,
especially at the early stages of
the relationship, will filter
common contractual anomalies
that can menace the agreement
 Physical proximity (with the 3PL)
favours collaboration and
performance

 Strategic planning needs to be put in place to
favour collaboration and performance

 Effective governance is an enabler
of collaboration and performance

 Collaboration enables operational stability





 Assess, monitor and re-adjust the levels of
fragmentation of the OEM’s SC: we observe
increase procurements of parts from Asian
suppliers

 Work on strategy and cultural
aspects of the logistics profession
to re-give the logistics function its
glamour



 Network orchestration with local agents (e.g.,
government) to identify collaborative
opportunities

The 1TS

The logistics
triad

 Share different visions of the logistics function
and of the direction of the business

 Skilled professionals might not be
attracted to the profession
because of the perception it has
gained over the years as a
necessary evil
 “The OEM does not want success
or monetary gains in detriment of
our logistics partners, you do not
want that. We want our
partnerships to be sustainable
and long-lasting”. Morpheus

Data excerpts

Processes

 “A logistics counterpart has the
experience that can facilitate
collaboration, sharing its vision
with the OEM will help
understand our common
objective and together go
forward”. Triton

 Shared vision enables collaboration,
participants challenge each other and
reposition


 “An OEM is not an organization specialized in
logistics, my expectation is that my current 3PL
that works the logistics function across
different OEMs, is capable of interpreting my
SC and to adapt to my business”. Kratos
 “The continuous improvement approach
favours collaboration and performance. When
we address performance via the attainment of
objectives, there is direct link.” Momus
 “There are opportunities for collaboration and
for performance in Green SCM”. Nereus

Núñez (2021)
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4.1.17 Summary of the results from thematic content analysis – The OEM
Table A9 next presents a summary of the results from thematic content analysis using
a ‘directed approach’ (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005). In an arrangement of rows and
columns, we regroup emerging concepts around their categories. Moreover, themes
identified in the narrative are evaluated with the regard to their capacity to support, or
reject, preliminary themes and propositions. The themes are also assessed with regard
to their potential to introduce new concepts.
Table A9 presents the results of our de-coding/re-coding of the evidence. This exercise
was intended to give meaning and structure to data once synthesized in a narrative. We
underscore that this was a manually executed exercise benefiting the analysis in three
ways: (1) recognizing relationships and configurations in the data, (2) allowing for the
identification of all concepts regardless of their importance, (3) evaluating of new
concepts with regard to their ability to support themes or propositions.
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Table A9. Results from thematic content analysis using a directed approach – The OEM
Evaluation of new themes with regard
to their ability to support propositions
or previous themes
Themes identified
Collaborative orientation

Themes emerged from these provisional
categories

Effective governance

Network complexity

Network orchestration

Proximity management

Relational view
Supplier development

Supported

Proposition 1

X

1.1. Roles and responsibilities
1.9. Enabler 3. Collaborative processes

Complexity management

Themes are linked to
these propositions or
previous themes

Not
supported

Introduced
X

Comments
Logistics principals have collaborative orientation
Help people exploit and develop collaborative capabilities

1.10. Opportunities in collaboration

X

Organizational alignment to collaborative orientation

1.14. OEM’s collaborative initiative

X

Initiative has a collaborative orientation to fix and improve

1.16. Emerging concepts

X

Emergence of the ‘collaborative expert’ at the 3PL realm

X

LP has a negative association with the complex
organizational environment

1.3. Logistics performance

Theme 1

1.4. Logistics practices for collaboration

Theme 2

X

Effective governance is an enabler of logistics collaboration

1.9. Enabler 3. Collaborative processes

Proposition 4

X

Governance mechanisms support inter-firm relationships

1.15. Metrics of collaboration

Proposition 3

X

Financial metrics are set and evaluated via governance
mechanisms

1.11. Barriers & challenges to collaboration

X

The OEM’s network is complex with several operational and
cultural layers

1.14. OEM’s collaborative initiative

X

The initiative aims to fix network inefficiencies

1.8. Enabler 2. Information systems

X

IS improves network exchanges

1.11. Barriers & challenges to collaboration

X

The OEM requires improved orchestration levels from 3PL

1.4. Logistics practices for collaboration

Proposition 1

P1.5. Logistics practices for performance

Proposition 1

X
X

Managers use socio-technical competencies to enhance LC
LC and LP are dependent on manager's ability to maintain
quality interactions

1.6. Enabler 1. Human resources

Proposition 1

X

LC and LP are influenced by top-down socio-relational
management

1.16. Emerging concepts

X

1.11. Barriers & challenges to collaboration

X

1.15. Metrics of collaboration
1.16. Emerging concepts

Proposition 3

X

OEM’ s physical proximity to 3PL favours LC and LP
Fair balance of gains, inter-firm knowledge-sharing
Metrics to track supplier’s ability to collaborate

X

Manage supplier fragmentation with sourcing and planning

Núñez (2021)
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Table A9. Results from thematic content analysis using a directed approach – The OEM (continued)
Evaluation of new themes with regard
to their ability to support propositions
or previous themes
Themes identified
Systems inter-operability

Themes emerged from these provisional
categories

Themes are linked to
these propositions or
previous themes

Supported

Introduced

Comments

1.7. Role of information systems

Proposition 1

X

Effective data exchange and data quality enable LP by
minimizing conflict and error

1.8. Enabler 2: Information systems

Theme 2

X

Collaborative applications supporting inter-firm relationships
are: TMS, SAP, STR, POTTS

X

The OEM wishes for a better collaborative mechanisms (i.e.,
TMS) to be highly customized to the needs of its network

X

The OEM’s collaborative initiative aims to map logistics
processes in order to find an optimal TMS application

X

Value of logistics collaboration is an outcome of the
following factors: performance, continuous improvement,
transaction costs reduction, and effective decoding

Proposition 2 (partially)
1.11. Barriers & challenges to collaboration

Theme 2
Proposition 2 (partially)

1.14. OEM’s collaborative initiative

Theme 2
Proposition 2 (partially)

Value

Not
supported

1.12. Value of collaboration

Proposition 5

Value stemming from logistics collaboration translates into
credibility and legitimacy of the current institutional
environment

Núñez (2021)
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4.2. Pattern matching analysis – Case Two - The OEM
This section presents the results of the pattern matching procedure administered to the
evidence from case two. The section is articulated around three main visual outputs:
(1) ‘evidence maps’ for each of dimension of the analytical framework; the contents of
each map are derived from empirical data. (2) a ‘propositions matrix’ synthesizing the
results of the analysis. In this matrix, propositions are associated to the appropriate
dimensions of logistics collaboration. (3) an ‘emerging themes matrix’ identifying
themes and associating them to a conceptual category. The structure of our maps and
matrixes are based on the templates developed by Rahman (2012) who performed
pattern matching on dyadic arrangements between 3PL and vehicle manufacturers.
What follows in Figures A5, A6 and A7 are the interpretive templates that we call
‘evidence maps’. These maps synthesize evidence decanted from a large ‘control
document’ (omitted for the sake of simplicity). The maps are segmented into three
sections displayed in columns: column one contains patterns of first-order evidence
expressed in short sentences. Column two displays second-order themes. Column three
indicates the categorical dimension hosting the patterns and themes.
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We present next in Table A10 a ‘propositions matrix’ resulting from the analysis of
case two. To this end, we reviewed the initial propositions in light of the empirical
findings. Evidence from content analysis and from evidence maps substantiate this
matrix. The output contains a list of refined propositions associated to an appropriate
dimension of logistics collaboration.
Table A10. Propositions, themes and dimensions matrix of Case Two – The OEM
Appropriate
dimension

Nbr

Refined propositions and themes

P1a

Socio-relational management and proximity management are the most important facilitators of
logistics collaboration from the OEM perspective.

Enablers
(people)

P1b

Information systems are enablers of logistics collaboration and logistics performance because of
their data decoding and data exchange capabilities.

Enablers
(systems)

P1c

In a collaborative environment, the OEM and the 3PL complement their logistics capabilities via
inter-firm exploitation of their respective information systems.

P1d

Processes-enabling logistics collaboration are of operational and of financial nature.

P1e

In the logistics dyad, the OEM privileges governances and reviews to support inter-firm
relationships.

P1f

Information system’s data incompleteness, data unavailability, and data scarcity hinder logistics
collaboration and logistics performance.

P1g

Network complexity negatively impacts LC and LP, because it hinders time-optimization, sensemaking, knowledge-transfer and employee acculturation.

T2a

The OEM collaborates in the logistics triad by means of governance, information sharing, and
proximity management.

T2b

In a logistics network, key logistics operations are not executed by the OEM but by its strategic
partners such as 3PL, freight forwarders, carriers, customs brokers and others.

T2c

The OEM contributes to the performance of the logistics triad by means of communication,
proximity management, financial processes and financial performance tracking.

T2d

The relational capabilities of OEM logistics managers are building blocks of logistics
performance.

T2e

Operational applications used by the OEM to support LC and LP belong to the information
systems realm. Concrete collaborative applications are SAP, STR and Google G Suite.

T2f

In the relationship OEM-3PL there are specific applications supporting inter-firm relations such
as SAP and STR (OEM owned), and TMS and POTTS (3PL owned).

T2g

At the OEM, the main collaborative practice of financial nature consists in a series of activities
to budget, forecast, and audit the OEM’s logistics expenditures.

Enablers
(processes)

Enablers
(antagonist)

Mechanisms
(practices for
collaboration)

Mechanisms
(practices for
performance)

Mechanisms
(operational and
financial)
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Table A10. Propositions, themes and dimensions matrix – The OEM (continued)
Nbr
T2h

Refined propositions and themes
The OEM executes a corporate strategy to review current mechanisms with the aim to fix,
improve and transform them.

T2i

The OEM evidences a collaborative orientation aiming for the prosperity of weaker members of
the logistics network.

P3a

Logistics collaboration positively influences operational performance in ways such as savings,
cost containment, improved quality and delivery

P3b

Operational performance metrics are of financial nature, they are set and evaluated by the OEM
via governance mechanisms

P4a

Logistics collaboration positively influences relational performance with outcomes such as
stronger relationships, goal convergence, understanding of expectations, balanced share of
efforts, value generation, recognition of operational gaps, ability to navigate through
turbulence, fair sharing of gains, cost-reduction and savings, and knowledge-sharing routines.

P5a

Knowledge-sharing routines are precursors of value in logistics triads.

P5b

In the relationship OEM-3PL, value is created when the number of transactions is minimized,
when cost-reduction activities are implemented and when best practices are put into play.

P5c

Value from LC translates into credibility and legitimacy of the current institutional environment.

P5d

Over-dependency of information systems blocks value creation by eroding opportunities to
build and maintain human relations.

P5e

Information systems block value creation when they lack quality and accuracy of data.

Appropriate
dimension

Mechanisms
(strategies)

Outcomes
(operational
performance)

Outcomes
(relational
performance)

Outcomes
(value of
collaboration)

Outcomes
(roadblocks to
value creation)

Developed by the researcher for the purposes of this study. Template adapted from Rahman (2012)

We present next in Table A11 an ‘emergent themes matrix’ resulting from the analysis
of case two. Evidence from content analysis and from evidence maps substantiate this
matrix which identifies emergent themes and associates them with a conceptual
category.
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Table A11. Emergent themes and categories matrix of Case Two – The OEM
Nbr

Emergent themes

Conceptual
category

Enablers

ET1

The OEM’s logistics network is complex and, for this reason, the OEM requires more
orchestration from the 3PL.
Emergence of the ‘collaborative expert’ role to orchestrate collaborative elements: people,
systems and processes.
Information systems contribute to network orchestration by improving the decoding and the
exchange of complex data.

Network
orchestration

Enablers

ET2

Managers deploy socio-technical efforts to improve logistics collaboration at intra and inter-firm
levels.
Proximity management enables information sharing, effective governance and bridges silominded departments.
Proximity management means working side by side with associates to develop and to exploit
their collaborative capabilities.
On the OEM realm, physical proximity to the 3PL favours logistics collaboration and logistics
performance.

Proximity
management

Mechanisms

ET3

Effective data exchange and data quality enable LP by minimizing conflict and error.
The OEM wishes for better collaborative applications (i.e., TMS) to be highly customized to the
needs of its network.
The OEM’s collaborative initiative aims to map logistics processes in order to find an optimal
TMS solution.
The duality flexibility-rigidity of IS also emerged; participants long to find ways to make
information systems more flexible.

Systems interoperability

Mechanisms

ET4

Effective governance is an enabler of logistics collaboration and a determinant of relational
rents.
Financial metrics are set and evaluated via governance mechanisms.
LC between OEM and 3PL is supported by effective communication, contractual agreements
and balanced efforts.

Effective
governance

Outcomes
ET5

Suppliers do not communicate often and do not provide visibility on their shipments, some
suppliers are considered as non-cooperative or non-knowledgeable of the logistics network.
Suppliers are not well integrated to the logistics function, the OEM needs to bridge the existing
gaps between sourcing, planning and logistics when it comes to supplier management.

Supplier
integration

Outcomes
ET6

Undefined roles and responsibilities of some key players of the logistics network.
The organizational environment being unstable and disruptive hinders logistics performance.
The OEM considers its network to be complex with cultural layers and differences that obstruct
collaboration.

Network
complexity

Developed by the researcher for the purposes of this study. Template adapted from Rahman (2012)
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4.3.1 Interpretation of the findings – The OEM
The analytical framework presented above allows for graphical description of the
findings. We structured the results in the space of three dimensions: enablers,
mechanisms, and outcomes of logistics collaboration.
Patton (2002) suggests that case studies should be interpreted in some degree by the
researcher to facilitate the reporting process. In his words a case report should “provide
sufficient description to allow the reader to understand the basis for an interpretation,
and sufficient interpretation to allow the reader to understand the description” (Patton
2002, p.503-504).
What follows next is a recapitulation of the findings together with our interpretations.
We put forward the collaborative initiatives that the OEM manages successfully in the
context of its logistics function. Then, we uncover the challenges in the horizon that
the OEM should surmount to affirm its concertmaster role in the logistics triad. In this
development, we identify pending items in logistics collaboration that could be
implemented in order to enhance logistics performance, to foster value creation across
the triad and to accompany the OEM’s dazzling growth.
The collaborative practices successfully managed by the OEM are mainly of financial
nature. We witnessed the presence of efficient governance mechanisms, processes and
reporting tools linked to budget, forecast and accrual exercises. The focal firm is very
strong in the financial follow-up of its logistics operations. The OEM demonstrates
sound ability to design tools, to track results, and to scrutinize financial-related
practices linked to logistics activities. The financial rubric emerged as a token of
tangible inter-firm collaboration sustained between the OEM and the 3PL. We
identified favourable elements such as self-enforced governances, sharing production
schedules, open access to databases and files possessed by the OEM, and coordination
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of teams (people) across manufacturing sites. Moreover, the workload to accomplish
collaborative financial activities is fairly well distributed between associates from the
OEM and the 3PL.
The OEM also has concrete collaborative initiatives, practices and tools created,
steered and maintained at the intra-firm level: we do not name them for the sake of
confidentiality. Unfortunately, those elements of collaboration seem disarticulated and
scattered when put into play inside the complex network covered by the OEM.
Another strong collaborative element identified consists in the OEM conviction to help
their business partners. The OEM has a long-term vision of its business and wishes that
other SC agents such as logistics service providers, freight forwarders, key carriers and
suppliers experience similar levels of growth. While the OEM wants growth and
development of the weaker members of its SC, this desire might be obfuscated by the
OEM’s own complexity and expansion rates that are difficult to follow. Moreover, the
power relations held between the focal firm and its logistics partners tilt over to the
OEM side. We found no evidence that the gains of collaboration are equally shared
amongst participating entities.
A prominent challenge in collaboration from the OEM perspective is linked to
information systems inter-operability. Top management at the OEM has intentionally
limited its ERP capacity to operate with other systems such as the 3PL’s TMS.
Moreover, the OEM’s ERP is missing a transportation function allowing for more
options in vehicle parts and supplier management. More to the point, some of the
information residing in the ERP in terms of suppliers, parts specification, packaging
sizes, shipping locations and destinations is incomplete. The above anomalies
concerning data inoperability hinder the OEM’s full potential to electronically
collaborate with others.
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Another challenge identified is linked to the relationship with the 3PL. The OEM
desires more involvement of the 3PL in terms of the scope of the services provided,
and the extent of the logistics functions covered by the latter. While more orchestration
is required from the 3PL, little is done to cater to the necessary ingredients of SC
orchestration such as expertise in managing processes and systems, making
investments in the individuals operating processes and systems, and freeing capacity
from people to work on projects and innovations.
A third area of challenges identified with the OEM refers to the complexity of its
operations. The manufacturing operations of this firm is affected by several sociostructural factors that impact logistics collaboration. One of them is the geographical
extent of the operations scattered across manufacturing sites in North America and in
Europe. Another factor relates to the specificities of the vehicles the OEM produces
(e.g. seasonal production, one-piece-flow, constant changes in models, styles and
colours to keep the pace with market trends). Structural complexity might be the
explanation of the two challenges previously depicted (i.e., systems inter-operability,
and supply chain orchestration), however, such analysis is beyond the scope of this
reflection. Other ailments inflicted by structural complexity were identified: cultural
barriers and silo-oriented decisions stemming from some of the firm’s functions.
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5. CASE THREE – THE FIRST-TIER SUPPLIERS
5.1. Narrative synthesis – Case Three - The 1TS
Our triad could not be completed without the valuable input of first-tier suppliers (1TS).
In the complex collaborative system under analysis, the 3PL is the orchestrator, the
OEM is the operator, and first-tier vendors are the source of supply. We present the
case of a diversified industrial group of five 1TS based in Canada. We call this node of
the logistics triad ‘the resilient cluster of suppliers’. We came up with this label based
on recurrent themes voiced by the vendors focusing to satisfying the needs of the OEM
despite great SC turbulence.
Our cluster is composed of five organizations specializing on different commodity
groups. Sourcing and planning at the OEM observe a conventional commodity
classification in the automotive industry. Such classification encompasses five main
areas: rubber, mechatronic, metal, plastic, and integrated systems. Since most rubber
parts are sourced in Asia, we opted for Canadian vendors supplying all commodity
groups but rubber. Two of the manufacturers supply to the OEM from Canadian plants
only. One manufacturer is part of a European conglomerate with a factory in Canada.
The other two vendors are of Canadian origin and ownership but with factories in
Canada and abroad.
What unfolds next is our analysis on how the 1TS respond to the aims of the research
project. This analysis is based on data stemming from five in-depth interviews
conducted during October and November 2019 in Canada.
We used the same number of rubrics employed in the interview guide administered to
the 3PL and to the OEM. Notwithstanding, the data collection instrument was refined
to the specific context of the 1TS (i.e., use of terms, notions, people, places,
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technicalities) as well as to the profile of the informants (i.e., multiple informants with
varied roles). In this adapted document, we decided to keep the 16 items and a similar
structure to that conducted with the 3PL. We did this to assure consistency across
investigated cases.
The narrative of case two thus unwinds through 16 headings mirroring the interview
guide, namely: (1) Informant’s roles, responsibilities and background. (2) Logistics
collaboration. (3) Logistics performance. (4) Logistics practices leading to
collaboration. (5) Logistics practices leading to performance. (6) Contribution of
people to logistics collaboration and logistics performance. (7) Role of information
systems. (8) Contribution of information systems. (9) Identification of collaborative
mechanisms. (10) Identification of opportunities for collaboration. (11) Identification
of roadblocks and challenges to collaboration. (12) Value assessment of logistics
collaboration. (13) Assessment of informants’ collaborative experience. (14) Sensemaking of the collaborative strategy launched by the OEM. (15) Identification of
performance indicators. (16) Identification of new concepts and themes beyond the
scope of the template but useful to enlighten the corpus of data. Each rubric is reported
next.
5.1.1 Roles, responsibilities and background – The 1TS
The role of the participants in the logistics triad varied from one organization to
another. We sought variety in our respondents and that is why were reached out to
individuals with complementary functions. In total, we interviewed seven persons. One
manager of customer service/shipping, one purchaser/planner, two customer service
representatives, and three shipping supervisors. As regards their industry orientation,
the organizations specialized in thermoformed and injected plastics, metal/aluminum
parts, mechatronic components, integrated track systems, parts and accessories.
Suppliers deal mainly with customers from the automotive industry, but they also
entertain business with other sectors such as health-care, and industrial equipment. The
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interviewed suppliers serve major vehicle assemblers under a JIT approach, some of
the clients pointed out were Articat, Honda, Kawasaki, Polaris and Suzuki.
5.1.2 Logistics collaboration – The 1TS
With respect to logistics collaboration, the term ‘partnership’ was recurrent.
Participants view their relationship with the OEM as a partnership with low doses of
power unbalance. This partnership is supported by enhanced planning, customer
service, and shipping services provided by the 1TS. Determinants of logistics
collaboration were evoked namely; honesty, power-balance, communication, and
people’s relational and problem-solving competencies. As logistics collaboration
materializes, the output –in the supplier’s view-, consists in expectations met via-à-vis
the OEM, operational efficiency, improvement of work methods, customer satisfaction
and problem minimization. The collaborative view of participants extended upstream
their SC; when reflecting to their sources of supply and their internal customers. This
finding supports the view of the collaborative orientation as participant Zeus illustrated
in the following data excerpt:
“Logistics collaboration is work hand-in-hand in order to satisfy our
client’s expectations and needs. Collaboration means working with our
clients, our suppliers and also internally. Collaboration allows you to
identify best methods to work efficiently”.
5.1.3 Logistics performance – The 1TS
Our approach to analyze the performance construct applied to logistics with the 1TS
was based on the big orientations to performance evoked by the participants. Logistics
performance was viewed in respect of precursors, dimensions and outcomes. As to the
dimensions of logistics performance cognitively constructed by the participants, they
can be regrouped into three facets: functional, organizational, and relational. Precursors
of performance conceded by the interviewees were the notions of communication, team
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engagement, collaboration, processes development, process maintenance, and process
tracking with metrics. Participant’s sense-making of performance in functional terms
were: on-time delivery, quality, flexibility, processes (implemented, followed and
improved), rapidity and quality (with respect to shipments and documents releases).
The organizational dimension of performance, was viewed by the participants in terms
of the 1TS capacity to respond to turbulence, the mark the 1TS obtain from the OEM,
and conformance to contractual agreements with regard to shipment specifications.
The relational dimension of logistics performance was described as the result of
collaboration. In this sense, performance will embody the mark stemming from a
collaborative effort. Performance was also viewed in terms of engaged teams with
supportive actions. The three dimensions of performance above suggest several
outcomes. From the functional angle, participants suggested that performance
materializes in proactive responses to the OEM and in processes improvements. From
the relational angle, performance will result in supplier’s responsiveness to adapt to the
OEM’s SC turbulence. The functional and relational views of logistics performance
are illustrated in two data excerpts from participants Zephyrus and Zeus respectively:
“Logistics performance is to serve the client with the pre-requisites of our
mission meaning on-time delivery, quality, quantity and flexibility”.
“Logistics performance corresponds to the mark we obtain from
collaboration. Performance can be the result if collaboration if you will”.
5.1.4 Logistics practices leading to collaboration – The 1TS
We analyzed the efforts deployed by the 1TS to collaborate in the logistics triad thus
identifying logistics practices for collaboration. We classified such practices into four
rubrics: (1) the rationale of the collaborative efforts, (2) their enabling factors, (3) their
impediments, and (4) the collaborative efforts/practices deployed. As to the motivation
to collaborate, participants admitted the need of an internal collaborative focus for
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visibility on shipments, to secure on-time delivery rates, and to maintain general service
levels. The factors enabling the 1TS collaborative efforts rely on other functions of
their organizations contributing with information upstream. Communication was a
common ingredient to the collaborative efforts. Such efforts could not materialize
without proactive, well-trained and empowered personnel. Collaborative efforts are
deployed by 1TS to surmount SC problems. Most vendors underscored turbulence and
sudden changes in delivery orders as the main challenges vis-à-vis the OEM. Their
collaborative efforts are therefore devised as a response to the OEM’s demands.
Suppliers develop collaborative reflexes so they can be prepared to unexpected changes
in production, planning or other unanticipated events.
In reference to concrete practices, we identified those who are technologically-enabled.
A net example is the exploitation of digital ‘master files’ or ‘dashboards’ offering
visibility on internal production rates and orders releases. Another effort consisted in
supplier’s verification of systems inter-connectivity: great energy is spent at the
supplier level on content verification matching information from their portal (fed by
the OEM’s ERP) against what the 3PL is telling them to ship. People enabled practices
were also identified in the form of daily meetings with key participants. These meetings
anticipate the OEM’s changing demands. It is worth noting that most of these efforts
have a prominent inward look towards the 1TS; most practices are devised and
executed at the intra-organizational level. Only one participant provided an outward
look of such practices underscoring close communication with the client to share
information on changes, and to get feedback on recovery actions.
5.1.5 Logistics practices leading to performance – The 1TS
The efforts deployed by the 1TS to maintain and to enhance logistics performance are
varied. We encountered difficulties while categorizing them into the same buckets as
we did for the OEM. Since the 1TS have different missions and capabilities, their
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logistics efforts are distinct. We therefore classified the logistics performance efforts
stemming from the 1TS into systems-driven, people-driven, and processes-driven.
Systems-driven efforts have to do with the way 1TS adequately exploit IS. All visited
companies have an ERP to manage their production orders and to plan for their part
releases to customers. All companies also have a WMS to assist with warehousing and
shipping. The suppliers extract information from these two main technological
resources to develop performance tools such as master files or shared files that are
reviewed periodically. However, such reviews have an inward look, as the tools are not
shared with the other entities of the logistics triad.
Suppliers have acquired new technology for parts production (i.e., machines and
robots), and for production management (i.e., ERP systems upgrade or replacement).
Performance tracking comes from the reports extracted from the ERP systems. Some
participants admitted to have developed in-house performance tracking tools (e.g.,
spreadsheets or dashboards). These tools are nourished with information coming from
their IS. Participants admitted that their information systems and performance tracking
tools are under-exploited with respect to metrics of shipping activities. More metrics
are needed to manage shipment releases. Metrics to evaluate interactions with other
agents of the SC are also under-developed. Despite all that, suppliers concurred to have
operational gains from their systems-driven efforts to maintain performance. They
admit to have increased accuracy of parts shipped, as well as enhanced rapidity on
shipment preparation and release.
People-driven efforts deployed by the 1TSs to maintain and to enhance logistics
performance are based on interactions. Communication and team-work were recurrent
themes emerging from content analysis as precursors of logistics performance based
on people. An interesting collaborative routine identified was the transparency in terms
of production capacity with the OEM: the latter can view the 1TS’ indicators. The
medium to view such indicators was not disclosed. Another element of transparency
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consists in choosing second-tier suppliers conjointly with the OEM or in agreement
with the OEM.
With process-driven efforts, logistics performance is attained an maintained by
identifying internal improvements in company processes, and also by reflecting on
performance evaluations administered by the OEM. Some performance indicators used
by the OEM to evaluate suppliers are based on delivery, time, and quality dimensions.
Other mediums of performance related to process improvement were quality
management circles.
5.1.6 Human resources as enablers of logistics collaboration – The 1TS
With the objective to assess the human factor’s contribution to logistics collaboration
directly, and consequently to logistics performance, we asked participants to share their
view on people as drivers of collaboration. Interviewees from the 1TS provided five
different perspectives on people: (1) the process view, (2) the informational view, (3)
the relational view, (4) the managerial view, and the (5) network view.
(1) Under the process view, people enable logistics collaboration by prioritizing
OEM’s orders received in their portal. People responsible of the OEM’s account
execute order verification and transmit their results to the production and shipping
departments. Preventive quality in respect of shipping orders from the OEM is a key
contribution. Verified and corrected orders will clear the path to performance, as all
team members will be able to work according to a plan.
(2) Under the informational view, people contribute to collaboration with their
competencies and experience to execute processes and to operate systems. More
precisely, their input relates to information exchanges on production and shipping
capacity. People’s contribution also translates into their general ability to execute
transactions in the system. In part, this ability materializes in the form of visual tools
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they exploit to prepare shipments. The outcomes of people’s contribution operating the
systems and executing the processes manifest in accuracy and rapidity of internal
operations. Also, a non-tangible outcome was identified from people’s contribution:
the articulation of experience, ability and quality interactions condenses into trust.

(3) Trust is considered a key ingredient to collaboration, and this enabling factor sits at
the threshold of the relational view. People’s relations are also building blocks to
logistics collaboration. Participants admitted that they interact by providing adequate
training to their teams. The suppliers engage in effective communication using
available tools such as email and virtual meetings. Via interactions, suppliers create
fertile ground to tacit knowledge emerging from more experienced collaborators. Tacit
knowledge is transmitted to functions of the organizations, for example, to new dock
personnel in relation to loading methods.
(4) The managerial view concerns the contribution of people via their managerial
efforts. Some examples were shared. The 1TS source for second-tier suppliers capable
of responding to the sudden changes and emergencies in the SC. Some suppliers may
even source local carriers. The managerial view has a noticeable outward look while
compared to the previous ones: people contribute to collaboration and performance by
engaging with other agents of the logistics triad such as planners from the OEM and
associates from the 3PL. These initiatives are usually triggered by the latter agents in
order to optimize volume mix, and routing to foreign destinations.
(5) Finally, in the network view, participants shared their personal efforts to collaborate
in an ecosystem that has many challenges and constraints. The contribution of people
under network complexity translates into communication with production planners,
load planners and data-entry personnel (comprising the three entities of the triad) to
cope with product complexity (i.e., vehicle platforms), or with site complexity (i.e.,
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multiple destinations to international divisions). An excerpt from participant Ares1
depicts the 1TS dilemma under network complexity:
“My other customers have from one to ten part numbers at range, whereas
this OEM has way much more. Having such many parts to dispatch might
generate a lot of emails, in the eventuality we are to address an issue on
one or more of those parts. In respect of the OEM, the more products they
have on the list, the busiest we are servicing them”.

5.1.7 The role of information systems in logistics collaboration – The 1TS
Considering Information Systems (IS) as enablers of logistics collaboration, we delved
into their role and meaning to the 1TS. Vendors unfolded their answers into five
different rubrics: (1) relevance, (2) applicability, (3) inter-operability, (4) outcomes,
and (5) obstacles of IS
(1) The relevance of IS viewed by the suppliers was underscored in all instances.
Participants consider IS of capital importance. All interviewed suppliers exploit ERP
applications across the main functions of their organizations: finance, purchasing,
production, planning, customer service and shipping. It is worth noting that most of
these companies come from very conservative industrial settings, yet the interviewees
catalogued IS as very important to the point the 1TS had no choice but to embark on
what they called ‘the new trend’. Some issues with IS were however underlined; there
are pending items to solve in terms of training, support and connectivity. Viewed by
the participants, IS contribute to rapidity in transactions, simplification of processes,
time decompressions for associates, and clerical error minimization.
(2) The software applications exploited by 1TS range from internationally known
solution such as JD Edwards and SAP, to national, regional and local developed
solutions. First-tier suppliers use systems applications primarily to manage their
finances, production processes, and material planning. To a lesser extent, IS are
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exploited in floor-level activities such as warehouse management, equipment
management, labeling and shipping.
(3) The inter-operability of the systems refers to the connections IS can offer between
different organizations and to the operations users can exploit. Systems connect
organizations primarily with EDI, with the objective to communicate a structured and
intelligible amount of data used in operations and in decision-making. EDI is not the
only possibility; other less expensive avenues to systems inter-connectivity are
possible. Under this premise, we identified the main systems inter-operability links
between the 1TS and the OEM. The prominent inter-operability feature identified was
indeed EDI. The OEM’s ERP system sends upstream weekly orders of material
requirements that suppliers download in their respective portals. Once orders are
processed and shipped, suppliers send back to the OEM an Advanced Shipping Notice
(ASN) via EDI and email. This exchange of information was found by the participants
vital to collaboration and performance because it makes information more
homogeneous across participating organizations, data is organized and legible, and
changes can be visible with reasonable speed. Physical goods exchanges currently
entertained between the 1TS and the OEM could not be possible with some degree of
systems inter-operability as an enabler.
(4) Information exchange across the systems produce an important amount of data that
1TS exploit in what they labeled as ‘outcomes’ or ‘tools’. At a general level,
participants conceded that sound information systems free people from repetitive
operations that can lead to error. Information systems thus allows participants to have
more time to nurture the relationship with the OEM. Other positive outcomes were
underscored in the form of concrete applications, for example: skid scanning systems
allowing for 95 % shipment accuracy, and operational dashboards to visualize late, on
time, and advanced material. One supplier of thermoformed plastic parts has developed
a ‘master file’ nourished by ERP in which he monitors production and shipping status.
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Another supplier of integrated tracking systems, uses the information exchanged to
update an spreadsheet to manage semi-trailer units used for short-term storage.
(5) Participants also signaled negative outcomes caused by IS. However, most of the
hindrances were endogenous to the 1TS. Some problems identified related to
difficulties on the EDI’s learning curve, unsteady (or sometimes absent)
interconnection with other internal functions like procurement or engineering. Other
obstacles were inconsistent support from the internal information technology teams to
accompany the logistics function in systems updates, and over-exposure to group
emails with great deal of general information, but with little relevance to the logistics
function. One problem concerning IS was directly linked the OEM. It has to do with
last-minute adds that some planners or buyers incorporate and for which the 1TS has
no immediate visibility. The importance given to information systems by the 1TS is
illustrated on two excerpts from participants Zeus1 and Atlas:
“Without informatics I wouldn’t be able to do much in my workday, IS
take a lot of place in our current work activities. We have no choice but to
adapt and to evolve along IS”.
“Our new information systems makes a big difference in terms of
workload, it frees time from us. Before [the implementation of the new
ERP] we had a guy working overtime to process the orders; recently, I had
to transfer clients over to him to keep him busy. IS provide rapidity,
visibility and less promptness to clerical errors. I now have immediate
visibility on my shipments and I can focus more on ways to improve my
relationship with the customer [the OEM]”.

5.1.8 Contribution of information systems to logistics collaboration – The 1TS
The former sub-section delving into the role of IS for the 1TS advanced some of the
benefits of IS for logistics collaboration. In this sub-section we elaborate further on
such benefits. Viewed as enablers of logistics collaboration, IS can be classified into
four contributing areas: (1) data decoding and informational exchange, (2) IS enabling
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collaboration, (3) IS enabling performance, and (4) factors related to the dyadic
relationship 1TS-OEM.
(1) On data decoding and informational exchange, participants agreed that IS provide
visibility and rapidity supporting decision-making. IS circumvents long discussions
and redundant emails. With the use of IS there is less manipulation of data, and there
are gains in time and work reduction. As one participant mentioned “IS allow the
possibility of doing the job with just one person instead of many”. A concrete example
of data decoding concerns shipping information transformed into shipping documents
for domestic and international destinations.
(2) The concrete offering of IS to collaboration was also signaled by the participants.
Respondents conceded that IS provides rapidity in order treatment and execution, as
well as visibility. Speedy transactions needing minimal verification free time from
people allowing them to focus on more relational activities. While visiting the notion
of systems connectivity, participants admitted that their systems have good intraconnectivity inwards to their respective organizations, poor inter-connectivity to the
OEM, and almost complete absence of connectivity with systems operated by other
parties such as 3PL, carriers, or freight forwarders.
(3) As to the contribution of IS to logistics performance, many IS measurable offerings
have already been mentioned in previous paragraphs. When insisting on this particular
rubric during the interviews, participants reiterated the notions of visibility, rapidity of
transactions, increased volume of transactions, increased shipment accuracy, document
release automation, and error minimization. IS has also decreased participant’s reliance
on other associates to funnel information upstream, as one participant exemplified:
“with IS every line of information is visible and available to all”. Another participant’s
view of IS contribution is illustrated on the following excerpt from Asclepius:
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“Information systems enable us to do a better work at some point, you
verify visually anyway because a machine is just a machine. However,
IS has diminished a great deal the time we spent processing paperwork,
consequently our performance levels have increased, we work better,
quality outputs are better, and we do that at a faster pace”.
(4) On a final stroke on this rubric, we insisted on identifying IS factors enabling the
relationship 1TS-OEM. One participant admitted that her organization works with SAP
but confessed that her ERP does not have inter-operability with the OEM’s ERP which
is also SAP. Notwithstanding, there are some improvements recollected from SAP’s
order feed; order processing is faster and there is fluidity in communications between
inter-connected entities. Improved connectivity between the two systems is an
opportunity to explore in the future. We end this sub-section by providing a summary
of the ERP commercial applications currently exploited by 1TS. We consider important
to show the eclecticism of IS used within the boundaries of the same cluster of
suppliers.
Table A12. List of ERP applications used by 1TS
Supplier’s code name

Specialization

ERP application (*)

Ares

Injection plastics

Sage X3

Asclepius

Integrated track systems

SyteLine

Atlas

Mechatronic

SAP

Zephyrus

Thermoformed plastics

JD Edwards (Oracle)

Zeus

Metal / Aluminum

Synergy Tech

(*) Commercial names are used for pedagogical purposes only. | Núñez (2021)

5.1.9 Processes as enablers of logistics collaboration – The 1TS
This rubric seeks to identify other precursors of logistics collaboration besides the
‘people’ and ‘systems’ enablers described in preceding paragraphs. The predominant
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notion in literature ancillary to people and systems is ‘processes’; data from the 1TS
case outputted process-related notions and collaborative practices.
In the context of the 1TS case, collaborative practices were classified into the following
categories: (1) operational practices stemming from SOPs, (2) collaborative practices
enabled by technology, (3) collaborative practices enabled by other members of the
triad, and (4) impediments to collaborative practices. We summarize them next.
(1) Concerning the operational practices stemming from SOPs, we identified intraorganizational processes such as work instructions, handbooks, shipping manuals and
tacit information transmitted from mouth to ear. An distinctive medium of
collaboration was the electronic portal suppliers use to visualize incoming orders from
the OEM. Only one manufacturer was ISO certified submitted to the International
Automotive Task Force (IATF). Because of that, most of her processes, flow-charts
and related tools were focused on parts production and quality management, but not on
logistics practices. At some point in our discussions the conventional processes such
as the SOPs, converged with the information systems dimension. We identified a trend
in which orthodox instructions and charts intersect with contemporary systems in the
areas of data feed, processing and visualisation. This merge tradition-technology is
exemplified in a data excerpt from participant Asclepius:
“With the help of systems we can do things more easily. Currently I have
someone I train and to develop work instructions with, I am hoping that IS
frees me work time so I can go with my trainee step by step, to show her
the processes she is supposed to, hoping that some day she can take over
some of my duties”.
(2) In relation to collaborative practices enabled by technology, we identified the use
of electronic tablets to manage warehouse-related information. In the case of most of
the visited suppliers, tablet technology links forklift operators to the ERP system. This
linkage allows for efficiencies in inventory management and warehouse space
optimization. Moreover, the majority of suppliers admitted to have a Warehouse
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Management System (WMS) software. Another salient feature was the use of cloud
computing to communicate with other functions and divisions of their respective
organizations.
(3) What was particular to the logistics triad, was the identification of collaborative
practices initiated by other agents of the triad. For instance, logistics analysts from the
3PL have worked with 1TS to devise loading charts for sequenced truckloads. These
loading charts capture information from ERP systems in terms of part numbers and
ship-dates. Then, with the intervention of the OEM planner and/or the 1TS shipping
supervisors, the loading charts are populated with part information, skid count, and an
optimal load sequence for JIS logistics. Other activities worked conjointly between the
3PL and 1TS are contingency plans for load scheduling during shutdown periods.
(4) While interviewing our participants, we also detected gaps in the area of processes
limiting logistics collaboration and performance. It was identified that none of the 1TS
use barcode identification for their skids shipped to any of the OEM’s plants. 1TS use
rudimentary labels. This situation is not imputable to the vendors, as it was the OEM’s
decision not to make the leap into barcode identification technology. It is worth
mentioning that for all of their other customers, the 1TS use barcode labeling. Posing
an inward look, we noted the absence of written instructions and procedures for some
suppliers on key activities (e.g., shipping to the OEM). Other procedures may exist
only on paper, missing the opportunity to share them on an electronic platform such
Intranet or cloud computing. Most participants admitted not having the time to write
and to update the work instructions of their posts. This situation is particularly risky on
instances where shipping supervisors bear much experience and knowledge of the
shipping patters servicing the OEM. One participant was addressing this risk by having
a new recruit trained a backup person. No inter-organizational logistical processes
sustained between the 1TS and the OEM were identified. This finding concedes that
logistics processes in the triadic arrangement are devised and orchestrated by the 3PL.
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5.1.10 Opportunities for logistics collaboration – The 1TS
In similar fashion as proceeded with the previous agents of the triad, we wanted to
identify within the 1TS their plans and projects susceptible of creating opportunities
for logistics collaboration. We openly asked participants how they would further enable
their human resources and their information systems to enhance logistics collaboration.
Below is an account of the opportunities we recollected. We classify our findings inside
the rubrics of (1) people, (2) systems, (3) processes, and (4) network-related
opportunities.
(1) The opportunities on the people dimension relate to knowledge inculcation,
enhancement and transfer. Narrative data suggests that the main obstacles to surmount
are in relation to people’s knowledge and on workforce availability. The 1TS admitted
the need to work on personnel training, particularly concerning information systems.
One interviewee expressed this preoccupation as the need to “keep them [people]
informed and up to date so they can efficiently execute transactions”. The linkage
people-systems became evident in the interviewee’s narratives as they proposed to train
personnel on new systems capabilities (e.g., a new ERP acquisition). The lack of
personnel to support new information ventures was perceived as a risk. Some
departments are affected by this gap. For example, the shipping function of one 1TS
has to do quick fixes with whichever means at reach. Besides informatics training,
evidence from the 1TS suggest that people need to refine their communication
capabilities at the intra-organizational level. The second ailment with the 1TS relates
to human resources availability. Despite the worldwide reach of their business, some
suppliers are located in geographic areas where it is difficult to find competent
personnel to take over responsibilities engendered by the business growth.
(2) The people dimension bridges to the collaborative opportunities in the information
systems realm. Opportunities in IS relate to people feeding the right information to the
systems. Moreover, with some 1TS, the planning and logistics functions do not fully
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exploit their ERP’s capabilities. Participants admitted to still execute manual processes
consisting in information retrieval, download, copy and paste in spreadsheets; this in
order to decipher purchase orders coming in from the OEM. Thematic content analysis
made evident the present cleavage between the current ERPs exploited by the 1TS and
the OEM’s ERP. Reducing this informational gap seems necessary to enhance
collaboration via systems exploitation. Two specific problems depicting this cleavage
were exposed by participants Ares1 and Ares2. The issues relate to data inconsistency
and volatility:
Ares2 on data inconsistency: “Data discrepancies in our ERP are the
biggest irritant in the shipping department because quantities do not match,
we have to verify some loads manually”.
Ares1on data volatility: “If you have data [purchase orders] that do not
change, everything will cascade down just fine from our ERP. For
instance; packing lists, the information on the portal, the loading
schedules, customs templates (…) everything will follow naturally; but
then again, the OEM needs to work on minimizing those variances”.
Other opportunities were detected in relation to IS internal exploitation at the 1TS. One
narrated example was the adoption of WMS technology seeking for operational
efficiencies and error minimization. The IS opportunities, whether they are interorganizational or intra-organizational do not come without human investments: the
insurgence of new systems needs to be supported by competent technicians who, in
some cases, are absent.
(3) The systems dimension intersected with the processes-related opportunities for
collaboration. It was suggested as an opportunity to update current work instructions
in order to align them to the new technology (e.g., tablet or handheld technology linked
to ERP). Another opportunity emerged under a triadic perspective proposing to bridge
1TS’ and 3PL’s information systems. One 1TS suggested to discuss with 3PL and with
their carriers an optimal method of communicating shipment details (e.g., load
identification numbers, trailer numbers, and other details needed for shipment
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preparation). On the conventional angle of processes, the ‘processes-in-a-binder’ image
was recurrent. Most participants granted to have updated binders of material packaging,
labeling, shipping, lot size, limits, etc. This information is provided by the OEM. As
for the 3PL, this agent provides shipping instructions, transit time matrixes and holiday
schedules to the 1TS. This information was also up to date and at reach of the persons
involved. The sourcing angle of processes upstream was also evoked: participants put
forward as an opportunity to continue performance evaluations on carriers and on
second-tier suppliers. Floor-shop level process improvements were also suggested: one
1TS advocated for preventive maintenance measures needed at the shipping
department. This participant admitted that her department’s current maintenance
measures are of reactive nature.
(4) Besides the trinomial arrangement people-processes-systems, an adjacent source of
advantage emerged under the label of network-related opportunities. A big area of
opportunity was detected with regard to enhanced supplier relationships in logistics
activities. Data suggested a shared responsibility to align suppliers to the OEM’s
complex operations. Notwithstanding, only a few actors in the network seemed to
understand the importance of supplier’s full integration including sense-making of
processes, people and systems. ‘Network supplier integration’ and ‘maintenance of
logistics relationships’ emerged as largely uncovered areas in the logistics triad. At the
moment of writing, supplier integration was incipient and it only covered a few steps
concerning shipping information generated by the 1TS, and shipping instructions
provided by the 3PL. As this opportunity is only partially addressed, the logistics
network faces turbulence, errors, and loss of opportunities. This situation was depicted
by participant Atlas discussing one open angle of supplier integration:
“I arrived to this post by replacing someone that could not manage the
complex operations entertained with the OEM. I took the chair with no
training from the OEM on their processes, I learned by trail and error.
Since that training was missing, I searched for help with a planner from
the OEM in Mexico who taught me their processes over the phone. This
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solution was reactive and that training should have been provided to me
when I arrived”.

5.1.11 Barriers and challenges to logistics collaboration – The 1TS
This subsection identifies hindrances to logistics collaboration in the context of the
1TS. Our analysis sheds light on the collaborative challenges that 1TS wish to
overcome. The deterrents of collaboration are categorized into three main rubrics: (1)
challenges relating to collaboration itself, (2) challenges on information systems, and
(3) challenges pertaining the logistics network.
(1) On the challenges relating to collaboration itself, we noticed that interviewed
suppliers have reached a certain level of maturity in their logistics collaboration with
the OEM. This emerging concept of ‘maturity in logistics collaboration’ needs to be
evaluated with an appropriate framework, and such assessment is out of the scope of
this sub-section. That being said, internally 1TS need to work on associate’s training
to capitalize on the potentiality of new systems such as ERP and WMS. Concerning
processes, suppliers can improve their operations by developing instructions and
flowcharts related to logistics. These are particularly important to cope with sudden
changes originated at the OEM level. Another emerging concept in the challenges area
was the ‘cultural’ dimension of collaboration. Evidence suggests cultural challenges
when collaborating with the OEM. The 1TS have to learn the cultural patterns of the
OEM to maintain a good business relationship. Some language challenges were also
underscored. The cultural aspects of the logistics relationship regain importance when
onboarding new members. This is because collaborative patterns need to be learned
once more, and this knowledge-transfer curve can negatively impact performance.
(2) In relation to the challenges on information systems, participants voiced similar
arguments to those evoked in the opportunities sub-section. IS needs to be embraced at
all levels of the organization and its benefits need to cascade down to key activities of
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the logistics function such as shipping and export documentation. Intra-organizational
challenges gravitated around learning new systems such as ERP and WMS, as well as
extracting useful information from IS for shipment planning, shipment execution, and
shipping departments’ performance tracking. At the inter-organizational level,
challenges identified concerned the inter-operability of the 1TS systems with those of
the OEM and the 3PL. The main finding is that their respective systems practically do
not speak to each other. In other words, the information flowing from one system to
another is limited to a part-order feed from the OEM, and an ASN in return from the
1TS, once a shipment has departed. As to the interconnectedness of systems between
the 1TS and the 3PL, its potentiality is currently unexploited. One participant brought
forward a possibility of systems interconnectivity referring to the 1TS having access to
selected carrier’s portals. This will allow 1TS to know shipping information in advance
such as Estimated Time of Arrival (ETA), trailer number, and other operational details
thus avoiding triangulation with the 3PL.
(3) The challenges pertaining the logistics network were more prominent in the case of
1TS. Their particular position at the headstream of production makes suppliers
somehow vulnerable to network disturbances. We learned that supplier’s production
requirements are constantly challenged by more orders on new parts, new models, new
colours and other specifications that arise in fast pace from the OEM. One vendor
admitted that being at the early stages of the SC makes him feel defenceless when
affected by network complexity. The examples provided by the interviewee related to
changes in requirements, transportation capacity, and reception inefficiencies. The
problem with the sudden changes of production and shipping requirements was raised
by all interviewed suppliers. This issue was also evoked as a hindrance to collaboration
by the 3PL. Network complexity of this particular supply chain encompass several
production facilities across North America: the fact the suppliers are geographically
distanced from the OEM’s key production sites, makes it even more difficult to
compose with the changes caused by production adjustments. Network challenges
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stemming from supply chain complexity are illustrated in the following excerpts from
participants Zeus and Asclepius.
“On the constant [production and delivery] changes coming from the
OEM; you can be flexible and accommodating sometimes; however, we
must redress some issues because we cannot be in change-management
mode at all times, otherwise we wouldn’t be able to do our production and
shipping planning”.
“In fact, the only challenge we have is related to the OEM. Our
capabilities to react to sudden requirement changes from the client are
limited. That is the true thing that blocks collaboration; in other areas we
are fine internally, but when the client says they do not want these parts
anymore, or they want them at an earlier date, that is when collaboration
blocks. We still collaborate though, because we provide responses to those
changes, but it is not the same”.

5.1.12 Value emerging from logistics collaboration – The 1TS
This subsection assesses the value emerging from logistics collaboration from the
perspective of 1TS. The subjective nature of value was elicited by the participants in
various ways, we channeled their narratives into four facets of value: (1) value as a
result of relation-specific investments, (2) value as a result of performance, (3) value
as a result of effective knowledge decoding, (4) value as an enabler of credibility and
trust. We explain these facets next.
(1a) Value as a result of relation-specific investments refers to the 1TS efforts devoted
to collaboration. In the case of the 1TS their efforts invested to sustain the relationship
and to respond in disruptive events, generate new organizational knowledge. The
suppliers will use that insight to make sound decisions based on historical facts. This
created knowledge is also used by the suppliers to circumscribe tactics in future
operational and financial decisions. The phenomenon of efforts translating into
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knowledge, and then into value is illustrated in the following data excerpt from
participant Zephyrus.
“We learn to know our client [the OEM] through the years [of
collaboration] and changes occurring. This learning process creates
knowledge on our client and there is where value resides. We use this
generated knowledge to orientate our tactical decisions on future courses
of action”.
(1b) Another relation-specific outcome of collaboration translating into value relates to
employee satisfaction. It was uncovered that when team members realize that the
collaborative efforts are fruitful, they are more motivated and engaged. This sense of
engagement was identified when participants admitted they may go the extra mile to
serve their customer by doing leaps and twists outside their strict scope of activities.
(2a) Associate’s experience, qualifications and openness were also regarded as valuegenerating attributes. The mix of such ingredients favour internal collaboration. When
this type of collaboration is carried out, information systems, process upgrades, and
people’s maturity converge into fruitful collaborative efforts.
(2b) Some of the facets of value mobilized by the participants were of instrumental
nature. We therefore decided to organize such facets into the performance rubric. Value
as a result of performance translates into organizational efficiencies. These efficiencies
materialize into order fulfilment and order visibility. Participants admitted that
performance facilitates an streamlined inter-organizational flow of communication.
Participants also granted that collaboration contributes to the abatement of
organizational barriers. The elements of communication and contact seemed very
valuable to participants.
(2c) Formative value stemming from collaboration was also identified. One participant
recognized the value emerging from training and knowledge-transfer activities
sustained with the OEM. Early exposure to the OEM’s insights was considered of high
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importance by the 1TS. Learning experiences have a lasting formative value:
collaboration allows for shared experiences that have an important and perennial
influence on participant’s perception of the logistics triad.
(3) Value as a result of effective knowledge decoding relates to 1TS capabilities to
acquire information, to process it, and to transform it into intelligible and useful
knowledge. 1TS are exposed to many sources of information coming from clients,
logistics service providers, freight forwarders, carriers and customs brokers. Despite of
the fact that the information 1TS receive is not continuous and homogeneous, the latter
puts great efforts in decoding it and recomposing it into useful bits for key participants.
This intuitive effort of value creation is depicted on an account from participant Zeus.
“Our American clients are not used to dealing with Canada, that forces us
to take the customs procedures into our hands for them. Since they ignore
the processes, we make the papers on their behalf because we want to keep
them as clients. This however has a downside on our new employees who
are frustrated, not to mention risk and liability if we make mistakes”.

(4) The final facet identified is value as an enabler of credibility and trust. When a
certain level of trust is reached between the 1TS and the OEM, participating actors
engage into specific tasks executed inside or outside the scope of their responsibilities.
These trusted tasks are executed to solve a problem. Trust and engagement translate
into efficiencies such as time-savings and cost-avoidances. Concerning the notion of
credibility, collaboration can generate increased credibility for 1TS.Credibility builds
up when 1TS are capable of responding to the OEM’s demands and needs. In this sense,
credibility will bring more value, as it generates more business to the 1TS because they
are viewed as reliable vendors the OEM can count on.
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5.1.13 Participant’s experience in logistics collaboration – The 1TS
At the fist-tier supplier level, we validated the appropriateness of our participants in
the study via an adaptation of the Critical Incident Technique (CIT) (Flanagan, 1954;
Gelderman et al., 2016). CIT was used to elicit contextual information from past
collaborative experiences. Despite our limited use of this technique, it allowed
interviewees for a free range of remembrances on past collaborative instances which
we summarize next.
Almost all past collaborative experiences were directly related to interactions inside
the analyzed logistics triad. Most collaborative experiences were narrated in relation
1TS-OEM, but some also intersected with the 3PL.
The emerged collaborative instances were varied. Since they were personal lifesegments of the participant’s past, we decided not to categorize them into particular
rubrics, but to respect the nominal nature of each incident as they came out. Emerging
categories of critical incidents were about (1) warehouse relocation, (2) addressing
network inefficiencies, (3) managing events with a sense of urgency, (4) working on
opportunities for improvement, (5) and using effective communication.
(1) In the same way as to the other agents of the triad, one of the 1TS also conceded to
have collaborated on a relocation project. The endeavour consisted in relocating three
warehouse facilities in Canada into a sole brand-new distribution centre. The project
benefited from the participation of the OEM, and of one key carrier that has a dual role
servicing the 1TS and the 3PL. Relocation was depicted as a success for both operations
and human resources areas.
(2) Network inefficiencies relate to bungles in the supply chain that can be attributed
to a multitude of factors: shipping/receiving routines, volume add/delete, changes in
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route configurations, weather contingencies, to name just a few. Inefficiencies can be
linked to human, process or systems inconsistencies.
A collaborative experience relating to network inefficiency involved one 1TS and the
OEM while studying together a problematic situation concerning JIS of a key part. To
solve the problem, they decided to change transportation systems from dedicated to
milk run. This intervention was instigated by the 3PL and supported operationally
thereafter. Efficiency from the intervention resulted in time and space savings.
Another participant considered herself a victim of the OEM deficiencies in terms the
latter’s inability to manage new planners. A ruinous situation emerged, and the 1TS
had to accommodate the OEM with companionship and cross-training to level the
situation. This incident relates to a change-management episode working with the
OEM to help a new recruit surmount the learning curve in relation to the planning
function. Below is an account of a participant’s frustration with regard to the efforts
she put forward to collaborate with the OEM.
“If I happened to spend all of my time responding to the multiple
requirements from the OEM because they make many changes, then find
somebody else to work full-time on the issue! I just don’t have the time! I
have other clients to support. It is not only the OEM that we have to
entertain, I have other customers that require my attention”.
(3) Critical incidents were also narrated in relation to managing events with a sense of
urgency. One participant brought forward her ‘leaps and twists’ to manage shipments
during the shutdown periods of July and December. Along with the 3PL, various 1TS,
and concerned manufacturing facilities coordinate a transportation plan to smoothdown volume peaks during shutdowns. In the same vein, another participant claimed
to be knowledgeable enough to draw with production, planning and customer service
contingency plans to pull material and to ship in advance. Collaborative contingency
plans prevent 1TS from shipping large quantities before and after the holiday shutdowns via the smoothing of the orders when possible.
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Another example concerning event management consisted in 1TS coordination with
the 3PL in reference to the ‘Friday’s truck’ utilization. The Friday truck is a service
addressing to urgent departures of critical materials. Suppliers need to exercise good
communication and familiarity with the Friday truck process to take advantage of this
service.
(4) The 1TS also commented on collaborating in opportunities for improvement. This
work takes place alongside the 3PL to optimize transport capacity through better
routing, scheduling and lot-size allocations. Improvement projects are sometimes
lengthily to implement, as they require gradual upward steps to cover, and several
evaluations concerning efficiencies, costs and impact to participating entities. This
collaborative effort sustained between the 1TS and the 3PL is valued by the OEM,
because the projects generate efficiencies in the forms of cost-savings, cost-avoidances,
quality and/or safety improvements.
(5) Effective communication also stemmed as a token of past collaborative experience.
One interviewee presented an instance in which communication stands out as a key
driver of collaboration. She managed to demystify operations-related issues with the
OEM assisted by her communication skills. Results of this experience were valued by
top management that used the collaborative instance as a corporate example. We
present an excerpt of this participant providing more details on her critical incident.
“The sales director for Latin America was so pleased of the collaborative
outcome that he used it as corporate example on the firm’s Intranet. My
contribution consisted in communicating to the client, in their own terms,
what was needed to align its operations. That episode boosted my
credibility; I used my strength in collaboration which consists in
communication skills both verbal and written”.
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5.1.14 Performance indicators of logistics collaboration – The 1TS
This rubric explores collaborative mechanisms and indicators suggested by the 1TS.
We uncovered important means of logistics collaboration particularly in the intraorganizational context, but also across the arrangement 1TS-OEM. Our findings are in
alignment with what SCM literature addresses as conventional performance indicators.
No outstanding concepts emerged from our analysis. Nevertheless, we found parallels
between mechanisms and indicators emerging from the 1TS and those elicited earlier
by the 3PL and the OEM. Our categorization of collaborative practices stemming from
suppliers is broken down into two streams: (1) inward looking and (2) outward looking
practices.
(1) Concerning inward looking practices, the 1TS work on indicators measuring
transactions in their ERP system. In other words, 1TS exploit their ERPs to extract
performance measurements per organizational function. For instance, the customer
service department tracks the status of deliveries to clients. The purchasing department
tracks the status of second-tier vendors. The production department measures output
rates. Since we interviewed shipping specialists in the organizations, we obtained a
slightly lengthier list of performance indicators coming from shipping. For instance,
one vendor emphasized on following a scorecard for second-tier suppliers (2TS) and
for carriers. In this participant’s line of work, carriers and 2TS are evaluated on a yearly
basis on the following criteria: price, delivery-delays, and response-delays. This
evaluation is shared with carriers and suppliers signaling areas of improvement. The
shipping departments of the 1TS also execute warehousing activities, this is why they
exploit WMS. The functions of their respective WMS allow the 1TS to track shipping
performance metrics.
Unexpectedly, we found out that some shipping departments of the 1TS also deal with
the preparation of customs documents. Thus, another set of metrics underscored
concerns customs activity with the 1TS in terms of number of exports, imports,
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documents release, and cases of compliance with customs authorities. At the floorshop level, we identified that some technological applications are not fully exploited in
terms of their capabilities to output performance indicators. That was the case of the
WMS’ tablet/forklift technology recently adopted by one of the 1TS. Evidence
suggested that the 1TS is exploiting this technology for operational purposes only (i.e.,
to prepare shipments), but its analytical functions are not capitalized.
(2) In respect of the outward looking practices, one of the 1TS admitted to currently
maintain governance mechanisms with the OEM to share some KPIs. The nature of
such KPIs was undisclosed. This remark confirmed the notion of a supplier-compliance
monitoring effort that the OEM evoked in the previous case. It was indicated that not
all 1TS have exchanges with the OEM to review performance indicators, it appears that
only problematic suppliers do. It was suggested by another participant that the OEM
should extend its monitoring efforts to track supplier’s performance. This finding is
quite interesting as it underscores the need to develop suppliers in their logistics
capabilities. We present next a Table A13 organizing the collaborative practices and
indicators collected from the 1TS perspective. The categorization pattern maintains
some similarities with the ones applied to the 3PL and the OEM. They key difference
between this table and the others is that this one does not plunge into specific KPIs.
Suppliers’ narrative did not allow to identify specific metrics with applicability. Their
suggestions remain at a level of viable performance intentions and actions.
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Table A13. Viable performance intentions and actions – The 1TS
Type:
financial or
non-financial

Nature:
Traditional or
collaborative

Perform carrier evaluation in terms of rates and service levels
(carrier scorecard)

FIN & NF

TRAD

Customs related

Work on KPIs to track performance on documentation and on
compliance with customs authorities

NF

TRAD

Logistics service
provider related

Work with 3PL’s carriers for load information upstream, and
load tracking downstream

NF

COL

Governance meetings 1TS-OEM

NF

COL

Establish mechanism to monitor supplier compliance

FIN & NF

TRAD

Work on indicators from ERP

FIN & NF

TRAD

Work on indicators from WMS

FIN & NF

TRAD

Develop scorecard to track performance on 2TS

FIN & NF

TRAD

Categorization
(alphabetical order)

Viable performance intention or action (description)

Carrier related

OEM related

Supplier related

Núñez (2021)

5.1.15 Emerging themes from content analysis – The 1TS
A final moment of our interaction with the 1TS aimed to identify emerging concepts
and themes of logistics collaboration voiced by the participants. We did this in order to
capture important notions outside the initial research framework. To keep results
simple, we decided to condense the emerging concepts inside the people, systems and
processes rubrics. These drivers of collaboration were put across a matrix considering
key actors such as the 3PL, the OEM, the 1TS, and the triadic arrangement.
Surprisingly, we only found cross-references on emerging themes concerning the
‘people’ enabler and only enacted by the OEM, the 1TS, and trusted carriers. Table
A14 next summarizes our findings.
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Table A14. Emerging themes of logistics collaboration - The 1TS
Drivers /

People

Actors
The 3PL
The OEM

The 1TS

The logistics
triad

Systems

Processes

 No comment (NC).

 NC

 NC

 First-tier suppliers would like to find new markets and
customers to distance themselves from the acute
dependency on the OEM.

 NC

 NC

 First-tier suppliers have reached a degree maturity while
dealing with the OEM.

 NC

 NC

 NC

 NC

 The relationship has grown into maturity levels that need
to be measured with an adequate framework.
 First-tier suppliers underscored the valuable contribution
of other entities (participants) of the network.
 In particular some carriers that are trusted,
knowledgeable and dependable.

Núñez (2021)

5.1.16 Summary of the results from thematic content analysis – The 1TS
Table A15 next presents a summary of the results from thematic content analysis using
a ‘directed approach’ (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005). In an arrangement of rows and
columns, we regroup emerging concepts around their categories. Moreover, concepts
identified in the narrative are evaluated with the regard to their capacity to support
preliminary themes and propositions. The themes are also assessed with regard to their
potential to introduce new concepts.
Table A15 presents the results of our de-coding/re-coding of the evidence. This
exercise was intended to give meaning and structure to data once synthesized in a
narrative. We underscore that this was a manually executed exercise benefiting the
analysis in three ways: (1) recognizing relationships and configurations in the data, (2)
allowing for the identification of all concepts regardless of their importance, (3)
evaluating of new concepts with regard to their ability to support categories or
propositions.
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Table A15. Results from thematic content analysis using a directed approach – The 1TS
Evaluation of new themes with regard
to their ability to support propositions
or previous themes
Themes identified
Collaborative orientation

Themes emerged from these provisional
categories

Not
supported

Introduced
X

ITS interact with OEM with collaborative orientation.

X

Communication, honesty, power balance, problem-solving.

1.2. Logistics collaboration: outcomes

X

Operational efficiency, improved work methods.

Theme 1

X

People contribute to LC by engaging with other agents.

1.13. Critical incident

X

Collaborative contingency plans facing complexity.

1.16. Emerging concepts

X

1TS maturity level of collaboration needs to be assessed.

1.8. Enabler 2. Information systems

Proposition 3

X

Theme 2

X

IS contributes with capacity to respond to turbulence.
1TS collaborate to have visibility and maintain service levels.

1.6. Enabler 1. Human resources

X

People articulate relational abilities to deal with complexity.

1.11. Barriers & challenges to collaboration

X

Suppliers are vulnerable to systemic network disturbances.

1.13. Critical incident

X

1TS collaborate with OEM to redress inefficiencies.

X

People efforts based on communication and transparency.

X

Enhance supplier involvement in logistics activities.

1.5. Logistics practices for performance
1.10. Opportunities in collaboration
1.14. Metrics of collaboration

X
Theme 3

X

Inward: use of indicators measuring transactions in ERP.

Proposition 3
Systems inter-operability

1.7. Role of information systems
1.8. Enabler 2. Information systems

Outward: Governance mechanisms with OEM.

Theme 1

X

Proposition 1

X

1.9. Enabler 3. Collaborative processes

Value of collaboration

Comments

1.2. Logistics collaboration: determinants

1.4. Logistics practices for collaboration

Supplier development

Supported

1.1. Roles and responsibilities

1.6. Enabler 1. Human resources

Network complexity

Themes are linked to
these propositions or
previous themes

X

1TS interact with OEM via EDI for order feed and ASN.
IS provide rapidity in order treatment and execution.

X

Processes are enhanced by technology: ERP, WMS, TMS.

1.11. Barriers & challenges to collaboration

Proposition 1

X

Lack of data accuracy and completeness from the OEM.

1.12.1. Value as outcome of relations

Proposition 5

X

1TS invest in relationships to respond to disruptive events.

1.12.2. Value as outcome of performance

Proposition 5

X

Value translates into organizational efficiencies.

1.12.3. Value as outcome of knowledge

Proposition 5

X

Learning experiences and knowledge translate into value.

1.12.4. Value as an enabler of credibility

Proposition 5

X

Credibility translates into efficiencies: less transactions, time
and cost avoidance.

Núñez (2021)
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5.2. Pattern matching analysis – Case Three - The 1TS
This section presents the results of the pattern matching procedure administered to the
evidence from case three. The section is articulated around three main visual outputs:
(1) ‘evidence maps’ for each of dimension of the analytical framework; the contents of
each map are derived from empirical data. (2) a ‘propositions matrix’ synthesizing the
results of the analysis. In this matrix, propositions are associated to the appropriate
dimensions of logistics collaboration. (3) an ‘emerging themes matrix’ identifying
themes and associating them to a conceptual category. The structure of our maps and
matrixes are based on the templates developed by Rahman (2012) who performed
pattern matching on dyadic arrangements between 3PL and vehicle manufacturers.
What follows in Figures A9, A10 and A11 are the interpretive templates that we call
‘evidence maps’. These maps synthesize evidence decanted from a large ‘control
document’ (omitted for the sake of simplicity). The maps are segmented into three
sections displayed in columns. First column contains patterns of first-order evidence
expressed in short sentences. Second column displays second-order themes. Third
column indicates the categorical dimension hosting the patterns and themes.
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We present next in Table A16 a ‘propositions matrix’ resulting from the analysis of
case three. To this end, we reviewed the initial propositions in light of the empirical
findings. Evidence from content analysis and from evidence maps substantiate this
matrix. The output contains a list of refined propositions associated to an appropriate
dimension of logistics collaboration.
Table A16. Propositions, themes and dimensions matrix of Case Three – The 1TS
Nbr

Refined propositions and themes

P1a



P1b



P1c



P1d



P1e



P1f



P1g



P1h



P1i



P1j



P1k



T2a



T2b



T2c
T2d

T2e

T2f

Appropriate
dimension

From the 1TS perspective, there are two domains of people’s contribution to logistics
collaboration: the relational domain and informational domain.
People’s contribution in the relational domain relate to 1TS engagement with the OEM, and
interaction with OEM and 3PL to meet expectations and to respond to contingencies.
People’s contribution in the informational domain relates to 1TS ability and rapidity to
execute transactions in the system.

Enablers
(people)

From the 1TS perspective, IS contribute to LC and LP by enhancing rapidity of transactions,
by simplifying processes, by freeing time from associates and by minimizing clerical errors.
From the 1TS perspective, IS provide visibility, rapidity of transactions, increased volume of
transactions, increased shipment accuracy, and document-release automation.

Enablers
(systems)

From the 1TS perspective, there are two types of processes facilitating logistics
collaboration: conventional processes and systems-enabled processes.
Conventional collaborative processes at 1TS are handbooks, shipping manuals, work
instructions and tacit information transmitted from mouth to ear.
Systems-enabled collaborative processes at the 1TS are ERP, WMS, ad hoc dashboards and
electronic tablets.

Enablers
(processes)

From an intra-organizational perspective, 1TS do not fully exploit the capabilities of their
internal IS for improvement of logistics activities.
From an inter-organizational perspective, 1TS signal data inaccuracy and data inconsistency
in respect to the OEM’s information systems.
From a triadic perspective, 1TS information systems are not fully integrated with the OEM
not with the 3PL.

Enablers
(antagonist)

From the 1TS perspective, there are two types of practices for logistics collaboration:
people-enabled practices and technology-enabled practices.
People-enabled practices are based on communication and transparency: they consist in
governances with the OEM for information sharing, feedback and recovery plans.
Technology-enabled practices are master-files and dashboards linked to production and
delivery schedules.

Mechanisms
(practices for
collaboration)



At the 1TS, there are two types of practices leading to logistics performance: (1) adequate
exploitation of information systems, and (2) observance of OEM’s performance criteria.

Mechanisms
(practices for
performance)



A distinctive medium of collaboration at 1TS is the electronic portal that vendors have to
visualize incoming orders from OEM.
The elements at 1TS disposal to collaborate with the OEM and with the 3PL are load
schedules, EDI order feed, pickup notifications from TMS, and advance shipping notices.

Mechanisms
(collaborative
mechanisms)
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Table A16. Propositions, themes and dimensions matrix of Case Three – The 1TS
(continued)
Nbr

Refined propositions and themes

T2g



T2h



P3a



P3b
P3c
P3d





P4a



P4b
P4c



P5a



P5b



P5c
P5d






Appropriate
dimension

1TS rationale to participate in collaborative strategies lays in their desire to maintain service
levels and shipment capacity responding to supply chain complexity.
Collaborative efforts are deployed by 1TS to surmount SC problems, to navigate through
turbulence, and to respond unexpected changes.

Mechanisms
(strategies)

From the 1TS perspective, Logistics Operational Performance (LOP) means meeting OEM
specifications in terms of orders and requirements in the system.
From an intra-organizational perspective, LOP is tracks by 1TS with their ERP and WMS
systems.
From an inter-organizational perspective, 1TS maintain LOP by observing criteria imposed
by OEM.
From a triadic perspective, 1TS complies with LOP criteria set by 3PL in its SC orchestration
capacity.

Outcomes
(operational
performance)

From the 1TS perspective, Logistics Relational Performance (LRP) is enabled by a
collaborative orientation executed to meet OEM’s expectations.
From an inter-organizational perspective, LRP is maintained by 1TS via governance
mechanisms with OEM.
There is absence of LRP from a triadic perspective 1TS-OEM-3PL..

Outcomes
(relational
performance)

Efforts invested by 1TS to support OEM and responding to disruptive events create value in
the relationship: Such efforts translate into knowledge which in turn translates into value.
Value as a result of LOP translates into organizational efficiencies: Efficiencies materialize in
order fulfilment and shipment visibility.
At the 1TS, the mix of associate's experience, qualifications and openness translate into
value. Learning experiences have a lasting formative value.
From the 1TS perspective, credibility, engagement and trust are building blocks of value:
they translate into efficiencies such as time-saving and costs containment.

Outcomes
(value of
collaboration)

Developed by the researcher for the purposes of this study. Template adapted from Rahman (2012)

We present next in Table A17 an ‘emergent themes matrix’ resulting from the analysis
of case three. Evidence from content analysis and from evidence maps substantiate this
matrix which identifies emergent themes associating them with a conceptual category.
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Table A17. Emergent themes and categories matrix of Case Three – The 1TS
Nbr

Emergent themes

Conceptual
category

Enablers

ET1




From the 1TS perspective, determinants of LC are communication, honesty, power-balance
and operational efficiency to meet OEM expectations.
1TS collaborate with other members of the triad such as 3PL and carriers to generate
efficiencies, savings and to avoid costs.
1TS work with OEM and/or 3PL on contingency plans to prevent network inefficiencies.

Collaborative
orientation

Enablers

ET2




Data exchange is vital to LC & LP because it makes information more homogeneous across
the triad, data is organized and legible, and changes can be visible with reasonable speed.
At 1TS, IS have good intra-connectivity inwards to their respective organizations, poor interconnectivity to the OEM, and almost complete absence of connectivity with 3PL.
At the inter-organizational level, challenges identified concern the inter-operability of 1TS
systems with those of OEM and 3PL.

Systems interoperability

Mechanisms

ET3





Logistics collaboration allows 1TS build capacity to respond to supply chain turbulence.
At 1TS, people deal with network complexity by sharing information and communicating
with others members of the triad.
1TS articulate relational, informational and process-related abilities under a triadic scope to
deal with complexity.

Network
complexity

Mechanisms

ET4




No inter-organizational logistical processes sustained between 1TS and OEM were
identified.
This finding concedes that logistical processes in the triadic arrangement are devised and
orchestrated by the 3PL.
Transportation systems, shipping instructions, transit times, holiday schedules, load
planning, track and trace, etc., are devised and managed by 3PL.

Network
orchestration

Outcomes
ET5





Evidence suggests that there is need to enhance 1TS involvement in logistics activities.
Performance measurements of 1TS logistics activities are incipient.
Value outcomes of 1TS logistics activities are poorly documented.

Supplier
development

Developed by the researcher for the purposes of this study. Template adapted from Rahman (2012)
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5.3.1 Interpretation of the findings – The 1TS
The analytical framework presented above allows for graphical description of the
findings. We structured the results in the space of three dimensions: enablers,
mechanisms, and outcomes of logistics collaboration.
Patton (2002) suggests that case studies should be interpreted in some degree by the
researcher to facilitate the reporting process. In his words a case report should “provide
sufficient description to allow the reader to understand the basis for an interpretation,
and sufficient interpretation to allow the reader to understand the description” (Patton
2002, p.503-504).
What follows next is a recapitulation of the findings together with our interpretations.
We put forward the collaborative elements identified with 1TS in the context their
contractual relationship with the OEM. Then, we uncover the challenges in the horizon
that the 1TS should surmount to affirm its supportive role from the source. In this
development, we identify pending items in logistics collaboration that could be
implemented in order to enhance logistics performance, to foster value creation across
the triad, and to accompany the OEM’s dazzling growth.
With regard to the enablers of logistics collaboration, our findings corroborate that the
competencies of human resources at 1TS and the adequacy of their information systems
combined, make a contribution to the phenomenon under study. The ‘human resources’
enabler collaborates in two ways: first, people focus on meeting the OEM
specifications in terms of price, quality and delivery. For this purpose, people at the
1TS make great investments in keeping close ties with the OEM by engaging in
transparent and constant communication that is based in open-book production
schedules. This constitutes the relational contribution of people who are deeply
involved in maintaining their account satisfied. The instrumental contribution of people
relates to their ability to execute transactions in the specific information systems at the
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triad’s disposal. Increased logistics collaboration is reached when people at the ITS
decipher purchase orders arriving at their informatics mediums, translate such
information into shipping orders, feedback the 3PL as to the availability of the
shipments, and confirm to the OEM when shipments have departed. These series of
steps may seem too mechanical to the unfamiliar reader, it represents however a key
element of customer satisfaction, and a performance indicator expected by the OEM.
The savviness of people to process orders across interconnected systems (i.e., OEM’s
EDI, 1TS’ ERP, and 3PL’ TMS) is tied with the ‘information systems’ enabler. In this
sense, logistics collaboration is reached when the exploitation of the systems enhance
the quantity and quality of transactions executed across the triad. Not only transactional
benefits were identified in regards to the interconnected systems of the triad; relational
benefits were also pinpointed having to do with IS freeing people from repetitive tasks
allowing them for more relationship time with the OEM. The operability of
interconnected systems in the logistics triad may seem as a normal macro-process to
the expert outsider; however, this state of maturity was hard and lengthy to reach in the
context of the studied triad. 1TS have information systems that are particular to their
manufacturing needs, such systems are dissimilar to those exploited by OEM and 3PL,
yet some degree of connectivity is a palpable token of collaboration contributing to
performance. A critique to the ‘information systems’ enabler was found in the midst of
1TS and it concerned data inaccuracy and inconsistency with respect to the OEM’s
order feed. Poor data in the systems is a deterrent to collaboration also identified by
3PL and by OEM in their respective cases.
With regard to ‘collaborative processes’, this enabler was identified in the context of
1TS in two veins. (1) conventional processes exploited internally, in dyadic or in triadic
mode: Logistics processes such as shipping instructions, holiday schedules, loading
charts and volume allocations are conventional processes at the service of the triad.
Conventional collaborative processes are designed by the 3PL, vetted by the OEM and
executed by the 1TS. (2) Systems-enabled processes were also pointed out by the 1TS
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as drivers of collaboration. These processes relate to the specific systems-based
applications the 1TS possess to link different departments within their respective
organizations. The functionalities of ERP, WMS, and ad hoc house-made applications
are regarded as collaborative processes by the 1TS. Participants argued that such
processes allow them to execute routines, to extract reports and to track performance
indicators.
The previous interpretation of the findings concerning the ‘enablers’ of LC led us to
the examination of the logistics collaboration phenomenon as it is experienced by the
ITS. In this sense, the rapport suppliers have to LC is of reactive nature. 1TS participate
in collaborative strategies mainly as a response to the complexity of the OEM’s supply
network. 1TS deploy great efforts maintaining service levels and keeping up to OEM’s
expectations. In this line of thinking, collaborative strategies are conceived by the
OEM/3PL, orchestrated by 3PL, and suppliers are incorporated thereafter. In the
context of 1TS, the ‘collaborative mechanisms’ umbrella declines two strings of
practices: (1) practices for collaboration, and (2) practices for performance.
Practices for collaboration have two orientations in the 1TS realm. (a) People-enabled
practices consist in self-enforced governances with the OEM. This finding is in
accordance with literature recognizing effective governance as a mechanism preserving
relational rents. (b) Technology-enabled practices consist in a series of processes and
routines declining from IS applications. Some examples are master files, dashboards,
and portals that are linked to production schedules. Within the technology enabled
practices, two distinctive mediums of collaboration were identified: (i) an electronic
portal from which 1TS download shipping orders fed by the OEM’s ERP, and (ii)
shipment notifications fed by 3PL’s TMS. Unfortunately, at the time of writing, both
mediums of collaboration were catalogued as one-way mirrors restricted to a
downstream information flow. At the moment, those mechanisms do not allow the
vendor to automatically feedback on order feed nor on shipping schedules. When issues
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or discrepancies arise, 1TS have to communicate with its triadic counterparts via
conventional means such as email or telephone.
With respect to practices for performance, we noted the absence of formal
configurations signaled in literature such as CTM, CRM or SCOR in the 1TS realm.
What the interviewed vendors catalogued as practices for performance related to
adequate exploitation of information system, as well as compliance to OEM and 3PL
performance criteria. This finding confirms several assumptions we set at the beginning
of the investigation: (1) planned and coordinated socio-technical processes supporting
inter-firm relationships are devised and implemented by OEM and 3PL, and not by
1TS. (2) Collaborative mechanisms in a triadic context are orchestrated by 3PL and
followed by 1TS. (3) There is fertile ground to involve 1TS in the preparation and
execution of collaborative mechanisms at the early stages of projects.
Having discussed the practices for collaboration and performance identified in the 1TS
context, we move on to the interpretation of the outcomes of collaboration in the casestudy. As anticipated, logistics collaboration leads to logistics performance expected in
two forms: operational and relational performance.
In the context of 1TS, ‘logistics operational performance’ means meeting the industry
standards set by the OEM. The focal company has processes to monitor supplier
compliance with regard to transactional outputs such as product price, quality and
delivery indicators. In turn, 3PL has started to develop performance indicators on
logistics routines applicable to 1TS. At the time of writing, 3PL ad hoc performance
tracking on suppliers was on an experimental phase and only applicable to a small
fraction of the vendors. Also, 1TS have internal performance measurements across the
functions of their respective organizations. For instance, production, customer service
and shipping departments track their operational performance with the functionalities
of their ERP and/or WMS systems.
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The notion of ‘logistics relational performance’ (LRP) was also identified in the context
of 1TS. This type of performance is enabled by a collaborative orientation 1TS possess
to respond to OEM expectations and to meet their increasing demands. The
collaborative orientation of 1TS encompasses intangible ingredients such as
communication, engagement, and trust. The source or relational performance at 1TS is
a mix of other intangibles such as qualifications, experience, openness and
transparency of the participating actors in the triad. These actors are customer service
representatives, material planners, production and shipping supervisors.
As to the value elements declining from LRP in the context of 1TS these were identified
primarily as knowledge and credibility. The efforts deployed by 1TS responding to
disruptive events create value in the relationship. Such efforts translate into knowledge
which, in turn, translates into value. Inter-firm knowledge-sharing acquires value when
it is used in future instances to support OEM’s supply chain complexity. Findings
suggest that at 1TS, credibility and trust are building blocks of value: when articulated
properly, they translate into efficiencies such as time-savings and costs-avoidances.
Trust and credibility between triadic partners are ingredients that encourage
transparency and discourage opportunistic behaviour.
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CONCLUSION
We have presented three reports of individual cases focusing on each member of the
logistics triad: The 3PL, the OEM and the 1TS. Each account is part of three studies
that were later consolidated in a cross-case report (presented in Chapter 4).
The purpose the reports was to portrait the individual perspective of each investigated
entity while asked questions about their role in the logistics triad. In particular, we
delved into the enablers, mechanisms and consequences of logistics collaboration put
forward by the entities under scrutiny. Our research design also aimed to obtain
evidence on two anticipated outcomes of logistics collaboration: operational
performance and relational performance.
Although our approach to the organizations was of inductive nature, once data was
amassed it was analyzed through deductive reasoning. For that, we formulated
theoretical propositions and we elaborated an initial conceptual model. On a first
analytical procedure, thematic content analysis was performed on a directed style to
detach meaning from the data and to corroborate the presence of the sought concepts.
On a second analytical procedure, we executed pattern matching to structure our
findings across pre-designed matrixes. Also, the template analysis technique was
employed to support both analytical procedures. Altogether, the procedures and the
ancillary technique permitted to refine the propositions linked to the case and to
associate them to an appropriate dimension of logistics collaboration.
The results obtained throughout the analytical procedures were condensed inside an
analytical figure, per case. Our graphic synthesis visually regroups the main findings
facilitating individual understanding of the cases. Finally, we delved into an
enumeration of the findings together with a narrative interpretation of the researcher.
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We capitalize on the analytical efforts put forward on each of the three case studies in
various ways: (1) We detach the analytical elements (e.g., propositions, concepts,
dimensions, and emerging themes) that are particular to each participating entity. This
valuable information was used to compare the findings across cases. (2) We
corroborate the relevance of the theory supporting our propositions and the adequacy
of our conceptual model. (3) Our interpretation of the findings pointed out to some
suggestions of concrete actions that each entity could consider in order to enhance
collaboration and performance levels in the midst of the triadic arrangement.
Beyond the above contributions, various limitations need to be pointed out. Each case
report only reflects results emerging from a particular member of the logistics triad.
Cross-case analysis was later needed to complete a triadic and holistic view. Another
limitation is the absence of quantitative data. Recognizing that we privileged a
qualitative stream to uncover hidden aspects of the organizational phenomenon, the use
of collaborative indicators from quantitative sources could have enhanced the
descriptive and explanatory aims of each report. Despite these limitations, each case
furnishes evidence to the formation of cross-case conclusions (presented in Chapter
Four).
.oOo.

APPENDIX C – INTERVIEW PROTOCOLS
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Note from the researcher
Nine different versions of the interview guide were developed to gather the sought data
across the logistics triad: one version for the 3PL, one for the OEM and one for 1TS.
Each version was written in three languages; English, French and Spanish; 3 x 3 = 9
semi-structured interview guides. For the sake of simplicity, we are only attaching one
version as an illustration of the data collection tool.
Interview guide starts
Project’s title: Logistics Collaboration in Vehicle Manufacturing: a triadic perspective
Research objectives:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

To assess the contribution of human resources, information systems and
collaborative processes to a CTM-oriented approach in logistics;
To identify and explain the mechanisms belonging to a CTM-oriented approach
applied to a logistics triad;
To evaluate operational and relational performance outcomes of a CTM-oriented
approach when it is executed in a setting showing low levels of collaborative
maturity;
To identify hindrances and areas of opportunity for CTM-oriented approach in
logistics, and to explain how this approach can lead to superior maturity levels;
To assess the value created by a CTM-oriented approach applied in a logistics
triad.

Open-ended questions
1. Talk to me about your everyday work, your responsibilities.
Category: Participant’s status, role and functions
Concept: Role in the logistics triad
2. What is your perception (or your understanding) of collaboration in logistics?
Category: Sense-making of the concept logistics collaboration
Concept: Logistics collaboration
3. How would you describe performance in logistics?
Category: Sense-making of the concept logistics performance
Concept: Logistics performance
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4. What are the efforts you (as an individual) deploy to collaborate with your
logistics counterparts?
Prompter: Are there specific collaborative activities, practices, routines, that you
develop and maintain with your logistics counterparts?
Category: Identification of logistics practices
Concept: Logistic practices for collaboration
5. What do you do (individually or with your team) to maintain and/or to enhance
logistics performance?
Category: Identification of enabling factors to logistics performance
Code: Logistics practices for performance
6. How do the individuals working for you (your team members) collaborate to
improve your logistics performance?
Category: Assessment of the human factor’s contribution to logistics performance
Code: People (as an enabler of logistics collaboration)
7. What is the importance you give to the use of information systems in the
context of your work?
Category: Role and meaning of IT in collaborative logistics
Code: Systems (as an enabler of logistics collaboration)
8. What is the contribution of information systems to collaboration and to
performance in the context of your work?
Category: Contribution of IT to logistics collaboration and logistics performance
Code: Systems (as an enabler of logistics collaboration)
9. Other than the human and technological factors discussed above, would there
be other contributors (enablers) to collaboration and to performance in
logistics?
Prompter: Processes, shipping instructions, load planning, scheduling, forecasting,
accruals, other.
Category: Collaborative mechanisms and routines
Code: Processes (as an enabler of logistics collaboration)
10. How would you further exploit your human resources and your information
systems to boost collaboration and logistics performance?
Category: Identification of plans and projects (wish list)
Code: Pending collaborative activities in the logistics triad
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11. Does collaboration between you, your third-party logistics service provider, and
key suppliers leads to superior logistics performance?
Yes? No? Why? How so?
Category: Collaboration as a driver of logistics performance
Code: Logistics collaboration leading to logistics performance
12. What is the value that you obtain by collaborating with your third-party
logistics service provider, and your key suppliers?
Can you estimate such value in qualitative and quantitative terms?
Category: Assessment of value stemming from collaboration
Code: Value of logistics collaboration
13. Can you remember an episode (can you provide an example) of a (situation,
solution, project) in which your company and other members of the logistics
chain collaborated?
What were the circumstances surrounding that event? What was the outcome?
What were the aims of such collaboration, fix, improve, or transform a process?
Category: Flannagan’s critical incident technique to evaluate experience in
collaboration
Code: Relevance, truth-value of the participant
14. Certainly, you have heard of the latest [company name] Operations
Management Initiative [name of the initiative]. As you already know, this
initiative seeks to improve processes and tools in order to obtain superior
results.
 How does this initiative relate to your logistics activities?
 How can vertical collaboration (OEM-3PL-Suppliers) contribute to the success
of the initiative?
 How can the individuals working with you (team members) collaborate thus
contributing to the success of the initiative?
 How do you foresee (anticipate) the use (role) of information systems in the
context of the initiative?
 What would be the contribution of information systems to the initiative?
Category: sense-making of the initiative launched by the OEM
Code: People, systems, and processes as enablers of logistics collaboration
15. Can you think of some metrics, key performance indicators (KPI) linking your
logistics activities to Collaboration and to Performance?
Category: identification of collaborative KPIs
Code: KPIs of logistics collaboration
16. Are there other elements we have not addressed or discussed concerning
logistics collaboration and/or logistics performance that you would like to
discuss?
Category: identification of concepts/themes out of the scope of the interview guide
Code: New concepts
.oOo.

APPENDIX D – ETHICAL CONDUCT
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INFORMATION AND CONSENT FORM
You are invited to participate in a research study. This document describes the study
procedures. Feel free to ask questions about any words or paragraphs you do not
understand. To take part in the study, you must sign the consent section at the end of
this document; a signed and dated copy will be returned to you. Please take all the time
you need to make your decision.
I. Research study title
Logistics Collaboration in Vehicle Manufacturing: a triadic perspective.
II. Researchers responsible for the research study
Main researcher (DBA candidate)
Mr. Juan Francisco Núñez, M.Sc.
Student of the Doctorate of Business Administration (DBA) program at the
Business School of Université de Sherbrooke
Telephone: (819) 821-8000 / Extension: 65059
Francisco.Grapain@USherbrooke.ca
Research supervisor (professor)
Dr. Luis Antonio De Santa-Eulalia, PhD, professor at the Department of information
systems and business research methods, at the Business school of Université de
Sherbrooke. For more information, you may contact the researcher by phone at 819821-8000 (1 800-267-8337) extension [65042] or by email at Luis.Antonio.De.SantaEulalia@USherbrooke.ca
III. Declaration of absence of conflict of interest
The main researcher conducts the present study in parallel to his business activities as
a logistics consultant for [undisclosed name]. Main researcher’s work activities are not
directly related to aims of the research project, thus his consultancy and research effort
are completely segmented. There is no conflict of interest in the execution of the
present study. Moreover, the results of the study will build up on a doctoral dissertation
and not on a particular consultancy project.
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IV. Funding of the research study
This study does not receive and funding or financial aid from research chairs,
government agencies, philanthropic foundations, or private organizations.
V. Purpose of the research study
This study aims to examine the Collaborative Logistics practices held in your
organization under a tri-partite perspective (a vehicle manufacturer, a third-party
logistics service provider, and key suppliers).
We are conducting this study to learn more about Collaborative Transportation
Management (CTM) since it has not been studied much in the past. Research objectives
are:
1. To assess the contribution of human resources, information systems and
collaborative processes to a CTM-oriented approach in logistics;
2. To identify and explain the mechanisms belonging to a CTM-oriented approach
applied to a logistics triad;
3. To evaluate operational and relational performance outcomes of a CTMoriented approach when it is executed in a setting showing low levels of
collaborative maturity;
4. To identify hindrances and areas of opportunity for CTM-oriented approach in
logistics, and to explain how this approach can lead to superior maturity levels;
5. To assess the value created by a CTM-oriented approach applied in a logistics
triad.
VI. research procedures and nature of your participation
You were selected as a participant of this study because you are a key collaborator to
the logistics ecosystem of your organization. Your answers and opinions will help to
shed light on logistics practices and collaborative mechanisms currently present in your
supply chain.
Questions are asked in a face-to-face interview, which will last approximately 60
minutes. The semi-structured interviews will be conducted by the main researcher,
recorded and later fully transcribed for the purpose of data analysis. You will be
interviewed in private an appropriate room located at your facility. You will be asked
questions concerning your current position, your role in the supply chain, your
interactions with information technologies and resource persons, as well as your
interactions with other actors of the supply chain (i.e., carriers, suppliers, buyers, and
planners).
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VII. Potential benefits of your participation
The anticipated benefits of participating in this study are the following: (1) It offers
you the opportunity to discuss opinions, perceptions, and concerns related to the
Collaborative Logistics practices you maintain with your counterparts. (2) It
contributes to understanding the rationale of decision-making while holding
collaborative business relationships. (3) It makes a diagnosis of your current
Collaborative Logistics stand point. (4) It suggests avenues, approaches, mechanisms,
and metrics to improve Collaborative Logistics amongst your organization and its
logistics partners.
VIII. Potential risks
There are no risks or discomforts anticipated from your participation in the study. Your
participation should not involve any significant inconveniences, other than taking up
some of your time. You may ask to take a break or to continue the interview at a more
convenient time.
IX. Voluntary participation and the right to withdraw
Your participation in this research project is voluntary. Therefore, you may refuse to
participate. You may also withdraw from the project at any time, without giving any
reason, by informing a member of the research team.
If you withdraw from the study, the information collected during the study will
nonetheless be stored, analyzed or used to protect the scientific integrity of the research
project. If you withdraw from the study, would you like that the audio or written
documents pertaining to you be destroyed?
Yes

No

Participant’s initials______________

In this eventuality, the main researcher will validate your preferences regarding data
destruction. Any new findings that could influence your decision to stay in the research
project will be shared with you as soon as possible.
X. Financial compensation
You will not receive financial compensation for participating in this research study.
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XI. Confidentiality
During your participation in this study, the main researcher will collect and record
information about you in a study file. The main researcher will only collect information
required to meet the scientific goals of the study.
All the information collected during the research project will remain confidential to the
extent provided by law. You will only be identified by a code number. The main
researcher responsible for this study will keep the key to the code linking your name to
your study file.
The study data will be stored for 5 years by the main researcher responsible for this
study for research purposes as described in this information and consent form. The data
may be published or shared during scientific meetings; however, it will not be possible
to identify you.
For monitoring and control, your study file may be examined by a person mandated by
regulatory authorities, as well as by representatives of the funding agency, the
institution, or the Research Ethics Board. All these individuals and organizations
adhere to policies on confidentiality.
You have the right to consult your study file in order to verify the information gathered,
and to have it corrected if necessary.
XII. Study results
If you wish to receive a summary of the study results when they are completed, please
provide an address
Email or Postal address:
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
XIII. Contact information
If you have questions or if you have a problem you think may be related to your
participation in this research study, or if you would like to withdraw, you may
communicate with the main researcher responsible of this research study or with his
research supervisor at the following coordinates: Juan Francisco Núñez / email:
francisco.grapain@usherbrooke.ca / telephone: XXX-XXX-XXXX or Luis Antonio
De Santa-Eulalia / email : Luis.Antonio.De.Santa-Eulalia@USherbrooke.ca /
telephone: (819) 821-8000 extension 65042
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XIV. Approval of the Research Ethics Board
The Research Ethics Board of the Université de Sherbrooke (CÉR Lettres et sciences
humaines) approved this research and is responsible for the monitoring of the study.
For any question concerning your rights as a research participant taking part in this
study, or if you have comments, or wish to file a complaint, you may communicate
with the Research Ethics Board at the following phone number 819-821-8000 (or toll
free at 1-800-267-8337) extension 62644, or by email at cer_lsh@USherbrooke.ca
XV. Signature of the participant
I have reviewed the information and consent form. Both the research study and the
information and consent form were explained to me. My questions were answered, and
I was given sufficient time to make a decision. After reflection, I consent to participate
in this research study in accordance with the conditions stated above.
I authorize the main researcher responsible of this research study to communicate with
me directly to ask if I am interested in participating in other research.
Yes

Name of participant

No

Signature

Date

XVI. Signature of the person obtaining consent
I have explained the research study and the terms of this information and consent form
to the research participant, and I answered all his/her questions.

Name of the person obtaining consent

Signature

Date
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XVI. Commitment of the researcher responsible of the research study
I certify that this information and consent form were explained to the research
participant, and that the questions the participant had were answered.
I undertake, together with my thesis supervisor, to respect what was agreed upon in the
information and consent form, and to give a signed and dated copy of this form to the
research participant.

Name of the researcher

Signature

Date

Note from the researcher
Three versions of this information and consent form were developed in observance of
ethical conduct. One version in English, one in French and one in Spanish. For the sake
of simplicity and uniformity, we are only attaching the English version of the
document.
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